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E VOLUTION
When Madrigal Audio Laboratories introduced the Mark Levinson No.38 preamplifier in 1993 and the No.38S
ayear later, they built in alevel of quality and refinement backed by the leading- edge technology of the day.
The Madrigal design team listened to seemingly infinite combinations of parts during product development.
The resulting preamplifiers have since been recognised for their outstanding performance and craftsmanship
with numerous awards world-wide, and are enjoyed by thousands of music lovers, the world over.
Since then Madrigal have identified many new devices, using previously unavailable technologies.
Armed with these powerful new technologies Madrigal decided to re-evaluate both preamplifiers.
A careful design review revealed that while the basic topology of the original preamplifiers was still the most desirable,
these designs could significantly benefit from ahost of new devices. In all, atotal of 84 changes to the No.38 and 106 to
the No.38S result in sonic improvements that effect virtually all areas. An audition of the new Mark Levinson No.380 and
No.380S preamplifiers will reveal improved low end authority and impact, cleaner, more natural high frequency
performance, finer detail and improved dynamics, imaging focus and soundstaging reproduction.
Upgrade options are available to owners of the No.38 and No.38S through authorised Mark Levinson dealers.
Visit one soon and discover how aMark Levinson preamplifier can enhance the way you listen to music in your home.

For full details contact:Path Premier

Evinson

Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360
email: premier@path.co.uk
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egional coding has been seen
by many as the issue which
could make or break DVD.
It's asubject which has been aired in
this magazine by Barry Fox and (with
passion) by Ken Kessler, who this
month reviews Pioneer's combination
DVD/LaserDisc player [page 30].
The movie industry has divided the
world into seven marketing territories
or zones and DVD movie discs carry
acode to let the player know which
zone it is intended for. The player
will reject any disc which was not
coded for its own zone. American
(Zone 1) discs will not work on
European (Zone 2 ) players.
Among the few discs which don't
have regional coding are the recentlylaunched 24/96 high-resolution audio
discs from Classic and Chesky. Of
course, most DVD buyers are more
interested in watching DVD movies,
where regional coding nearly always
does apply. As KK points out, it's a
safe bet that most early adoptors of
DVD
already have LaserDisc
collections, and this is the key to the
Pioneer combi player's success.
LaserDisc boomed in the USA and
Japan (which share the American
NTSC television broadcast system),
but was slow to take off in Europe
because there was no large-scale
availability of PAL ( European TV
standard) discs. Eventually, Pioneer
broke the stalemate by launching
LaserDisc players which could play
NTSC and PAL discs. The UK
LaserDisc market then opened up,
although its growth was fuelled by
sales of NTSC discs which shouldn't
really have been on sale here at all.
Now, in the case of DVD, regional
coding should allow the movie
industry to retain and in fact increase
its control over who watches what
when. There have been murmurings
from industry insiders that regional
coding may ultimately have to be
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room correction
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Audiodub,
on 01296 482017.

abandoned as impractical. But the
regional coding barriers are already
being breached by enterprising users
and suppliers.
Early American-market Sony DVD
players, in which the code status was
accessible by an internal switch, have
been changing hands at inflated
prices. And Micromega of France,
(UK importer Surrey Sounds, 01932
254297) now sells acode-free DVD
player, which costs £ 1500 and is
called appropriately enough, the
Premium. In any case, given some
knowledge of electronics, it is often
possible to disable the regional coding
of anormal player, although this will
void the warranty.
Just before press time, Ireceived a
news release ` announcing the
dissolution of regional coding'. Iwas
fooled for a second: but Iquickly
realised that this was not an
announcement from Hollywood, nor
from the group of manufacturers
making up the DVD Forum, which
agreed to impose regional coding in
the first place. It was in fact an
announcement by aWest London
company, DataScan (contact 0181
758 7504), of its DiVA home cinema
system, which includes a ' civilized'
way of getting around regional coding
without taking apair of wire-cutters
to the inside of aDVD player.
Instead, DataScan has put together
a £3900 plus VAT package based on
a Pentium computer with a DVD
drive and software to unlock DVDs
from any zone. A Sherwood Dolby
Digital amp and Bose Acoustimass 6
speakers complete the system.
But neither the existence of multizone machines, nor (if it happens)
the abandonment of regional coding,
will affect the legal status of DVD
software. DVD movies will still need
to have censorship certification in
different countries, and they will be
still be copyright.
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to the The
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Show ' 98. Next month's

issue, on sale Friday 7 August, will not
only include a special show preview, with
an up -to -date list of exhibitors and news
of some of the host of new products
being launched — the magazine also
comes with a free admission ticket, which
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September: trade days ( strictly trade only) are 17
and 18 September.

• More details on the September issue: page 121.
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BECOME A REALIST—AUdi0 Research
delivers true reference sound quality

in its Reference 1preamp and
Reference 600 monoblocs. Each
mono chassis packs f
6power output

BECOME A

This is the partnership to put excitement back into your music making.

Martin Colloms ( HiFi News April
1997) reviewed the VT100 as "having
agenerously balanced sound...sufficiently positive and dynamic to
give abelievably accurate tonal
balance".
The VT100 is amid-power amplifier positioned between the

REA
LIST

valves through atightly coupled
output transformer to deliver an
effortless 600 watt with the naturalness and ease of dynamics only
associated with live performance.
classic VT50, at around £3300,
With its wide bias adjustment the
and the mighty VT200.
Reference 600 can use of any
REAL PRAISE — the all-valve LS22
popular output valves in the 6550,
brings down the cost of true
KT88/90/99/100 families. The
Audio Research high-end perall-valve Reference 1stereo line
formance.
preamp has full microprocessor
This line stage preamplifier
remote control of volume,
was reviewed in March 1996 ( Hi-H
balance, record and input selecNews, Martin Colloms) as "atrufr
tion with both balance and single
first-rate line controller. The L.S22
ended inputs ( eight plus full tape
peermed asflawlese on the lab
loop) and outputs ( two main, one
bench as it did in the listentape). There are no
ing room. ( the 1_522) proved
mechanical switches to
uncompromising in its
degrade the signal path.
closest approach to the
Awards and world-wide
absolute—aneutral transacclaim says it all. Find out
parent, musically honest
for yourself why Ken
gain control" The review
Kessler rated these "the
concludes: "awork of referfinest audio amplification
ence, universal in
devices ever produced'
application and atonic for
(Hi Fi News May 1996)
any system. In my opinion
REAL CI ces— Audio
it's the best mired mode
Research has introduced
pre-amplifier I've heard to
the LS9, aremote control
date and in view of what it
solid-state preamp to
achieves, the price is nice
replacing the popular
competitive".
LS3/3B. This all new,
REAL INTEGRATION —
direct- coupled Class A
enthusiasts waited along
design uses the constantwhile for the CA50 allcurrent technology of the
valve, remote control
flagship Reference 1and
integrated amplifier.
features two balanced and
Conservatively rated at 50
three single-ended inputs
watt per channel the CA50
plus afull tape monitor
was designed to be stunloop in alow profile case.
ningly musical, handsome
Perfect partner for
in appearance—its styling
the LS9 is the new 100.2
cues come from the
solid-state power amp
awesome Reference l—
which we believe sets a
and completely
new standard. Liquid and
convenient. Join the
grain- free it possesses afine
queues waiting to audition
midrange transparency.
Reference 60Ct monoblocs — winner AAHEA Golden
this important Audio
REAL TRAD1770N — Audio
Note award 19 96 ' Rest tube electronics design'
Research first. As Ken
Research has kept the faith
Reference 1preamplifier — winner AAHEA Golden
Kessler ( HiFi News
with vinyl and has finally
Note award 1997 ' Rest tube electronics design'
February 1997) said, "So
produced the no-compromuch for the superiority of
mise Reference 2phono
separates...".
stage. Various cartridge
The CA50 is styled to match the CD2 Compact Disc player.
ECls — R1AA and 78— are
REAL QUALI7Y — An enthely new ful: 20-bit CD player, the CD2,
provided with front panel
replaces the single box CD Iand CDT1 transport. As acomplete player
gain control, balanced or single ended working and remote control.
Audio Research is convinced the CD2 can compete with any single or
Enthusiasts looking for the trad:tional qualities of an all-valve line pretwo-box player in the market with its astounding resolution of detail and
amplifier will find them carried over into the LS8 which replaces the LS7.
dynamics.
REAL PERFORMANCE — the LS15 preamplifier caters for those making an
important transition into the real high-end yet who want to retain the convenience of full remote control of all front panel functions. It offers both
singled ended and balanced inputs with microprocessor controlled relays tor
gain control and switching.
REAL POWER — The 100 watt per channel VT100 power amplifier is a
hard- driving amplifier with true bass slam matched by aliquid mid and top.
Its speed and control have to be heard. The LS15/VT100 pre/power combination will rock you back on your heels with its resolution and dynamics.

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SW20 ODE
Tel
0181-971 3909/0181-947 5047
Fax 0181-879 7902
Email info@absolute-sounds.corn

For those seeking classic Audio Research sound quality ideals in an
outboard digital converter the all valve- output DAC3 converter is the
perfect choice. The DAC3 — now in Mk 11 production with improved
components and important mechanical improvements to reduce vibration
— is 1:bined by the entry-level DAC5 converter.
Time you became arealist?—contact Absolute Sounds for full
information and alist of dealers where you can experience musical reality of
Audio Research.
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European
houses'
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ON DAB.,.,
Dear Sir, It would seem from what
John Nelson writes in ` Radio' in
May that the BBC is still having
difficulty in eliminating the bugs
from the MPEG ILevel 2it intends
to use for DAB. If it had transferred
or duplicated its Radio 3analogue
channel on Astra, when Astra
Digital Radio started acouple of
years ago, it would now have had
that length of experience of coping
with the practical problems of the
system in regular daily use.
To compare MPEG 1Level 2
with CD is like comparing oranges
with football boots, so totally
different are the two technologies.
If they sounded the same, it would
be amiracle as inexplicable as any
other miracle. With its 80. or so
channels, ADR represents amass
use of the technology, and
illuminates how the ADR channels
broadcasting classical music are
contending with their day-to-day
technical problems.
My experience is that, at its very
best, ADR sound is good enough
not to disgrace afirst-class audio
system, and that at most other
times it is at least acceptable stereo.
Ihave listed adozen channels
which transmit classical music, two
of them for 24 hours per day, and
the others alternately with spoken
word. Almost any evening it is
possible to hear arelay or recording
of apublic concert by one of
Europe's leading orchestras under a
prestigious conductor, or an opera
from one of the celebrated
European houses; and often there is
achoice of several. Because the
standard continental classical
repertoire is not the same as ours,
one often hears during the daytime,
amid arich mix, works that are
never broadcast here but are worth
hearing. Most of the ADR receivers
are made in Germany, where sales
have been phenomenal. A range of
makers offer either an analogue
satellite 'TV receiver with integral
ADR or astand-alone ADR
receiver which can easily be
AUGUST 1998

integrated into the domestic
satellite setup, without any
alteration to the external
installation.
Because dealers here have shown
little interest, ADR receivers are not
easy to find in Britain, but in spite
of that there is agrowing band of
ADR enthusiasts, most of whom
probably obtained their receivers
direct from one of the ` DirektVersand' traders in Germany, as I
did mine.
Iwrote to SRD Teleropa,
Radersberg D-54552, Dreis-Bruck,
Germany, who sent me details of
what was available and prices. I
sent them an order, enclosing my
credit card number and expiry date
for payment. Within about six days
the receiver arrived here in deepest
Dorset, with no formalities for me
other than to sign to confirm
receipt of the package.
RV Ward, Dorset
DSR
Dear Sir, Ifound your article on
DSR in the May HFNIRR most
interesting because Ipurchased a
Technisat Sil) 50000DSR when
transmissions came from TV-Sat.
When Kopernikus became the only
source, Ichose not to purchase a
1.2m dish because of the expense,
size of dish and uncertainty about
the system's future: adecision
which now seems justified. The
result is that I, and many others in
the UK, have an expensive, useless
piece of equipment.
About two months ago Iwrote to
Technisat in Germany, enquiring if
the receiver could be modified to
receive DAB or Astra Digital
Radio. So far Ihave not had the
courtesy of areply, and Iwonder if
you might succeed where Ihave
failed.
Iwould be grateful if you could
establish whether my receiver has
any future. Inoticed, by the way,
that German users of the system
have received compensation.
RS Bestall, Dronfield
Reg Williamson replies:
The news of DSR is that it is healthy
and well at the moment, since Ido have
a1.2m dish. It is interesting to switch
between the ADR signal and DSR to
make comparisons: few can tell. Ifear
that DSR is likely to go by 1999 and an
announcement is expected, since DT •
want the space. Itried through my
European Parliament MP to get
compensation for DSR listeners here, but
they argue it is adomestic service, so
entitlement is confined to German
listeners.
But ADR is live and also healthy,
growing all the time. There are about 12
`good' music stations and we are well

served for something every night. Ishall
be dealing with tuners in my next
contribution and Ihave just taken
delivery for areader of the Technisat
ADR1, which does Was well. This was
ordered from Germany by fax on a
Mastercard and was here in three days.
Cost with carriage was DM508, which
at the present rate of exchange is about
‘178. One can hardly call that
expensive! With an Astra dish, you can
then get everything, including all BBC
sound services on the analogue channels.
I'm afraid that the 5000 cannot be
adapted and the reason why you didn't
hear from Technisat may be for two
reasons: language; and the fact they
havn't caught on yet to export potential.
However, the Direct Mail Order Ideal
with, Sadand Fleitronik are fast,
efficient and seem to have no language
problems.
...AND DSO
Dear Sir, The articles in the May
issue on the subject of Direct
Stream Digital make me feel very
uneasy about the future of digital
audio.
DSD seems to be an incredibly
wasteful way to store digital data.
As Ihave read in Stereophile and in
Jonathan Kettle's May article [
page
51] that 75% of the data stream is
noise, then, as the proposed 1-bit
64 times CD sampling rate format
is only using 4times as many bits
per second as normal CD, then,
discounting bits that represent
noise, they are both storing the
same amount of information that
represents music. Ican therefore
only see that the absence of brick
wall filtering was what produced
the positive sounds experienced by
listeners. All of the other
'advantages' listed are removed
when you consider the need to
convert to PCM to do anything
other than the most basic editing of
the data.
The problems with DSD are
most easily highlighted by looking
at 1-bit converters in current CD
players that run at 256 times CD
sampling rate to convert 16-bit
44.1kHz PCM back into analogue.
If these converters need to run at
256 times to do agood job of
converting the CD data, how are
the 64 times DSD systems going to
compete?
Storing data in abitstream
format is also inherently wasteful.
Counting on your fingers is like
counting on a 1-bit system. Ten
fingers gives us the ability to store
any number between 1and 10. But
if Idecide to count on my ten
fingers in binary using my fingers to
represent one 10-bit word (like a
multi-bit system), then Ican store
any number between 1and 1024.
7
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READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.

This shows graphically why a 1-bit
system should not be used to store
sampled sound (or any data!).
Using 24-bit PCM will reduce
quantisation errors to apoint where
they should not be audible even
under extreme conditions and
increase the resolution for the rest
of the sampled waveform. It seems
much more important to reduce the
quantisation errors than increase
the signal-to-noise ratio. A very
large S/N ratio does not seem to be
necessary for hi-fi sound
reproduction, especially when
distortion is fully exposed because
of the low noise.
When discussing what is wrong
with CD and digital audio, most
people complain that we need a
higher sample rate so that higher
(inaudible) frequencies will be
recorded. This just does not make
sense. Both my amp and speakers
have very little high frequency
output, and Iam lucky if my ears
can detect a 16kHz tone, but
analogue still sounds incomparably
better. Why? It is my opinion that
with digital audio it is not the
extended bandwidth of ahigher
sample rate that is improving the
quality of the sound as sample rates
are increased, but the increased
temporal resolution of the samples.
This increased resolution will
reduce the distortion of the higher
frequencies and no doubt stop the
sampled sound sounding colourless
and tonally homogenised (which
standard CD currently does). If the
increased sample rate is just used to
increase the temporal resolution,
and not the highest recordable
frequency, then much shallower
and earlier anti-aliasing filters can
be used, reducing their audible
effect.
If 24-bit, high rate PCM takes up
too much data, then I'm sure that
some clever person could design
some lossy compression that could
reduce the data rate by only
recording below 20kHz signals but
keep the more detailed temporal
resolution of the increased sample
rate.
Above all, more work needs to be
done in working out exactly why
current digital audio sounds bad
rather than just guessing. Paul
Miller with his jitter analyser has
helped to start this process, but
remember that if ' theory' says that
I6-bit 44.1kHz PCM is perfect then
'theory' is wrong.
Graeme Nattress, Durham
ON THE CARDS
Dear Sir, Barry Fox may be correct
about the future significance of
Universal Serial Bus [` The Disc
Dilemma', June page 46] but readers
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should not infer from his comments
that computer audio is currently
shackled to analogue input/output
and all that means in respect of the
hostile electromagnetic
environment within.
On the contrary, many sound
cards now offer digital I/O, either
alongside analogue ports or, in an
increasing number of the better
examples, exclusively. The Zefiro
ZA2, to quote one example, offers
digital I/O via either S/PDIF
(coaxial or optical) or AES/EBU
interfaces and incorporates onboard DSP to provide real-time
sampling rate conversion.
USB has the advantage that,
should it become ade facto standard
for both the computer and the
audio industries, it will provide
convenient digital sound streaming
for minimal added cost. The same
can't be said for today's digital I/O
sound cards, but ( 1) they are
available now and ( 2) they are
compatible with abroad range of
domestic and professional digital
audio equipment already out there.
Keith Howard, Twickenham
NOT TO BE OVERLOOKED
Dear Sir, Ihave just read your
review of the Acoustic Precision
Eikos FR1 loudspeaker [
June, page
32] and aworthwhile read it was
too. I'm perplexed as to why there
are not more reviews of products by
such independent, innovative
companies. A publication of your
esteem should be seeking out and
tracking down these smaller
companies: especially the minority
that are responsible for making
British hi-fi. As avery satisfied
owner of an Acoustic Precision
Eikos CD player and Electrofluidics
Monolith 20/20 loudspeaker cable,
Ihave been perplexed as to why I
rarely see mention of these
products in the press. Several
friends of mine have heard them
and been so impressed that they
have snapped them up, without a
second thought.
There is aconcern that reviews of
equipment may go hand-in-hand
with advertising space, which
smaller operations would not have
the budget for. Could it be that
your audience is thereby missing
some of the most important
products in the market?
M Dunleavy, e-mail
GALE FORCE
Dear Sir, Your June Classic HiFi
supplement refers [
page 8] to the
Gale GS401A speakers Ibought in
1979. May Isuggest that Dave
Ritchie removes the dark grey
plastic cap on the tweeter? It is
done easily without damaging the

tweeter. Ican assure you that the
treble is purer, smoother, less
fatiguing (when hearing string
quartets for instance). It looks like
an aluminium tweeter when
`bared'.
Thank KK for his Frog-bashing,
too. We need it sometimes.
JDeriaud, Paris
GOOD FOR WOOFER
Dear Sir, A new wrinkle for Ken
Kessler. Our dog has asthma. The
vet recommended an ioniser. The
result? The dog coughs less. And
the hi-fi sounds better.
The hi-fi and the £28 ioniser are
in the living room, where the dog
spends most of his time. Who
knows, maybe he's aBach and
modern jazz fan? Anyway, the
ionised air seems to decongest the
hi-fi, too. It sounds cleaner, without
being leaner; the bass is better
defined, the mid-band more threedimensional, the treble fuller. What
atweak!
Jim Kennedy, Leicester
WRITE 100 UNES...
Dear Sir, Given that stereo is the
wonderful illusion which demands
each loudspeaker has no more than
its perceived share of the
appropriate channel, despite
unfavourable listening
environments, equipment or
recordings, please could you write
an editorial feature: 'Why my
magazine has apolicy of never
criticising the absence of abalance
control on the amplifiers we review'.
Iwould be genuinely interested to
read your point of view.
Edward Courtney,
Wotton-under-Edge, Glos
ARMLESS DECEPTION
Dear Sir, Despite at least one reader
informing you that Roksan's
tonearms are the Artemiz and
Tabriz, your ` Reviewers
Recommend' section still identifies
Alvin Gold's preferred tonearm as
Roksan's phono pre-amplifier, the
Artaxerxes. This leaves one
wondering: is Mr Gold using the
original Artaxerxes, which has the
advantage of mounting on the
Xerxes turntable (though inside), or
has he found some way to affix the
newer, usually outboard Artaxerxes
X between his Shiraz and Xerxes?
One eagerly awaits your other
reviewers following AG's example
of removing superfluous
componentry. How long before
they replace their AROs and Ittoks
with Prefixes and Untos?
Mark P Menlove, Ontario
We've at last corrected our mistake:
page 99. - Ed.
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A SERIES COMPACT - SOMETIMES SMALL IS BETTER.

When it comes to speaker design, bigger isn't necessarily better. In fact, the reverse can be true.

Model fea.t.red above in Cherrywood finish

Two minutes of a favourite track through Celestion's remarkable A Series Compact will convince you once
ard for all.
The Compact delivers the same pure, natural sound quality for which the A Series is renowned. The same
unerrirg accuracy, even with the most demanding material.
It's hardly surprising. The Compact uses essentially the same advanced componentry as the acclaimed Al,
partnering Celestion's farrbously sweet-sounding 25mm titanium dome tweeter with a potent 100mm long
throw bass driver.
The use of neodymium for the HF magnet allows their acoustic centres to be aligned closer together on the
distinctive die-cast aluminium chassis - a configuration which markedly improves definition and stereo
imaging. And as well as looKing good, the neat, curved edge baffle virtually eliminates diffraction effects.

Rosewood

Block Ash

You hear the difference straight away. The sound is noticeably sweeter, fresher, more open. The clarity, simply
astonishing - and the looks speak for themselves.
As the saying goes, size isr't everything. It's how you use it that counts.
FOR DMA ES ON CELESTION A SERIES PLEASE CONTACT. CELESTION CONSUMER DIVISION, DEPT HENI9, FREEPOST MA, 1332,
ECCLESTC.19 ROAD, TOVIL, MAIDSTONE, KENT ME15 688. TELEPHONE ( 01622) 687442 WEBSITE http://www.celestion.com
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news
'TOWARDS THE DIGITAL WORLD'
WITH TECHNICS 8z PANASONIC
Today, Paradigm Shift Occurring
SIGNIFYING the crumbling divide between audio and video,
the annual European Technics and Panasonic seminars were
Random Data
dovetailed this year to let AV journalists attend both.
IMI% Compatible
Technics kicked off with a new slogan:
by BARRY FOX
'Towards the Digital World — Silence
DVD Format
Technology', and a demonstration of a
Small
Paradigm Shift
Capacity
Family
prototype solid-state personal stereo, only
if the Forum includes
SA-CD in the DVDslightly larger than acredit card. Technics
Large
believes that by the year 2005, a 32Audio standard.
CA-udip
CCCI7t7;."*
Capacity
megabyte memory card capable of recording
Ted Abe, General
ED-Aed)i
-Xudio -* Audio & Video
74 minutes of stereo, with 20:1 compression,
Manager of the Audio
Sequential
Sequential & Random Data
FurnunC7D—R-)
will cost under 85. The IC card recorder
Technology Research
Copyright Protection
Family CiTy7i—isDs
and
Development
will let consumers use a ' music bank' to
Sequeotial Data
download their own material.
Group,
expected
Paamonie/Matnishita
Version 0.9 of the
Panasonic's DVD-Ll 0 portable DVD
player [
see 'News', July] is not much larger
DVD-Audio standard,
than aportable CD player with wide format
as anticipated, at the end' of May, followed ensures recording engineers' ideal twoLCD screen. The L10 uses two laser diodes,
by the final Version 1.0 at the end of channel mixdown is automatically derived
September. Panasonic says it will launch a from the multichannel audio signal on the
780nm for CD and 650nm for DVD, with
a double lens with NAs of 0.6 and 0.45.
DVD-Audio player in spring 1999.
DVD-A disc. Using SMART, engineers can
Abe compared the performance of linear prevent the artificial centre channel build-up
This lets the portable play CD-Rs, which
PCM with sampling rates and coding ranging that occurs when surround sound recordings
cannot be read by the short wavelength laser
in a tabletop DVD player. The player
up to 192kHz, 24-bit. He showed slides which are folded down into stereo.
automatically adjusts to play CD or DVD
put the dynamic range of 24-bit PCM audio
McPherson says the hybrid DVD/CD disc
as required.
at 148dB, with frequency flat to 100kHz. wanted by the music industry suffers from
Using one chip, with 0.35 micron spacing,
DSD response also reaches 100kHz, but has `serious flaws'. Toshiba gave 100 employees
where five were previously needed, the L10
adynamic range of only 120dB, and this only a hybrid disc, asking them to conduct
needs 20MBits of RAM, an Audio DAC
up to 20kHz. At 100kHz, DSD's dynamic compatibility tests using their CD players at
and some control ICs. By the year 2000,
range is down to 20dB.
home. « 30 per cent of the players could not
Panasonic expects a single ' Super Chip',
Abe was joined by Al McPherson, Vice play the discs', says Ted Abe. ' The semiPresident in charge of Technology at the reflective layer at 0.6min often does not pass
using 0.18 micron spacing to integrate all
Warner Group at Burbank. 'Cassette sales are enough light to let the fully reflective bottom
functions.
Current table-top DVD players for
flat, and CDs have only very slow growth' layer at 1.2mm give the 70 per cent reflection
Europe have onboard Dolby AC- 3 and
said McPherson. ' CD household penetration which aCD player needs.'
MPEG-2 decoding of 5.1 channel audio;
is reaching saturation. That's why we are
McPherson and Abe both feel frustrated
DTS decoding will be added next year. The
working towards DVD audio.'
at the lack of information on SA-CD coming
future of MPEG-2 depends on whether
Abe and McPherson independently noted from Philips and Sony. 'There is no specific
that Philips' sale of PolyGram to Seagram data', says McPherson. ' It's so vague. Every
software companies use it.
DVD-Audio decoding will be added when
could well change the industry split. So far, record company has been asking.'
the DVD Forum agrees the format. Super
only Warner is firmly endorsing the DVDBack to the present, the new Technics SBAudio CD, the Direct Stream Digital (DSD)
Audio format, having developed SMART MO1 super compact loudspeaker has new
system promoted by Philips and Sony, will
(System
Managed
Audio
Reserves cone surround to give long travel and deliver
Technique), acoded instruction system that remarkably full bass from the tiny driver.
need an extra chip, which will be added only

ATC POWERS ON

TEAC FITS DIGITAL FILTER SWITCH

CENTRED around ' no compromise', grounded source, FET output
stage technology, ATC's new SIA2-150 integrated amp is rated at
150W per channel power output, equivalent to more than 25A.
Operating largely in Class A mode, the amp is fitted with hefty heat
sinks and an onboard microcomputer to ensure
optimum, safe performance. ATC has
measured levels in excess of 118dB driving
its SCM50 monitors with the SIA2-150,
which retails for £ 1984. ATC Loudspeaker
Technology Ltd. Tel: 01285 760561.

SWITCHABLE oversampling and digital filtering upstage the
Vibration-free Rigid Disc Clamping and latest CMK4.5 centre mount
CD mechanism at the heart of TEAC's new VRDS-8 slimline CD
player. Other core engineering features include independent analogue
and digital power supplies and a lOmm thick aluminium fascia.
Three digital outputs (two TOS link, one coax), plenty of
programmability, ajog dial and
remote
control
add
operational flexibility. Retail
price is £600. TEAC UK
Ltd Tel: 01932 841349.

15-18 AUGUST Hi- Tech Consumer Electronics Show, Hong Kong.
Contact + 852 2591 9823.
6 SEPT Audio & Record Fair. North London. Tel: 01992 620905.
17-20 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show, The Excelsior and
Renaissance Hotels, Heathrow, London ( 17- 18th, trade only),
sponsored by HFN/RR. Contact the show organiser, Janet Belton on
0181 686 2599.
22-26 SEPTEMBER CEM Consumer Electronics, Moscow, Russia.

Contact + 001 ( 203) 8341122
24-27 SEPTEMBER LIVE 98, Earls Court, London TeL 0181 296 1951
13-16 OCTOBER Hong Kong Electronics Fair. Call 0171 828 1661
5-7 NOVEMBER Top Audio Prague, Hotel Panorama, Prague,
Czech Republic. Contact Ivo Vitek, + 420 602 374 222/fax
+420 224 256 844/website www.topaudio.cz.
7-19 JANUARY 1999 Winter Consumer Electronics Show, Las
Vegas, USA Contact + 1 ( 703) 907 7600.
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B&W NAUTILUS SERIES SPEAKERS
BUILD ON MILLENNIUM SUCCESS
NO sooner had the astonishing Nautilus
loudspeaker been selected by the Design

dome treble driver. Advanced decoupling and carefully
selected, top quality crossover components are used to

Council as a Millennium Product, than

maximise performance of each drive unit.
Nautilus 802, a smaller floorstander, uses a different

B&W unveiled its seven offspring. The
new Nautilus 800 Series, headed by the
Nautilus 801 reference monitor, extends

aluminium dome tweeter.

Nautilus 803 achieves a

into high end home cinema.
First on to the market is the Nautilus 801,

Kevlar reinforced paper/pulp bass drivers married to mid
and treble drivers identical to those in the Nautilus 802.
The more compact Nautilus 804 floorstander, a fourth

90dB ( for 1W at 1m) sensitivity from two, 7in, diecast,

aradical reincarnation of the most dominant
classical studio monitor of the last two

three-way, features smaller bass drivers. Rounding up
the hi-fi pairs is the Nautilus 805, amagnetically
shielded, two-way, free-standing model featuring 1in

decades, the famous B&W 801. The new
three-way, passive bass-reflex floorstander is
based on three highly contoured enclosures
carefully decoupled using Raychem's IsoPath
gel. A stylishly sculptured bass enclosure,

aluminium dome and single, 6.5in, woven Kevlar,
bass/mid driver. For high end, multichannel home

internally braced by interlocking Matrix
panels, supports aspherical/tube midrange

Nautilus HTM1 and Nautilus HTM2.
The Nautilus 801 costs £ 8,500 per pair, the 802

cinema, there are two centre channel models, the

enclosure, on top of which sits apolyester
fibre filled, tapered tweeter housing.

£6,000, the 803 £ 3,500, the 804 £2,500 and the 805 is
£1700 per pair. A single Nautilus HTM2 retails for
£850, and one HTM2 is priced at £ 1500.

Bass drive unit is a 380mm Kevlar fibre
reinforced, paper/pulp, crossed over to an advanced 150mm
Kevlar midrange cone. Treble output is from a 25mm aluminium

SEAGRAM BUYS POLYGRAM
FOR $ 10.6 BIWON
SEAGRAM, the Canadian drinks and film giant,
previously reported to be interested in buying EMI, is to
acquire the 75 per cent ownership of PolyGram held by
Philips. The deal, expected to take four months to
complete, will create ' the world's largest music
company', and 'a global entertainment leader' by
combining PolyGram with Universal Studios Inc, under
whose wing are, among others, MCA, GRP and Geffen.
Seagram expects to make up to $ 300 million annual
cost- savings through consolidation, and plans to fund the
acquisition partly from the sale of all its interests in
Tropicana Products Inc and partly from the anticipated
onward sale of PolyGram's film arm, Filmed
Entertainment Unit.
Philips now plans to concentrate on its core
businesses, which include the production of consumer
electronics, semiconductors and lighting.

Further details from B&W Loudspeakers ( UK Sales) Tel:
01903 750750.

YAMAHA REFINES HOME CINEMA
YAMAHA'S new DSP-Al seven
channel
amplifier,
and
AV- S7
CinemaStation System create new
options for home cinema enthusiasts
and newcomers respectively.
Heading a huge array of easily
adjusted, advanced DSP functions
featured on the DSP-Al is its Tri Field Cinema mode. This provides
sophisticated weighting and processing
of presence and surround left and
right sound fields. Trifield works with
DTS or Dolby Digital coded signals.

Logic, Subwoofer/power amplifier and
a total of four loudspeakers ( two for

In the AV- S7 CinemaStation
System, Yamaha has a package to
convert aconventional two channel hifi into aDolby Pro Logic home cinema

rear channel, two for full front stereo).
Retail prices are £ 1700 for the DSPAl, and £400 for the AV-S7.
Further details from Yamaha

system. It combines centre speaker unit

Electronics ( UK) Ltd. Tel: 01923

featuring Cinema DSP and Dolby Pro

233166.

MORE POWERFUL
REDS

HADCOCK REVIVES ITS
UNIPIVOT TONE ARM

SOVTEK

A REVISED version of the updated

6550WD and
6550WE

Hadcock unipivot tone arm is now in
production. Featuring a solid brass

valves are

bearing housing, the GH228 Special

designed to

Edition is van den Hul wired.

raise

A stainless steel arm tube and

performance

detachable top arm are standard features

beyond the

and additional headshells may be

standard 6550

obtained. Optional fluid damping is

series spec,
using thicker
plates,
improved heat
dissipation and
higher
transconductance. Tel: 001
212 529 0466.
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AGI SET TO
TAKE OVER
HEYBROOK
GROUP

provided when recommended for
particular cartridges.
Retail price is £ 595.
Further details from GFC Hadcock.
Tel: 01889 569166.

A NEW company, Audio Group International, formed to look after
JPW Loudspeakers, DC Cabinets, Quale Audio, Audiolink and
associated firms, has acquired Heybrook, whose main management
remains in place.
Expansion is on the cards as AGI sets about creating a new,
customised manufacturing plant for cabinet making, CNC
machining, membrane pressing, and injection moulding.
Further details from AGI. Tel: 01752 607000.
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DENON MINIDISC MOVES AHEAD
FEATURING fifth generation
ATRAC coding and both optical
and SPDIF co-ax digital inputs,
Denon's new DMD-1000 MiniDisc
recorder features anew disc
recovery function to tackle the
problem of lost recording time
caused by editing and re-recording.
The latest high density chip houses
ATRAC, D/A conversion, and a
new 24-bit DSP. For recording
there's an enhanced 20-bit SigmaDelta A/D converter with 64 x
oversampling, an automatic sample

'PERSONAL'
PHONES
If you're afan of personal CD, MD or
cassette, check out the new lightweight
Sennheiser HD 470 Hypertnax'
headphones. Designed as the ideal upgrade
for improved wide-ranging performance, the
HD 470 has replaceable, hypoallergenic
foam earpads, self-adjusting headband and
single entry

point

lead. It weighs 130gm

and retails for 04.95. Further details from
Sennheiser UK. Tel: 01494 551531.

rate converter, and digital reclocking
to keep jitter at bay. Denon's
familiar Lambda Super Linear
Converter system is used for
playback with an 8xoversampling,
20-bit digital filter.
Retail price is £300.
Hayden Laboratories Ltd Tel:
01753 888 447.

SMALLER TDL
NUCLEUS
TDL's new Nucleus 2near-field
monitor uses atapered rear port
for tidy bass definition, and
enables bi-wire operation to
maximise stereo clarity. A second
order electrical crossover network
links a 130mm doped paper cone
and 19mm soft dome ferrofluid
cooled tweeter, contributing to the rated sensitivity
of 89dB for 1W at 1m. Finish is in black ash, rosewood or
cherry vinyl wrap. Retail price is £ 130 per pair.
TDL Electronics. Tel: 01628 850111.

TECHNICS ADDS CD VALUE
interference from vibration.
TECHNICS emphasises the value and advanced
Retail prices are £89.95 for the SL-PG390A;
technology of its three new CD players.
Featuring uSuper One-Chip LSI and Advanced
£99.95 for the SL-PG490A and £ 119.95 for
Digital Servo System, the Technics SL-PG390A
the SLO-PG590A.
is designed to play even slightly blemished CDs
Further details From Panasonic UK Ltd. Tel:
without skipping. Supplied with remote control
0900 357357.
handset for 20-track programmming, the
SL-PG490A features the same
technology. The Technics Hybrid
Construction Base fitted to the Technics
vas an
SL-PG590A is designed to resist

COOL POWER
FROM XTC
THE new 150W per channel XTC
POW- 2 power amplifier uses
internal heatsinks and thermally
controlled advanced wr cooling
system to ensure thermal stability
from acompact design.
Easily bi-amped or upgraded to
monobloc mode, the POW-2design uses a
625 VA toroidal mains transformer, lateral
dual die .14osfets and acombination of van

den Hul carbon hybrid speaker wire and
solid silver input wiring. Retail price is
£1450.
Further details from Analogue & Digital
Audio Ltd. Tel: 0181 810 9388.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
ARCAYDIS has developed five new
loudspeakers including a £699 active
subwoofer, and is co-developing a
cylindrical loudspeaker in partnership with
Alanha Research. Tel: 01562 67181.
AURA has appointed Richer Sounds in the
UK to represent its US loudspeakers, which
feature the patented line- source tweeter
made famous by Linaeum.
Tel: 0171 940 2240
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY has been
renamed TAG McLaren Audio
Ltd. Tel: 01480 415678.
CarfraeHORN plans to
launch its Lowther- based
£18,000 Big Horn full size
(right), full range horn
loudspeaker, rated at 108dB
sensitivity, at the Hi Fi Show
'98. Tel: 01803 862369.
DESIGN AUDIO CLASSICS, the new
Glasgow hi-fi and home cinema store has
been featured in Homes & Interiors Scotland
Issue 7, and the prime time design-tec TV
Show, The Home Show. Tel: 01413537474.
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JVC Europe Ltd, newly established at JVC's
London offices, aims to manage JVC's
Eu.opean affairs in -esponse to currency
un fication.
Tel: 0181 450 3282.
MJSICAL IMAGES is the first Sony
Independent dealer to be appointed an
exclusive Sony ES store.
Tel 01932 816000.
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY is
now selling its four professional
monitor loudspeakers ( right)
through hi-fi retail outlets. Tel:
01656 842000.
NAKAMICHI has moved its hi-fi
servicing to Nakamichi Service, Becket
Buildings, Littlehampton Road,
Worthing, West Sussex BN13 1QA.
Tel: 01903 695695.
NORDOST SOLAR WIND, anew
interconnect retailing for £85 for a 1m
pair, features apatented, extruded Teflon
die ectric and silver plated 99.99999 per
cent OFC conductors. Tel: 01352 730251.
PIONEER Precision Dealers are running a
competition for their customers to win

£2000 worth of music voucher prizes and a
first prize of £ 1000.
POLYGRAPA'S first DVD titles for the UK
include Trainspotting, Sleepers, Four
Weddings and aFuneral (
each retailing for
£17.99), and The Three Tenors (£ 19.99).
QUAD Customer Services has
moved to IAG Service Centre, Ouse
Walk, Huntingdon, Cambs PE18
6AW. Tel: 01480 452561.
ROSS is selling its new £80
RWH800 RF wireless headphone,
which has a45m operating range,
through Comet and Tandy. Tel:
01204 700 139.
SCOTCH has developed the CD Scratch
Remover Kit, retailing for £ 11.99, and CD
Wipes, selling for £7.99 Tel: 01344
858000.
SOUND IMAGE UK is expected to take
over UK distribution of rara Labs cables
from Tel: 0181 255 6868.
TAG McLAREN has set up an Audiolab
Helpdesk and Freephone Helpline open
between 08.30 and 18 00 hours, Monday
to Friday. Tel: 0800 783 8007.
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PRIMARE
True differential
Fully balanced
Dual mono
Superb build
Affordable

Primare 30.1 True differential, fully balanced integrated amplifier. Dual mono
construction, balanced or unbalanced inputs, 2by 100 watts (8ohms).
Primare 30.2 CD player with twin 20 bit Burr Brown dacs per channel, opperating
in differential mode driving full ballanced analogue output stages.

Sole UK distributor.
The Musical Design Co Ltd,
P.O. Box 4140, Epping, Essex. Grile
1-1..J.
Tel; olee2 573030, Fax; 01992 574030.
e-rnail; mdc.hifi@virgin.net

IThe best of British

Q. What have the BBC,
The Royal Opera House,
Dolby Laboratories, EMI
and Abbey Road Studios
have in common?

-ear'

A. They all rely on the
supreme quality of Chord
Electronics. World beating
British amplification.

To find out why the world's
professionals choose Chord,
visit Musical Images for a

from the best in Britain

full, detailed demonstration.

41 CHORD 15
CHORD ELECTRONICS at Musical Images

Musical Images is one of the country's premier HiFi and AV
retailers and installers. With ahuge array of awards for
service excellence, branches covering the M25 and the
South-East, Musical Images offers the complete service twelve demonstration suites, adedicated installation and
interior design service and professional staff who can advise
on every requirement.
Chord Electronics' stunning British amplification is now on
permanent demonstration at Musical Images' award
winning Covent Garden branch.
Experience the Best of British at Musical Images Covent
Garden. 18 Monmouth Street, Covent Garden, London
WC2. Tel. 0171 497 1346. ( Musical Images branches also
at Edgware, Hounslow and Beckenham.)

e-mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk

Open Sundays

MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN AUTHORISED MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS
0% APR available subject to status. Ask for written details. E&OE. Not valid with any other promotions or offers.

ARCAM

AWorld of Superior HiFi
Awaits You at KJ West One

MERIDIAN
MICROMEGA

el*

AUDIO ANALOGUE
AUDIOLAB
AUDION

THE LEADING HIGH END STORE
MICHELL

If you're serious about your sound system, we
hope you'll want to call into KJ West One.

Here, you'll meet genuine enthusiasts, music
AUDIO RESEARCH
B & W
CASTLE
CARVER/SUNFIRE

lovers, and record collectors who, between us, enjoy
every aspect of music reproduction.
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STATE-OF-THE ART SOUNDS

And, as you might expect, even from the few
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products featured in this advertisement, the sounds
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you'll hear will be rather special.
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More than simple A-B comparisons, you will be able
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to consider the subtle national ' accents' of the
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world's finest components, carefully set up
in any configuration for you to audition.
MAIL ORDER SERVICES

If it's inconvenient to call in, please write to us.
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We respond to all enquiries with care and in great
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detail. Home demonstrations, expert installation
and part-exchanges can also be handled this way.

UNISON
WILSON

LEAVE YOUR CHEQUE BOOK AT HOME

And what about this? Now you can enjoy
your new hi-fi equipment from KJ West One,
for afull twelve months, before deciding how
you'd like to pay - so why wait any longer?

WILSON BENESCH
XTC

26 New Cavendish Street
London W1M 7LH
Tel: 0171 486 8262/3
Fax: 0171 487 3452
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APPOINTED BY THE WORLD'S FINEST HI-FI MANUFACTURERS

The
LONDON

HI-FI
Company

COMPETITION

WIN!

£3500 worth of Primare Hi -Fi!
'All that's to be expected from Scandinavian design'
FOR this month's prize competition, thanks to the
UK distributor, The Musical Design Company,
we're delighted to be able to offer an outstanding
combination of CD player and integrated
amplifier representing all that is to be expected
from Primare, one of Scandinavia's
long-established, top hi-fi
companies: clean, modest styling
and superb finish and build
quality, combined with
unimpeachable design
integrity and the
consquent use of the
finest componentry.
The A 30:1 integrated
amplifier has remote
control and is afully
balanced concept; it
exhibits fine precision
and control, yielding natural, open,
3-dimensional soundstages with excellent timing.
The partnering 30.2 CD player is, similarly, ano-compromise design reflecting
Primare's view that the integration of transport and DA converter (with less jitter
in the digital signal path) is preferable to having separate units. All functions are
fully remote-controllable and the player is, of course, fitted with optional XLR
balanced outputs.
THE PRIZE
The Scandinavian design company, Primare has been winning golden opinions in HFNIRR
since the late 1980s. It's affordable 20 Series integrated amp and CD player were reviewed
as recently as December 1997 by Alvin Gold (' two great products in the making'). Our prize
combination for August comprises the Primare A30.1 integrated amplifier (£ 1699) and 30.2
CD player (£ 1799). The 100W (8ohms) A30.1 is fully balanced from input to output; it
accepts two XLR 560mV inputs or four pairs of RCA phono inputs, plus two tape outputs
(all gold-plated). Non-balanced inputs are converted in the first pre-amp stage. Relayswitched input signals may be corrected to give absolute polarity. The dual-mono power
supply comprises two substantial mains transformers for separate L/R circuits, whilst only
two polypropylene capacitors lie in the signal path. The 30.2 CD player, too, has separate
power supplies for each channels digital and analogue circuits, to maximise channel
separation. Its output options include optical as well as phono or XLR (balanced). The
Philips CDM 12-2 transport mechanism is suspended in silicone for isolation purposes, and
the CD is locked via amagnetic stabiliser. The converter section utilises Burr Brown 4x2Obit
devices with 8-times oversampling — Burr Brown professional-standard audio ICs are
utilised in both CD player and integrated amplifier. Don't miss your chance to win these
superb units.., enter now!
HOW TO ENTER: Complete the entry form by answering the three questions, and send it to:
Primare Competition, Hi Fi News & Record Review Editorial, Link House Magazines Ltd, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, to arrive before the closing date of Friday, 7 August, 1998.

THE QUESTIONS
1. The Primare A 30.1 amplifier
offers the option of how many XLR
balanced inputs?
a) two
b) four
c) six
d) none
2. The transport mechanism of the
Primare 30.2 CD player is by?
a) Sony
b) Philips
c) in-house design
d) AEG
3. Audio ICs in both the integrated
amplifier and the CD player are by?
a) Vifa
b) Copland
c) Burr Brown
d) Ben Duncan Research

1

RULES: I) This competition is open to UK readers only.
Photocopies of the entry fitrm are acceptable, but only one entry
per reader is allowed ( multiple entrants will be disqualified). No

Prim are Competition

other correspondence should be enclosed with the entry' form.

Address

21 There will be no cash or ,,her alternatives to the prizes
offered. Winner(s) will be the first correct ennies opened.
3, Employees of Link House Magaaines. Primare or The

THE ANSWERS

Musical Design Co, or their agents, will not be eligible to enter.
4) Entries must be received by first post on Friday, 7August
1998. The Editor's decision will be final and binding. No
correspondence will be entered into regarding the competition
5) Prizewinner(s) will be notified by posy the results will t',
published in the HFIV1212. October 1998. 6) Entry forms
received become the propone of lànk
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G TAUDIO

"FROM PHYSICS TO ART"

Avantgarde Acoustic Horn Loudspeakers:- Not only do the Avantgarde loudspeakers look
stunning, they also produce sound of the highest quality. They have all the great attributes of
horn loudspeakers and because they are perfectly formed spherical horns, they have none of
the colorations normally associated with horn designs. What more could you ask, "Horns
without coloration"! To quote Martin Colloms from his review of the DUO in the June issue
of Stereophile: "In fact, the DUO probably out reached the Wilson X-I/Grand SLAMM in
the mid treble." If you want to own one of the finest loudspeaker systems in the world, please
call for details.
The Platine Verdier Turntable
is now firmly establishing
itself as a new

analogue

reference turntable. It performs so well that it no
longer matters what type
of music or recording you
play, because whatever you
play, sounds so good. We
would like to point out that
the Platine Vendier is not anew
turntable, in fact it has been around
for over twenty years, but up to now it has
not been available in the UK. The Plantine Verdier has some unique
design features which make this 60Kg deck one of the best in the world.
NEWS:- Audio Analogue Paganini CD player is now available. At 24 bit spec it really does live up to the performance
of the Puccini, Bellini and Donizetti amplifiers. A truly wonderful sounding CD player for less than £700.
Audio Analogue have done it again!
New in from Laboratoire J.C. Verdier is the "Nouvelle Platine" or "the petite Platine" as it is often referred to. This new turntable has some
of the deign features of the Platine Verdier, only in asmaller package, offering the performance of the Platine Verdier to awider audience.

You may like to visit our new web site (http://www.gtaudio.com) where over the coming months there will be
information on new products. TRON Amplification and our extensive range of services.
New & Ex-demonstration Equipment for sale

Pre- Owned Equipment for sale

Audio Physic Virgo loudspeakers, birds-eye maple

Klipsch Chorus MkII Horn loudspeakers, Oak finish, 4years old,

(list £3,400)
£3000
Marantz CD17 CD player, avery nice sounding CD player, boxed
(list £800)
£450

(list £ 1950)
,
£ 1000
McIntosh MR71 Valve tuner, the next best tuner to the Marantz 10B

Nottingham Analogues top of the range Annalog Reference
Turntable, ( list £5,500)
£2,500
ART Monolith loudspeaker cable, 3metre stereo pair,
(list £650)
£495

and in pristine condition
Nottingham Space Deck, (
list £750)
Nottingham Mentor Arm, (
list MO)

£ 1200
£450
£ 00

Leak TL12.1 (
matched pair), BBC spec rebuilt to avery high standard
£ 1600
SME 3009 Tone Arm, excellent condition, original packing and box.
£60
QUAD II's, with 22 preamp, New Original KT 66's, manuals, great
sound and in wonderful condition, abargain at
£650

Our agencies include:- Audio Analogue, Audio Physic, Avantgarde Acoustic, Croft, Denon, Diapason, GATE, GM Audio, GRAAF,
Immedia Turntables & Arms, Jolida, Leak Troughline Tuners, Matisse, Monrio, Nottingham Analogue, Platine Verdier Turntables,
Posselt, SME, Solidsteel Tables, TRON, UKD Opera, Unison Research & Yamamura Churchill Millennium Cables.
CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Mail order available

Tel/fax: (+44) 01895 833099
http://www.gtaudio.com
s Ward

We are situated on the outskirts of London 4minutes from junction 16 of the M25 ( M25/M40) or 20 minutes by train from Marylebone Railway Station

technology

Mare
st-uggles
wfth PC
musicrecording
software
but with a
fame ending
almost in
sight

The latest version is 3.01B Easy
CD Creator de Luxe. The good
news was that I got none of the
'illegal operation' error messages that
bedevilled the first version. So it's
unlikely that my PC had been to
blame.
The bad news was that when I
tried to make a compilation CD
copied from CD to blank, I
repeatedly got ' buffer under- run'
error messages. Itried reducing the
CD record speed from 2x to lx and
I tried re-loading Creator on an
uncompressed drive. But always the
compilation test failed at the same
point — writing the TOC on the
first track.
reader [' Views', June] was
Igot the same failure errors even
'amazed' when I warned
when trying to write only a single
that CD-ROM recorders
track, but only if the track was
can be difficult to fit to a PC. He
towards the end of the source CD,
stripped down his computer and
eg, copying track 23 consistently
slotted one in within 15 minutes.
failed, whereas copying tracks 1or
Then all it needed war. a ' swift
4 succeeded.
upgrade over the Internet' to get
Ithen used Adaptec's CD Copier
the software to ' run properly'.
program to copy a full CD onto
Which is exactly my point. If you
CD-RW and CD-R. Playback of the
are comfortable stripping down a
early tracks (
eg, 1, 2, 3, 4...) was
PC, and downloading software
fine but playback of the later tracks
patches from the Internet, then by
(17, 18, etc) was spoiled by click
all
means
save
money
and
and tick errors and
circumvent SCMS by
ye. idocion grimed*
mutes. But the original
buying a CD- R drive
Lie] ' II
CD
played
back
and PC blanks rather • I.M1741k8±Lit
perfectly, all tracks, on
f
than a standalone hi-fi
the same drive.
recorder and consumer
LtLAo
4
This suggested that
blanks. But if your
the later tracks had been
Recording from Sernpled Audio to disk.
main interest is music,
recorded with more
not computing, don't
errors than the earlier
say Ididn't warn you!
.Re s‘re
oulDU horn ,
tracks, and probably ties
Another reader [ also
up with the software's
`Views', June] makes a
failure to copy with
broader but closely
compilations which call
related point. Should
Time evadable for receding in min sec
on later tracks from a
journalists accept favours
Aure
CD.
from a company? In an
Stop
Adaptec then asked
ideal world we would
ici
r.q.•-c•nunjorur
what CD-ROM drive I
avoid any favour that
was using. Like many
could risk affecting what
PCs it came fitted with
Ear) CD Creator enables computer users to make music compilations
we write, even slightly.
an NEC drive (model
But readers would then
NEC 273) with firmware updated
take their money and help. But
risk reading only regurgitated puff
by NEC to ensure compatibility with
again, most trade bodies know it all
press releases or Internet hearsay,
the Blue Book standard for
already so see no reason to ask.
instead of hands-on experience with
Enhanced CDs.
If a sensible company has the
new technology and horse's mouth
Oh, said Adaptec. We know there
humility to ask about what's coming
conversations with the tiny handful
are problems with this NEC ROM
next and what they should be
of people who really understand how
drive.
But Adaptec's Creator
looking at, I'll try not to be
things work.
software automatically runs its own
unhelpful. They can pay my fares
Such people seldom come to the
checks on the ROM drive and had
and hotel and donate to an agreed
UK. I cannot possibly afford to
reported
no
problems,
just
travel to foreign parts at my own
charity. Iusually learn something
confirming that it ' supported
from the conversation too. And that
expense. But I will give up my
extraction at 340Kb/s'.
way, readers learn too.
weekends, or work weekends to
I stripped down the PC and
make up for lost weekday time, if a
ACOMPILATION OF ERRORS
swapped the drive for the latest from
company invites me on a trip that
LG, a DVD ROM drive that also
The Easy CD Pro software for
looks useful. Ican't afford the time
plays CD-ROMs. Now, at last,
Adaptec that came with the orginal
to do many trips. Even if their main
Creator creates compilation tracks
CD-R drives has long since been
men do come to the UK, I can
for anywhere in aCD. Perhaps Ican
seldom afford the time to 'do' lunch;
replaced with the completely
finally start using the PC drive for
different Easy CD Creator. But Igot
so Isuggest evening meets.
so many ' illegal operation' error
music.
And I still wouldn't
So, yes, we are influenced. The
recommend fitting a PC ROM
messages that Igave up even trying
people who know and care about the
recorder...
Barry Fox
to use it.
technology they are selling get more
coverage than the ex-double glazing
salesmen who are now in audio and
video.
Trying new equipment (like a
CD-R drive on aPC), especially for
columnists who are not paid to
review, is horrendously timeconsuming. Ihave spent many hours
with Adaptec on problems with even
the latest version of their CD
recording software. At least Adpatec
considered my questions. Software
companies often just ignore them.
Hardware companies just ask for
return of equipment rather than
discussing why it does not work.
If Ifind something Iwant to keep
and use as aworking tool Ioffer to
buy it at trade price. If I cannot
afford to buy, Iask to have it on
long-term loan.
Iwon't get involved in any paid
consultancy, or advertising, for any
company. Full stop. But Iam not
going to refuse advice if it is sought,
especially if it's asmallish company.
Large companies are not interested
in advice anyway. They know it all.
Which is why they make such crass
mistakes. If a trade body ever asks
for help for all its members Iwill
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FROM MUSICAL FIDELITY

A

nthony Michaelson knows
how to push the right
buttons. All he had to say
was ` nuvistor', and every tube-crazy
worth his weight in anode plates was
clamouring for a listen. After all,
wasn't the nuvistor the last-ever, allnew tube, conceived just as the
transistor turned life into ashes?
'Last-ever all-new tube' — strong
words. But they're true, and all of
those ' KT' variants, the myriad
300B derivatives.., they're not allnew tubes but modified alternatives
souped up for modern needs. (Think
about it: the guy who comes up with
a300B which puts out some serious
wattage and doesn't have bass like a
whoopee cushion can order his next
Ferrari.) The nuvistor was/is the
20

The nuvistor
was metal-dad
to provide
magnetic
shielding, and
its other
qualities
included low
noise, low
microphony,
terrific
linearity,
consistency,
long life —
everything
which could
combine to
create the
ideal 'fantasy'
valve

missing link between valves and
trannies, a ' sub- miniature triode'
that's all- tube, only teensy-weensy.
Like, up to the first joint of your
little finger.
And it is a tube, not a transistor,
only one encased in metal. The
6CW4 nuvistor triode is roughly
equivalent to a Lilliputian ECC88,
the ' 88 being one of the most highly
regarded pre- amp tubes in use
today. Now: imagine if you could
enjoy the bliss of an ECC88 without
the size, the fragility, the heat.
Designed for use mainly in
military applications and for
measuring- equipment such as
oscilloscopes, the nuvistor was
metal- clad to provide magnetic
shielding, and its other qualities

included low noise, low microphony,
terrific linearity, consistency, long
life — in short, everything which
could combine to create the ideal
`fantasy' valve. So why wasn't it a
success?
Simple: bad timing. In the 1950s,
solid-state technology was rearing its
ugly little head, and it quickly
developed into the cool- running,
low-cost alternative to something
which makes music. Had the
nuvistor arrived ten years earlier, it
might have been a different story.
Anyway, the nuvistor was all but
ignored by the audio industry, and
the only company which Ihave been
able to identit with any certainty as
having used it is Conrad-Johnson.
That company used nuvistors in a
SCOW 1988
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PRE-AMPLIFIERS
range of moving-coil step-up devices,
the now-covetable models HV1, HV2
and Premier 6, each with two
nuvistors per channel. The current
importer (Audiofreaks) also believes
that the Premier 7 and Evolution 20
were nuvistor-bearing designs, but
that's it as far as audio uses are
concerned. ( Readers who know
otherwise: letters to the usual address,
please!) And the nuvistor would have
remained nearly- forgotten until
Anthony Michaelson was reminded
of its unfulfilled promise. So he went
out and pretty much bought up the
world's remaining supplies.
His travails in merely acquiring
enough nuvistors to make sufficient
numbers of a specific model would
make interesting reading, but space
precludes it. Suffice to say, none of
the tube suppliers took him seriously
until he produced the funds up front
to prove his intent. Hey, presto —
thousands of the little gems were
suddenly on their way to Olympic
Trading Estate, enough to put four
in each of the 500 examples he will
produce of the Nu- Vista preamplifiers, with Musical Fidelity
keeping in storage acomplete set of
replacement nuvistors for each one
— this accounts for 4000 of the little
bleeders. And with nuvistors
enjoying a life estimated at around
100,000 hours, well, MF reckons
that's good for 12 to 15 years. So,
even with heavy use, Nu-Vistas on
the second set of nuvistors should be
working until 2025. If the planet's
still working.
So, unlike other artificial ' limited
editions', the Nu-Vista is a genuine
collector's item, its numbers
restricted because of the availability of
key components, not some marketing
man's notion of a lucky number.
Antony admits that he was inspired in
part by various watch brands —
Chronoswiss and Otis, for example
— which discovered small, unused
supplies of vintage mechanisms, and
created new models to house them,
all severely limited due to the number
of original works.
So what has been wrapped around
this quartet of My Little Pony tubes?
A Pure Class-A pre- amplifier. But
this is no hair-shirt atrocity aimed at
psychotics. Hell, no. Think back to
June to the X-Al review, and how
cool and funky was that extruded
lozenge- shaped delight. The NuVista is housed in the same
enclosure, only with its power supply
in aproper X-Series cylinder instead
of a cheapo-cheapo black plastic
lump. And the two look just right
side-by-side.
Nu-Vista provides five line level
inputs, a tape loop and a phono
section derived partly from the XTract, all with gold-plated phono

sockets. Its hands-on operational bits
consist of volume control, tape
monitor button and source selector,
with power-on courtesy of abutton
on the front of the power supply
cylinder; the latter connects to the
main chassis through an umbilical
cord with a locking XLR-type plug.
At 230mm wide, the Nu-Vista, like
the X- Al, has been styled to
resemble two Siamese- twinned XSeries cylinders.
Also as per the X-Al, the styling,
dimensions
and
electronic
specification allow Nu-Vista to work
with X-Series modules, as well as the
X-Site links which let you link these
components horizontally and
vertically. Only this time, there's one
less X- Series module to consider,
given the Nu-Vista's built-in phono
section. Still, if spending is your
disease, you can add an X- Series
DAC, a headphone amplifier, XIOD buffers, an equaliser or any
other modules. ( Note: Musical
Fidelity might be producing another
type of dedicated equipment rack for
X- Series and Nu-Vista models, for
those who'd rather not stack 'em up
with X-Sites.)
But the Nu-Vista is no hifi forthe-fiscally-challenged, pocket-money
tchatchke. No way. To add atouch of
elegance, to distinguish it from its
bargain-basement siblings, the NuVista features sculpted recesses
around all of the controls and lights;
the press buttons feel nicer to use; the
knobs are like jewellery; and — dig
this — the Nu-Vista is fully remote
controlled. With both the source
selector and the volume control
motorised. Neat stuff, eh?
OK, OK, so I was already
predisposed toward the Nu- Vista
because, ( 1) the nuvistor element
fascinated me, and ( 2) Iadore the
X- Al. And OK, OK, so maybe I
wanted to like it because it was brave
and daring, and Ijust lurve those
extrusions. Iliked the way the lights
are sunken into the fascia, the way
everything clicks so nicely. Iloved
the notion of only 500 examples
being made. Ilike the way customers
are being protected, with the
replacement nuvistor sets costing
only £ 32. But penny-pinchers, take
note: fiscal foresight on MF's part
has established a fixed rate of
inflation to be added at 7.5 per cent
per annum after 1998. Which is me
telling you to buy a set of spares
when you buy the pre- amp
itself...
Warm-up time for the NuVista was the same as for any
valve ( or solid-state) Class A
product, the sound improving
and then settling in nicely after
a half-hour. Still, Ikept it on
the entire fortnight it was on

The Nu-Vista
features
sculpted
recesses
around all of
the controls
and lights;
the press
buttons feel
nice to use;
the knobs are
like jewellery;
and — dig this
— the Nu-Vista
is fully remote
controlled

trial just for simplicity's sake.
Sources fed into it included the Basis
2000/Rega RB300 turntable/ arm
combo with a Grado Prestige
cartridge, a Krell KAV-300cd CD
player and mix of amplifiers. At
various times, the Nu-Vista drove
Radford MA- 25s, the Unison
Research Power 35, Musical Fidelity
X-A50s and Quad Ils. Speakers?
Quad ESLs, LS3/5As and the New
Audio Frontiers Reference One S
featured in ` Headroom' this month.
It's not what you expect. Hell,
nothing can prepare you for the NuVista, because hardly any of us really
knew what a nuvistor could do
(outside of the aforementioned
Conrad-Johnson phono duties). And
it isn't even the Nu-Vista's phono
stage — set up for moving magnets
and high output m-cs — which
impresses the most. Sure, it has bags
of headroom and it's deathly quiet
and uncoloured.
But that applies to the entire NuVista experience. Quite simply, the
Nu-Vista undermines every product
(and, for that matter, every review)
which has been based on achieving
successful sonic marriages betwixt
tube and tranny. You know the drill:
certain modern Mosfet designs
which emulate valves, certain valve
designs which possess solid-state
control.
And hasn't that been the basis of
the quest for the last 30 years? To
find an operating device which gives
us — truly — the best of both
worlds? Haven't all of us been
looking for a solid-state amp with
valve's musical virtues and gentle
clipping under duress, or valve amps
with a transistor's control down
below and ghostly silences when
required? The slap in the face, the
irony from which we should never
recover, is that the nuvistor had it all.
At the risk of upsetting those who
think nuvistors are crap ( and a
couple of my valve-lovin' heroes do
think that nuvistors are horrible), I
have to say that I've never heard a
more harmonious blending of
warmth and detail, silent running
and richness, seemingly unlimited
dynamic capabilities and total
control. I reverted to favourite
torture tests like Willy DeVille's
'Assassin Of Love', BB King's take
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Home Theatre Speaker System
Syntar T. Five way speaker system based
around Syntar 100 Towers removing the need
for aseparate sub-woofer. System only £699.99.
Syntar S. Full six way system using compact stand mount
front speakers and aseparate subwoofer you can place
virtually anywhere. System only £749.99.
Hiper S. Full six way system designed around the modular centre
channel and subwoofer setup. System only £ 1259.99.
Illustration shows Hiper Scentre channel, sub and front speakers.

More
information
from

Sole UK distributor.
The Musical Design Co L-td,
P.O. Box 414e, Epping, Essex. Cr116 el-IJ.
Tel; olee2 57.5030, Fax; 012 574030.
e-mail; mdc.hifevirgin.net

PRE-AMPLIFIERS
The 500- only
of ' Don't Get Around Much
run of the
Anymore', Jeff Beck's ' Ain't
forthcoming
Superstitious' and Big Daddy's 'With
hybrid power
A Little Help From My Friends' to
amplifier
hear if there really was more on offer.
uses up the
And sure enough, Iwas able to listen
remaining
into the performances and explore
supplies of
their sonic spaces as if using a 3-D
nuvistors and
computer sim with perfect ' virtual
it will be
reality'. Think of one of those
offered first
museum ` tours' on CD-ROM, or
to existing
some state-of-the-art computer
Nu-Vista
game. Only this is asonic world not
owners
limited by a19in screen.
But the sound! Life- like vocals
with all of those little clues: the
sound of tongue touching teeth,
breathiness, smooth ` S' sounds. Bass
with just the right resonance, yet no
overhang. Acoustic guitars with
woody ambience. Brass with punch
and sparkle. But most of all, asense
of effortlessness which allows music
to flow, yet with enough control to
keep it in check... as required. The
Nu- Vista is, if you'll forgive this
rather sordid analogy, both your
slave and your dominatrix...
Of course, achievement of this
total bliss depends on asystem as a
whole, one with superlative
resolution, and you can get damned
close with other pre- amps. Like
Audio Research's Reference One,
the Krell KRC-HR and afew other
high-end contenders. So read this
next bit closely, and note that there
really are only two zeros in the
figure: the Nu-Vista sells for £ 1200.
One- thousand,
two
hundred
pounds. Which is abargain for any
SUPPLIER
decent remote control tube pre-amp,
Musical Fidelity,
let alone one this blindingly superior.
15-17 Olympic
Now the serious stuff. The first 300
Trading Estate,
were pre-ordered before production
Fulton Road,
Wembley,
commenced, so move quickly. The
Middlesex
500- only run of the forthcoming
HA9 OTF.
hybrid power amplifier — 300 watts!
Tel: 0181-900
100 amps! — uses up the remaining
2866.
Fax: 0181-900
supplies of nuvistors and it will be
2983
offered first to existing Nu-Vista
owners, giving them the opportunity
to buy the units with the serial
numbers matching their pre- amps.
Only those not taken up by Nu-Vista
pre- amp owners will be made
available for the rest of you. (Horrible
thought: What if all of the original
500 Nu-Vista owners opt for
the power amps, and
someone wants
to bi-amplify?)
By the way, I
placed a firm
order for a NuVista within one hour of
switching on the review
sample. Iasked for serial
No 046. Oh, and I
have already started
saving for its
partnering
amplifier.
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Fig 2. Musical Fidelity Nu- Vista: CD/AUX
(black)and m-m phono frequency responses
(red trace) at OdBV

411

z.
OUTPUT FREQUENCY PI kHz

Fig I. Musical Fidelity Nu-Vizta: distortion
resulting from 0-22kHz sweep at OdBV
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Nuvistor àa
'package'
description for the
miniature RCA
single-triodes used
by Musical
Fidelity in this
unusual preamplifier. By
connecting the
line input ('s)
directly to the grid
of the Nudstor.
any source
component 'sees'
ahigh 450k ohm
load. This is the
first of two
dissimilar stages
that offer atotal
gain of x5 or
+14dB, its 100V
rails yielding a

poterinally massive
61V maximum
output (to 1%
THD) through a
low 52ohm source
impedance.
However, it's
unlikely that you'll
ever accidentally
prompt such an
output, as an
input of 12.2V
would be required.
The low output
impedance,
meanwhile, is
achieved through
the generous use of
feedback without
(according to
KK's enthusiastic
impression)
compromising
sound quality.
This also
influences the preamphfier's very
low distortion
which

remains below
0.001% (ref
OdBV) through
bass and
midrange, only
increasing to a
maximum of
0.004% at very
high frequencies
(I). As we can see
from this
0-20kHz sweep
(2), the Nuvistor
characteristic
pattern is
primarily a 'safe'
2nd harmonic (I)
with only ahint of
3rd (3) colouring
the picture. The
93dB A-wtd SIN
ratio (ref. OdBV)
is also very
impressive,
particularly
bearing in mind
this is not asolidstate design.
Incidentally, this
low noise
performance is
aided by MF's use
of DC (rather
than AC) heaters
and metal
Test results

screening of the
25mm -valves.
MF's compact
RIAA stage does
use transistors,
however, in a
discrete, high
feedback gain
block that is rather
too dependent on
the tolerance of the
passive elements
determining its
turnover points.
Hence the slight
misalignment at
1
kHz where the
two `halves' of the
RIAA curve meet
(4). MF will be
addressing this
issue in production
versions of this
pre-amplifier. The
1.8m Vsensitivity
of this RL4A stage
also makes it
suitable for use
with moderate-tohigh output m-c
phono cartridges,
stretching the NuVista's appeal still
further.
Paul Miller

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista
20Hz

Output Level
to 1% THD
Response @ OdBV
Line
Disc m-m
Output Impedance
Stereo Separation

1k.Hz

20kHz

61.2V

-0.1dB OMB 0.0dB
-1.9dB 0.0dB -0.2dB
52ohm
105dB 73dB
52dB
CD/Aux
disc ( m-m)
Channel Balance, lkHz
(-20dB) 0.2dB
0.2dB
(-60dB) 0.7dB
0.7dB
Total harmonic distortion
ref. OdBV @ 20Hz
108dB -100dB
lkHz
102dB -99d8
20kHz
88dB -770
intermodulation
CCIR ( OdBV)
105dB -75dB
Noise ( A wtd, ref. OdBV) -93.2dB -83.7dB
Residual noise ( unwtd) -92.2dEN -92.1dBV
Input Sensitivity
(for OdBV)
199mV
1.77mV
(for full output)
12.23V
109mV
Line Overload ( 1kHz) > 16V
212mV
(20kHz) > 16V
1965mV
(50kHz) > 16V
Input loading
450kohm 49kohm
DC offset L R
-3mV/-3mV
Dimensions. .main unit (whd)
230x110x315mm
Typical price
VAT)
£ 1200
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Three very different speakers, but each one a
'special edition' in its own way: B&W's CDM1 SE,
Mordaunt-Short's MS25i Pearl Edition,
andJBL's revived 1970s studio monitor, the 4312 Mk II
BY MARTIN COLLOMS

A

ssembled in this group test
are three very different
speakers; in fact, it's not
properly a group test at all, since
the
three
models
are
not
competitors as such. But each of
the three is in one sense or another
a ' special' and aims at a specific
market niche. A quality compact
model, B&W's £ 600 CDM1
SE is an upgrade version of the
distinctive CDM1, which itself
was in part derived from the
more costly 805 model. In
contrast, Mordaunt-Short now
offers a good-sized floorstander
at a modest price in the shape
of the MS25i, which in its ' Pearl
Edition' tested here costs just
£329.99. Finally, a true classic,
but of a studio kind, is the JBL
4312 MkII, the control- room
monitor used for mastering so
many rock recordings back in the
1970s, and now on sale again at
£1000. How would this model
fare in amodern domestic system
context?

superseded by a revised SE version
— ' special edition' rather than
'single ended'! At £ 600 a pair,
pricing is competitive, given the
build quality and its real veneer
finish.
Part of the CDM design line, this
speaker also embodies key elements
of the 800 series, including the
open, top-of-cabinet placement for
the alloy dome tweeter and the
Kevlar cone used for the bass mid
driver. It is intended for use on
approx 24in stands in free space,
with provision of user adjustment of
the bass response to cater for those
cases where the room gain is too
much at low frequencies. Small
porous foam damping plugs may
be neatly placed in the reflex
ports. The grille has a
moulded acoustic profile with
unobtrusive fittings. The
external finish is excellent, in
veneer and satin enamel.

TECHNOLOGY

Ireally liked the dumpy little 805
which remains a popular junior
model in B&W's 800 series.
Designed by John Dibb, the CDM1
was a very good exercise in
recreating the 805 in anew and less
costly form, with amost distinctive
styling input from Pentagram. It
has paid off handsomely and
received numerous product awards.
But that was a couple of years ago
and the CDM1 has now been

The CDM1 SE is a two-way
bass reflex loaded compact; its
bass/mid driver is built on a
custom diecast alloy chassis,
165mm in diameter, fitted with
a patented 130mm woven
Kevlar cone supported on a
low- loss surround. An alloy
phase plug terminates its centre.
The cross-braced enclosure
carries the exposed 25mm
tweeter module on an angled
upper facet, a low diffraction
technique derivative of the 800
series. This is an anodised alloy
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dome, pure piston in its working
range, with the crossover set at a

The CDM1 is
intended for

nominal 3kHz.
The ' SE is a 13 litre enclosure

use on stands
in free space,
with provision

tuned to a low 38Hz by a deep,
narrow front-loaded port ( 160mm x
50mm), its aperture reduced by a
foam collar placed further in. High
and low frequency crossover
sections are physically separated
from

each

other to

minimise

interaction.
The speaker is rated at 8 ohms
(actually nearer 6-7, given that the
manufacturer's specification admits
a 4.5 ohm minimum), with
sensitivity a quite healthy 88dB/W.

of user
adjustment of
the bass
response to

CDM1 SE
The manufacturer

box alignment,
sufficiently

claims a88dBIW
sensitivity. Igot

overdamped for on
the wall

slightly more,
88.5dB, which

placement.
Secondary port

LAB REPORT

came as apleasant

resonances were

cater for those
cases where

surprise. The
impedance

held to 18dB
down or better.

the room gain

minimum was 5
ohms but the mean
value was 7,

Pair matching
was very good at
+0.5dB, one unit

which Irate as
'good' for amplifier
loading; one can

being alittle
'sweeter' than the
other, while the
grille had more

is too much
at low
frequencies

Maximum power input is 120W
programme, and a 58Hz to 20kHz

make the most of
the above average

frequency response is claimed
±3dB, with -6dB at 46Hz: healthy

sensitivity.
100W/channel

for the size.

SOUND QUALM

capable, this
meant quite high
sound levels were

With lower cost electronics the
CDM1 SE could sound a little

achievable,
104dBA, while

disjointed, with the treble range
slightly exposed and set forward of
the mix. This was more noticeable

20W represents a
satisfactory

+1dB of variation
from 6kHz to
12kHz. Ipreferred
it detatched.
Helped by
higher slope
crossovers, the

in a harder, brighter, minimalist
room than one which was heavily
fitted out with bookcases. In less

On axis at 1
metre [Fig la] the

textbook
uniformity and

optimal conditions the low end of
the treble could sound nasal, the
upper range splashy. String tone
was also a touch 'wiry' with inferior

'SE delivered a
notably smooth

integration. No
wonder the stereo

response, ashade
dry in the bass but
with adesirably

was so good!
Low coloration
was indicated by

slow roll-off

the ETC [not

best room, biwired and served clean
programme, this B&W began to

allowing for a
good 46Hz - MB

shown] whose
global decay

sound more like a thoroughbred,

bass limit. The

matched for

approaching the legendary Matrix
805 compact. Overall, the tonal

treble has been
well tailored but

unweighted and
BH weighted

balance was above average, with

clearly was alittle

cases, and fell by

satisfying weight and scale.
While the bass wasn't quite as

bright, averaging

35dB in better

+2dB. The

than amillisecond.
Analysing this

weighty or articulate as that of the
805, it punched well for its class
and size. Bass dynamics could have
been freer — in fact these were not
this speaker's strongest point,
though the sense of timing wasn't
too

bad,

with

quite

effective

rhythms heard on relevant test
tracks.
In two areas, however, the ' SE
proved exemplary, and I suspect
they are related: it had very

Loudspeakers
(UK Sales) Ltd,
Marlborough
Road, Churchill
Industrial Estate,
Lancing,
W Sussex
BN15 8TR
Tel: 01903
750750

acoustic responses
suggested a

trend via a
waterfall decay of

crossover frequency
nearer to 4kHz
than 3kHz. With

frequency [Fig lc]
gave an exemplary

the reflex port
plugged the dot-

result, showing
close to alinear

dash response
shows the sealed

to

drive —

Fig Id. BC9'W CDMI: Room averaged

response (solid trace); impedance versus
frequency (2 ohms/div, dashed trace)

[Fig Id] the
output showed a
gradual tilt up
from 40Hz to

lifted in the 6kHz
range. The lowermid emphasis lent
aricher, larger'

bass boom despite
the respectable

and relatively

extension.

Moving on to

adetailed, finely
structured decay
field.
On the room

AMU US

ammo •

was no trace of

averaged response
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va..•

dulled in the
2.5kHz region

order modes in the
mid and treble
were more
obvious, showing

package in all.

oot

subjectively. There

good though now
some of the higher

a neat

-••.•

range, alittle

decay spectrum,
the result was also

resolved, took power
well and appeared easy

ii
/
1...)... ,,

to auniform upper

it

depth: easily in the
high- end class. It was
also
clear,
highly

v.*
•
-n.•
-...•
•
-a•.•

with aspeedy

the more

focused really well, had
very good width and

energy decay, 0.2ms risetime (5dJ3/div)

decay: textbook
quality again.

frequency-selective

secondly,

Fig lc. B&W CDM 1: MLSSA waterfall of

phase alignment

and

portrayed really fine
stereo
images.
It

+15° vertical (dotted), 30° lateral (dashed),
45° lateral (long dash)

overall effect, not
unattractive

low midrange coloration,
driver;

2m, axial (solid trace), off-axis responses

300Hz, a .2dB
step back leading

both

for the box

Fig lb. B&W CDMI: response family at

speaker gave very
good results off
axis [Fig lb], with

SUPPLIER

response, Im (dashed line, nearfield
correction)

effect than
expected adding

minimum at the
lower sound limit.

electronics.
But given royal treatment in the

Fig la. B&W CDM1: axial frequency

Test results

El&W CDM1 SE

Dimensions ihwd, rnms
370x220x275
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
20-100W
Recommended placement
in free space, on suitable stands
Frequency response ±3dB ( 2m) 60Hz-20kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at lm 40Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
38Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at lm
85.5d8/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
104d6A
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
5 ohms/7 ohms/good
Forward response uniformity
very good
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT) £600
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CONCLUSION
This new SE version extends the
CDM1 design, resulting in a more
open, more articulate midband with
greater air in the treble ( if at the
expense
of some moderate
brightness in the mid treble).
Transparency and definition have
both been improved whilst the new
crossover yields near-holographic
stereo imagery. It needs high
quality sources to give its best
whereupon it will outperform its
competition.
Ihave no difficulty whatever in
recommending this finely crafted
and well engineered compact
speaker system.

MORDAUNT-SHORT
MS25I PEARL
The MS25i may be MordauntShort's current shot at the lowprice floor standing speaker sector,
yet it is largely uncompromised,
technically, and shares some
notable engineering content with
the new and far more costly Epos
ES12.
The pros and cons of floor vs.
stand- mount speakers have been
discussed at length in these pages.
It could be argued that a small
speaker like the ' 25i doesn't need a
stand, which for some would be
seen an aesthetic advantage, while
for others the resulting cost saving
would also be an important
consideration. ( Some
extra
attention to the enclosure would,
however, be required to make sure
that coupled vibrations from the
increased surface area didn't
become too audible as additional
colorations.)
This two-way design is finished
in black ash vinyl laminate, and
provided with floor spikes for
improved contact and
stability — an enthusiast
might well add a small
MDF, marble or granite
plinth to enlarge the
footprint. It is tall
enough to
make
a
sensible visual impact
and place the main
drivers at head height
when seated.

TECHNOLOGY
On
paper,
the
specification
is
straightforward: an injectionmoulded bass/mid unit,
reflex,
loaded
at
low
frequencies and married to
Mordaunt-Short's 25mm
alloy dome tweeter. A fairly
high 89 dB/W sensitivity is
claimed for an 8 ohm
impedance, while suggested
placement is 15-45 cm from
26

Thousands of
rock tracks
were mastered
on these
speakers, and
they were so
well liked that
a domestic
version was
produced,
which
proceeded to
sell by the
lorry- load.
Now a replica
of its studio
monitor
precursor has
been released

the rear wall. The speaker may be
biwired via its five-way gold-plated
binding posts
The proprietary 165mm bass
driver has an outer suspension
bonded to the cone in a single comoulding operation. A structural,
mica- filled moulding forms the
driver support and front baffle of
this loudspeaker, designed to
minimise coloration.
The
minimalist
crossover
employs a single film capacitor for
the treble section, with an
approximately
second- order
acoustic alignment secured for the
low pass with aseries inductor. The
internal volume is around 17 litres,
tuned to about 40 Hz by a 45mm
diameter 140mm deep port located
on the back panel, somewhat below
the bass driver. The drivers are in
line vertically, with the tweeter
placed conventionally above the
bass unit.

SOUND QUALITY
As I've found with other modestly
priced MS speakers, some settlingin is required of both the speaker
and the critic! This design was
actually
fairly
accurate
as
moderately priced speakers go, but
it certainly wasn't in the broadcast
monitor class. However, the ability
of the ' 25i Pearl to involve listeners
was unmistakable, and one had to
pull back consciously from the
listening experience to quantify
other properties, good and bad,
whatever they might be.
With the ' 25i Pearl you get a
broad bandwidth with quite good
bass extension: very good for the
price, in fact. Tonal balance was a
little mid- forward but this was
ameliorated
by
judicious
placement.
There is some ' boxy'
coloration which slows
up the midrange, yet
one can get used to this,
whereupon the mid
seems pretty good:
detailed, articulate and
presenting quite
good transparency. Essentially
inaudible,
the
join to the treble
has been nicely
done; and the
treble is noticeably
transparent, with a
clean, even and
near- grainless
character — a
strong point for this
a speaker in this
class.
Image focus was
good, stage width better than
average. Power handling was fine,

with no sign of premature overload
or knocking within the suggested
range, up to 100W (or abit more).
While this speaker does not
sound quite as dynamic or as
speedy as the comparably priced
MS 10i Classic, it nonetheless sets a
high standard and makes much of
the moderately priced floorstanding competition sound leadenfooted and compressed. Tolerably
well balanced, the MS25I Pearl
grows on you as the hours elapse.

CONCLUSION
It was hard not to like this speaker.
Honestly engineered, good value,
this floor-stander is not the loudest
or largest at its price but is one of
the most sophisticated-sounding. It
can be satisfyingly transparent, has
fine clean treble and good focus.
The bass is, in practice, quite
extended, and many owners will
not need any more than this. Power
handling and sensitivity are both
good, while it is also quite an easy
amplifier load.
On first listening it may sound a
little boxy and slow, but the inner
rhythms are good and it grows on
you after ashort period.
Not a candidate for a quick A/B
comparison, then: when choosing
you should settle down for a few
tracks and hear how it works out. It
did for me and a recommendation
is thus assured.

1131 4312 MIUI SPEAKER
Interest from Japan has resulted in
the revival of classic compact JBL
studio monitors of the 1970s, such
as the 4312. Thousands of rock
tracks were mastered on these
speakers, and they were so well
liked that a domestic version was
produced, the L100 Century,
which proceeded to sell by the
lorry-load.
A couple of years ago the
Century was revived, and now a
replica of its studio monitor
precursor has been released. JBL
just can't close down this
production line, which has been
going for over 25 years now!
So what exactly is a 4312 MkII?
Built to sustain 1970s rock music,
this studio monitor is small enough
to be picked up easily yet it packs a
320mm bass driver, a 100mm mid
and a25mm titanium dome, and is
bass reflex loaded to give a good
bass wallop. The cabinet is finished
in real American walnut, and there
are calibrated level controls for mid
and treble balance. These days, the
speaker is intended to be placed on
a high stand 0.3-0.5m ( 12-20in)
from the rear wall. It would be
worth considering well engineered
custom stands here.
AMU ION
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LOUDSPEAKERS
Designed to reproduce a serious
dynamic range, drum kit capable,
the 4312 will cruise at sound levels
where most domestic equivalents
are rattling and wheezing. Never
intended to match BBC standards
for a neutral tonal balance or for
midrange

accuracy,

it

can

nevertheless play back rim shot
sounds and the like without obvious
compression. Build quality is fine.
It claims an astonishingly high
93dB/watt sensitivity for a 6ohm
rated impedance. This 100W
capable device costs just £ 1000 a
pair: on the face of it something of
a bargain.

The ability of
the Mordaunt
Short '25I
Pearl to
involve
listeners was
unmistakable,
and one
had to pull
back
consciously
from the
listening
experience to
quantify other
properties

MORDAUNT-SHORT MS25i Pearl
LAB REPORT

103dBA with up to

The MS25i's high

100 clean
unclipped watts.

reference
sensitivity of close

Small valve

on 89dB per watt

amplifiers of 15 to

will help smaller

30W are also

amplifiers. The

candidates despite

load impedance

this speaker's

was also kind,

modest cost.

close to 8ohms

Off axis Ink
261, the MS25i

with aminor and
harmless dip to a
5ohm minimum in
the high treble.

returned agood set
of responses, with
the only

System resonance

consequential dip

was akw 40Hz,

occurring above

TECHNOLOGY

and while the

axis, where a

The most obvious updated part

alignment was
overdamped some

seated listener is
unlikely to be. On

(compared with the original) is a
titanium dome tweeter which
operates above 5kHz with a
reference sensitivity of 92dB at 3.5
ohms. The 100mm doped paper
cone mid driver has a small,
lightweight motor coil for lightningfast transient response, while avery
high sensitivity helps this driver
cope with the system rated power.
This has a cast alloy frame as does
the 320mm bass drive, whose
composite resin pulp cone is
finished in JBL's trademark cream
coloured, matt ' Aquaplas' coating.
Both
these
drivers
have
impregnated cloth surrounds — not
the half roll surround in foam or

Fig 2a. Mordaunt Short MS25i Pearl: axial
frequency response, lm (dashed line, neatfteld
correction)

useful bass will be

trend it suggested a

Fig 2b.

present down to
this region under
room loaded

mild upper-mid
prominence, just
1.5dB or so. Even

response family at 2m, axial (solid trace), off-

conditions.
Nominally the

at 45° off axis, the

-6dB bass roll-off
was at 60Hz but
with an in-room
extension to below

responses

+15° vertical (dotted), 30°

lateral (dashed), 45° lateral (long dash)

trends were still
promising.
The quick, clean
transients were
veered by the

50Hz. Given the

decay responses. A

simple crossover,
the driver outputs

good result was also
obtained for the

have been skilfully
integrated, and

ETU analysis [not
shown] while the
5dB1 division
energy decay

measured 90Hz to
20kHz within

axis

Mordaunt Short MS25i Pearl:

polymer so popular today.
JBL's bass unit is distinguished

fairly tight

waterfall with

+2.5dB limits on

frequency [Fig 2c]

by

Fig 2c. Mordaunt Short MS25i Pearl:
MLSSA waterfall of energy decay, 0.2ms
risetime (5dB/div)

I
/
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the reference axis.

was most

compensated magnet energising a

Within this range

promising. The

generously dimensioned 75mm

there was atouch

amount of white

diameter high-power motor coil.
Recent practices adopted for

of mid

space at the back of

forwardness.

this graph showed

Pair matching
was commendable,

how rapid was the
energy decay

within

performance, and

+0.6dB over
the range,

thus its high
accuracy on

This made the
treble roll-off look

while the

transient music
information.

more extreme on

a

massive,

distortion-

speaker design in recent years
postdate this model, so it doesn't
have the preferred vertical-in line
driver format nor a low diffraction
rebated grille. Furthermore it isn't
hard-wired (push-on connectors are
used instead); and it lacks enclosure
bracing or damping treatment. The
tweeter is flush- mounted on the
driver baffle, but the mid and bass

gee
contributed
¡dB of
attenuation

A more complex
picture was seen on
the higher

-a.•
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Fig 2d. Mordaunt Short MS25i Pearl: Room
averaged response (solid trace); impedance
versus frequency (2ohmsldiv, dashed trace)

this trace, but in
practice, with a
sensible placement,
agood overall

SUPPLIER
Morda it nt
Short Ltd,
Unit AI,
Hazleton
Industrial Park,
Horn dean,
Hams.
PO8 9JU
Tel: 01705
498866

drivers aren't. However, they are

in the high

resolution decay

built as mirror pairs, so without too

treble and a

spectrum suggesting

balance can be
obtained; +3dB

much compromise the 4312 can be

2.5dB peak

some longer lived

limits were possible,

used

or

at 7.5kHz;

lower level

55Hz to 8kHz.

vertically. Nowadays, of course,

this speaker

resonances were

level controls for drivers are out of

sounds better

present associated

Test results

favour.

with it left

with moderate

off

coloration.
Averaged for the

Dimensions ( hwd, mm)
810x215x212
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
20-100W
Recommended placement
floorstanding, 0.3m from rear wall
Frequency response ± 3dB ( 2m) 90Hz-20kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m
60Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
48Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
85.5(113/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
103dBA
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
5 ohms/8 ohms/good
Forward response uniformity
fairly good
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT)
£330

either

horizontally

SOUND QUALITY
I was really surprised

With a
to hear this

system again (the last time was 20
years ago and under studio
conditions). On the one hand, this
speaker sounded fairly coloured, as
it
always
did,
sometimes
aggressively impactful, uneven,

suggested
minimum
power of 20
watts for a
comfortable
volume level,
the MS25i

phasey and system- sensitive. On

attain a

the other, it demonstrated amazing

Iloudness of
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MOM MO

overall power
delivered, the bass
was quite good in
my smaller
listening room,
while amoderate
2-2.5dB of mid
dominance
remained 1Fig 2d].

Mordaunt Short MS251
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One of three fine Wadia
. integrated CD players.

LOUDSPEAKERS
dynamics and dynamic range, plus
really good rhythm and timing.

Suddenly, the
classic JBL
studio sound

While classical programme
sounded suitably lively, in an
expressive way, it also tended to

took off like a
rocket.
Dynamically,

show the weaker side of the 4312:
the potential roughness, the loss of

it made
much of the
competition

punch and authority, a mastery of

fine stereo focus and resolution.
That is not to say, however, that
this speaker was useless for

LAB REPORT

Sensitivity was
way above
average at
93dBIW and
largely

to 45Hz -6dB,
exactly to
specification, and
in aroom, good
power was
available down to
35Hz.
With off-axis

sound either
broken or

uncompromised by
an amplifier load
impedance that

lame. Fast
rock came

averaged 6ohms
with aminimum

off beautifully,
excellent in
timing,

of S. This means

dynamically
limitless,

levels of 110dBA
are possible in a

highly

typical room from
apair driven by a
150W/channel

dip as the mid
went out of phase.
More confusion is

sound took off like a rocket.
Dynamically, it made much of the
competition sound either broken or
lame.
Fast
rock
came
off
beautifully, excellent in timing,
dynamically limitless ( in
a
domestic context), highly rhythmic

power amplifier.
JBL's data

seen for the 30°
and 45° lateral
responses, these
taken towards the
tweeter side. At
30° the lower

and involving.

averaged better
than 0.5% 70Hz

treble suffered, at
45° the upper mid.
One shouldn't

classical orchestras, only that its
particular virtues did not really
blossom until some authentic rock
programme was selected.
At this juncture the JBL showed
signs of needing an upgrade in
electronics and source, and I
shifted up a gear to the Krell
FPB300 and Exposure CDP.
Suddenly, the classic JBL studio

rhythmic and
involving

very high
maximum sound

indicated that at a
high 96dB spi,
second and third
harmonic
distortion

The lack of great depth or sharp
layered focus was sufficiently

[Fig 3W, it all

Fig 3a. JBL 4312 MkII: axial frequency

depends which side
you look at. For a
vertically

correction)

enclosure, above
axis, 15°, there
was adeep I4dB

to 20kHz which

expect very sharp
stereo focus with

percussive and transient definition,
and a very punchy bass singularly

handling.

and this was

lacking in the usual compression,
and reproducing electric bass

The reference
response on axis at
1metre [Fig 3a] is

guitar with gusto. You can clearly
hear the characteristic signature of

contentious — the
dotted graph

1970s rock on these speakers. In
this respect they have period class,

shows the midrange set to zero

yet their speed and involvement
factor is decidedly modern.
I fiddled with placement and

output to show its
odd coverage. The
horizontal

controls, ending up with the
speakers 0.4m ( 16in) from the wall

placement and

on 0.22m ( 9in) high stands, with
tweeters

inwards

and

grilles

removed; mid control was set
halfway

between

10

wide overlap
between driver

and

11

o'clock, treble between 1and 2.

CONCLUSION
This speaker is not for everyone;
and by modern standards it suffers
from noticeable coloration and a
phasey stereo focus. However,
within
its
wall- of- sound
presentation there was the pulse of
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Gamepath Ltd,
25 Heathfields,
Stacey Bushes,
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indeed found to be
the case.

while the faster of
the waterfall
energy decay

showed good

showed adry bass

transient

if extended to

and rapid changes

performance over

around 35Hz,

not be reliably
checked and the
simple grille
construction added
still more

the upper and

which was good for
the price. The mid
range was forward
by 2-3dB, 400Hz

cluttered and
uneven by

to 700Hz, not
amenable to

comparison.
Viewed on a

correction via the
level control.

small gap
at 5kHz

frequency
resolution, the

but also
filled in

longer time-scale

energy field was
found to be

some more

notably dense and
filled with

energy

secondary, longer

from 1to

decaying

12kHz.
The bass
was quite

resonances.

.11 extended

In the listening
room, the spatially
averaged response

Test results

Despite the ragged
1metre anechoic

.

lower frequency
ranges, the ¡ kHz
to 4kHz was

to serve a

AMU MS

(
solid trace); impedance versus

interference effects

for its class, and the ' Mk II also
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response

frequency (2ohmsldiv, dashed trace)

to considerable

dynamic range were outstanding

provides tap-notch value.

Fig 3d. JBL 4312 Mk11: Room averaged

spectra [not
reproduced]

with greater

finish, together with a legendary
name, the JBL 4312 MkII

of energy decay, 0.2ms risetime (5dBldiv)

1.5mS for 30dB of
integrated decay
(45dB BH
weighted) and

appeared

For a rock enthusiast seeking an

Fig 3c. JBL 4312 MkIL MLSSA waterfall

unexceptional,

rhythm and timing. Dynamics and

authentic ' 70s studio monitor
sound, great build quality, fine

+15° vertical (dotted), 30° lateral (dashed),
45° lateral (long dash)

The energy time
decay result was

variation.
The mid

plus low distortion coupled with
high power handling.

2m, axial (solid trace), off-axis responses

these speakers,

a powerful Californian motor
system, with classic rock style

had very high sensitivity, sensible
loading and user adjustability,

Fig 3b. JBL 4312 MkIL response family at

responses gave rise

in output; pair
matching could

nearfield

orientated

helps to support
the good power

recompensed by a highly lifelike

response, I
m (dashed line,

data, the speaker
balanced quite well
above 1kHz,
showing good
energy control in
the listening
region, with the
treble devoid of an
audible peak.
JBL 4312 finkli

Dimensions ( hwd, mm)
600x360x300
Recommended amplifier power
per channel10-150W
Recommended placement
fairly close to rear wall, on tall stands
Frequency response ± 3dB (2m) 65Hz-18kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m
35Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
45Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
93dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
110dBA
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
3.5 ohms/6 ohms/very good
Forward response uniformity
fair
Typical price per pair (
inc vivo
il000

PIONEERING
VISION
S

ofine is the DVL-909 that I'm
buying one. What? The
supposedly- cautious
KK
purchasing afirst-generation product?
Is this the same paranoid who thinks
analogue tape is cutting-edge and
swears he's gonna run Windows 95
into the next millennium? The very
same. But that's not inconsistent if
you look at DVD's brief history.
While Iand others have grumbled
about the US and Japan getting
DVD over ayear ahead of Europe,
and the iniquities of the zoning
system, this actually worked in our
favour: we never got any of the
nasty, early- 1997 machines which
certain Yanks now regret buying
(aside from a certain Sony model
with collector's item status and high
second-hand value because it can
over-ride the zoning).
So ' first generation' really means
'first generation Europe' — equal to
second or third in the US. Hence,
the poor saps who bought DVD
players in the first half of 1997 were
our guinea pigs. As for the new
Pioneer machine, a friend in the
USA — a hard-core

The best of all worlds? Pioneer's
DVL-909 `combi' will play DVDs,
CDs and CD-Rs as well as LaserDiscs
by

KEN

KESSLER

videophile with hands-on experience
of most top machines — tells me
there's growing street-level support
for the DVL-909 as 'the first combiplayer worth owning'. This is due in
no small part to the DVL-909
featuring twin pickups, one
dedicated to DVD and the other to
CD/LD, rather than sharing a joint
device. Or so Igather.
Although Zone One consumers
took care of the teething problems
before we so much as got asniff at a
Zone Two player, we are at the same
stage as they were 18 months ago:
total ignorance, no software. So, if
this is Year One for Euro DVD, and
if the first people here to invest in
DVD are hard-core videophiles, it
stands to reason that they were

e
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A friend in the
USA - a hardcore videophile
with hands-on
experience of
most top
machines tells me there's
growing streetlevel support
for the DVL909 as 'the
first combiplayer worth
owning'

masochistic NTSC LaserDisc users
as well. Hence, they have libraries of
precious LDs.
Assuming that they weren't so
impatient as to have already
purchased Zone One players
converted for 240V operation, a
combi DVD/LD player is just the
ticket — and the LD portion of the
DVL-909 plays both NTSC and
PAL LaserDiscs.
li the point of buying aZone Two
machine is to avoid all of the
problems of acquiring imported
discs, that presupposes we'll
eventually have access to acatalogue
as broad as that in the US. But more
likely we'll be as badly treated for at
least the first five years as we were
with PAL LaserDiscs. However, if
we give the software manufacturers
the benefit of the doubt, then the
DVL-909 is a perfect way to start
one's DVD ' awareness'.
As this is a ` pure hi-fi magazine',
my essential brief was to assess the
£899.95 DVL-909's sonic worth.
Which was agood thing, because the
review sample was identical to the
240V machines to be sold here with
one exception: it was a Zone One
player in the DVD visuals
department... What the hell? At the
time of writing, there's atotal of one
Zone Two DVD disc

DVD PLAYERS
available as far as Ican tell: Jerry
Maguire. Whereas Ihave a fistful of
Zone One discs.
The DVL-909 has the look of
certain luxurious Marantz items,
that aluminium front panel finished
in champagne gold. It's sleek and
compact at 420x146x464nun (whd).
The front panel is remarkably
uncluttered: all you get are separate
open and close buttons for the LD
tray or the DVD/CD tray,
play/pause, stop, forward and
reverse, side A or B, meter-off and
power on/off. ( This will be used
rarely as there's a standby mode:
touch any button and it powers on.)
Pioneer thought of every possible
installation requirement, with an
array of connections including two
SCART in/out sockets, 75 ohm
component video output, S-video,
optical and coaxial digital audio,
phono for analogue audio output
and RF output to access Dolby
Digital (off LaserDiscs).
Feeding aLexicon DC- 1surround
sound decoder/pre-amp and a
speaker set-up of three Apogee
LCRs across the front and two
Apogee Compact Monitors at the
back, driven by Acurus amplifiers,
the DVL-909 was compared to a
slew of CD players and DACs to
assess its pure audio performance.
These included Theta's now sadlydiscontinued DATA III LD/CD
transport, the Chroma and Pro Gen
Va converters, Musical Fidelity's XDAC, and the Jadis Orchestra and
Roksan Caspian CD players.
Programme material included a
barrage of conventional CDs and
samplers from Classic Records'
96kHz/24-bit program, plus assorted
DTS titles. For the visuals, I
compiled aselection of titles which I
had on both LD and Zone One
DVD, including Terminator 2, A
Hard Day's Night and Help! and a
selection of demo DVDs, including
the DTS Demonstration DVD 2.

IN THE BLACK
Week One with the DVL-909
involves merely exploring its
features. It comes with a 60-page
English- only owner's manual, no
less. Although you can connect it
up as you would a set- andforget CD player which
happens to have a video
connection, you'd be
missing out on a host of
options available on- screen,
from the major (adapting the video
to suit a widescreen TV) to the
trivial ( choosing the background
colour of the screen saver). Once it's
configured to your needs, you can
exploit all the various available
formats.
The DVL-909 will handle all
manner of CDs, LaserDiscs or
DVDs ( of the appropriate zone),
including the following variants and
options: Dolby Digital, DTS (into
the necessary decoder), 96kHz/24bit audio, and MPEG 1digital Video
CDs. And it plays CD- Rs, which
some won't.
A further nice touch is a 96kHz48kHz ' step-down' so you can play
96kHz/24-bit CDs digitally into
external DACs, or digital recorders,
which can cope with 48kHz but not
the full 96kHz.
Istuck with the on-board DAC
for most of the time because it's so
ideally tailored to the transport.
Never did Ifeel that the DAC was
letting down the player, having
discovered instantly that the
transport section was simply
stupendous. Feeding it digitally into
various DACs showed it to possess
exceptional detail and clarity, if abit
less warmth than either the Chroma
or the Pro Gen Va.
Pioneer shows allegiance toward
high resolution and transparency
rather than the ameliorative stance
preferred by audiophile makes. At no
time does it sound edgy or overly
crisp, nor will you ever imagine that
it carries valves in its analogue
stages. Using the DVL-909 as a
standalone CD player, it easily
delivered sound quality
consistent with players in
the £800 to £ 1200 bracket,
while excelling in the
creation of awide and deep
soundstage. Some might
find its sound a touch
lighter than with, say, the
Jadis or Roksan Caspian,
which seems to be voiced in
asimilar way so far as detail
and
transparency
are
concerned,
the
main
difference being that the
Roksan has a richer lower
register. The Jadis lacks the
detail but adds warmth.
What knocked me over,

Then there's
DVD, and both
Terminator 2
and the
Beatles films
converted me:
the DVL-909
simply
slaughters
other DVD
players
I've tried.
Previously,
Ithought the
Beatles discs
were simply
bad transfers.
Not so
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though, was the sound from
96kHz/24-bit discs. Quite
blatantly, the sound improved
in nearly all areas, with greater
slam, detail, transparency, dynamics
it was like going from small
way speakers to WATT/
uppies. The 96kHz capability
reinforces the pitch that the DVL909 is more ' future-proof than its
competition. After all, DVL-909
owners will be among the few who
can exploit, say, the next generation
dCS Elgar converter.
When it came to assessing video, I
was in for adouble surprise. What I
didn't expect was that the LD
portion would be so markedly
superior to earlier players, including
the DATA III, itself based on an
earlier top-end Pioneer mechanism.
Amusingly, the one area showing
the greatest improvement is that
which is used as ahammer for DVD
to bash LD: in the `blackness' of the
bars above and below awidescreen
picture on a 4x3 monitor. DVD
offers true black, while LD has
always provided shades of grey. I
tried Waterworld then a number of
other widescreen titles and noticed
gains every time. Quite clearly, the
DVL-909 is the player to consider
even if you're just sticking with LD.
But then there's DVD, and both
Terminator 2 and the Beatles films
converted me: the DVL-909 simply
slaughters other DVD players I've
tried. Previously, Ithought the
Beatles discs were simply bad
transfers: not so. Through the
Pioneer it was easy to see that the
colours on Help! were bolder and
richer, while the b/w A Hard Day's
Night revealed a crystal-clarity not
seen on any other formats, including
the Criterion LD.
As for Big Arnie... Terminator 2, it
was explained to me, is a special
'show-off disc for DVD, mastered
with a trick or three. Whatever, it
revealed avisual depth bordering on
the three-dimensional, visible from
the earliest scenes in the wasteland
of the future. The blurriness and
'acid trails' Iwitnessed on earlier
players were gone, even on
sequences showing flames. LD is still
amazing, but DVD stomps it!
Pioneer's nearly identical DVDonly sibling, the DV- 505, costs
£449.95. Not having tried one, I
can't say that it's a clone of the
DVL-909's DVD section, so Ican't
swear that it's the DVD player to opt
for if you don't need LD
compatibility. But what Iwill say is
that the DVL-909, even if it didn't
play LaserDiscs, is so utterly
wonderful as to be an absolute
bargain, which is why I'm buying
one. Now, how about some Zone
Two discs to feed it?
31

The HiFi Company - now the West End
comes to the Eastern Counties
If you're interested in serious

hi-fi, take atrip to Peterborough
where you'll discover that The
HiFi Company offers the widest

range of legitimate hi-fi in the
region and, better still, we can
also demonstrate the type of
equipment you normally only

expect to find in specialist shops
like ig West One, our world
renowned ' high-end' branch
located in central London.

ON DEMONSTIIAlla IN PETERBOROUGH

----en."17 1
710

AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI SE
OPERA PLATEA
SONUS FABER CONCERTO
KRELL KSA300i dN
si
ARCAM ALPHA 8SE ‘le

•
‘,--1
4a-*
PINK TRIANGLE TARANTELLA
MISSION 750LE
AUDIOLAB 8000LX/SX
MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS i
CYRUS daD3q

COPLAND CDA4k
NAIM CDX Ws'
AgeUDIO RESEARCH CD2
4110/MERIDIAN 508 24bit
QUAD 77 AMPLIFIER

DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
We've also afabulous range of true
'high-end' equipment that can be

with only aday's notice. Just take a
look at our advert for 1g West One

what agreat range of serious hi-fi
we can bring to enthusiasts in the

made available for demonstration

in this magazine and you'll see

Eastern Counties.

WILSON BENESCH FULL CIRCLE
PROAC STUDIO 2.5
CHORD CPA1800/SPM400

UNISON SIMPLE 845
4:MUSICAL FIDELITY ECD2
LIVING VOICE AUDITORIUM

ilETA PEARL/PROGENY
Wlov HARBETH HL-P3ES
WILSON BENESCH ACT 1

And to make things even more

range of quality used hi-fi in the

there's no better place, with Part-

interesting, our Trading Station

country, is just across the road!

exchange, Interest Free Credit and

branch, which offers the largest

So, for ' serious' sound quality

awhole world of hi-fi just waiting!

THE HI-FI COMPANY 42 COWGATE PETERBOROUGH PEI 111

TEL: ( 01733) 341755

FAX: (01 733) 358141

CD PLAYER/AMPLIFIER
Never afraid to break the mould,
Linn has launched aproduct which
challenges the most widely and
deeply-held article of hi-fi faith —
namely, the more boxes the better.
Because of this ingrained belief, the
cheapest, ultra- lo -fi unit audio
systems which are made as one box
are styled to look like a stack of
several. Just above this bargain basement level come the cheapest
'separates' systems, where the
separation is still really just cosmetic,
and one of the stacking components
contains the single mains transformer
that also feeds the rest of the units.
Real hi-fi systems, of course, do come
in more pieces. An enthusiast's stereo
hi-fi amplifier may consist of four
components ( pre- amp, pre- amp
power supply, two mono power
amplifiers) or more. His or her CD
player is likely to be atwo-box affair,
at least.
But there are good arguments

against using two boxes where one
will do. If you split your CD player
into separate CD transport and DAC,
degradation arising from the
necessary digital signal connection
may outweigh any benefits. If you
separate your pre- and power
amplification, there may be unsolved
matching and grounding issues. So
on sound quality grounds, even if it
means selling fewer items, some
leading specialist hi-fi companies
really prefer integrated amps or
integrated CD players even at quite
high price levels. (Sticking the power
supply in aseparate box, like Naim
with its CD players or Musical
Fidelity with the A1000 amplifier,
still leaves the audio circuits desirably
integrated.)
It has been left to Linn to take the
next step. Linn's Classik [ sic]
combines the functions of amplifier
and CD player. But Linn has packed
more into this 320 x80 x325mm box

SUPPLIER
Linn
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than you'd get by combining a
standard- width CD player with a
minimalist UK- style integrated
amplifier. Balance and tone controls
(bass and treble) as well as volume
are among the controls provided on
the fearsome-at-first but actually very
well laid- out 56- button remote
handset. There is even an alarm clock
and timer, so if you connect asuitable
tuner the Classik becomes an alarmclock/radio.
Sources other than CD may be
connected via the four line- level
inputs: these are Aux, Tuner, Tape 1
and Tape 2, although Tape 2 is
intended for monitoring while
recording, and so is not itself
connectable to the record- out
sockets. There is also apair of preamp outputs which may be used to
feed any source to an additional
power amplifier, for example. Front
panel controls follow the neat concept
of the Mimik and Majik. In this case,
the six main keys cover amplifier
functions including Mute, Source,
Adjust Option and volume up/down
(Adjust Option is ashift key enabling
the volume keys to be used for
balance, bass and treble) while the
small 'pip' keys cover the usual CD
player functions. Of course, the
remote offers many more functions,
including comprehensive pre-settable
user options. All this is explained in a
very well-written and nicely-done 64-
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`The Next Step...

ORCHID
PRECISION AUDIO
This
revolutionary
valve
power
amplifier will force atotal re-evaluation
of the entire set of previously held
views, from both the critics and from
the audiophile customers, concerning
valve amplification.
Designed as the century draws to a
close, we would like to show you a
real valve amplifier, a modern valve
amplifier and to those who would worry
about such an attempt, let us point
out that the classic circuits of the past
were modern in their day, but now it is
possible to do better.
All of the previously published
discussions
regarding
valve
amplification are rooted in that past...
the re-working of the traditional circuit
with some chrome plating added, but
the valve always had, lying dormant,
more potential than had yet been
realised and that potential has
remained unused until now.
Forget triode vs. pentode! Forget single ended vs. push-pull! Here is atotally
new architecture, the true 100% cathode follower power stage. This placing of
the loudspeaker in the cathode circuit of the valve, which was always the
natural power delivery point, which was always used in preamps but ignored
in power amps, is the leap of faith that sets this design ( and your music)
finally free. We cannot totally show you the power of this amplifier in an ad
except to hint at it by suggesting you look at afew back issues of Hi Fi News
and reviews of valve amps. Here's afew, no names, of course:
Issue date

Power (ich)

Type

Dec

1997

30 watts

EL34 p- p

Jan

1997

75 watts

845 p- p

?

33.000

Feb

1997

70 watts

845 p- p

?

14.500

April

1998

35 watts

845 SE

2%

3450

230 watts

KT90 C.F.

0.15%

13,000

We give

% Distortion
0.5%

Price (£)

I

le
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1500

121!
all

o

loni
mil
Nu
Ian
The amplifier is called Natural Force. No further words will prepare you for the
p2,1
CC
nun
revelation that is listening to this amplifier. Natural Force combines all the grip
8....,
.r...,.
and authority of those imported solid state muscle amps with an emotional "Itb......„
connectivity and mysterious beauty of which they can only dream.
For more information and to reserve your own personal demonstration,
(and yes, we will delight in putting this amplifier up against any other valve
amplifier, regardless of price), please call:
ORCH/D PRECISION AUDIO: 01608 684 694
PS: We also make outrageously good loudspeakers!

1
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YER/AMPLIFIER
page instruction manual, produced
for Linn by Human-Computer Interface
Ltd of Cambridge. While owners of
single-knob minimalist hi-fi might look
askance at all this, it all works, it is all
properly and painstakingly explained
and in fact, it doesn't need to be any
more complicated than the user wants it
to be.
The Classik's own power amplifier
section provides 75 watts per channel
into 4ohms, with two pairs of speaker
connectors (BFA-type inverted 4mm)
not independently switchable. Three
metres
of
terminated
Linn
loudspeaker cable is supplied. Linn
says: `The Classik's small size belies
its power. It can drive any Linn
passive speaker, or any well-balanced
speaker from another manufacturer.'
For those who want to complete
the system with Linn speakers, Linn
is expected to offers some suitable
packages: one of these will comprise
the Classik plus the new £295 Kan
III speakers sells. Though it is still
near LS3/5A size at 303 x 187 x
183mm ( hwd), this new speaker
model is not really related to the old
Linn Kan of yore, but is really an
economy- class derivative of the
£550 Tukan [ reviewed in earlier
guise by Ken Kessler in July ' 94]. It
seemed at first that the Kan
wouldn't be available in time for this
review, so Linn kindly loaned apair
of Tukan
speakers
instead.
However, the Kan did arrive just in
time for a very quick listen at the
end of the review period. It is atwoway design, using the 19mm
ceramic-dome tweeter also found in
the top-of- the-range Keltik as well
as in the Tukan plus a 130mm
bass/mid unit using a woven
GlassFiber cone and relatively
massive magnet, with a secondary
magnet said to give increased field
strength around the voice-coil — as
well as providing the magnetic
shielding which allows the speaker to
be used close to aTV screen without
causing picture problems. It is reflexloaded by aport at the rear. With a
nominal impedance of 4 ohms and a
sensitivity quoted as 88dB/1W/lm at
lkHz, the speaker is suitable for
amplifiers 30W to 80W.

SOUND
QUALITY
History inclines us to
suspect ( not
necessarily rightly)
that when a product
is
packed
with
convenience features th
sound quality must b
compromised,
and
tha
squeezing a lot into a small bo
isn't a good idea either. No- on
could fail to notice that Linn have
packed an amazing amount of
111-F1 NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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facilities and automation into the tiny
Classik, but then this is the company
which, arguably, has striven hardest
over the years to develop non-invasive
control arrangements which do not
compromise sound quality.
So is there really asacrifice to be
made? The £995 question was, how
would the sound from this compact
little box compare with that from a
well-rated partnership of conventional
CD player and amplifier at the same
overall price?
My listening to the Linn Classik
included some careful comparisons
with an Arcam Alpha 8SE player
(£600) and Alpha 8amplifier (£360).
Also on hand was the £ 1050
Exposure CD player. Iused various
loudspeakers, including the revealing
if idiosyncratic Kelly KT2, as well as
Linn's own.
Anyone who expects the Classik to
fare really badly against more
enthusiast- oriented separate CD
player/amplifier combinations of
comparable price is in for a big
surprise. After a moderate warm-up
period, the Classik delivered asound
that was absolutely respectable in
every way, and was exceptional in
certain aspects. Music is presented in
aprecise, neutral and coherent way,
with a sense of rightness about the
tonal balance and afreedom from any
exaggeration or glare. Fine detail is
always there to be heard, and gives
the listener that reassuring feeling (in
orchestral music, for example) of
being able to switch attention
effortlessly from one musical strand
to another, or from one inner voice to
another. In other words, it is easy to
listen to.
Comparisons with the Arcam
combination left honour intact on
both sides. Using the Arcam
amplifier's ' straight through' CD
Direct input and, of course, its direct
non- switched speaker outlets, new
aspects were revealed: arichness, a
singing quality, that hadn't been there
before.
Listening again to orchestral
recordings, it seemed that although
the Classik could give you a

Anyone who
expects the
Classik to fare
really badly
against more
enthusiastoriented
separate CD
player/
amplifier
combinations
of comparable
price is in for a
big surprise.
After a
moderate
warm-up
period, the
Classik
delivered a
sound that was
absolutely
respectable
in every way,
and was
exceptional in
certain aspects

pleasant, coherent and even airy sense
of the recorded acoustic, the venue
could come to life more with the
Arcam. It wasn't so much acase of
more depth or width, rather of more
vibrancy.
From all this it seems to me that
the Arcam combination, used in its
'straight line' mode, does succeed in
offering that extra something which
makes the difference for the
enthusiast. But despite this, each time
Ireturned to the Classik, Ifound
myself happily accepting its slightly
cooler presentation and appreciating
its sure-footed neutrality and delicate
detail.
It seems unlikely that many Classik
owners will connect other makers'
CD players to the Classik's amplifier
section, or other makers' amplifiers to
its line-level outputs. Idid try some
(regrettably unscientific) experiments
of this kind just to see if Icould pin
down the relative contributions of the
CD player and amplifier sections to
the overall sound. Using the Classik's
CD section as a source for other
systems was successful, as the sound
retained its characteristic balance,
coherence and poise.
But connecting other makers' CD
players via the Classik's line inputs
seemed to unbalance the general
effect. Adding the Exposure CD, for
instance, it seemed as if the sound
was somehow trying to be more
punchy and dynamic, but becoming a
little rough round the edges in the
process, as if the amplifier was a
restraining influence. My feeling was
that the amplifier section, though
certainly free from vices and more
than adequate in context, did not
match the life and sparkle that could
be
extracted
from
separates
combinations. Yet once again,
returning to the Classik as an
integrated system reinforced the
feeling that here was awell-balanced
and consistent sound.

CONCLUSION
The new Kan is afine match for the
Classik, particularly in asmaller room. It
has aslightly warm bass/mid balance and
asmooth top end, while the reflex (rear
port) loading seems to have been well
tailored to give about as
much real bass extension
as you can get from a
box this size without just
getting boomy.
As for the Classik
itself,
I get
the
impression that Linn has
poured all its expertise and
ign experience into this product, and
done so to great effect. The Classik is
very well made, it is nice to use and it
sounds good. What more could you ask?
The Classik is to be applauded, and
recommended.
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Talk Electronics launches a 24- bit'
CD player at just under £1000. It's an ambitious
step to take - does it succeed?
by PAUL MILLER

L

ike the proverbial acorn, the
specialist cable supplier,
Cable Talk, has grown

sufficiently strong that it has
been
able
to
nurture
an
autonomous brand of electronics
(Talk Electronics), whose range
of integrated and — more
recently — pre-/power amplifiers
has
already
dented
the
confidence of the UK's ' ruling
elite'. The punishment looks set
to continue with the launch of its
£999 Thunder 3 CD player —
Talk's first digital product and
yet, after Meridian, one of the
handful to feature Crystal's latest
'24- bit'
D/A
converter
technology.
Visually,
the
Thunder
3
complements.
Talk's
other
separates with track skip, pause,
time mode and display buttons
riding the crest of a wave milled

treble — leading to avery uniform
sense of restraint.
So, categorically, this is no sort of
party animal, a feeling confirmed
by Bonnie Raitt's ' Nick of Time'
[CDEST 2095] which strolled
laconically rather than strutting
with any great enthusiasm.

into the surface of its black alloy
fascia. The matching remote
control is colour-coded with green
buttons for play, track skip and
search, black for direct trackaccess, and red for its auxiliary
functions including program,
repeat and random play, intro
search and display modes.
The yellow up/down volume
buttons are not used by the
Thunder 3 but are intended for
RC- 5 compatible amplifiers,
including Talk's own!

SOUND QUALITY
This player is easy- listening
personified, eschewing today's
trend for energetic sounding
machines that shout ' get up and
buy me' from the dealers' shelves.
Strong bass lines, for example, are
well-rounded but recessed; then
again, so are the midband and

Af1000
'24- bit' player
hardly
represents a
quiet or
cautious entry
into the
marketplace

Nevertheless, the listening panel
were quick to accept this and
sought to persevere. ' The vocal
performance sounds very natural
and unaffected', they suggested,
`hiding behind a hint of dry ice
perhaps, but still clearly " Bonnie"
in tone'. Furthermore, however far
we advanced the volume, its sound
never became oppressively loud,
simply bigger.
The contrast with JS Bach's TwoPart Invention in Cminor,
arrangedBWV772,
for two

de
.r

string players on
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CD PLAYERS
Visually, the
Thunder 3
complements
Talk's other
separates with
display

the John Marks label [JMR 15],
could not have been greater. Here
everything fell into place, with the
cello and violin very believable in
timbres, the modulation of bow on
strings clear for all to hear. ' All the

buttons riding
the crest of a
wave milled

clues are there,' remarked one

into the

on the ear'.

surface of its

Arguably, an audiophile disc of
this type — in this case with

black alloy
fascia

TALK ELECTRONICS THUNDER 3

listener, ` but with a gentleness that
ensures the music falls very easily

strikingly
well-miked
solo
performers — plays directly into the
hands of Talk's player, drawing out
any hidden potential for revealing
the subtler emotions of the music at
hand.
By way of confirmation, revisiting
Lyle Lovett's
Love Everybody'
[MCD10808] brought a return to

1000
JITTER FREQUENCY

the player's comfortable and cosy
style of music- making. ' Not
oppressive or restrictive,' it was

2060

3000

Hz

Fig I. Talk Electronics Thunder 3: total jitte,
spectrum

suggested, 'but still unquestionably
reminiscent of inglenook fireplaces'.

CONCLUSION
Given that the Thunder 3 is Talk's
first digital product, then to launch
a £ 1000 ' 24- bit' player hardly

Fig 2. Talk Electronics Thunder 3: distortion

represents a quiet or cautious entry

and spuriae at -30dB

into the marketplace. So this is an
ambitious project, and one likely to

motors, logic and
display driver.

of + 0.01-0..5dB

little too smooth-sounding for its
own good: forever ticking-over but
rarely taking flight.

blocks of the
Thunder $ are
tried-and-tested,

level resolution is
excellent with
maximum errors
over afull 100dB

the aliasing
images associated
with 44.1kHz
and 88.2kHz that
are released by

including aSony
CDM14 transport

Note the total
absence of any

dynamic range. A
17-18bit rating

Crystal's
oversampling

Bear in mind, too, that Talk's
'budget' Thunder 2 will be

mechanism and

power-supply

would seem

stage, while at (6)

one of Crystal's

related jitter!

realistic.

acomplex series of

However, the
3D plot does

high-order

launched at HiFi '98 at a target
SUPPLIER
Talk Electnmics,
Unit I,

Camberley,
Surrey
GUIS 2PL.
01276
686 030

LAB REPORT
The building

stages, the clocks,
transport
mechanism,

witness further refinement in the
months to come. At the time of
writing, the product is arguably a

price of £699, along with asouped-

CS4390 '24-bit'
bitstream

distortion is also

up ' 3, the Thunder 4. All models
will be upgradable one to the next

converters. We

(in the manner of Arcam), resulting
in another, potentially very strong,

from Meridian's
861 that

-30dB level, and

`digitally-derived'
distortion
mechanisms. At

home-grown

exceptionally low

lies well below the

(5), we can see

(<160psec) jitter
levels are possible

audio band noise
floor (3). Just
beyond the audio
range, the

range

domestic audiophiles.

to

tempt

already know

from this device,
so the 30Dpsec
achieved here is

0.0032% at the

characteristic
sweep of

spectacular.

ultrasonic

the costlier 861
[HFNIRR May,

requantisation
noise (4) is at
least partially

p21], the Thunder
3incurs alittle

suppressed by

extra (224psec) of

two-pole analogue
filter stage. This is

data-induced jitter
(1) along with
additional
patterns at
923Hz, I.59kHz
and 3.27kHz (2).

AMP len

exceptionally low
at better than

good but not
Compared to

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Harmonic

Talk's discrete,

based on the
Hurricane 5
pre-amplifier
circuit, yielding a
low and cable-

Separate power

tolerant 1ohm

supplies are
employed for the

output impedance
and afinal A-wtd

DAC and LIR
analogue filter

SIN ratio of
IO2.8dB. Low-

reveal two main

Test results

sampling patterns
trackin from very
high frequencies.
A little extra work
here may reap
dividends.

Talk Electronics Thunder 3

20Hz
ikHz
20kHz
Channel balance ( dB) 0.1
0.1
0.1
Stereo separation (dB)115
120
104
Frequency response (dB)-0.1
0.0
-0.2
Distortion ( THD vs level, dB):
At OdB
-105 -101 -76
At -30dB
-91
-91 -62
At -60dB
-60 -55 -32
At -80d8
-28 -31
-3
At -90dB ( dithered)
-18 -22
5
At -100dB ( dithered)
-16
At - 1101E1 ( dithered)
-7
Resolution (
linearity, dB):
Error at -60dB
0.0
0.0
Error at -30dB -0,1 -0.1
Error at -90d8
-0.5 -0.4
Error at - 100.113 -0.5 -0.2
Peak output level L/R
1.922V/1.93
Relative output level ref 2V ( dB)-0
4V
3
utput impedance L/R
-1 o
1hm
t ermodulation, CCIR. OdB (dB)
opband image suppression (
dB)
98
z noise modulation dB)
02
Signal-to-noise ( Awtd. dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
110.8
Without emphasis, OLSB
Without emphasis. 1LSB
1
10
10
2,
4
8
Total correlated jitter
300 picosecs
Digital output(s)
none
Crystal clock accuracy
21ppm
Track access do track 99)
2.5 secs
Dimensions whd) mm
430x90x300
Typical price fin,: VAT1
£999.95

t
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PASSLABS

ALEPH 3

X 1000
Your Search Is Over!
Single Ended Class 'A' from 30-1000 WPC.
Where Passlabs Lead - Others Follow.
Call for further information to your nearest dealer:
The Audio Note Salon Glasgow
Lintone Audio Gateshead Tyne & Wear
Zouch Audio Ashby De La Zouch Leics
Midlands Audio Exchange Kidderminster Worcs
The Right Note Saltford Avon
Sounds of Music Tunbridge Wells Kent
Walrus Systems 11 New Quebec St. London W1
or call

01892 539595
ZENTEK MUSIC

LTD

0141 357 5700
.
0191 477 4167
01530 414128
01562 822236
01225 874728
01892 547003
0171 724 7224

T

he styling of NVA's AP70
integrated amplifier (£ 960
incl. VAT) is hair- shirt:
featureless black with just two large
control knobs on the fascia, one for
input selection and the other for
volume. The inside is minimalistic
too. No phono circuitry, a passive
pre-amplifier, as few active devices
as possible, with hardly any
capacitors in the signal path and
certainly
no
inductors.
No
protection circuitry, and of course
no speaker switching or tone
controls.
On the other hand, the audio
signal is positively mollycoddled. All
signal routes are via silver alloy cable
with PTFE sleeving. The input
selection switch feeds the signal
direct to a cermet volume
potentiometer of 100K ohms linear
law for high precision•and channel
balance. This is bypassed by 10K
ohm metal film resistors to simulate
log law characteristics for smoother
volume adjustment. A combination
of aluminium, perspex and wood for
the case, with glue rather than
screws connecting the metalwork
together, is claimed to isolate the
circuitry from magnetic eddy
currents and static charge problems.
CE European directives for
electrical standards are not strictly
adhered to. Speaker output sockets
suit only 4mm plugs, and neither
the amplifier inputs nor its general
circuitry are isolated from outside
sources of interference. Not that this
amplifier is aimed at those users
who are likely to be blasé about
these aspects — in fact you should
make sure that accompanying
equipment is well matched.
There is no lack of power,

Musical
detail is
maintained
at such a
level that,
in my view,
this amplifier
easily attains
audiophile
levels

however. This is not one of those
weedy 25W integrateds, but astrong
60W per channel is available from
two 12A Darlington devices per
channel,
and
dual
mono
construction is completed by two
160VA power transformers. Because
of the lack of output inductors, solid
core speaker cable is recommended
for optimum stability, not bi-wired
and ideally less than 5m in length.

SOUND QUALITY

SUPPLIER
NVA,
6Watermill
Industral Estate,
Aspenden Road,
Buntindord,
Hens SG9 9jS.
Tel: 01763 272
707

With the NVA on a RATA Torlyte
stand, and fed from AVI and TEAC
CD players using silver alloy, PTFE
coated interconnects, an astonishing
musical performance was brought
forth once the amplifier had been
warmed up for a few days. (NVA
recommends
it
is
powered
constantly.) Output was anything
but thin, instead imbued with a
satisfying amount of body that
ensured the warmth of orchestral
instruments and vocals was achieved
with highly natural results. And yet
this has been managed without any
suggestion of coloration, the sonic
delivery crystal-clear.
This is one of those products
whose performance is so coherent

Hair-shirt styling and a minimalist
interior yet, in the right system, the
AP70 integrated gives afive-star
performance
by PETER 1 COMEAU

REVEALING

that it is almost impossible to talk
about the characteristics of bass,
midband and treble; it is much
easier to concentrate on the musical
detail which is maintained at such a
level that, in my view, this amplifier
easily attains audiophile levels.
There is no rounding, or falling
away, of detail at the frequency
extremes. Cymbals and maracas
exhibit excellent transient qualities
while sparkling with clarity. Bass
guitar and percussion hold firm and
fast with every note carefully crafted.
These
characteristics
are
maintained with a wide range of
speakers and at all listening levels.
While there is a volume level for
each disc at which the output
sounds its most natural, you can
turn the level down without losing
the enjoyment of the music.
Musically the amplifier is a
revelation on just about every disc
you can find. It has the capability of
raising the hairs on the back of your
neck with discs that might otherwise
appear mundane — Ieven found
myself playing Karl Jenkins's
Adiemus, Songs of Sanctuary right
through from beginning to end!
What you must do to achieve
these levels of performance from the
NVA is get everything else about
your system absolutely right.
Cabling is highly important; source
components must be free from
distortion artefacts and as accurate
as possible. The speakers must be
nominal 8 ohms and not have nasty
crossover impedance effects from
notch filters and the like. Not that
you have to worry about driving
ability otherwise. Get the system
right and this amplifier responds
with five-star performance.
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The largest selection of valve amplification in the UK. All purchases are installed by us. Specialists in vinyl replay systems.

conrad-johnson CAV-5o integrated amplifier £2495.

Top Magnum Dynalab Tuners

Probably the best sounding integrated push-pull

-The finest tuners we have heard, from £ 5oo
above Unison Research Feather One/Power 35

ampl.f er around.

Graaf GM20 orL -smaller brother of the legendan
GMzoo. Don't let zowpc fool you; this amp is fast,
and will drive most speakers. Can be bridged easi
to provide 6owpc mono! £ 2750.

-an affordable pre- power combination.

Opera Terza £ 999 • Platea £ 795. Great imaging,

Avalon Acoustics loudspeakers - The only dynamic

Audiostatic oci full range electrostatics with

solid wood cabinets, great value.

speaker to image like electrostatics with no colouration,

amazing bass £ 2500.

From £ 5495 apair.

SUMME

SALE

RRP

SALE PRICE

SALE PRICE

RRP

AMPLIFICATION continued

DIGITAL
CD -17 KI Signature

£ noo

£ 950

Unison Research Smart 845's

ex-dem

£345 0

DPA Renaissance

ex-dem £995

£ 895

Audio Analogue Puccini SE

ex-dem

£595

Micromega Stage 6

s/h

£ 500

Graaf GM2oo OTL

ex-dem

£7500 £6000

Art Audio VP1 special edition

ex-dem

£1500

Gamma Rythm integrated

s/h

£2500

Golden Tube SE i pre- amp

ex-dem

£990

s/h

£4500 £ 25oo

Marantz

ex- den

£950

VINT!
Nottingham Analogue lnterspace
with Space Arm

ex- den

Paragoni linear tracking arm

s/h

£ 950

£ 800

£ 1600

£ 800

£475

£1000
£1100
£ 750

Sound Design DCo 15o OTL
mono amplifier

AMPLIFICATION

£ 2750

-upgraded with silver wire

and hovland musicaps throughout

Vial pre- amp with valve phono stage

s/h

£ 850

£ 300

SPEAKERS

Sound Design SD- 2 pre- amp with valve
£4 00

Audionote AN-Jlevel 3

s/h

£2500 £ 15oo

ex-dem £ 2200

£1400

Opera Terza mahogany

ex-dem

£999

Art Audio Quintet mono amps

ex-dem £ 2200

£1400

Opera Divina ash

ex-dem

£1500

Art Audio Concerto mono amps

ex- den

£1850

Diapason Adamantes I!

Trilogy 845 stereo amp 5owpc

s/h

£ 1800

£950

with stands

ex-dem

£2450

Trilogy 904 valve phono stage

s/h

£400

£250

Analysis Omega ribbons

s/h

£45 00

ex-dem

£4000

£2750

phono stage

ex- den

Heart Beat mono amps

£900

£ 2700

Unison Research Mystery One
pre- amp

£1100
£ 1750
£ 2600

Resolution Quark with matching

Art Audio Diavolo stereo amp
with Vaic 3oB chrome- gold

£800

ex-dem £ 1750

£1400

bass sub/w speaker and stands

ex-dem

£1750

£ 995

Cabasse Farella 400 walnut

ex-dern

£950

£ 750

Cabasse Catalane beech

ex-dem

£1950

£ 1590

10% OFF MOST NEW ITEMS FOR THE MONTH OF JJLY
Amplification

Accessories

Digital Replay

Loudspeakers

Vinyl Replay

Art Audio • Audio Analogue

Argenta Custom SNer Cables

conrad-johnson • Golden

Cardas cables

conrad-johnson

Analysis Ribbons

Nottingham Analogue

DPA • Holfi • Marantz

Audio Spectrum

Tube • Graaf • Heart

finite elemente pagode

Paragon linear tracking arm

Resolution Audio

Audiostatic DCI

Holfi • Tube Technology

Benz- Micro cartridges

equipment stands

Avalon Acoustics

Kuzma •

Unison Research

Harmonix • V- Damp

Cabasse • Diapason

isolating system

Opera • Klipscn

Ex-demonstration and useb equipment always available, please call for further details

10:00 to 18:33
Camden Town, London nwl FAX: 0171 383 5028 EMAIL: io1650,2424@compuserve.com
Demonstrations by appointment only, Mondays to Saturdays

TEL

t racer

cartridges

0171 380 0866

AMPLIFIERS

T

he last couple of years have
seen a new phenomenon, the
high-end integrated amplifier:
Krell's KAV-300i, Musical Fidelity's
A1001, Electrocompaniet with its
ECI-1. Now, here is another, from
the respected French Canadian
company Classé, based in Quebec.
With arating of 105 watts/channel
into 8 ohms, increasing modestly to
150W into 4ohms, power per pound
is clearly not what the £ 1995 CAP100 is all about. But quality is. Few
concessions are made to the one-box
format: electrically, the 15.5kg CAP100 is built as separate pre- and
power-amplifier sections, which may
be operated independently if
required. This will be of value in AV
systems, or when a second power
amp is roped in for bi-amping.
The CAP- 100 is undeniably well
made, with solid, non-rattly panels
and agreat slab of an extruded alloy
front panel. Fixtures and fittings are
limited to three main controls
covering source selection, balance
and volume, and press buttons, each
with an illuminated tell-tale, to select
tape monitoring, separate pre-/power
operation, muting and standby/on.
Turning on for the first time is an
irritatingly long-winded process,
involving a 30-second period for the
circuits to warm up and stabilise,
after which the mute button must be
pressed. The remote control allows
the user to adjust the volume and
select or deselect mute from the
comfort of an armchair, though the
wait remains the same. The handset
is built with the same kind of overkill
found with the main amplifier, and
requires an Allen key (supplied) to
crack it open when the batteries need
replacing. (User friendly, or what?)
The back panel is populated with
impressive looking gold-plated
phonos for the various unbalanced

inputs: phono/aux, video CD and
tuner, plus tape in, tape out, preamp out (always active) and main
amp in ( under control of the front
panel switch). The phono facility is
an extra cost option that was not
included with the test amplifier.
Last but not least, the CAP- 100 is
equipped with a single balanced
input pair using XLR connectors,
which could be useful in specialist
applications where long interconnect
leads are required, as a way of
reducing common mode line noise;
but there is no matching balanced
output, and in practice few will gain
much benefit from this provision.
Speakers are connected to a single
pair of 4mm binding posts per
channel. Line input impedance is
33k ohms, which should be high
enough to avoid high- frequency
attenuation with high outputimpedance sources.
The CAP- 100 doesn't work at its
best straight from the box, and the
manufacturer suggests that it shows
'musical growth' over its first 300
hours. Iwas able to run the amplifier
unloaded for at least this long,
though Ididn't notice the kind of
dramatic warm-up improvement
experienced, say, with aKrell.
In any case, this is a clean, wellbehaved amplifier, with a low noise
floor, a progressive volume control
with good balance at low volume
levels and no other nasties of note.
Judging against a notionally
transparent amplifier ( actually an

Power per
pound is
clearly not
what the
£1995 CAP 100 is all
about. But
quality is. Few
concessions
are made to
the one- box
format;
electrically, the
15.5kg CAP100 is built as
separate pre and poweramplifier
sections

SUPPLIER
Audio
2; Laugh \
Broom,
Laugio.,

Berkshire
SL3 8NB.
Tek 01753
542761

Latest high- end amp brand to add
a single- box model is Classé, with
the solid- looking CAP- 100
by ALVIN

GOLD

imaginary amalgam of the best of
competing amplifiers), the CAP- 100
sound comes across as bright, shiny
and dry. Musically, the effect is tidy
and organised, with ' underlined'
leading edges that lend the sound
with what can seem, at times, a
heightened crispness; but on the
whole this had beneficial musical
effects, enhancing spatial cues,
separation between instruments and
the low-level musical dynamics.
Large scale dynamic swings are also
notably well handled.
The Classé delivers asound full of
shape, with bold dynamic strokes
and colour; yet some of my listening
notes mention it lacking the solid
architecture of amplifiers like the
Electrocompaniet ECI-1 or what I
remember as the subtlety of the Krell
KAV-300i. There were times when it
sounded atad glassy.
With amplifiers of this quality,
departures from the norm are largely
matters of personality, analogous to
moving seats in aconcert hall, which
can make changes to the sound that
may be perceived as better or worse
depending on the nature of the
music and other factors, not least
personal taste. My judgement is that
the CAP- 100 is unlikely to attract
those in love with valves, or what
they think valves stand for, or those
for whom music is an atmospherebuilding background activity.
Conversely, Ivalued its strong
definition and analysis: it brought
many difficult recordings of modern
classical music to life, sometimes in
unexpectedly vivid colours. For
better or for worse, this is an
'obviously solid-state' amplifier in
every sense, and a bit of a control
freak to boot. It's strong medicine
for sure, and a worthy addition to
the short rollcall of cost-no-object
integrated amplifiers.

A BEAUTIFUL VENEER
DO
N'T CONCEAL A
SOUL
for inf ormation
of loudsoeakerî
memory, call

on

the

most exciting range
11158 shores io reggi
now (
111

LOUDSPEAKERS

A

VI's Neutron was the first
venture of this previously
all-electronics company into
the loudspeaker market, and was
aimed at the home user who was
either short of space or believed that
speakers should be heard and not
seen. Though it was a limited
success, its appeal was strong, and
AVI felt that certain modifications
could turn it into agreat speaker —
hence the NuNeutron, atitle which
is self-explanatory.
The
design
goal
of the
NuNeutron was to fulfil a
requirement for asmall but accurate
monitor- class loudspeaker that
would suit the domestic and
professional user equally well. Not a
new idea, this, but one that has
rarely been carried to success. The
long-lasting LS3/5A has yet to be
fully ousted from its fashionable
place at the top of this particular
class.
Just as the LS3/5A used the
highest performance drivers of its
day, allied to a crossover that was
specially adjusted to the drive unit
characteristics, AVI has not not
skimped on driver selection for the
NuNeutron. The usual temptation
is to view the small loudspeaker as
having aviable price ceiling of £400
(above this the competition for
floorstanding units becomes too
strong), which limits the choice of
both bass and treble drive units to
the mediocre rather than the
outstanding. But customer feedback
on the original Neutron showed AVI
that there was astrong requirement
for a diminutive speaker of

outstanding quality. ( In cherry or
black ash, a pair of NuNeutrons
costs £ 499 incl.VAT; an ebony
finish is available at a £749.)
Thus encouraged, AVI included
the finest drivers that would fit the
design requirement, having tested a
multitude of contenders not just for
measured quality but for subjective
clarity, smoothness and low
distortion. AVI also spent much
time evaluating consistency of
performance, both in production
and over a long period of use. One
surprise finding was that many
treble units droop in output after six
months of use, sometimes showing a
variation of 2dB compared with
their performance when new.
Final choice for the bass/mid was
a 110mm doped- paper- cone unit
with 25mm voice- coil from Vifa,
which has an exceptionally wide
bandwidth, from 50Hz to 9kHz — it
makes a perfectly good full- range
unit on its own! Subjectively, this
unit has excellent midrange
qualities, but whereas in the original
Neutron the bandwidth was used
almost to its maximum with the
treble unit as a fill-in above 5kHz,
for the NuNeutron a different

The design
goal of the
NuNeutron was
to fulfil a
requirement
for asmall, but
accurate,
monitor class
loudspeaker
that would suit
the home and
professional
user equally
well. Not anew
idea, this, but
one that has
rarely been
carried to
success, as the
long-lasting
LS3/5A has yet
to be fully
ousted from its
fashionable
place at the
top of this
particular
class

crossover approach was taken.
For optimum accuracy and low
distortion, it was deemed necessary
to cross over at the smoothest part
of the amplitude response. Off-axis,
the output of the Vifa unit falls
above
3kHz,
which
would
compromise the dispersion of the
complete loudspeaker above this
frequency. Accordingly, atreble unit
was chosen which could reach well
below 3kHz: a 28mm ScanSpeak
viscous-damped fabric dome, with a
bandwidth of lkHz to 30kHz. AVI
had used this successfully in the
Positron floorstander, and found its
consistency and reliability to be
outstanding.
With smooth amplitude responses
through the crossover region, the
electrical crossover could be
designed using computer network
analysis to a second-order Linkwitz
Riley design for correct phase
behaviour. Comparisons were then
made between the theoretical output
and the graphs of actual drive
voltages and phase until they
corresponded. Appropriate equalisation circuits are added to each
drive unit to ensure that a constant
load is seen by the crossover.

Yet another small
speaker aims to oust
the classic BBC LS315A.
Will AVI succeed where
others have failed?
by PETER 1 COMEAU

AVI
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LOUDSPEAKERS
Again, these are not new ideas,
but usually the discrepancy between
theoretical drive unit output and
actual performance ( due to
inconsistencies in the driver
amplitude and phase response) mar
the electrical analysis, and require
further crossover elements to be
added before the ideal is reached. In
the case of the NuNeutron, the
computer network simulation
graphs can be overlaid quite
precisely on the actual results,
promising seamless transition
between the drive units and stable
and precise stereo imagery.
Cabinet size has been kept to a
minimum 5 litres with a narrow
frontal format for good dispersion,
though this is slightly marred by the
frame for the black cloth grille.
Finished in real wood veneer, the
enclosure has a rear port for bass
reinforcement and a single set of
terminals — no bi-wiring is advised.
Interior damping comes from a
nominal amount of wool, and the
crossover builds upon the qualities
of high power ferrite coils and close
tolerance polyester capacitors.

Ingnedients of the NuNeutron

midrange and treble clarity. For
hi-fi purposes, the bass is
lightweight in this position, making
the speakers sound ' small' at
listening distances over a metre
away. A warmer and fuller balance
can be achieved with the speakers
backed up towards a solid wall on
60.cm high stands. The Target
HR60 sand-filled stands proved an
SOUND QUALITY
excellent match, helping the bass
And so to the listening. Would the output to asolid and even alignment
theoretical be translated into actual without being overblown. An
subjective results? So much can be
alternative is to mount the speakers
read into the design of the on rigid wall brackets about 80cm
NuNeutron that surely one is bound
above the floor; but do allow some
to be alittle disappointed — after all space behind for the rear port
it is only asmall loudspeaker.
output. (Target offers a 24M stand
Yes, there is a disappointment,
specifically
tailored
to
the
but it is not due to drive units or NuNeutron.)
crossover — indeed the promise
As one moves into instrumental
here is totally fulfilled. This is a areas above 200Hz, the bass drive
small loudspeaker, and as far as bass unit begins to give its best, yielding
performance is concerned we have
musical detailing that is quite
to fall back on that old adage 'you stunning. The transition between
can't get a quart out of apint pot'.
bass and treble drivers really is
Bass alignment for the NuNeutron undetectable, even though it occurs
is at the limit of what can be
in the region where the ear is highly
achieved with this 110mm cone in a sensitive. The NuNeutron sounds,
5litre box.
and behaves, as though it was one
With afree air resonance of 48Hz, full- range driver — a remarkable
the reflex tuning has been set at feat of crossover engineering
55Hz, and this gives arather uneven normally only managed from a few
bass power response in room,
active designs. Treble output
though
from
anechoic appears to be aligned for use with
measurements it looks correct.
the grilles in place: these are less
Trying the NuNeutrons in several intrustive audibly than they appear
listening rooms showed that it was to be physically. Either with grilles
both room- and position-dependent, on or off, the treble quality remains
mostly due to the lumpy nature of smooth, never gives offence, yet
the reflex cabinet porting. However,
maintains the clarity of the
in each room a position could be midrange with excellent detailing.
found where the bass performance
Accuracy on voice is outstanding.
sounded nominally ' flat': it just Both male and female vocals sound
needs some experimentation.
delightfully real; and given the high
For professional purposes the bass precision of stereo placement the
alignment is ' correct'. Placed clear singers have a seeming physical
of rear walls and corners, the bass
solidity — this is aural holography at
tails off below 100Hz at a perfect its best. Instruments as wide-ranging
12dB/octave. This makes the as clarinet, cello, flute and violin are
NuNeutron an ideal near- field equally well served. One can relax
monitor, with the concentration on
and listen to awide range of musical
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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styles secure in the knowledge that
the NuNeutron will not put a foot
wrong in delivering a reference
quality performance.
Of course this would come to
nothing if the musical performance
were sterile and lacking in vibrancy
and emotional delivery. Once again,
that combination of drive unit and
crossover design comes up trumps,
providing dynamic phrasing that is
truly exciting, and musical detailing
that allows you to listen to any part
of the orchestra or group at will.
With an efficiency verging on
86dB for 1W you need a powerful
amplifier to avoid compression. The
NuNeutrons themselves show few
signs of dynamic restriction, even
though you tell yourself that there is
only so much work that a 110mm
unit can do before running up to its
end- stops. Match them with a
200W amplifier ( I used ATC's
SPA2 and Musical Fidelity's XA200 with success), and the little
speakers astound with listening
levels peaking over 96dB at 3
metres. For the size of rooms that
the NuNeutrons are likely to be
used in, a 100W amplifier will be
fine. Both the AVI integrated and
the S2000 pre-amp and monoblock
combinations naturally proved
excellent matches.
With
such
good
clarity
throughout midrange and treble, the
NuNeutron seems to offer itself for
partnership with a good subwoofer.
Results
here
were
initially
disappointing, the tendency of the
NuNeutron to ` drone' in the bass
region interfering with the transition
to the quality bass coming from a
REL Stadium II. Clearly the
compromise bass offered by the
reflex-tuning of the NuNeutron was
not required here, and needed to be
nullified.
Normally Iwouldn't dream of
altering the designed performance of
aspeaker as adept as the AVI, but in
this case it proved disarmingly easy
to remove the strong nature of the
lower bass by the simple expedient
of blocking the port output with a
plug of foam. Subjectively, this has
little effect on the upper bass
performance, but brings the output
below 150Hz into line with a
subwoofer, allowing greater analysis
of bass guitar and orchestral basses.
In either guise the NuNeutron
falls easily into the ' monitor class' of
speaker, and in my view surpasses
the competition in terms of accuracy
and enjoyability. Whether the
NuNeutron will go on to become a
classic in the fashion of the LS3/5A
remains in the hands of the buying
public, but already studio interest
has hotted up. Highly recommended
for lovers of all things diminutive.
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STABI
The Kuzma Stabi S offers an unusual
array of elements, visually, but rock-solid
performance at an affordable price
by JAMES M HUGHES

I

twasn't quite what Iexpected.
When Audiofreaks' Branko Bozic
called to say there was a baby'
Kuzma Stabi on the way, Ihad
mental images of just that: asmaller
version of the standard Stabi. What
eventually arrived was a turntable
quite different in concept and design.
Despite having the same planer, belt,
and motor, the new Stabi S is very
much adesign in its own right, not a
compromised version of the bigger
models.
The standard Kuzma Stabi is an
elaborate design that's labourintensive to build. Its
sonic
characteristics are inextricably knked
to its solid, weighty construction and
the use of selected hardwoods. It
wouldn't be easy to scale down. So
instead, designer Franz Kuzma
started with aclean slate.
Quite
apart
from
price
considerations, perhaps the principal
benefit of the new Stabi S is its
fantastic simplicity. Beyond a few
basics there's virtually no setting-up
involved. Most suspended subchassis turntables are sensitive to
things like spring height and torsional
tension, not to mention arm cable
dressing — these need to be just right
in order to achieve an even bouncing
movement without yaw.
But the Stabi S has no suspension
so it's easy to put together. Simply
46

place it on a suitable flat surface,
position the motor, fit the belt and
outer platter, and that's it. Of course
you'll need to take care over aligning
the arm and cartridge, but that's true
of any turntable.
It's uncanny the way aturntable's
appearance so often reflects its sonic
character. The Stabi S looks
functional and elegant, its elegance
coming from the economy and
simplicity of the basic design. It
sounds much as it looks: tidy,
controlled, clean, focused and tight.
Speed stability is excellent, and
there's a welcome absence of that
subtle yet annoying pitch vagueness
that one finds to agreater or lesser
degree with many suspended subchassis turntables.
The Stabi S offers asingle speed,
but those wanting 45rpm as well as
33rpm could add Kuzma's electronic
power supply for this facility — and
get improved sound by virtue of a
cleaner power source for the motor.
Of course, by having the motor
only lightly decoupled, the Stabi S
runs the risk of noise being
transmitted via the support base to
the pickup stylus. Yet grasping the
brass housing that carries the 24-pole
AC synchronous motor Icould feel
very little vibration. So the phasing
capacitor is clearly doing a
reasonable job. Nor could any

The standard
Kuzma Stabi
is an elaborate
design that
wouldn't be
easy to scale
down. Sc
instead,
designer
Franz Kuzma
started with
aclean slate

breakthrough be detected through
the loudspeakers, even at high
volume levels.
The use of solid brass for the Tshaped chassis and motor housing
gives the unit aluxury quality as well
as creating agood solid support base.
The main section is 49.5mm
diameter, no less, and feels
impressively heavy and rigid. Kuzma
offers two finishes: natural, with the
brass satin-polished and lacquered
[as shown here]; or black.
The entire unit weighs around
I3Kg including arm, with the platter
assembly accounting for about 4Kg
of the total mass. One direct benefit
of all this mass is the stability it
creates. The Stabi S sits on three
rubber 0- rings which afford a
surprising degree of isolation. For a
non-suspended turntable, the Stabi S
is remarkably insensitive to vibration.
True, isolation is not as complete as
with astandard Stabi, but the degree
AMU UN
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of vibration
immunity is
much better than
many turntables of this type.
However, because there's no sprung
suspension to maintain isolation, this
model is perhaps more influenced by
different support surfaces than the
bigger model.
Although some parts are used
from the standard Stabi ( outer
platter, motor and belt), the Stabi S
has a redesigned main bearing and
inner platter. The new deck has an
Ilmm diameter bearing shaft with a
pointed tip, and the finish is
excellent. As with other Kuzma
turntables, the fit between bearing
and shaft is snug but deliberately not
as tight as with some turntables.
Unlike the all-metal bearing on the
standard Stabi, the Stabi Shas upper
and lower sleeves made from a
proprietary Teflon-type material.
The tonearm fits into asubstantial
brass block drilled to accept an arm
base of approximately 25mm
diameter. This block supports the
arm- base pillar along its entire
length, and the whole assembly can
be raised or lowered to adjust VTA.
For arms like the Rega, which have a
pillar slightly smaller than 25mm,
Kuzma can supply a tight- fitting
1141 FIDES aREMO REVIEW
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brass sleeve.
The motor can be
placed in a number of
positions around the platter, but
best results are achieved with it
immediately opposite the main brass
section that supports the arm. It's
interesting to compare the sound
with the motor set at different points.
Clarity, separation, and dynamic
range definitely worsen if the motor
is placed, say, at 11 o'clock: the
position
most
turntable
manufacturers choose for the motor.
Reposition the motor at seven
o'clock, and the sound improves
noticeably.
This is because vibration from the
mator transmits to the stylus/
cantilever along its front axis, rather
than at the side. So it reaches the
stylus at a point where it's not
sensitive. If you think of the motor
'driving' the stylus, vibration
becomes spurious movement which
leads to a loss of information. By
placing the motor at the seven
o'clock position, such vibration is
rendered less troublesome.
The problem tends to be more
acute with suspended sub-chassis
designs, where motor and stylus can
easily move laterally in relation to
one another.
With a ' solid' design like the Stabi
S, Iwould have predicted that motor
positioning would have much less
effect on sound quality. Using one
of Kuzma's external power supplies
should reduce the effects of different

The motor
can be placed
in anumber
of positions
around the
platter, but
best results
are achieved
with it
immediately
opposite the
main brass
section that
supports
the arm
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motor placements, since it makes the
motor itself run more smoothly.
Users might also notice slight
changes in sound quality when the
belt tension is altered, by moving the
motor closer or further away from
the inner platter. Basically, the
tighter the belt, the crisper and more
focused the sound becomes. The
total movement possible is resticted,
of course, but there's sufficient for
listeners to fine-tune the sound of
the Stabi S to their personal tastes. I
preferred to have the belt
quite tight, as Ifelt
this
improved
clarity
and
dynamics slightly.
Audio freaks
offers the Stabi Son
its own at £699 (including
acrylic dust cover), or as a
package with a Rega RB-300
tonearm and a Shun Mook
support platform for £ 990.
There will, in due course, be the first
Kuzma unipivot arm design to
match the turntable — it will be
below £ 250. The Shun Mook
platform offers no isolation as such,
but its dense maple construction
helps by giving the chassis a rigid
surface on which to sit that's
essentially non- resonant at low
frequencies.
Ibegan by listening to the Stabi S
with aRega RB-300 and Benz Glider
cartridge. This combination gave a
crisp, lively sound, with excellent
detail and clarity. The tonal balance
was sharp and forward, rather than
rich or warm, but the result was
musically very positive and engaging.
The Shun Mook support board, as
well as creating a firm platform,
imparted an extra degree of depth
and spaciousness to the sound that
was very welcome.
Ilater replaced the Rega tonearm
with aKuzma Stogi, and this further
improved the sound as one would
expect. Bass became fuller and more
dynamic, while the treble was
sweeter and more spacious, as well
as being more detailed. Ialso felt
clarity and separation were enhanced
by the use of a QR Developments
Ringmat, the bass especially then
becoming clearer and more dynamic.
All in all, the Stabi S impressed
with its combination of clarity,
detail, and stability. It sounded very
clean but not clinical or cold. It has a
CD-like precision and focus yet with
the naturalness of analogue.
Although quite reasonably priced as
top-class turntables go, it offers very
high standards of performance,
superb build quality and finish, and
could very happily partner arms and
cartridges of the highest quality. If
the package appeals, you should
certainly investigate further...
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CABLES

H

i-fi cables are often the
subject of excessive hype,
sometimes perhaps because
the product is perceived as
unglamorous and in need of all the
sales boosting it can get. But
Transparent Marketing is a US
audiophile company which has
traded for some 14 years exclusively
in cable designs which have steadily
gained agood reputation.
Hard facts on audio cables can be
difficult to come by, and with some
brands have to be gleaned indirectly,
for example from the company they
keep. It's notable that Transparent
has forged good links with many of
the world's top quality audio brands,
including Audio Research, ConradJohnson, Krell and Wilson.
Based in Hollis, Maine, the

company places ahuge emphasis on
listening tests. The staff are real
audio fans and they use top quality
systems to ' test' their cables.
Constantly refining the performance
of its products, Transparent has
reached the stage where it cannot be
ignored as just another cable
company. And so — with a nod to
KK's 'Headroom' coverage, June ' 97
— this comprehensive review of their
cables has been long overdue.
All six Transparent ranges are
produced in the USA. They
comprise Music Link ( ML) Music
Link Plus (MLP) and Music Link
Super ( MLS). Rapidly rising in
price, Ultra and Reference come
next, and finally Reference XL.
Any Transparent cables may be
returned for full credit against the

Added
networks,
fitted in black
boxes to the
cables, are
specifically
calculated for
each type and
length of
cable,
according to
proprietary
software

top- of- the- line XLs, and tiered
trading rates are also available
against its other cables. This means
customers aren't left with the usual
high depreciation when upgrading or
replacing cables. Traded cables are
then used as loan demonstrators or
sold on secondhand.
Transparent now makes its XL
cable both as a normal version for
solid state electronics, and a ` V'
version optimised for tube/valve
amplification. The company also
makes digital links, video, bi wire
and A/V system cables and power
cords.

TECHNOLOGY
Transparent's philosophy is not to
filter the sound, but is based on the
premise that all cabling acts as a
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form of antenna receptive to radio
transmissions and interference,
behaving imperfectly in the audible
frequency range with an amplifier
system under these conditions.
Added networks, fitted in black
boxes to the cables, are specifically
calculated for each type and length
of cable, according to proprietary
software. This is said to be
programmed from extensive listening
correlated with measurements made
using Transparent's HP network
analyser.
The intention is to terminate
optimally the built cable length.
Transparent claims that on this
basis, differing lengths of properly
terminated cables sound rather
similar and that length is rather less
of a criterion of quality. Certainly
'sold by the reel', non- networked
cables, show changes in their sound,
generally for the worse, in longer
lengths. Only Transparent's least
expensive cables, intended for AV
duty, do not feature network boxes.
Transparent ensures that cable
directionality is monitored and
coded during wire manufacture. By
generally placing the networks fairly
near the load, correct orientation is,
it's claimed, consistently defined.
Transparent freely admits that the
raw cost of its ' on the reel' cable is
not very high, but cites the quality of
hand- terminated complex cable
construction and use of custom
networks for every length and type as
adding significant value. This is why
a5-metre cable set is not much more
expensive than a 3-metre set. The
overall build rather than the cable
length accounts for a higher
percentage of manufacturing cost.
Closely questioned on the subject
of cable designs, the company's
principal gave little away, but did
confirm that the metal conductor is
made of top grade, ' five nines'
purity, oxygen-free, linear- crystal
copper, and that both Litz and
stranded construction are used, with
constant thickness stranding.
Transparent's coaxial digital and
video cables feature single strand
cores; interconnect insulation is
graded Teflon, while speaker cable
insulation is polypropylene. The
general construction is wide-band,
twisted pair, multiple sets being used
for both speaker and interconnect
cables.
Great emphasis is placed on cablemaking precision, twist uniformity,
constant gauge wire and highpressure extruded jackets for
acoustic
damping.
Selected
audiophile grade components are
used in the termination networks;
connectors are of exceptional quality
terminated using silver- bearing
solder.
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cables was immediately established.
As a critic who has been deeply
suspicious of cable terminating
networks, to observe clearly this
beneficial association of cable and
designed network was a salutary
experience.

MEASUREMENTS

Transparent PDL and AES Thgual

7ransparent Reference Digital

Transparent Link 100 interconnect and Wave 100 speaker cable

THE TERMINATOR
In the preparation of this review I
challenged Transparent's Karen
Sumner, on the contention that its
electrical termination networks are
valid for their cable designs. If Iwere
put in her shoes I'm not sure I'd
have accepted such achallenge, but
she did! Accordingly Transparent
supplied me with matched sets of
Wave 100 series speaker and
interconnect cables, with and
without the networks. ( These
terminated cables are not generally
sold as such minus their computed
networks.)
Blind listening tests clearly
established that the unterminated
cables sounded ordinary: bright,
'coppery', rough — anormal/average
finding in ahigh-end system context.
When terminated, the cables were
restored to musical health, with
superior tonal balance, clarity and
image
perspective.
Though
obviously not of equal quality, the
general resemblance between the
low and high cost Transparent

Transparent
supplied me
with matched
sets of
Wave 100
series
speaker and
interconnect
cables, with
and without
networks

Imeasured arepresentative selection
of the cables supplied. Checking the
specially produced, networked and
non-networked Wave 100 speaker
cables, Ifound: low resistance, 0.095
ohms for the 5m loop; very low
inductance, 2.82µH; and low
dielectric loss, better than 0.018, at
10kHz. The noted difference
between the two was a capacitance
rise from alow 0.327nF to astill low
(by power amp standards) 1.3nF,
the increase presumably due to the
network ' box'.
For the equivalent Wave 100
interconnect cable, the basic test
results were: very low 0.96uH
inductance; fairly low resistance,
quite negligible at 0.059 ohms ( 1m
loop); and better than 0.01 dielectric
loss at
10kHz. Once again
capacitance defined the difference,
decreasing from 1.14nF to 0.158nF
(with and without termination,
respectively).
For this relatively modest cable,
the important differences appear to
be attributable to small high quality
capacitors inserted in the ' right
place'. More elaborate Transparent
cables include additional inductors. I
measured the XL interconnect cable,
SE version, in a lm length. With
loop inductance at a significant
27.3µH, if still negligible in the
audio domain, this was clearly
additional to the near-zero inherent
value conferred by twisted pair
construction. Capacitance was also
subject to a network component,
measuring 1.22nF compared with a
rather lower unterminated value.
The low dielectric loss of 0.014
indicated that the additional
capacitance was of high quality.
Comparing a 2m ` XL V' ( valve
type)
there was almost no
measurable electrical difference, save
that attributable to the additional
length. However, the sound was
certainly rather different; using the
ART valve pre- amp, ` XL V' was
most definitely preferred to the ' SS'
version.
I looked at the wide- band
frequency response of the XL
interconnect cable to see where the
network might take effect. As
claimed, and in agreement with the
measured values, the attenuation
with a 75 ohm source was quite
negligible until 250kHz, way beyond
the audio band. Filtering reached a
maximum value of about 30dB 0.8
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CABLES
TRANSPARENT CABLE RANGES: LISTENING TEST RESULTS
THE LISTENING SYSTEM
High-end amplification used for the listening
tests included Krell FP8600 and 650 power
amplifiers, along with aConrad-Johnson
Premier 8a and aCary 805c. For line-level
control, Imainly used aConrad-Johnson
ART SE triode pre-amplifier, with balanced
working via the Audio Synthesis DAX
Decade and DCS Elgar digital- to-analogue
converters, together with the reference Krell
KPS 20i/l, volume-control-equipped CD
player. For analogue replay 1used aLinn
LP12 Lingo/Naim Aro/Koetsu Rosewood
Signature II or Linn Arkiv disc player
combination feeding aConrad-Johnson
Premier 15 head-amp/equaliser. Ialso used
an XTC The PRE solid-state controller, and
Cary 572SE and DNM PA3s power amps.
Reference cables listening included Siltech
FT12, FTM3 balanced and unbalanced, van
den Hul 'The Revelation', 'The First' and 'The
Second' (balanced), plus Siltech 2-185E.
LISTENING RESULTS
Here are the results of the listening tests:
1) DIGITAL LINKS
a) HDL (£89, 1m)
This cable proved most effective in its budget
category providing ahigh percentage of the
reference performance in all areas, for
clarity depth and tonal balance.
Rating 85%: recommended
b) PDL (£359, 1m)
While some improvement in focus was noted
with this cable, it showed less rhythm, and
had an uneven tonal balance. Perhaps PDL
is acable with which to fine-tune asystem,
rather than achieve absolute performance.
(Similar AES Digital Series XLR terminated
alternative, £359, 1m, was also tried with
positive results).
Rating 81%: worth considering
c) REFERENCE DL
(£799, 1m, also AES/EBU balanced )
This cable's musical qualities were plain
from the moment it was powered up.
Sounding transparent, spacious and airy, it
was also nicely blended, smooth and well
balanced.
Rating 94%: recommended

o 1.5MHz, the medium wave radio
band. Attenuation was further
assessed at 15-20dB up to my
100MHz measurement limit. Thus
the ' filter/termination claim' for the
cable was borne out.
Looking
at
some
of the
loudspeaker cables, ' Music Plus'
showed lower resistance at 0.071
ohms for a 5m ' loop', compared
with Wave 100's R=0.095 ohms
and finite if negligible 3.4mH
inductance and moderate, loaded
capacitance of 1.37nF. ' Music Link
Super' cable gave astill lower 0.054
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b) MUSIC WAVE PLUS
2) INTERCONNECTS
See main text for notes on non-standard, ' no- (£659, 2x4.55m stereo)
network' versions supplied for comparison.
This is by no means acheap cable and yet it
did succeed in showing asubstantial lift in
performance. With Music Wave Plus,
a) LINK 100 (£99, 2xlm)
unmistakable gains in clarity and low level
This starter cable somewhat compromises
tonal balance, sounding brighter than its
resolution were heard, together with an
increasingly natural tonal balance. These
more costly brethren. But it achieved tolerably
gains helped bring treble perspectives nicely
good dynamics, clarity, focus and depth, and
into line. Focus was improved, image depth
may well wake up dull- sounding electronics.
still more so. A good all-rounder.
Rating 56%: recommended
Rating 78%: recommended
b) MUSIC LINK PLUS (£ 239, 2x1
m;
c) MUSIC LINK SUPER
£469, 2x 1m balanced)
(£819, 2x4.55m stereo)
Clearly preferred to Wave 100, MLP gave
superior bass, sharper focus, good timing
Once again, the 'Super' series gave rather
and resolution, and improved image depth,
confusing results for me. While it shares some
of the sheer scale and tonality of the XL
resulting in notably rewarding perspectives.
Rating 77%: recommended
Reference - apowerful effect - Ifound some
loss of coherence and focus, and some
shortfall in rhythm. Something of an acquired
c) MUSIC LINK SUPER (£409, 2x 1m)
taste, this one.
Here Iwas surprised to find acheck in the
Rating 74%: worth considering
performance progression. This cable sounded
more sophisticated (better in SE than
d) REFERENCE XL
balanced form) and better balanced tonally,
but not sufficiently coherent. The sound was
(£8069, 2x4.55m stereo)
At this sort of money, the Reference XL cable
powerful and rich and may well suit some
systems where undue brightness is an issue.
needed to be very good indeed. And it was.
Rating 72%: not recommended
Proving increasingly comfortable in an ' all XL'
linked cable chain, it worked so well that I
wondered whether some additional synergy
d) REFERENCE XL (£4190, 'Valve' or
was present between these cables and the
'Solid State'; £7700, balanced, 2x2m)
Krell amplification and the Wilson speakers
These three cables were fine performers in
appropriate settings. Clearly evident was a
used for test. It presented adifferent
perspective to the upper- range silver cables,
powerful, deep and layered bass, very good
mid dynamics and good/very good rhythm.
for example, managing to convey avery high
proportion of their undisputed clarity while
Combine this with amassive, well focused,
building deep, layered sound images of great
deep stereo sound stage and rich natural
tonality and the score reached a96% jackpot. width and excellent focus.
Compared with pure silver, the overall
Rating 96%: recommended.
effect was almost laid back, yet very good
3) SPEAKER CABLES
dynamics and ahuge, highly- controlled bass
are all part of the equation. Iwas strongly
reminded of my all-time favourite mass a) Wave 100 (£ 104.40, 2x4.55m stereo)
This wire clearly differentiated itself from
damped silver cable, the very costly Kimber
ordinary constructions in the £50-£100 range Black Pearl (which Ireviewed for HFN/RR
per 5m set. Wave 100 signatures included
back in May'96).
For the Transparent Reference XLs, tonal
good dynamic expression, and atonal
balances were distinctively natural, even a
balance mid way between that cheap bright
just shade darkened. Rhythm and timing
cable and Transparent's more costly
appeared alittle slower at first hearing but
examples. Treble was sweeter and purer than
average, with bass nicely defined while good
once you had adjusted to the different
presentation all seemed well after all.
image depth was one of its stronger aspects.
Rating 97%: recommended
Rating 67%: recommended

ohm resistance ( 0.0108 ohms per
metre), a 3.5ttH inductance and a
loaded 1.5nF of capacitance.
The top- of- the- range XL speaker
cable had a moderate 4.81.tH of
inductance, 1.28nF capacitance;
dielectric loss was a still low 0.015,
and resistance still lower at
0.042ohms/5m loop or 0.0084
ohms/m. Clearly these cables are
built to ahigh specification with low
losses. Their networks are certainly
not audio band tone controls,
despite Transparent's claim that
they audibly ' correct' tonal balance.

Transparent's
philosophy is
not to filter the
sound,
but is based
on the premise
that all cabling
acts as a
form of
antenna
receptive to
radio
transmissions
and
interference

CABLE SOUND
A degree of habituation became
apparent when undertaking these
tests. In many cases, cables have
distinctive flavour to which alistener
can become used, even to the point
of adjusting the balance of other
system components or the precise
placement of the loudspeakers in the
room.
It was only after moderately
extended
exposure
to
the
Transparent sound, in particular with
the sequence completed for each
performance category, that the full
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The Sweetest Feeling

CARY SINGLE-ENDED TRIODES
The Cary Philosophy Continues with the CAD-805C, the latest version
of this breathtaking 50W monoblock, the original and still the best, now
featuring the 845 valve coupled to the Western Electric 300 B.
MAGICAL PERFORMANCE WITH NO EQUAL - COMPLETE WITH GOOSE BUMPS.
Single-ended dreams become reality at £2123 plus, with the CAD 572 SE
monoblocks, which provide an impressive 20W, visually the baby-805,
sonically its equal in many respects.
The Reference All-Valve Earrnax Mk II Headphone
Amplifier with improved circuitry and
leek new case. Still only £375 inc. And the new
Pro, for low impedence headphones, Grado, Sony,
AKG, Jecklin etc at £475 inc.

805 Monoblock

Exclusive UK Distributor

The Audiophile Club
PO Box 6477
London N13 4AY
Tel: 0181 882 2822 Fax 0181 372 3772

Apertura Tanagra
Other Products
•Shinpy cables
•Claravox speakers
•Music plus

Discover what
Hi-Fi dealers
already know
"The best cables I've heard..., wholeheartedly recommended."
Phil Donaldson, Serious Kit, Manchester 0161 798 9649
"We recommend our customers hear Reference Cable.
Try them in the comfort of your home."
Amit Patel, Custom Cable Services, Surrey 0181 942 9124
Mail Order Service
"Detailed, transparent and revealing.., a true reference cable."
Dennis Cope,The Hi Fi Shop, Belfast 01232 327604
"The best value for money cable we've heard."
David Wren, Radlett Audio, Hertfordshire 01727 855577
"The best cables I've ever used".
Paul Cartmell, Design Audio Classics, Glasgow 0141 353 7474
"Awesome cable and unbeatable prices."
Jonathan Turner and Ian Leport, Holburn Hi Fi,
Aberdeen 01224 585713
"If you're serious about your music, you should be
using some of the very best cable around, and
Reference Cable Monocrystal is just that."
George Bartlett, Bartletts Hi Fi, London ( N7) 0171 607 2296
"I guarantee you'll not be disappointed, If there's not a retailer
close to you, I'll provide you with cables for evaluation by mail."
Ian Barnett, Sound Connections, Cheshire 0151 348 1988,
Mail Order Service
Also from branches of Bill Hitchinson Hi Fi
in Glasgow, Newcastle, Leeds and Manchester

Earmax

CA3LE

out-perform rivals
costing five and ten
times more

Resulting
from
years
of
research and development,
Reference Cable offer a
complete range of interconnect
and speaker cables which provide an evolutionary breakthrough in signal transfer technology.
Conductor materials
such
as
99.9997% pure, Ul-EP-OFC ( Ultra
High Purity Oxygen Free Copper)
or our unique patented perfect
grain free Monocrystal Copper and
solid Monocrystal Pure Silver provide enhanced resolution and
breathtaking accuracy.
High quality insulation materials like
polypropylene and polyethylene
contribute to high transmission
velocities resulting in improved
rhythm, ambience and timbre.
Low resistance, Low capacitance
175 strand 2sq mm to 378 strand
3sq mm speaker cables and I.5mm
solid speaker cables give stereo
width depth and height and will
provide synergy to any system
needing deep rich bass or
smear free treble.

Fully screened patented jitter free
copper RCA plugs or spades with
direct gold plating, unlike cheap
brass alternatives, do not present
a barrier to the delicate signal
path.
Dedicated, double screened interconnects meet the specific needs of
every audio visual signal interface.
RCA, XLR or BNC plugs are available and custom lengths may be
made to order.
Appointed retailers will provide
home demonstrations, a 30 day
replacement or money back
guarantee if you're not entirely
satisfied or convinced our cables
give a demonstrable improvement.
Speaker cables cost from £450-00
to £ 2.50 per
meter
and
interconnects cost from £830-00
per pair to £ 61-00 per pair.
Telephone or write for further
information and our brochure:
The Definitive Guide to
Cable Theory.

Manufactured by: The Ecosse Maf. Co. Ltd. Kilmarnock KAI 4QD Tel: 01563 524320

CABLES
force of the cable designer's message
was felt.
With Transparent cables, much
mixing and matching demonstrated
some rather awkward but inescapable
truths. For example, during one
listening session, Ihad set up a
Siltech sequence comprising Siltech
FTM3, FT2 and 2-18, following
which Isubstituted atop-of-the-line
Transparent XL ` SS' interconnect to
link CD player to pre-amp. In theory
this ought to have provided a
significant upgrade, particularly
considering the price of XL. In fact,
the sound appeared worse, now
sounding 'shut in' and too distant.
In a van den Hul system
comprising Revelation speaker cable,
The
Second
for
pre-/ power
interconnect and The First for CD/
pre-amp, Isubstituted Transparent
Music Link Plus speaker cable, with
asimilarly negative result.
Conversely, with afull ' Plus' series
cable chain from Transparent,
subsituting van den Hul Revelation
speaker cable (all 5m lengths) did not
show the usual performance
advantage of the trusty Revelation. In
fact, it now sounded somehow
lacking in coherence and balance,
even rather exposed in the treble.
This was a tough lesson,
substantially confirming Transparent's range-matching philosophy.
Transparent strongly advises the
assembly of complete system chains
of cable, range- matched, allowing
time for the wires to settle in.
Ultimately this advice proved valid.
Remarkably, as my numeric
judgements proceeded, it became
clear that Transparent has succeeded
in correlating sound quality and
character for each range of speaker
cable and interconnects, both its
balanced and SE types. It was a
welcome surprise to discover that in
one 'blind' listening sequence, both
the
scoring
and
detailed
characterisation of an interconnect
closely matched that previously
recorded for the equivalent speaker
cable. Transparent speaker cables
were iterated against all the
interconnects and vice versa, the
sequences differentiated by the
quality of cable beginning the
sequences, le, from low to high, or
high to low.
With combined use in aparticular
range, certain general qualities began
to emerge. Even with the least
expensive types, clarity and quite
good transparency were achieved.
With ascending price, clear gains in
dynamic expression, clarity, sound
stage dimension and perspective, plus
tonal balance and scale were
apparent.
Previous generations of copper
based cables have often suffered from
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CONCLUSION

Transparent Balanced MusicLink Super and MusicLink Super
interconnects, and Music Wave Super speaker cable

Transparent Balanced MusicLink Plus and MusicLmk Plus
interconnects, and Music Wave Plus speaker cable

Transparent Reference XLSS, Balanced XL, Single Ended XL and XL
speaker cable

a degree of hardness and glare,
coupled with aglazed or even grainy
sort of distortion at very high
frequencies. Insulation coverings,
especially the oft-used vinyl, tend to
colour the midrange, while arange of
bass performance effects is. available,
varying according to the detailed
construction of the cable, across a
gamut from soft and boomy to crisp
and articulate.
For myself, Ihave relied where
appropriate on pure carbon cables for
their reference grade tonal balance; I
can now state with some confidence
that the more expensive Transparent
SUPPLIER
designs managed to convey a
Absolute Moutics,
similarly natural tonal balance.
8 Durlurn Rd,
Coloration was held to low levels,
London
while common shades of hardness,
SW20 OLE.
'Tel: 0181-971
opacity and grain were successfully
1909
avoided.

Generally, cables offer a variety of
disparate
messages,
showing
variations in tonality, grain,
coloration, definition and bass
control. These factors may not be
consistent for agiven manufacturer's
range and so system practitioners
employ worthwhile skills to find
good sounding combinations, taken
in conjunction with the sound of the
equipment itself.
With Transparent, however, Iwas
drawn to asound which was initially
unfamiliar but soon began to tell its
own story. The cable sets were not
as immediately open and directsounding as some of my personal
references. However, with continued
listening a new story unfolded. It
concerned sound- stages which
avoided excess presence, and which
conveyed a stereo image set a little
behind the plane established by the
speakers. There was almost no
perceptible hardness or related
exaggeration.
When compared with pure carbon
in its best area, metal-based cables
often show some roughness and
brightness in the treble. In the case
of Transparent, particularly the XL
series, this is highly controlled,
confined to a merest hint of glaze,
and hardly disturbs the overall
picture.
With atreble range set nicely into
balance, together with the slightly
restrained midband, the top-of-theline cables show really good
perspectives, with excellent layering
in depth, right into the back of the
sound
stage.
In
so
doing,
Transparent also demonstrates very
good transparency indeed. This is a
most
welcome
development,
compared with rather earlier
Transparent cables which Isampled
a few years ago. The reproduced
sound-stage is wide and deep, and
naturally proportioned.
Used as a linked chain, the
Transparent XL cable set showed a
coherence and compatibility for the
constituent parts which stands as a
testament to this company's ability
to control sound quality for a
definite purpose. That laudable
objective is a natural balance allied
to graceful stereo perspectives, very
good clarity and transparency plus
an avoidance of the less pleasant
colorations and emphases which are
all too common with some cables.
For specific, detailed opinion,
refer back to the individual cable
reviews; but as a general guide, it
can be said that, with some minor
exceptions, Transparent does appear
to have achieved its stated
objectives; and in particular, that
ambitious company name is clearly
not just for show.
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SOUND

CONNECTIONS
TEL / FAX : 0151 348 1988
:sound connectionsecidl.pipex.com

MAIL ORDER SUPPLIERS OF QUALITY HI -Fl ACCESSORIES
The importance of
cables and accessories
is often overlooked when

ssF,

purchasing a hi-fi system.
It is very easy to be sceptical about cables because of
their apparent high cost or
insubstantial appearance,
but they
can play a major part in
achieving the full potential
from your system.

We offer a popular HOME TRIAL SERVICE which
erables you to evaluate cables in tour own system,
therefore ensuring you purchase the right cable.

ZZ-EIGHT CD PLAYE
What's so refreshing about the Eight is that it represents
a ' whole' that's quite unlike that of the competition.
It's asignature you'll identify the minute you hear the
Eight, acurious but pleasing mix of analogue warmth
and sheen with digital precision and control. '
Ken Kesser,111-FI News September 1996

PLEASE iEL rFAX rE MAIL FOR OUR LATEST PRODUCE AND PRICE LIST

For full details please contact Path Premier

VAN DEN HUL • DNM RESON • SONICL1NK • NORDOST • CHORD CO
XL° • AUDIO QUEST • NIMBER • SENNHEISER • STAX • ORTOFON

I OW

Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park
Road, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG

LAT • SUMIKO • LYRA • MICHELL • STANDS UNIQUE • TARGET

Tel: 01494 441736

SOUNDSTYLE • TOWNSHEND • IXOS • MUSICAL FIDELITY

52 13 - eem

ane

Fax: 01494 440360

Great Sutton • South Wirral • Ch,eshire • L66 41E

DNM PA3AS
AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER

hgh-tech for music
ish

. admade In Switzerland

It's not the size that counts, but
rather what you do with it II!
Audio Scene

Chesterfield
01246 204005

The Music Mill

Edinburgh

Exclusive for Scotland

0131 555 3963

The Right Note

Bristol
01225 874728

Walrus Systems

London
0171 724 7224

VirtuaJ
Audio

eaiity

Systems Ltd.

PO, Box 383. Brentwood, Essex CMI4 4GB,
Tel: 01277 227355 Fax: 01277 224103
email: irroatytrtualr.demon.co.uk
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The Itali3n
Reference
One S is a
transmission
line speaker
of unusual
transparency
and
sweetness

SUPPLIER
New Aleiv
Fermitier,
17c Cassoetr 42,
46019 riddana

Itaey.
rd. 0039 37-s
832273.
0019 375
78. -
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aybe it's not a first for
Italy, but it's definitely a
' first for me: a massive
floor-standing Italian-made loudspeaker. New Audio Frontiers'
flagship, the Reference One S, is the
largest speaker (250x1240x360mm,
whd) ever shipped to Casa Kessler
from the land of the Caesars. But
when you study the speaker's form,
you'll soon understand why its so,
er, big.
Utterly cubist, the Reference One
S displays none of the sculpting
which normally marks an Italian
speaker at 30 paces. Aside from
asymmetric grilles and a groove
around the cabinet one inch from the
bottom, a pair of Reference Ones
seems as unadorned, plain and
conventional as any circa 1975
Britbox one might recall. OK, so the
finish is a sort of rosewood rather
than sleep-inducing walnut or — God
forbii — teak, but these
speakers are not going to
win devotees because of
their looks. Not, that is,
unless you look around
the back. But wait amo'.
If you take off the
grille, you'll find a28mrn
silk dome Morel- made
tweeter
positioned
between apair of 170mm
Vita
woofers.
Their
combined impedance is 8
ohms, and the recommended
amplification
range 15-100W. Which
tells you what's coming
next: these babies are
efficient, a reasonable
90dB sensitivity. Not
quite what ahorn psycho
would pre-rer, but still a
ridiculously easy load
even for small valve
amps-: single- ended or
otherwise.
And
that
sensitivity is accompanied
by a stated frequency
response of a healthy
35-25kHz. So what's the
secret?
Like Isaid, it's around
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the back. Below the quartet of multiway binding posts which facilitate
single or hi-wiring (and single or biamping) is agrille cloth covering an
aperture measuring some 225 x200
mm. Yup: the Reference One S ii a
transmission-line design.
You have no idea how much it
took me to write that, even though I
had no choiec it pretty much defines
the speaker's entire modus operandi.
It's just that saying the dreaded T
and L words in tandem usually
results in a barrage of letters from
Bud Fried, and Isimply am not in
the mood to hear his umpteenthousandth recounting of the tale of
IMF and the birth of T-Ls (which
conveniently omits Messrs Bailey,
Radford,
Wright
and
other
transmission-line pioneers). So let me
do some of my own historical
revisionism here.
Transmission- line speakers are a
nifty method cif increasing bass
output without increasing acabinet's
size to quite the ludicrous proportions
of the horned alternative, or asealed
enclosure bearing, say, four eight-inch
woofers. Inside is a convoluted,
tricky-to-manufacture, wadding-lined,
resonant path for the sound, which
allows the system to pretty well
replicate the operation of afar larger
speaker but in an almost manageable
container. (And if I'm honest with
myself, then the height and footprint
of the Reference One S really aren't
that excessive. They only seem that
way after gazing mainly upon Quad
77-10Ls and LS3/5As.)
If memory serves me well.
Radford
and
Bailes
unleashed the earliest
viable versions in the
1950s, and the T-L torch
was carried by IMF into
the
late
1970s, early
I980s, when it metamorphosed into TDL,
now
the
main
T- L
practitioner.
So it was a double
surprise: an Italian speakr
which didn't look as if it
had been shaped by
Henry Moore, and which
happened to have a
whacking great folded
tunnel inside it. But, boy,
did
it
bring
back
memories of a couple of
my all-time faves: the
IMF Reference Monitors
and TLS80s.
It's one of the reasons
why 1never bought into
the horn bullshit, the only
ones which ever worked
being properly set-up
Klipschorns and certain
..owthers. And even then it
meant putting up with the kind

of in-your-face brashness which
would embarrass a Mancunian
hooker. ( Here's a thought: Maybe
another reason why single-endedtriodes favour horns — aside from
high sensitivity which allows them to
get away with 5W — is that most
flavour-of-the-month SET amps have
na top end. Add that to an overly
sharp horn and you've got something
almost approaching normalcy.)
Whatever, Iwas able to drive these
behemoths with not-too-brutal amps
including the Unison Research Power
35 ( 35W/ch), Radford MA25s (25W
each), the Musical Fidelity XA-50s
(50W per), Sonus Faber's Music -a
and abunch of others nowhere near
to three-figure wattages. And three
things struck me again and again.
Firstly, the Reference One S —
unlike the biggest IMFs — is kind to
amplifiers. It has been pointed out to
me that the problems of driving
IMFs 20 sears ago had more to do
with the operational limitations of
amplifiers of the day than the
speakers themselves, such that one
famous British amp manufacturer was
virtually merced into modifying its
most popular model to suit the
IMPs. And while it's true that the
Reference One S is as much of a
resistive
termination
as
any
transmission-line, and benefits from
a
choice
of
contemporary
amplification which is unfazed by
this, it is still apretty easy load.
Secondly, the Reference One S is
unbelievably sweet-sounding and
transparent, despite being a highsensitivity design. OK, so Pm
probably
talking
through
my
fundament, but I equate high
sensitivity with atop end which could
cause bats to reach for the Nurofen.
Not so the Reference One S. This
baby has a top end so clean and
smooth and non-aggravating that the
poor bastards stuck with horns will
confuse it for aspeaker sans tweeter.
Thirdly, these suckers pump out
the kind of bass which obviates the
need for aseparate sub-woofer in a
home cinema set-up. Iknow, because
I tried ' em with Terminator 2,
Dra.gonlwart, Daylight and other discs
not shy in the lower octaves. Which
is why people look to T-Ls in the
first place.
Beyond that, though, they're
transparent enough to let you hear
the amp's character traits rather than
obscure them with their own
signature
sound.
They image
remarkably well for speakers with so
much baffle, and the front-to-back
depth makes me think of panels. In
Italy, they sell for the equivalent of
£2900 per pair, which is ahell of a
lot of speaker for the money.
But, ironically, you'll never believe
that they're Italian.
Ken Keeler
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It's what your
right arm's for
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Come and hear the stunning
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High- resolution audio will soon become widely

available either as 24-bitI96kHz sampling `DVD Audio'
or as 'Super Audio CD'. We have the technology:
must we also have aformat war?
by HUGH ROBJOHNS

„r

he pages of HFNIRR have
carried a great deal on 'highresolution audio' in recent
months, and as we all must know
by now, there are two strong
contenders for the title. The first is
essentially an extension of existing
technology, providing 24-bits at a
96kHz sampling rate, and has been
proposed for the audio-only version
of the Digital Versatile Disc. The
second system is called Direct
Stream Digital ( DSD), and is a
proprietary format developed by
Sony.
The 16-bit/44.1kHz consumer
digital audio format was established
in the early 1980s, when 16- bits
was the best that technology could
provide; and the 44.1kHz sampling
rate was imposed by Sony's
decision to use off-the-shelf video
recorders as the CD mastering
medium. Nevertheless, these
specifications were based on what
were
thought
to
be
valid
assumptions about the necessary
dynamic range and bandwidth
required for a ' high quality'
consumer medium and, even today,

the reality is that for 90% of
listeners, it remains a perfectly
acceptable format. However, for the
(few) users who have hi-fi
equipment and listening rooms
capable of sufficient resolution, the
constraints of this format have been
recognised, even if the technical
reasons
are
still
unclear.
Fundamentally there are two
limiting factors with the current
16/44.1 format: bit-resolution and
filtering artefacts.

MORE BITS... AND FASTER!
Although the professional audio
industry has been striving to
operate at resolutions greater than
16-bits ( 20-bit recording has been
common for many years), there is
an increasing body of opinion to
suggest that Q0dB of dynamic range
is not sufficient in the home either.
The
debate
about
human
perception of high frequencies also
continues, but there is growing
evidence to suggest that whether
directly audible or not. signals
above 20kHz play an important role
in perceived audio quality —
particularly in terms of transient
recognition and thus stereo
imaging.
One suggestion is that the
'brickwall' filters used to limit the
frequency response of consumer
digital systems to 22.05kHz
inherently ' ring', smearing
transients
over
time.
Although the time-smear is
small, it has been suggested
that this could critically
affect
the
recorded
information our hearing
uses to deduce image
positioning,
and
consequently create vague,
imprecise
sound- stages.
Hence the interest from both

Classtc Records and
Chesky have now
released the first of
their many promised
24-bit196kHz discs:
but will major record
companies follow?
Meanwhile (below
left), the Philips/Sony
Super Audio CDs are
promised next spring

audio professionals and consumers
for an upgraded digital audio
format for the new millennium,
with enhanced resolution — both
dynamically and spatially. Of
course, there could also be some
impetus from the equipment and
music software manufacturers who
might perceive a marketing
opportunity...

THE 24/96 ARGUMENT
e

.4 (.1

rior -

Twenty-four bit resolution has long
+14. been the goal of professional audio
C /
-'"*"4\ engineers as, at 144dB, it offers
a greater dynamic range than
real life! From the threshold
of hearing
to physical
painso
is a
a
46
)
if range
of about
120dB,
24- bit system could capture

p

' q/ and reproduce sounds so loud

you really wouldn't want to listen
to them and so quiet you couldn't!
Of course, mixing or mastering
would be required to reduce the
dynamic range to something more
appropriate
for
domestic
listening....
It is the delta-sigma converter [
see
box] which has made 24- bit
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conversion viable, and systems
capable of this kind of resolution
are becoming available. My own
experience, as well as that of many
professional audio engineering
colleagues, is that such systems
generally do provide a useful
improvement in fidelity and
accuracy over existing 16- bit
systems, even at 44.1 or 48kHz
sample rates. Whether this is
actually due to having a full 24-bit
resolution, or is a benefit of the
greater linearity across the (smaller
number of) audible bits is not clear.
The reality is that the three or four
least significant bits in a 24- bit
system are probably going to be
relaying little more than the noisefloor of the sound desk or
microphone pre-amplifier anyway!
So much for the 24-bit argument;
where does 96kHz sampling come
from? Digital video formats
universally employ a 48kHz audio
sampling rate, and with the advent
of DVD as a pre-recorded movie
carrier any high- resolution audio
format intended to take advantage
of the DVD's enormous data
capacity would have an easier ride if
it employed asample rate related to
48kHz — hence the choice of
96kHz. Also, existing converters
based on delta- sigma techniques
can be redesigned fairly easily to
operate at ' clock-doubled' rates of
88.2 and 96kHz.
Obviously, with asampling rate of
96kHz, the audio bandwidth
extends to over 40kHz, and so if
ultrasonic signals are important, the
24/96 format can encode and replay
them. Equally, as the sampling rate
increases, the ringing of the
brickwall filtering ( at 48kHz)
occupies a proportionally shorter
time [
see diagram on page 61] and so
the transient smearing is also
reduced. Therefore 24/96 systems
should improve upon stereo imaging
and spatial definition compared
with 16/44.1 systems; and once
again, my own listening experiences
in avariety of circumstances would
58
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The 16- bit/
44.1kHz
consumer
digital audio
format was
established in
the early
1980s, when
16- bits was the
best that
technology
could
provide.., even
today, the
reality is that
for 90% of
listeners, it
remains a
perfectly
acceptable
format.
However, for
the (few) users
who have hi-fi
equipment and
listening rooms
capable of
sufficient
resolution, the
constraints of
this format
have been
recognised

ng,

o, using existing equipment

support that view.
Although known technology is
involved, the 24/96 format is not
without its limitations. The audio
bandwidth is restricted to about
40kHz, and converters have to
employ delta- sigma techniques,
complete with their inherent
weaknesses [
see box]. However,
converters operating at 24- bit/
96kHz are commercially available
today from a small number of
manufacturers ( Cambridge-based
company dCS being one of the
leading protagonists, and many
others are expecting to release
products before the end of the year.
There are also alimited number of
professional recorders which can
support the format: the Nagra D
open-reel digital recorder and the
Genex MO- disc recorder for
example. It is still very early days
for the 24/96 format though, and
much
of
the
necessary
infrastructure — editing equipment,
signal processing, and so on — is
not yet in place, even though
projects are already being recorded
in the format. However, DSP
techniques developed for 16/44.1
signal processing can be translated
up to 24/96 systems once suitable
hardware becomes available.

SONY DSD
Sony's approach for a highresolution format is rather more
radical! The Sony premise is that
the ultimate limitation to audio
quality is digital filtering itself,
because rounding errors in the
calculations ( due
to
finite
coefficient accuracy) will always
lead to some degree of degradation.
So although Direct Stream Digital
employs delta-sigma converters, it
avoid's
the
decimation
or
oversampling stages completely,
instead recording and replaying the
1-bit data stream directly. Sampling
at 2.8224MHz produces adata rate
which is not hugely dissimilar to
that
required
by
24/96
(2.8224Mbit/s per channel as

opposed to 2.304Mbit/s), but the
system offers a theoretical audio
bandwidth of up to 100kHz (albeit
with aworsening noise performance
as frequency increases).
If the theory about transient
smearing from ringing brickwall
filters is correct, DSD neatly avoids
the problem altogether, and
although
anti- alias
and
reconstruction filters are still
required, they have over 1MHz of
bandwidth in which to reach a
suitable degree of attenuation, so
that extremely gentle, non-ringing
analogue filter topologies can be
employed.
The equivalent bit-resolution of
DSD ( at the 2.8224MHz sample
rate) is claimed to be something in
excess of 20 bits ( at lkHz) —
perhaps not up to the standards of
24-bit systems, but matched to the
real-world performance of analogue
circuitry. Greater resolution would
require a higher sampling rate
which is not considered appropriate
for the consumer medium, although
professional DSD systems could
well evolve to operate at sampling
rates of 7or even 15MHz!

AS we all know, digital audio is
derived from taking 'snapshots' of an
analogue signal (sampling) so that its
precise amplitude at regular
moments in time can be measured.
The sampling rate has to be slightly
greater than twice the highest
wanted audio frequency, and an
'anti-alias' filter ensures that nothing
above this frequency enters the
system. Asimilar filter removes the
ultrasonic sidebands ( images)
produced by the sampling process
on replay. The amplitude of each
sample is compared with afixed
scale (quantising) and the nearest
value encoded as abinary number
which is later used to regenerate the
sample for replay.
Quantising introduces errors, but
when performed correctly these are
random and are manifest as the
system noise floor. Each extra bit
available to encode the sample value
allows the number of scale points to
double, and so halves the maximum
error amplitude. This leads to the rule
of thumb that each extra bit
increases the dynamic range by
roughly 6dB.
Probably the hardest aspect to
accept is that, provided the audio is
sampled more than twice the highest
audio frequency, the amplitude of
every point along the original
waveform is contained within the
original samples. Aleap of faith may be required
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accurate equalisation responses to
be created. There are other
significant advantages in a 1- bit
system too, such as simpler error
protection and reduced circuit
board complexity, compared with
high-resolution multi-bit designs.
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Aside
from
the
inherent
limitations
of
delta- sigma
conversion again, there is only one
practical drawback with DSD: how
to perform signal processing, when
conventional DSP algorithms for
multi-bit signals simply can not be
applied to a 1- bit data stream.
However, Sony has developed
groundbreaking 1- bit processing
techniques capable of real-time gain
adjustments, mixing, equalisation
— in fact everything needed to
make a DSD-capable digital sound
desk or editing system. DSD

proffers useful advantages in other
less obvious areas too. Digital FIR
filtering introduce delays ( up to
1ms per stage), and these can cause
significant practical problems in the
recording studio. Also, because of
the need to curtail the audio signal
at 22.05kHz in 44.1kHz systems,
high-frequency equalisation suffers
from distorted response shapes in
comparison with their analogue
counterparts, which can be audible.
DSD has no digital brickwall filters
to introduce delays, and its very
high sampling rate allows totafly

If or when 24/96 high- resolution
audio arrives in the consumer
market it will be through the audioonly version of DVD — and there is
the rub. Music software retailers are
not keen on having to stock double
inventories of identical titles on
DVD discs as well as normal CDs.
Neither are they looking forward to
handling the returns from people
who mistakenly buy DVDs (which
will look identical to ordinary CDs)
but find they won't work on their
CD players.
On the other hand, if or when
DSD hits the streets it will be on
Philips' and Sony's Super Audio
Compact Disc: their proposal for
the next generation of CD [
see
'Comment', May]. The SACD is
constructed using the same duallayer
technology
as
DVD

OVERSAMPLING, NOISE SHAPING AND DELTA-SIGMA
here, but it is afact of Nyquist sampling, and
an essential principle in the workings of all
digital filters.
Oversampling is adigital filtering
technique, first applied to D-Aconverters,
which has two big advantages: the brickwall
filtering moves from the analogue domain to
the digital one; and the quantisation noise
floor is reduced. The process starts with the
introduction of, say, three zero-value samples
between each of the 'real' digital audio
samples (producing fourfold oversampl' g).
This does not change the information
contained in the data stream — new amples
are not being ' invented' — but it dots
increase the sampling rate four times. With
the sampling rate raised, adigital bricicwall
filter can be implemented and alt ugh an
analogue filter is still required this an have a
very gentle slope, as the images it eeds to
reject are well above the wanted cedio band.
Not only is the task (and expense) pf the
analogue filter dramatically reducel, but
digital brickwall filtering permits linear-phase
designs which would be impossible in the
analogue environment.
Noise generated by quantising errors
occupies the entire spectrum between th'
bottom of the audio band and the sampli
rate itself; but as oversampling increases th
sampling rate, the quantising noise has to
'stretch' to fill the extended spectrum and thus
its average level has to fall. Fourfold
oversampling reduces the noise power in the
wanted audio band by 3dB — enabling a
15-bit system to perform as well as a16-bit
one. Afurther filtering technique can be
applied to alter the spectrum of the quantising
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noise so that some of the energy is removed
from the wanted audio band and shifted up
towards the sampling frequency, where it can
be filtered away by the analogue output filter.
This ' noise-shaping' reduces the noise energy
contained within the audio band itself,
effectively improving the resolution even
further.
This whole approach can be applied
equally well, in reverse, to analogue-to-digital
converters. Avery gentle analogue filter is
used to restrict audio signals below half the
sampling frequency of, typically, several
MHz. The quantiser generates data with
perhaps only 5- bit resolution and adigital
filter (called aDecimator in this application)
then performs the reverse of the oversprapling
and noise- shaping operations t
the data stream by translatin g
lowresolution, high- rate data into low- rate, highresolution data. The decimator also performs
the necessary anti- alias filtering for the new
sampling rate.
If taken to its logical extent, oversampling
at extremely high rates and with sufficient
noise- shaping will permit simple one-bit
conversion. This is precisely the concept
behind delta- sigma converters, where
sampling rates of typically 64 or 128 times
the 'normal' 44.1kHz are employed, and the
quantiser encodes only one bit. The resulting
data stream simply indicates whether the
amplitude rises or falls between samples, and
elaborate digital filtering and noise shaping
are theriased to translate the data stream to
the required'rarme in terms of output bit
resolution and samptinjgte.
The term delta- sigma derífrom the fact

jorenerate-

that the system measures change (delta) and
the data must be averaged ( sigma) to regain
the analogue signal.
Since the sampling rate is so high in deltasigma converters, the analogue anti-alias and
reconstruction filtering stages become trivial
(read cheap!) and as the 'clever stuff' is all a
matter of number crunching, once suitable
algorithms have been developed, massproduced delta- sigma converters are avery
cost-effective solution. They also happen to
bestow significant quality improvements
along the way: notably, much better linearity
and greater resolution than is possible with
multi- bit converters.
Although offering many advantages, onebit delta- sigma converters have several
inherent limitations too, and they are not yet
the perfect solution to digital conversion. One'
of the most troubling aspects is that at typical
sampling rates of between 2and 5MHz, the
maximum slew rate is restricted compared to
multi- bit converters. This is the reason why
many manufacturers prefer to employ low- bit
conversion strategies rather than 1-bit ones
Adelta- sigma converter only knows
whether the signal has risen or fallen
compared to the last sample, so the sampling
rate must be very fast indeed if the converter
is to track arapidly changing signal like the
transients in sibilant speech or cymbal
crashes. Failure to 'keep up' results in
transient and aliasing distortion — aproblem
reported with many early delta-sigma
converter designs. For comparison, although
it would never.beCalled upon to do so, a
mubzbil.tánverter could traverse the entire
dynamic range between adjacent samples.
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THE BEAUTIFUL
AWARD WINNING
CASTLE SEVERN 2
ON PERMANENT
DEMO

No.39

integrated cd player

£4,995.00

No.37

cd transport

£3,9g5.00

No.36

digital processor

£3,995.00

No.36s

digital processor

£6,495.00

No.31.5 Reference cd transport. £9,295.00
No.30.5 Reference digital processor. £ 15,950.00
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COPLAND CSA 28
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No.380 pre-amplifier.
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No.380s pre-amplifier.
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No.331

dual mono 100w power amplifier. £4,495.00

No.332

dual mono 200w power amplifier £6,495.00
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dual mono 300w power amplifier £8,495.00

No.33H monaural amplifiers £ 19,395.00
No.33

Reference Monaural amplifiers.
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DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
combining a high-resolution (DVD
technology) audio layer and a
conventional red-book CD layer
within the same disc. This solution
avoids the requirement for double
inventories in the retailers,
guarantees backwards compatibility
with existing CD players, and offers
the consumer afree upgrade path to
high-resolution audio when ageing
CD players are replaced. Sony and
Philips even have impressive
copyright protection strategies
already working which should help
the format to gain the support of
record companies.
Adelta-sigma

THE FUTURE?
The professional and consumer
digital audio markets have clearly
reached the stage where a higher
resolution system is required. But
which one? Current technology is
adequate for the 24/96 approach
and the format has the advantage
that it is well understood — but is
96kHz
really
enough?
One
manufacturer has already built
converters running at 1921(Hz which
are claimed to sound even better!
DSD's radical and elegant
approach has more of an appeal to
me, and the avoidance of brickwall
filtering intuitively feels like agood
idea. There are also some very
significant advantages in terms of
signal processing delays, accuracy
of equalisation, error correction
strategies, and design simplicity.
However, the question remains over
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sample, so tie
sampling rate
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whether the 2.8224MHz sampling
rate is really adequate for a one-bit
system — although this is an issue
shared with many converters
employing delta- sigma devices,
including some used in 24/96
systems. Also, Sony's indication
that professional DSD recorders
may need to sample at 15MHz
casts some doubt over the integrity
of the consumer system.
The SACD concept is brilliant,
and exactly what the consumer
needs when there are already
something like 10 billion CDs
around the world and 500 million
players —
true
backwards
compatibility is a very important
issue! However, although the
provisional SACD specifications
declare DSD as its high-resolution
audio format, there is no reason, in
principle, why it could not employ
24/96 data instead, if that matures
into an industry standard first.
As to which format will win,
your guess is as good as mine. You
could go out and buy equipment to
make a 24/96 recording today but
there is no release medium
available, and even if agreements
on DVD-audio are reached it still
won't be backwards compatible.
DSD is still officially at the
prototype stage ( although Sony's
prototypes look very ' finished'),
and there is a surprisingly large
proportion of the company
beavering away with the system.
All the technology required for the
SACD is in place

and ready to go, and Sony is
already signing up manufacturing
partners
to
develop
DSD
converters and recorders. ( dCS
was showing aDSD decoder at the
May AES convention.) The
associated professional paraphernalia including sound desks,
editors and mastering systems are
also well under development.
This is aneck-and-neck race and
it is impossible to predict awinner
at this stage: each system has
multiple strengths and weaknesses.
If DVD-A is delayed much longer
and arrives at around the same
time as the SACD, Ibeheve DSD
will probably become the standard
because of the SACD's elegance. If
DVD-A gets there first, 24/96 will
probably win by default. Does this
remind you of the betamax/VHS
situation at all?

Hugh Rob johns is afreelance audio
consultant and technical author
published regularly in the
professional audio press. I
Es
background indudes 14 years with
the BBC in avariety of operational
roles, culmisiating in seven years as
principal lecturer in Audio
Operations at the BBC's technical
training centre, near Evesham.
Primary files of expertise include
digital audio, stereophony and
surround systems, microphone
technology and recording
techniques.
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Energy associated with the transient responses above, showing
energy smearing over time due to filter ringing. 44.1 and 48kSis
filters spread audible enero over Imillisecond or more. A 192kSr,
filter can be voy much better. (Graphs courtesy dCS.)
The dCS Elgar (top pic and above) is a
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high-end domestic DAC, but is 96kHz-ready
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"The time has come" the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things:
Of shoes - and ships - and sealing wax Of cabbages - and kings And why the sea is boiling hot And whether pigs have wings."
Lewis Carroll, from
Through the Looking- Glass

We proudly carry some of the finest, most elusive, hifi
from around the world ...

ATC

Audio Analogue

Balanced Audio Technology
Living Voice

Morch
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Rehdeko

Audion
Graaf
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Helios

Unison Research

... but no shoes, sealing wax, or cabbages. Maybe the odd cable or isolation cone, though.

Walrus Systems
fax: 0171 724 4347

11 New Quebec St, London W1H 7DD, Tel: 0171 724 7224
e-mail: mail@walsys.demon.co.uk

DNM 3C SIX
AUDIO PRE-AMPLIFIER

It's not the size that counts, but
rather what you do with it !!!
Audio Scene

Virtual

Reality

Aud.o Systems Ltd

PO. Box 383, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4GB.
Tel: 01277 227355 Fax: 01277 224103 •
email: infoat.virtualrdemon.co.uk

web: www.walrus.co.uk

The Right Note

Chesterfield

Bristol

01246 204005

01225 874728

The Music Mill

Walrus Systems

Edinburgh

London

0131 555 3963

0171 724 7224

Exclusive for Scotland

high-tech for music
Bnush amphfiters handmade In Swdzertand

blackbox.

More on
music signal
phase, and
the ` phasal
naturistics'
of signal
paths on
sound
reproduction
accuracy
and quality

1. Deane Jensen —
see HFNIRR July.
Further helpful
reading: Bill Waslo,
Time, Frequency,
Phase; Speaker
Builder, 7196.
Back issue
available from
TAA Publications,
email: ,
audiotechgtep.mon
ad.net or fax
USA+(603) 924
9467.
Ben Duncan 's
HYEAD-02, the
world's first pure,
audiograde op-amp
(published as
'Block Variations
in HFNIRR Oct
'97) and the DIY
IIYAP-02
application PCB,
kits, ancillary parts
and power supply,
etc, that cair be
used to build an
ultra high-end
gain-controll
buffer/gain stage
and minimal preamp, are available
from Lynden
Audio, PO Box
5570, Birmingham,
B45 8NE. Tel.
0121 445 505 6.30-9.00pni.
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hase concerns the timing and
synchronisation between the
individual waves that make up
any
music
signal.
The
title
'frequencies'
or ' individual
frequenc(y)ies' is purposefully not
used, because the components of
musical sounds have no fixed
frequency, and music signals are not
really ' made out of different
continuous frequencies' — as is
routinely and falsely claimed by selfish
objectivists. So the subject of the
sentence is always adiscrete vibration
or wave. It is a fact that even the
simplest music will involve many of
these waves acting at once (with some
of these expiring, along with other,
fresh waves being born), yet the
illustrations in even the highest
textbooks
on
signal
process
engineering and allied electromagnetism stop short, the author(s)
seemingly exhausted after illustrating
the phase between, at best, two
continuous signals...

COMPLEX WAVE RELATIONS
For visual assistance, in Fig 1, circuit
simulation* is used to offer afeel for
the significance of phase with afarcloser-than-usual approach to real
music waveforms. Here, plotting in
the `time domain' (in effect, like using
avery fast camera on an oscilloscope,
to record the trajectory of the signal
voltages and their phase angle against
frequency), the fundamental and
dominant harmonics of three bass
notes are used, involving 11 separate
frequencies between 40Hz and 260Hz.
To best show the phase relationships,
all frequencies have the same level.
Although conversely having very
different and varying levels is true of
music, the amplitude ( level or
magnitude) has no effect on the phase
data, at least in this instance. Also for
initial simplicity, the 11 frequencies
have been allowed to all start in sync,
with the voltage wave going positive,
from the initial zero volts. This is
unrepresentative of most musical
sounds, but it is possible by synthesis,
hence more valid than not.
The resulting complex inter-cycling
MUST Ins

in Fig 1is attractive and cosmically
intriguing, being the place par
excellence where all music and many
signals in nature, and thus analogue
electronics, real astrology, and that
part of astronomy which deals with
earthly, solar and cosmic cyclicity,
share an undeniable if explosive
common ground — jitter allowing...
Fig 1should certainly help human
eyes (which have poor cyclic pattern
analysis above a few Hz) to grasp
something about what the phase data,
seen in the bunching pattern of zero
crossings (
eg, at 25 millisecs), ' sounds
like' to the sensitive ear. The
difference between benign and malign
kinds of phase shifts will be clarified
later: when we are able to look at

,
-1.00

i
4•
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\
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0.00m
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V(Vin11 • V(Vin2) . v(Vin3)
v(Vin9) • v(Vin10)
i
, v(Vin11)

real significance (as otherwise seen
properly on the usual kind of log or
ratio scale), it is best therefore, to look
at fragments of the spectrum at a
time. It is also agood idea to extend
the scale down to 0Hz, the
hypothetical zero frequency or DC
condition, aconcept which the linear
scale permits*. The bizarre quality of
zero Hertz is that all phase values
must here reduce into asingularity of
an infinitely cycle-free duration — a
sort of ' black hole' of infinitely
suspended time!
Fig 2 shows the left (LF) side of
the frequency response and phase
curves we saw last month, with the
linear frequency scale going up to just
200Hz, and the 0Hz origin on the left.

%

Frequencies:

T

Fig 1: above

Fig.2: right

what has happened to this
(or any other particular
'eye pattern') at some
number of milliseconds
later on.

PECULIARITIES OF
A LINEAR VIEWPOINT

4
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It's time now to look
ahn16.111
',MUNK, In Hi
Um Noun M OM! VI
again at phase in the
more familiar ' frequency domain'.
Not forgetting the rather narrow
For reasons originally expanded in a bandwidth (
eg, 5dB down at 68Hz),
seminal paper by alate, revered and
notice how the all-important phase
audio-friendly mathematician (as well
curve (lower panel) is fairly straight
as amaster audio transformer maker)
(=linear) at both extremes, but is
who could explain the business in
distinctly curved in the middle area
plain English', to determine whether
— which traverses the entire audio
any particular ' phase response' is
low end. Given that we are looking at
linear of not, requires that we look
the effect of the most basic
at alinear frequency scale. When we
conceivable ` single pole' kind of highdo this, the distance covered by
pass filter, the degree of blatant phase
0-1kHz (which is really more than
non-linearity is quite an eye-opener.
half of the effective audible range)
It also seems unlikely that any more
becomes the same as that covered by
complicated or cumulative high-pass
19 to 20kHz: the topmost and least
filter could be any better.
significant lkHz of the audio band.
Ben Duncan
In other words, the thinly populated
*With log(arithmic) scales, zero is existencehighest frequencies will dominate the
less, as conceptually frequency extends infinitely
low and high.
audible frequency span.
**Graphs in this series are produced using
In order to see phase information
Spectrum Software's MicroCAP-V simulation.
at lower frequencies in context of its
For infor: hnp:11www.spectrum-soft.com
,
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Shouldn't
the
Millennium
be proprliy
celebrated
by the
audio and
music
industry?
And the
early days
of LP, and
the
truculence
of Mr Smith

I

n April Ibroached the possibility
of a hi-fi contribution to the
Millennium Dome, in the hope
that there might be an audio/musical
enthusiast well placed to influence
decisions on such matters. But my
piece was written before the
February announcements, and while
it
drew
several
sympathetic
responses from Westminster, all
such suggestions were by then being
channelled via the New Millennium
Experience Co, whose team
explained that there's ` unlikely
to be room in the Dome for
such an exhibition'. But this was
qualified, as while the sort of
live/recorded demonstrations I
had in mind are apparently
ruled out, the NMEC is working
with the Design Council on a
competition called ' Millennium
Products', with the aim of
identifying
and
promoting
innovative items and apossibility
that some of the winners will be
showcased at Greenwich.
However, while it would be
fine to receive such an exposure,
it's hardly avery exciting prospect
for audio equipment to be seen but
not heard. So could the audio and
music industries perhaps contrive to
organise some sort of extramural
show in the year 2000, situated not
too far from Greenwich? There
must be many manufacturers well
qualified to take part in such an
event, which could span 1000 years
of music storage, from chiming
clocks to digital ambisonics.
A couple of other points have
emerged from recent jottings.
Following my brief June definitions
of the decibel and whole-tone,
several readers wishing to check
their alleged
equivalence
for
themselves, but lacking a suitable
calculator or tables of roots with
relevant indices, have asked how to
go about it. Well, one should at
least know haw to use logarithms,
when the procedure is to divide the
log of 10 by 20 or the log of 2 by
6, then take the antilog, which
comes to 1.1225 in each case.
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semitone, which equals the 12th
root of two (or the square-root of
the whole-tone) and comes out at
1.0595. This is virtually 6.0%, and
if one approaches the problem from
the other end by raising a given
frequency in a succession of 6.0%
steps as if calculating compound
interest, a dozen such steps will
bring one to the octave.
But
before
leaving
equaltemperament it's worth noting that
strictly speaking this expression is a
misnomer. To ' temper' is to tame
or modify, but the degree of
tempering needed to adapt the scale
of just-intonation for use with any
key is by no means the same for
each interval.
It's the size of the intervals
themselves that is made constant,
which results in a variety of
temperings running through the
scale. The octave naturally remains
intact, but while fourths and fifths
are shifted only slightly, thirds and
sixths depart from their basic
intervallic ratios to an extent which

which
included
the
famous
Ansermet Petrouchka.
Ishall never forget the sleeve of
that fabulous recording [LXT
2502], which became an icon for a
new gramophonic era. Signifying
this, ahuge colour reproduction of
it loomed above one's head on
descending into Rimington Van
Wick's basement record shop just
off Leicester Square in London, an
establishment which pioneered sales
of the new discs and advertised itself
as 'The Home of the Long Playing
Record'. Iused to make Saturday
morning excursions to the West End
simply for the pleasure of visiting
the place, to browse through the
latest releases and read their
unpreced-ented information-packed
sleeve notes, or chat with the staff
and customers about performances,
recordings, pickups, the latest
loudspeaker used for playback, etc.
Thus Ihope readers will forgive me
if Irelate a tiny drama witnessed
there all those years ago.
Among the counter staff were
Dave
Grimley,
whose
main
occupation was clarinettist and
librarian in the Palladium
orchestra, and Bob Fisher, who
later held various posts in the
audio industry and was at one
time amember of HFN's record
reviewing
team.
But
the
proprietor was one Fred Smith,
whose robust approach to
salesmanship sometimes overrode his better judgement and

could cast a shadow across the
shop's normal atmosphere of
friendly enlightenment.
A
customer
who
had
purchased
a recording of
Corelli's Christmas Concerto
Original Decca LXT sleeve for the Anserma
returned with the disc to complain
Petrouchka, first issued in 1950
of pitch irregularity, and it was put
on for Mr Smith to pass judgement.
can sometimes trouble sensitive ears.
To my ear it suffered obvious wow,
In short, equal-temperament really
but he would have none of it,
means variable-temperament for the
declaring that he was an extremely
sake of an imperfect universality.
perceptive person and could hear
An intervallic shift of a quite
nothing wrong. The perplexed
different kind crept into last month's
customer
departed
with
his
'Sidelines', where in celebrating the
unexchanged Corelli, while Dave
stereo LP's 40th anniversary I looked on from behind the counter
overlooked
the
fact
that
in
in silent fury, declaring later that if
transatlantic terms 1998 also sees
he ever played his clarinet with the
the 50th anniversary of the
degree of wayward intonation heard
microgroove disc itself. The first
on that record, he'd be dismissed
such records were released by
on the spot.
American Columbia (CBS) in 1948,
Iwonder what would happen in
to be followed by a famous battle
these days of zero wow if someone
between these and RCA's stacked
returned aCD of early music on the
45rpm 7M discs. The LP eventually
grounds that the string players in an
won the day for serious listening,
'authentic' ensemble suffered from
but although British discs played a uneven pitch. Would some latterday
significant role in determining the
Mr Smith argue that nothing was
outcome of that dispute, it was two
wrong, because in the absence of
years before we saw their launch in
vibrato that's how such music tends
the UK. That was via Decca's
to sound whether we like it or not?
release of July 1950, a package
John Crabbe
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BY KEN KESSLER
The High End '98 Show in Frankfurt was one of
the best in Europe. No, make that one of the best
in the world. Straight up. The organisation was
second-to-none, the Kempinski Hotel was packed,
the public came in droves and it was bursting at
the seams with new products. So it's with much
regret that Ireduce it to two pages' worth of
highlights. Given, though, that it's Germany's
premier event, my task was made easier by
focusing on Teutonic toys, with the exception of a
few key product launches by Auslanders.
While gazing at these photos, keep the following in
mind if you want to get atrue flavour of the show.
Contrary to the beliefs of certain American and British
audiophiles, who think that they're the last bastions of
analogue support, the German high-end community
shows far and away more enthusiasm for LPs. Ihaven't
seen so many new turntables at ahi-fi show in adecade;
the hall containing the accessory stalls was overflowing
with vinyl, and more rooms used LPs as sources than I
dared believe possible. Valves and horns were
found all over the show, the crowd's enthusiasm
rivalling that of Asian audio casualties; and
Germans still love chrome-plated
everything.
Special thanks to Branko
Glisovic for organising such acool
events, and to Leica-loving KarlHeinz Fink of ALRJordan for being the
perfect host.

BUNZOW, unlike
Wharfedale, took
the term
`diamond'
literally: this is
one of three
models in the
jewelvision line
in which the
driver is housed in
afaceted, solid
chunk of Perspex
shaped just like...
what Marilyn
Monroe called agirl's
best friend. Of course,
these are satellites to which
you add woofers; expect to
pay around agrand per pair

AUDIOL4BOR,
responsible for some of
the best sounds at the
show in the Avant Garde
suite, showed anew range
of tasty solid-state amps.
This is astack offour

CLEARLIGHT

monoblock 500s with

AUDIO's CL3CM

separate power

features three separate

supplies, each good

enclosures per tower, one

for 240W14 ohms

each for the woofers and
acentrally positioned
module for two
midranges with the
tweeter in between.
Price is aheady
DM40,000 per pair

Ferrari 355: just what the German
hi-fi sales reps drive
/

Above: proof that the KEITH MONKS Record Cleaning Machine is still alive and well.
But naturally, the German distributor told me he `improves' it... Above right:
AUDIOLABOR also showed the gorgeous Konstant turntable, recently updated
MUST ISIS
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Left: WILSON-BENESCH launched its
laust speaker in Frankfurt, the piously-named
Bishop. (Hey, why not Rabbi?) The 6ft tall
system employs 22 Tactic drivers per pair,
Tactic being an all-new, entirely in-house design
using the new Isotactit polymer material, a
neodymium ion-boron motor and aradical
basket fashioned from asolid billet on
aluminium. Price could be in the ‘18,000-plus
bracket.

As Isaid,
Germans still love
chrome, like the
boomerang on the front
of MUSICA NOVA's
prototype Valhalla
amplifier. This dual-mono
solid-stater employs Mosfeu,

Left: TRANSROTOR

and Iwas told the design

always cooks up

allaws it to be configured for

something yummy: this is

whatever power rating is

the Aquila Gold

required; the show sample

turntable, asnip at

delivers 2x270W

DM21,000. That gets
you three motors and real
gold plating

Not the

edàle.11

thing to
photograph, but I
persevered with
WAVIER's
Polar dipole
subwoofer.
Although it looks
like they took the
frame from a
Quad ESL63, the
naked unit houses
abrace of cone
woofers firing in
opposite directions
THORENS' all-new Ambianee - DM6500 including an SME 309 arm - features a
tuned acrylic platter and aheavily-damped solid timber plinth lined with atop-secrez resinbased mix. Remove the rpecial mat, and there's aneat touch: acork sub-mat (reminiscent
of Ringinat) in the pattenr of.. aStar of David!
HEGEL -yup, named after the
philosopher - is anew Norwegian
brand making some of the cleanestlooking solid-state hit around.
This is the CDP4 CD player,
typical of the marque's love
for simplicity. The colour
is atypical, though;
charcoal grey/black is the

Acomatc

norm, but this demonstrates

SOLID ONE

the brand's willingness to
make it in other hues. Next
year, aGerman brand called Nietzsche?

Left: EAR MAX showed a
redesigned version of the
nifty all-tube, OTL
headphone amplifier. No
longer so ugly that it looks
like an appliance sold in
Bedrock, the latest version
features Lemo connectors,
bigger supply caps, shielded
cord and aGerman price of
just under DM1000. And,

¡tit

yes, Iasked for areview
sample - stay tuned
ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE's Solid One is
just the sort of design Iadore: absolute simplicity coupled to
massive, bomb-proof construction. This thread-drive baby
weighs 34kg and carries a5cm thick aluminium platter.
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Price it circa DM5000
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Satisfaction Guaranteed

Performance of our products is guaranteed. Our unique 7days money back guarantee ensures that you buy with total confidence. Buying hi-fi is now totally risk free
when you purchase any of XTC products.
Music is about emotional involvement.

The CD Player

XTC is conceived and designed to give

We have developed the CDP-1 to give you
sonic excellence. The CDP-1 uses Mulit bit

you the ultimate listening experience and
provide as much of the emotional content
in "live sound" as possible.
The Preamplifier
The preamplifier is the control centre of the
system and therefore it is of vital importance
that this component is of finest quality. The
Single Ended Pure Class A MOSFET design
of the XTC PRE- 1preamplifier produces the
sweetest undiluted sound for your listening
pleasure. The PRE- 1 comes complete with
RC5 system remote controller for ease of
operation.
The Power Amplifiers
XTC power amplifiers use high gain short

D/A converters with Single Ended Pure Class
A analogue circuitry. This technology leads to
incredible clarity, detail and purity while
achieving excellent dynamic and rhythmic
ability.

"...A welcome addition to the top rank of
British audio."
Gramophone

"Firmly Recommended"
HiFi News & RR

To experience the magic of
XTC call us free on

Auditioning
Call us and we will give you a list of XTC

0800 195 06 03

dealers where you can audition our fabulous

Visit our web site

equipment. You will be amazed!

www.xtc-hifi.com

After Sales Service

BRITISH MADE

We are committed to customer service and
therefore you will receive our GOLD CARD
on registration of your warranty. This will
entitle you to arange of special privileges.
The Critics

signal path circuitry for negligible degradation of music signal. Choose from the versatile POW- 1(
200Wx4) quad channel or the

The XTC range has received endless praise
from various audio journals.

POW-2 stereo ( 150Wx2) power amplifier.
The POW- 1 is ideal for use with a 2 way
loudspeakers in bi-amping mode.

"It was meant as areference, and reference
quality it is"
HiFi World

XTC

The ultimate listening experience

AUDIOPHILE CD NEW RELEASES
CLASSIC ALBUMS AS YOUNT NEVER HEARD THEM BEFORE

Old HiFi News:
Analogue still sounds best

MIKE OLDFIELD: TUBULAR BELLS 25TH ANNIVERSARY
EDITION. ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT ALBUMS OF THE
F70S, THIS SPECIAL LIMITED EDITION CD HAS BEEN
REMASTERED FROM THE ORIGINAL SESSION TAPES. THE
SOUND QUALITY IS SUPERB, AS IS THE PACKAGING. WHICH
CONTAINS A32-PAGE BOOKLET. ONLY 5000 COPIES HAVE
BEEN PRESSED. PRICE: £17.95

OTHER AUDIOPHILE CD RELEASES:
THE CARS: THE CARS GREATEST HITS (DCC - GZS 1123) £ 19.95*
AL GREEN: GREATEST HITS (DCC - GZS 1125) £19.95
THE DOORS: WAITING FOR THE SUN (DCC - GZS 1045) £ 19.95*
STEVE MILLER: GREATEST HITS 1974-78 (DCC - GZS 1103) £ 19.95*
JEFF BECK: BLOW BY BLOW (M0F1 - UDCD 727) £21.95
JAMES TAYLOR: DAD LOVES HIS WORK (M0F1 UDCD 726) £21.95
THE VELVET UNDERGROUND: WHITE HEAT, WHITE LIGHT (M0F1 - 724) £21.95
VVYNTON KELLY TRIO/SEXTET: KELLY BLUE (XRCD - JVC 0050) £ 19.95
BILL EVANS TRIO: SUNDAY AT THE VILLAGE VANGUARD (XRCD - JVC 0051) £ 19.95
WAR: THE WORLD IS A GHETTO (AVENUE - ASR 10604-2) £21.95
TITLES WITH AN • ARE ALSO AVAILABLE ON 180G HQ VINYL
IN STOCK NOW: THE FIRST FOUR 24/96 DAD (DIGITAL AUDIO DISC) TITLES AND
A SELECTION OF HDCD DISCS
TO PLACE AN ORDER OR TO RECEIVE A FREE AUDIOPHILE CD OR VINYL
CATALOGUE, CONTACT:

(V,9,,,E,KI 01491-834700
DISTRIBUTED BY HENLEY DESIGNS LIMITED

VIVANTE LONDON
UNIT 4,60 HIGH STREET, HAMPTON WICK, SURREY KT1 4DB
TEL: 0181 977 6600

FAX: 0181 977 4445

EUROPEiS PREMIER AUDIOPHILE MAIL ORDER COMPANY

HI-FI ON THE NET

OF INTRIGUE
From the `OZ Music' site you can
111 n June [` Web of Intrigue', page
52] Icovered the basics of hi-fi
on the Internet, in an article
which was aimed at introducing the
subject to those not already familiar
with the medium. Following on from
that introduction, Ihope to bring
regular news of interesting audiorelated Web Sites to interest both
experts and novices alike.
Ihave recently spent alot of time
visiting a site which I feel
demonstrates
the
Internet's
interactive nature extremely well: the
Australian site ` OZ Music'. When
you log on to this site, you can
access arepertoire of new Australian
musicians, and download (copy on
to your own computer) samples of
their work. If you like the samples,
then for $ 20(US) you can order a
CD containing just the tracks and
artists which you want. Simply key
in your credit card details and they
will compile it and mail it to you.
However, the technology behind
the scenes at the OZ Music site is
exciting in its own right, as it hints at
a future amalgamation of music, hifi, and computers which Ibelieve
will be the way in which high-end
audio will progress over the next
decade.
Oz Music
uses
a digital
compression system known as
MPEG3, which is similar to the
MPEG2 system used by Digital
Satellite Receivers. This reduces the
size of the music files by aratio of 5
to 1or even 10 to 1, so that they
require less disk space and take less
time to download. This means that
you need to ' decode' the digital
music
files
once you have
downloaded them onto your
computer. This is done by aspecial
piece of software, of which several
are available from the Internet. I

access and download the music and
the artists you like: is this a pointer to
the future of home audio?

by STUART PERRY
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The 'Or Music' Internet website allows you to
sample Australian music, and go on to order
tailored CD compilations of your choice

have chosen the excellent WINA/VIP
(Windows Amplifier) for my
experiments.
Australian hi-fi enthusiast Kostas
Metaxas, founder of Metaxas Audio
and the brains behind the technology
used on the Oz Music site, proposes
taking this technology several steps
further in terms of defining a new
digital source based on the Personal
Computer (PC).
Kostas suggests that music in `raw
digital' form can be downloaded to a
PC either in compressed or
uncompressed format, and stored on
the computer's hard disks. Then,
rather than process the digital file
through the computer's sound card
(which could hardly be described as
hi-fi), it could simply be buffered
and sent to any conventional
external high- end DAC. Software
within the PC would provide track
selection functions.
In other words, a dedicated PC
becomes the digital ' source
component' of the future, obtaining
its music from the Internet. The
significance of this, to me, is that the
PC becomes acomponent part of a
high-end audio system, rather than
replacing it
entirely.
Other
conventional
components,
amplifiers, speakers, etc can still be
chosen to suit individual preferences.
The concept behind the Oz Music
site works well — new musicians are
able
to reach a
potentially
vast
audience, and if you
like what you hear you
. can buy the album —
either on conventional
CD or produced in
,
raw digital file format.
Surely
a classic
example of the benefit
of the Internet.

ALSO ON THE NET
Well-known US hi-fi commentator and exponent of binaural sound,
John Sunier, recently announced that his long-running nationallynetworked radio programme Audiophile Audition will, sadly, be
ending on 30 June. Sunier has been heard for more than 13 years on
around 200 stations across the US. Audiophile Auditions will continue
as aweb audio e-zine. Meanwhile, Sunier's The Binaural Source is to
offer free binaural downloads on-line. Details are not available yet,
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but in the meantime Sunier can be contacted on Sunear@aol.com.
Meanwhile, in this country, Max Townshend of Townshend Audio
has embraced the new high- resolution digital audio technology. It's
intended that the Townshend Audio web site will provide asales and
information channel for all high-resolution audio discs, whatever their
source.
The address is: http://ds.dial.pipex.combownshend.audio/
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off" special built, up to
32 elements.

96ale
SONUS FABER
SONUS FABER loudspeakers capture the essence of
music in a way that few other designs are able to
approach. They are created by Franco Serblin and his
team, who are not trying to reproduce aconcert in your
living room, but who understand that reproduced
music can be looked on as an event in its own right.
Every Sonus faber is meticulously hand-crafted in a
wonderfully airy and spacious factory at Vicenza in
northern Italy in an atmosphere of well- ordered
tranquillity.
If you love music and wish to understand it more, there
can be no more enjoyable or emotionally pleasing
pathway than the Sonus faber route.
The CONCERTINO, The CONCERTO, The CONCERTO
GRAND PIANO and The ELECTA AMATOR Il - we have
them all, so please telephone Brian Rivas for a
discussion and demonstration.

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just alist of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 736561 FAX 01582 733686
e-mail: ron@aerialman.demon.co.uk

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AO
Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon- Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)
Closed Wednesdays
5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAVA AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

HNE

KRELL KPS-25s
Pinewood is one of the very few dealers in the UK to
own this pinnacle of Krell's matchless digital art. You
have never heard or seen aCD player in this league and all you need is apower amp and speakers. Yes, a
transport, DAC and active preamp with digital AND

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17-ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dB FfoB 33 7dB L 74"

tel/fax + 44 0 1777 708673
web http://vvww.hne.co.uk
e-mail: info@hne.co.uk

•synite enclosure loudspeakers
•granite equipment racks

analogue inputs and outputs all in one sensually
beautiful chassis. Oh, you're worried about the future?
No need: software and hardware are fully upgradeable,
so it's as future- proof as possible.

•modular alaplifier racks

Footnote: If you are an admirer of The Roches, and would like
to obtain some or all of their recordings, please telephone.

timeless beauty
with sound
improvements

beffheekedeAtbitie
.

roneowe

Cd's turntables and loudspeakers

designed and manufactured
in the UK by TINE Systems

Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE

Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone

•Cableway® loudspeaker stands
•Isolation Plinths® for components

1/0

radio

Ultimately,
DAB will be
driven by
consumer
convenience

I

n response to my remarks on
DAB quality in ' Radio', June,
Mr SC Dalmazzo-Auckland has
taken mild issue with my using the
Optimod ' as aparagon of all that is
bad in processing. In fact, the Orban
8200 is probably the best of the
current bunch. There are many that
sound alot worse. What is bad is the
inappropriate use of processing, but
that's another story.
'I believe that most radio listeners
are now used to aheavily processed
sound, and if DAB isn't processed.,
then listeners will think it sounds
"wrong". Commercial broadcast-era
will therefore still process as much as
before, and we'll end up with both
the artefacts and the processing!'
He goes on to suggest that listener

W

John Nelson may
be contacted via
e-mail:
.
ohn_neison@
compuserve.com
Reg Willamson's
e-mail
regwilliamson@
netcentral.co.uk
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hen it comes to digital
radio off satellite, if I
allowed my engineering
instincts to get in the way Iwould
have nothing to do with any lossy
data-reduction system. But one must
face the realities of life. There is no
way in which we are likely to see
linear encoding in digital broadcasting
again, and the pioneering venture by
Deutsche Telekom is likely to end
soon. So we are left with adecision:
how acceptable is the reduction
system adopted for DAB, currently
in use for ADR and here now? My
argument is that it is acceptable, and
supported by the growing number of
enthusiasts in the UK.
The arguments favouring MPEG
Layer 2 or Musicam were hardly
helped by the BBC's pronouncements
that it is ' near CD-quality'. This is
nonsense: no broadcast signal can
ever be that. If nothing else, the upper
limit of frequency response is limited
by international broadcast standards
to 15kHz. What is becoming clear,
though, is that processing the dynamic
range of an analogue signal before
encoding in a lossy data-reduction
system is hardly the best way to
preserve quality. It may well explain
the disenchantment expressed in BBC
circles with their own efforts since all
AUGUST 1998

fatigue ' is mostly to do with the data
compression used. Ihave spent many
hours listening to MPEG and Dolby
AC2 compressed audio, and although
it wasn't possible to be precise about
what was wrong, there was always the
feeling that " something's missing".
Maybe it is apost-rationalisation, as
Iknew that data reduction throws
away some 5/
6ths of the data, so
maybe Iexpected it to sound worse.
However on informal but admittedly
not very rigorous blind tests, I
satisfied myself Icould reliably hear
the difference between MPEG
compressed and uncompressed PCM.
'As to data rate, when I was
recommending what settings radio
stations should use for their hard-disc
playout systems, 192kHz data rate
was most commonly used. The
audible difference between 192k and
256k was very small at the output of
the studio mixer, and completely
inaudible by the time it had gone
through the processor and transmitter
onto areceiver, even agood one.
'One further thought about digits
in radio, whether FM or DAB, is
sample-rate conversions. Currently,
almost all radio is done on analogue
desks, and digital sources play-out
from their own DAC. However, there
is an increasing use of digital mixers,
with sample-rate conversion at each
input to cope with the various
sources. CD and MiniDisc sample at

BBC
sound transmissions are
compressed with the ubiquitous
Optimod. So far as Ican establish,
this type of dynamic pre-processing
has now been dropped by the 12
classical music stations in Germany
on the satellite outlets. They go
further, by increasing the programme
level headroom to at least -3dB below
peak. All at variance with BBC
practice, but the only effect on ADR
transmissions is to reduce marginally
an already high signal-to-noise ratio
of 96dB, so it is of no practical
significance.

RECOMMENDED TUNERS
With UK hi-fi dealers and satellite
installers
showing
no
interest
whatsoever, tuners are scarcer here
than hen's teeth. This again contrasts
with Germany, where ADR has really
taken off with no fewer than 10
different makes and 35 models. These
vary in price from below £ 100 to
models with frills at nearly £400. Our
own Pace company is supposed to be
producing one, but it has yet to
respond to my query about availability.
But no matter. With a strong
pound, it is still cheaper to get one
from Germany. Ican recommend the
Technisat Multymedia ADR1 which
may be ordered from amail-order firm

44.1 and material is often played-in
from DAT, with whatever sample rate
it may be set to (often 48k). For FM,
the hard-disc system usually samples
at 32k, as does the digital mixer, STL
and processor if it's adigital Optimod.
DAB samples at 48k, so whether or
not astation has an FM output only,
or
is
transmitting
the
same
programme on FM and DAB, there
will be alot of sample-rate conversion
going on.
'Now, sample rate conversion is
rarely (never?) completely transparent,
especially when sampling " up" from
32k or 44.1k to 48k. This may also
account for some of the DAB
artefacts.
'I feel that the quality issue of DAB
will not be atechnical one, but one
driven by consumer convenience. As
so few people even now have ever
heard really good unprocessed FM,
and as most radio listening is done in
cars or whilst doing other things, I
can't see that our reservations on
DAB will carry much weight. If
tuning is easier, if there is less
interference, then the public will
accept it. After all, what really got the
public's interest in CD was the lack
of background noise and perceived
indestructibility of the medium, not
the minutiae of sound quality.'
To which it only remains for me to
add that Icouldn't agree more.
John Nelson

(SAE via the Editor or e-mail me for
address and details) costing, with
carriage, around £ 186. It covers all
satellite TV channels, digital and
analogue radio with analogue and
digital outputs. One snag is that there
is no Videocrypt decoder — so a
separate decoder is needed for Sky.
These can be obtained, but Iam
trying to find out whether there is a
tuner that does have one. There is, as
yet, no manual in English, but Iam
assured that one will be available if
UK demand increases. The on-screen
menu can be programmed for
English, so for anyone intuitively
familiar with satellite tuning this is no
handicap. It arrives with nearly all
stations pre-tuned, anyway, and afull
up-to-date list is available from Astra.
Orders can be taken against aVisa
card, and current experience is that it
arrives in the UK within aweek. And
there is one perk for those still able
to sift the odd grain of wheat from
the chaff of inane chatter and
interminable trailers on R3. All BBC
stations are on analogue satellite
channels and Radio Three has no
Optimod. Quality is quite good. The
analogue channels use a Dolby B
'sound-alike' called Wegener Panda
which is quite effective in preserving
the S/N ratio.
Reg Williamson
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Sound quality and performance are separately graded at the end of each
review. In 'rock/pop/jazz' the numerical rating also reflects musical content.
Afew releases are reviewed km mosteetape copies (as stated). An additional
'star' denotes outstanding quality. Review headings show catalogue number
and total playing time. Ratings also show aCD price coding: O full price;
O midprice; A budget price; 0 special price — see ' Compact Disc Service'.
Reissues are shown O, with First UK publication date.
Sound quality :
Fine, modern recording
Good, some minor reservations
Only moderately convincing
Poor sound
Historical source, eg 78 rpm
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Performance

A:1
B:2
C:3
D:4
H:H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
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Record

BARTOK
String Quartets 1-6
Takács Quartet

of the Month

Decca 455 297-2

HAYDN:
Symphonies 50, 54 ( first version),
55-57, 60 II distratto' J Minuet &
Finale in C
AA MIHogwood
OiseauLyre 443 781-2

(
3CDs, 178m 52s)

Diehards of the contentious ' no-continuo no-authen:icity' school of : hought
needn't feel disaffected, because James Webster's steadfast belief tallencompassing and therefore equally contentious) that ' Haydn almost
certainly used no keyboard instrument in his symphories, except in London'
certainly holds true for this set. A harpsichord continio overshadowing the
inner voices of these sonorously orchestrated works would indeed be an
irritant - and even an impediment to appreciating their assertive nature,
reinforced in three instances ( 50, 56 & 60) by the barbaric, biting tones of

photo.- Lorenzo AgtuslOWau Let

C trumpets and C alto horns in full cry.
Long ago, the likes of Max
Gobermann and Ernst
Maerzendorfer gave an inkling of
Haydn's creative intent — and here
are their successors, turning those
glimmerings of an exciting prospect
into a closer comprehension of the
compositions themselves.
Virtuoso symphonies to be sure,
shown by some of the string writing
in the outer movements, eg, intervals
of up to two octaves in 55(i),
manically scurrying triplets in 56 &
57(iv), to be executed allegro di
molto, presto or prestissimo. Hogwood
doesn't flinch at complying, the
AAM doesn't flinch at responding.
And a symbiotic relationship extends
the interpretative reach of this
music, allowing the effects intended
by such markings to be realised
without compromise. It is, in fact, a
pleasure to report that for the most
part, Hogwood's conducting is such
that he is able to convey neurotic
intensity or obsessive drive without
hustling the music, slighting its
weighty eminence or tying it to the
metrical rigidity of bar lines. He
slips on some occasions: in the Trio
of 50 where the oboe solo, stated
four times, is played without any
variation in nuance or accentuation,
suggesting that here the controversial
practice of slowing down for a trio
would have been justified; in 60(i)
and (ii) where there are traces of a
sort of non-committal, four-square
literalness that was afeature of the
bad old days of ' authenticity'; and in
55(iii) where he slackens the
rhythm. Search for Benjamin
Britten's 1957 Decca LP recording
to find out just how snappy this
'scotch snap' can be. But to the
present: and the virtues of these
performances are considerable, not
least the sensitivity with which
Hogwood approaches the slow
movements.
Notice the attention he gives the
bottom lines; for instance the
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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polarity between a low orchestral
bass in 50(ui) and the rich effect of a
solo cello in the tenor register
reinforcing the first violins
throughout their dialogue with the
other strings; and how at the
beginning of the second part of
54(ii) — the only movement marked
adagio assai in any Haydn symphony
— adeep resonance in the repeated
quavers poignantly highlights the
sudden switch to D-minor. Enough
said, except ke a puzzling point.
The isolated Minuet and Finale
were, according to Webster,
apparently composed `in order to
complete [
convert?] the twomovement overture to L'inftdelta
delusa into afour-movement
symphony.' But the overture is a
three-movt work. Is the published
finale spurious?
In sum — a few reservations apart
— this is afine compendium indeed.
Instrumental balance is well-nigh
perfect and sound quality, with the
exception of 57 (overbright and
shallow), is mostly excellent. But
rumour has it that Oiseau Lyre's
Haydn project has now been
abandoned. If true, it would explain
why these recordings have been
sitting 'in the can' for five years.
Ironically, they offer the most
consistent performances in this
series; and in the cases of 50 and
56, their most provocative
interpretations to date.
Na/en Anthcni

10 -13:1 * -2

Christopher
Hogwood

(2CDs, 152m10s)

This, the Takács's second and far
finer recording of the Bartók
quartets (an earlier set with allHungarian players appeared on
Hungaroton in 1984) rather reminds
me of the mid- 1950s account by the
Véghs on EMI Columbia. Quartet 1
contains the nucleus of what is to
follow in the other five: a sense of
mystery, after which the spell is
suddenly broken by viola-player
Roger Tapping's Molto appassionato,
rubato, just before Fig.7. The
player's ethereal control of line at 10
is also superbly judged and finds its
counterpart in the Moho quieto
section during the next movement.
Throughout the whole work there is
this constant feeling of leaning into
and moulding phrases to extract
exactly the essence of the
composer's intentions.
Quartet 2 ( 1915-17) shows
greater variety of textures; and just
before 9 during the Tranquillo,
Edward Dusinberre (first violin)
momentarily slows the pace
to give more expressiveness to
Bartók's legato lines. Iwas
similarly impressed by the
clarity of counterpoint-writing
during (ii), their magnificent
sforzdandi to create a kind of
buzzing intensity, and the
balance of inner parts. Pulling
on the pulse before the Molto
tranquillo allows even greater
tension once the Tempo I
returns. The final Allegro
molto is acollossal feat of virtuosity.
The shorter Quartet 3 has the
same perfection in approach, and I
found myself swept away during
Quartet 4 by the players' inmost
feeling for Bartók's harmonic
dissonances, Fig.10, and the superb
articulation at the close of (ii). In
the introduction to (iii), Andras
Fejér's cello bursts through, spurring
his colleagues into amazing feats,
maintained to the fullest degree over
the remaining two movts. All the
stops are pulled out for Bartók's
menacing Quartet 5, where each
player is given opportunities to show
his prowess — listen to the way they
perform the scherzo, Alla bulgarese,
with its sly slants and exciting
changes of metre!
The enigmatic Sixth, probably the
most difficult to bring off, contains
three movts marked Mesto, and a
third prefaced Burletta. It demands
supreme control in order to realise
fully its fast as well as extended slow
pages, and finds its ideal
performance here.
Decca's recording is quite
outstanding, and so despite the
several recommendable versions, this
one takes pride of place.
Bill Newman

The Takács
String Quartet

A•:1*
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BEETHOVEN:
String Quartets - in f, Op.95 J
in E- flat Op.127 ( 1/o1.5)
in B- flat, Op.130 J Grosse luge,
Op.133 ( Vol.6)
in a, Op.132 ( Vol.7)
in c- sharp, Op.131 J in F, Op.135
(Vol.8)
Vanbrugh Qi
Intim Musik IMCD 047-050
(60m 59s/55m 36s/46m 46s/65m 47s)
These works have been at the heart
of the Irish-based Vanbrugh
Quartet's repertoire for some years,
and their live performances of the
complete Beethoven cycle have
attracted favourable attention. There
are indeed some admirable qualities
to their readings of the late quartets,
but the overall impression is less
than satisfying.
It must be said in the Vanbrugh's
favour that their mastery of
ensemble is impressive, and that the
polished quality of their playing sets
them apart from many of their
competitors. They pay careful
attention to the all-important detail
of the score (for the most part) and
imbue many of the lyrical phrases
with agenuine and persuasive
eloquence.
What is missing here, however, is
that sense of fantasy and excitement
which is needed to make this music
leap off the printed page. The
recording quality does not help; it is
respectfully distant where it should
be delivering depth and presence,
and thus tends to iron out the
dynamic range. The result is that
what should be passionately
committed music often ends up
sounding rather lightweight. It is, to
be sure, played in an eminently
civilised way, with much nimblefooted charm, but this in itself is not
enough to convey the inner conflict
and struggle that is at the core of
Beethoven's creation. Comparison
with distinguished riyals such as the
Alban Berg [EMI], the Amadeus
[DG] or, among younger quartets,
the Emersons [DG] serves to prove
that there is more to this music than
these performances reveal.
That said, two quartets in
particular from the series seem
notably more successful. The B-flat,
Op.130, enjoys a good performance,
although for my taste
it needs more
definition and variety
of tone in the
pianissimi; and an
occasional lack of
flexibility in the tempi
offers the music less
time to breathe than it
needs. The Grosse
Juge, sensibly inserted
before the
replacement finale
here, calls forth a
noble, aristocratic
reading which largely
circumvents the
74

difficulties in the recording quality.
Likewise, there is much to enjoy in
the A-minor quartet, Op.132, and
although this would certainly not be
a first recommendation for this work
(that honour still falls to the Alban
Berg) the Vanbrughs undoubtedly
bring something of their own to a
notoriously subtle score.
All in all, this set is something of
a mixed bag, and the severity of the
competition in these works means
that the Vanbrughs' virtues are
counted for less than they perhaps
merit. The booklets are enlivened by
the late Robert Simpson's
informative notes.
John Kersey

for thought: is such latitude of
rubato permissable in the Adagio
sections of (i)? Does the
`leggieramente' marking in (iii), varn.2
legitimise astaccato for the
semiquavers? The pianist has
certainly taken into account dynamic
markings, and her tempo
relationships in (iii) are persuasive.
But what are the two unlisted
tracks at the end of the CD? They
are trailers for Chung's earlier
Channel Classics programmes,
detailed inside the booklet back
cover — a novel idea.
Christopher Breunig

B:2-3 0

BERNERS:
The Triumph of Neptune J L'uomo
dai baffi J Valses bourgeoises' J
Polka'
English Northern Phillill Royal Ballet
SinfonialLloyd-Jones

BEETHOVEN:
11 Bagatelles Op.119 J Piano
Sonata in f, Op.57 'Appassionata' J
in E, Op.109
Mia Chung (ono.
)
Channel Classics CCS 10897

Marco Polo 8.223711

(
62m 20s)

Mia Chung was born in Wisconsin,
gave her first concerto performance
at 12 (Baltimore) and her first
recital at 18 (Washington). She now
teaches at Harvard and broadcasts
regularly as Boston's WCRB-FM
'Artist in Radio'. Her second
Beethoven programme for this label
starts unpromisingly: the first
Bagatelle is surely taken too slowly,
whereas the miraculous Allegramentc.
No.10 — a mere 20 bars — is too
fast; neither 'sounds' like Beethoven
And in the Risoluto, No.5, all the
marked trills are reduced to grupetu
The dynamic range is narrow, and
whilst the playing is always neatly
resolved, the quirkiness and variety
these pieces offer (most
convincingly, on records, by Stephen
[Bishop-]Kovacevich in his 1976
Philips set) is reduced. Nor were my
first impressions of Chung's
Appassionata that favourable: Ithink
she fails to produce the grand style
for which she strives; she also tends
to introspection in what is essentially
a display piece. Oddly, the piano
sound lacks the magnificence of
Op.109 — the item which gives this
disc interest. (It's perhaps the one
Beethoven sonata which never loses
its appeal.) Here, Chung's
individuality gives the listener food

B/A:1 /3-20

'The Triumph
of Neptune is
a frothy,
colourfully
scored 43m
confection,
occasionally
inspired but
on the whole
rather
wanting in
what Iwould
term
genuinely
distinctive
invention'

(
69m 26s)

We've had three recordings of the
suite Lord Bemers compiled from
his 1926 ballet score, The Triumph of
Neptune: two from Beecham (the
first, featuring seven of the nine
numbers, with the LPO in 1937,
and a successor with the
Philadelphia Orchestra) and a 1986
version from Barry Wordsworth and
the RLPO on EMI. Only Beecham's
1952 Philadelphia selection is
currently available, part of a budgetpriced Essential Classics anthology
from Sony. Now comes a first
complete account of the whole
score. Commissioned by Diaghilev
and choreographed by George
Balanchine, it's a frothy, colourfully
scored 43m confection, on the whole
rather wanting in what Iwould term
genuinely distinctive invention but
occasionally inspired. (`The Frozen
Forest', for example, contains some
marvellously atmospheric writing,
and the ' Entry of Neptune's
Chariot' generates afine sweep and
sense of orchestral spectacle.)
Written in 1918 to accompany a
puppet-theatre performance, L'uomo
dai baffi (`The man with the
moustache') [
a Welshman, obviously
- Mus Ed] comprises an enjoyably
tart 15m sequence, deftly conceived
for chamber ensemble. Producer
Philip Lane is responsible for the
idiomatic and affectionate
orchestrations of both the witty
Valses bourgeoises, the original pianoduet version of which was first
published in 1919, and Polka (
the
latter, though written for ahospital
pantomime, was also arranged by
Ealing Studios' musical director,
Ernest Irving, for use in the 1944
film Champagne Charlie).
Performances are sprightly and
enthusiastic; decent sound too. Not .e
really my cup of tea, though
devotees of this famously eccentric
figure will doubtless lap it all up.
Andrew Achenbach
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With fine production-values
throughout (the Keener/Timperley
team working within the helpful
acoustic of St George's, Brandon
Hill in Bristol), this budget-priced
issue deserves a hearty welcome.
Andrew Achenbach

A:1 A

BRAHMS:
Piano Concerto 1
Helene Grimaud (pno)IStaatskapelle
BerlinISanderling
Erato 3984-21633-2
(50m 06s) recorded live

BRIT7EN:
War Requiem
Carol Vaness (sup)ljerry Hadley
(cen)IThomas Hampson (bar)/
American Boychoir/Westminster
Symphonic ChoirINYPOIWongl
Masur
Tddec 6630-11115-2
(2CDs, -83m I7s) recorded live
Kurt Masur presides over a
compassionate and scrupulously
prepared account of Britten's
masterpiece. No grumbles, certainly,
about the marvellously clean-limbed
choral and orchestral contributions
(tremendous brass in those
'Hosannas' of the Sanctus). The
separate chamber orchestra, too,
boasts an impressive array of
distinguished instrumentalists,
including NYPO principal clarinet
and bassoon, Stanley Drucker and
Judith LeClair respectively.
The soloists, on the other hand,
leave a more variable impression.
Thomas Hampson is superb, keenly
intelligent and consistently moving
(almost unbearably so in ' Strange
Meeting'), and he builds afine

BRAHMS:
Piano Quartet 3/MENDELSSOHN:
Piano Quartet 3
The Schubert Ensemble of London
RSV CDQS 6198

(
69m 32s)

Here is the second instalment in this
excellent group's bargain-basement
survey of the Brahms and
Mendelssohn piano quartets — I
enthused about its predecessor in
the June 1997 HFNIRR. As before,
their playing is sensitive, elegant and
clear-sighted. In the ambitious finale
of the 15-year-old Mendelssohn's
offering ( the heavenly Octet was to
appear just a few months later), the
Schubert Ensemble achieve a
satisfyingly cogent resolution as
fragments of earlier ideas reappear in
the closing stages, while the scherzo
with its splendidly lusty trio really
sparkles. Fine playing here from
pianist William Howard, who also
brings an unaffected simplicity to
the opening of the preceding
1141 NEWS & RECORD 2EV.EW
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rapport with Jerry Hadley in, say,
'So Abram rose'. The latter could
hardly be more ardent, but his
occasionally 'theatrical' manner will
not, Isuspect, be to all tastes — try
frmn track 11 on CD1, 'Move him,
move him into the sun' to hear what
Imean. [
His diction is very
'American' too - Mus Ed.] Carol
Vaness is perhaps neither as
commanding nor as sensitive to
dynamic nuance as one would wish.
Considering the notorious
difficulties of the Avery Fisher Hall
acoustic, the Teldec engineers have
worked aminor miracle: here is
sound of fine realism, expertly
blended, excitingly wide-ranging and
truthful in perspective. First-timers
should still, on balance, gravitate
toward Britten's own Decca
recording (still astonishingly vivid
some 35 years on) or Richard
Hickox's strong 1991 Chanclos set,
but Ihave to say Iderived much
pleasure from this new enterprise - a
worthy momenta of what was
obviously aheartwarming event.
Andrew Acbenbach

•

A:1-2(1

Andante (
which, like the slow
movement of the receney-completed
First Symphony, plumbs genuine
depths).
Brahms's Op.60 stands as one of
this figure's most autobiographical,
darkly intense utterances: it has its
origins in an unfinished C-sharpminor Piano Quartet begun around
the time of Schurnann's committal
to an asylum and subsequent death
(during which deeply difficult period
he also became infatuated with
Schumann's wife, Clara). In the first
two movts some may prefer a
greater rawness of expression,
though Ifor one applaud the way
Howard resists the temptation to
clatter (unlike one or two of his
bigger-name rivals). The resulting
performance is pleasingly weighty
and sonorous, the highlight perhaps
comprising the beautifully intimate
(iii) — did Brahms ever write a
more soul-searching melody than
that for the solo cello at the outset?.

'Some may
prefer a
greater

How do you interpret '
Maestoso'
without a metronome marking? It's a
tough question; and Sanderling's
answer in (i) is unsatisfactory. He
conducts the opening tutti rather
somnolently then allows the rhythm
to sag further. The pulse dissipates;
the orchestral exposition becomes
turgid and unsettled. Grimaud's
response is matter-of-fact. There is
nothing of Tovey's ' a touching
theme worthy of Bach's ariosos in
the Matthew Passion' about her
entrance. She is also too loud; and
throughout her performance she
often (though not always) shows a
reluctance to play softly when
required. The general lack of ease
spills over into (ii) — sundry
breathing noises elsewhere become
intrusively orgasmic here — and is
only dispelled in (iii) where there is
a noticeable improvement in
rapport. All that can be said is that
the ingredients for a magnificent
performance were there: Grimaud's
outstanding technical command —
notes cleanly etched in strenous
passages and power drawn without
overpedalling or pounding asuperb
piano; Sanderling's excellent ear for
instrumental balance and texture, eg,
the fugal passage starting at 4m 58s
in (iii): and a rich-toned band. But
they didn't gel. A shame, because
the recording [Berlin, October ' 97],
despite some subtle tinkering with
the piano/ensemble balance from
time to time, would still have
captured the result very
competently
Na/en Anthoni

B:3-2

expression,

BRUCKNER:
Symphony 9
Minnesota OrchlScrowaezewski

though Ifor

Reference Recordings RR-81CD

rawness of

one applaud
the way
William
Howard
resists the
temptation
to clatter'

(
59m 37s)

For this recording Scrowaczewski
returns to his old orchestra: he was
Music Director of the then
Minneapolis SO for 19 years. As we
know from his Hallé Fourth, he's a
plain-speaking Bruckner conductor,
and in this superior recording his
account of a symphony which is at
times grim, at times exalted —
though Mahler described it as ' the
peak of absurdity' — is sufficiently
compelling to compensate for the
fact that neither the orchestra's
75

Christopher Breunig
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CHAUSSON:
Symphony in B- flat J Poème _I
Viviane
Laurent Korcia (yin)/ Orchestre
Symphonique et Lyrique de Nancyl
Kaltenbach
Naxos 8.553652

(
62m 41s)

It's one of life's mysteries that
Chausson's dramatic, beautifullycrafted Symphony has never really
established itself on records or in
the concert hall. True, Munch
recorded it for RCA, as did
Monteux. One wonders what
Karajan might have done with the
work, or Bernstein, for that matter.
There are reminders of Franck's
symphony (written three years
earlier), but in no way is the music
derivative of it. The slow movt has a
Tristanesque feel (the gloomy
prelude to Act 3), yet always the
music bears a marked French
accent. Jerome Kaltenbech and his
excellent orchestra play the
symphony with sensitivity and
feeling, revelling in its bronzed,
lyrical beauty, and only missing the
final degree of passion in one or two
spots — such as the close of (i).
Laurent Korcia is ardent and
76

contrasted moods, but the gentle
Sonata, despite Joachim's reported
enthusiasm for it, lacks the shape
and cogency usually found in
Dvorak's sonata form works. The
Ballad strikes me as no more than
pleasant salon music and Ihave to
admit that Ifell asleep during my
first hearing of the dull Nocturne!
Sensitive performances well
recorded, but it is as well that we
don't give gradings for musical
interest.
Antony Hodgson
Stanislaw
Scrowaczewski:
returns to his
old orchestra
for a compelling
Bruckner Ninth
impassioned in the Poème, probably
Chausson's most popular work,
playing his taxing solo part with
total security and flawless
intonation: a very fine performance
indeed. The disc ends with an
atmospheric account of Chausson's
first orchestral work, his Arthurian
symphonic poem Vivianne.
Clean, well-balanced sound and
Naxos's budget price make this a
disc worth trying.
James M Hughes

A:1 Q .
.'

FARRAR:
Rhapsdy 1 J The Open Road J
Variations for Piano and Orchestra
_I The Forsaken Merman "...1Heroic
Elegy J English Pastoral
Impressions
Howard Shelley (pno)IPhilharmonia
OrchlMitchell
Chandos CHAN 9586

(71m 57s)

Lovers of off-the-beaten track British
music should be grateful to Chandos
for yet again filling an important
gap. Ernest Farrar, aLewishamborn composer, was killed in the

The Lion î.
of Scotland

antara, hy loir, Clerk of Pen.*

CATHERINE ROTE
CONCERTO CALEDONIA

A:1 A

DYORAK:
Sonatina in G, Op.100 J Ballad in
d, Op.15:1 J Four Romantic
Pieces, Op.75 J Sonata in F, Op.57
U Nocturne in B, Op.40
Anthony Marwood (v1n)ISusan
Tome., (pno)
Hyperion COA 66E34

(
67m 02s)

The sound here is consistently
elegant with no over-imposition on
the part of the violin: important with
Dvorak, whose writing always makes
the two instrumentalists equal
partners. The layout of this
recording has violin to the left and
piano to the right. Iprefer the more
usual convention of central violin
wrapped around by the piano; but
no doubt the left-right distribution
suited the artists, and the
consistency of the stereo placement
is very exact.
The recording suits the
performances, which are graceful,
never overstress dramatic moments,
and have an easy-going flow to
them. In the Sonata the rather
sprawling (i) might have been
helped by a more positive pulse, but
these artists are never over-indulgent
in their phrasing.
As a Dvorak enthusiast Iwas
disappointed by the programme.
The Sonatina has some charming
folkish moments which seem to
combine influences from both Czech
and American music, and the Four
Romantic Pieces provide some

MUM
Die mihi saeve puer _ILeo Scotiae
irritatus U Miserere mei, Deus _I
Eheu! Quam diris hominis J Odo di
mesto intorno _ISonata a violino
solo
Catherine Bou (sop)/Concerto
CaledonialMcGuinness
Hyperion CM 67007

(
68m 32s)

Hyperion's explorations of the riches
of Scottish music now yield up a
minor Baroque master — and only
minor insofar as he did so much else
with his life. Sir John Clerk, Laird of
Penicuik ( 1676-1755) — greatgreat-grandfather of the pioneering
Victorian physicist James Clerk
Maxwell — was by any measure an
extraordinary man. His chief fame in
his own time was as a lawyer and
judge: he helped draft (and was a
signatory to) the 1707 Act of Union
between the crowns of England and
Scotland. Yet he practised
architecture, poetry and landscapegardening as well as being a
AUSUST INS
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string sections nor the hall acoustic
can remotely match those in
Chailly's Concertgebouw recording
[Decca] or the 1966 analogue made
by Karajan and the Berlin
Philharmonic. (Iprefer it to the later
DG, made at the Philharmonie and
included in the CD set.) In fact, the
orchestral balance in this Nov ' 96
recording is very similar to that
accorded to the recent Chailly
release, and less spectacular than
Reference Recordings' programmes
with Eiji Oue [
see Collections], even
though the production team is the
same.
The Ninth is allocated 17 tracks,
related to tempo markings. For a
moment Iwas much preoccupied
with a detail Scrowaczewski brings
out at 1m 09s into track 15
(Fig.! 40 in the Sehr Langsam
section of the last movt) where a
plaintive first oboe is echoed by
horns: it's agerm strikingly like that
with which Mahler launches his
Rondo-finale in his Fifth Symphony!
With Karajan you'd scarcely notice
it; to be fair, Chailly is more
scrupulous about the score's
semiquavers for horns, making it like
a tail-ending to the descending Aflat-E-flat of the oboe germ.
But whilst Ifind that Amsterdam
sound very seductive, Ithink Chailly
is almost too attentive to minutiae,
allowing the finale to drag in
consequence. No-one could find
Scrowaczewski at all self-regarding
in Bruckner, and this disc prompts
me to investigate his Symphonies 5,
6 and 7 with the Saarbrucken
Orchestra on Arte Nova.

REVIEWS
Great War at the age of 35. He was
George Butterworth's exact
contemporary, and like Butterworth,
his deep love and nostalgia for his
homeland is apparent in every bar of
the music on this disc.
Although the early rhapsody, The
Open Road, with its bag-pipe drones
and oboe solo still has the mark of
the RCM scholarship-student
(Farrar was aStanford pupil) in the
slightly cautious way he prepares his
contrasting measures to conform
with the musical style of his
predecessors, there is alight-hearted
aura surrrounding the themes that I
find very refreshing. And there's
nothing curious in the fact that his
Variations is athirteen-year-old's
tribute to Robert Schumann —
there are plenty other crossreferences to Great Masters even
with established composers! Howard
Shelley clearly delights in the score,
giving an effervescent account of the
piano part.
The Forsaken Merman, atone
poem over 27m long, recalls Bax's
evocations. Farrar expands his
orchestral palette here, showing skill
in the process. Dating from the early

days of World War I, the Heroic
Elegy, inscribed ' For Soldiers', uses
'Song of Agincourt' as abasis for
inspiration. Iam reminded of the
prophetic 'Threnody for aSoldier
Killed in Action' by Michael
Heming: the desolate atmosphere is
apparent in the introduction
'haunted by the atmosphere of a
bleak dusk on the battlefield', and
the D-minor funeral march, later.
Although Vaughan Williams was a
trifle caustic to Farrar when he was
appointed organist and choirmaster
at St Hilda's South Shields, opining
the lowering of his moral and
musical tones, Farrar showed no
hesitation in dedicating his English
Pastoral Impressions (` Spring
Morning', ' Bredon Hill', ' Over the
Hills and far away') to his friend,
ten years later. They, indeed, show
the maturity of RVW and Delius at
their finest; and we shall never know
just how Farrar might have
developed from there on.
Finely sensitive conducting from
Edinburgh University's Alasdair
Mitchell, and lovely Chandos sound.

composer. As far as is known, all his
surviving music was written in his
teens and 20s, and probably mainly
in Italy: he studied privately in
Rome with Corelli.
Clerk was in Italy only afew years
before Handel, and his Latin
cantatas — all for solo voice with a
small accompanying ensemble —
share features with, or are prophetic
of, those the great Saxon was to
produce in the 1700s. While
generally Italianate in style, they also
suggest Clerk was not unaware of
Purcell (and he had studied in
Holland before proceeding to
Rome). They cover awide range,
from an aggressively nationalist
effusion in support of the Darien
scheme (
Leo Scotiae irritatus, no
longer complete but aspirited
fragment) to apoised and dignified
setting of Psalm 51 (
Miserere mei,
Deus). Eheu, quam diris hominis is a
meditation on Man's vulnerability to
disease and suffering, composed
while Clerk was recovering from
smallpox. The dissonant suspensions
of the opening, and the almost
Bachian minor-key jig with which it
concludes, make it perhaps the most
profound music on the disc. Like
Leo Scotiae it has atext by the
internationally eminent Dutch
surgeon Herman Boerhaave, another
indication of Clerk's wide interests
and high standing.
By far the largest work here,
however, and the most resplendently
`proto-Handelian', is the varied and
festive Odo di Mesto Intorno,
composed for the impending
Neapolitan nuptials of the Duke of
Bedford and performed (in 1698)

under Corelli's direction. Its brilliant
Aria alla battaglia and the blithe
little violin sonata of c.1705 are the
only places where aScottish accent
may be discerned in this extremely
accomplished music.
The performances and recordings
are all one could desire, and a
distinguished addition to Catherine
Bott's discography. John Purser,
who edited most of the music for
performance, provides enthusiastic,
slightly overheated but highly
informative notes, deftly uncovering
the numerical symbolism hidden in
most of these works. (Purser relates
this to Clerk's freemasonry: it's
interesting that another Scot recently
revalued via Hyperion, William
Wallace, seems also to have used
secret numerological proportions in
his Creation Symphony from aquite
different basis.)
The conventionally amorous
cantata of complaint to Cupid, Dic
mi/ii, same puer, is also on Linn
Records 2CD set Scotland's
Music[CKD 008], and the violin
sonata was recorded by the
McGibbon Ensemble in a
fascinating recital Music of Classical
Edinburgh [
Scotland's Cultural
Heritage, cassette only, Ithink] —
in an edition by David Johnson so
serviceable one wonders why it
needed anew one from Mr Purs
Carolyn Sparey-Gillies plays it so
well Ihope Hyperion will record her
in agreater 18th-century Scottish
violin piece, Robert Bremner's
astonishing variations on
Tullochgorum.
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HANDEL:
Organ Concertos Op.4:1-6 J
Op.7:1-6
Paul Nicholson (org)IFrances Kelly
(hrp)IThe Brandenburg Consort/Roy
Goodman (hpdldir)
Hyperion CDA 67291/2

(
2CDs, 153m 58s)

Organ Concertos Op.7:1-6 J No.
13 HWV295 J 14 HWV296 _I15
'These two HWV304 _I16 HWV305a
org/dir)
sets have OAE Bob um: A.Nperen (
Op.7 in Virgin Classics VCD 545 2362
(2CDs, 154m 42s)
common but
the music is These two sets have Op.7 in
not exactly common (published after Handel's
death) but the music is not exactly
the some
the same because the two organists
because choose different movements to
the two represent Handel's ad libitum
organists interludes. These improvisations
(largely from keyboard sonatas) are
choose
interpolated into Op.7:1(ü) and (iii),
different and additionally van Asperen
movements supplements the basic music in (i)
to represent with akeyboard Passacaille. In each
of the remaining Op.7 works there is
Handel's ad
one ad libitum movement. As with
libitum some of Op.7, the Concertos 13-16
interludes' were assembled after the composer's
death, but there is evidence of
Handel's intention to present them
in this form.
Op.4 is the better-known group,
and Goodman has sought to vary
the texture by using Handel's Harp
Concerto version of Op.4:6 — a
thoughtful, beautifully shaped
performance. In Op.4:4 he recreates
a 1737 performance at Covent
Garden which concluded with the
'Alleluia' chorus from The Triumph
of Time and Truth.
Both sets display thorough
musicianship; there are some
differences of opinion over tempi in
Op.7 but nothing goes beyond the
bounds of 'period' possibility. The
recordings reflect the respective
musical approaches. The Hyperion
sound is rich and spacious but
captures the elegant detail of the
restored 18th century organ in St
Lawrence, Whitchurch, very
precisely. The Virgin recording is
even richer, and the Mander organ
in the Lyndhurst Hall, London
sounds attractively dark-hued.
Goodman's continuo instruments
(harpsichord, archlute, baroque
guitar) are more in evidence than
van Asperen's (harpsichord, theorbo)
and the brightening contrast of
texture is appealing. Nevertheless I
suspect that the difference is due as
much to musical intent as to the
techniques of the engineers.
Both sets are very
recommendable. The eight-movt
Concerto 16 (asecond cousin to the
Concerto adue cori No.3) was a
discovery for me: indeed all four last
concertos are an attraction in van
Asperen's set with its gorgeous,
comfortable sound; but Goodman's
sense of rhythmic power and
revealing attention to inner parts
77

commend his more conventional
programme no less.
Antony Hodgson

more virtuosic than usual for this
period.
For all his optimistic delving in
the archives (he's done the same for
Mozart, Ihear), Kliicker's playing is
a joy and he is well matched by
Wandel. Both are, however, too
prominent in the clear and up-front
sound. With this disc clarinettists
have been done a service, for,
authentic or not, these works will
doubtless be taken up by other
players.

A: I

HAYDN:
Clarinet Concerto in B- flat
2 Concertos for two clarinets
Dieter Klikker, Waldemar Wandel
(chs)IPrague CO
Orfeo C448971

(60m 07s)

You are permitted adouble-take at
the heading. A triple-take, then. For
everyone in the world except Dieter
Klócker knows that Haydn wrote no
concertos for clarinet, singly or
plurally. Fears were initially
confirmed by the opening of the solo
Concerto. If this is Haydn, I
thought, it equates with his dullest
work of all, the D-major Cello
Concerto. However, the work rather
bucks up its ideas later, putting it on
the level of about Anton Stamitz. I
cannot believe that Haydn, least of
all in his final period from which
this Concerto is supposed to come,
could have perpetrated the chugchug accompaniment and other
inept scoring in (ii), nor the childish
antics in (iii). Kliicker, whose
artistry is not in doubt, seems to rest
his claim for Haydn's authorship
upon a note scribbled on a flute part
of asource found in Prince
Bentheim-Burg's collection: ' Flaydns
creatio'. Now, at acertain striking
point in my score of a Nielsen
Symphony Ihave pencilled
'Brahms!'. Will some future Kleecker,
going through my posthumous
effects, suddenly cry ' Eureka!' and
get Brahms's Fifth recorded? That
north German flautist might have
had a dozen reasons for that
scribble, but why, Iwonder, did he
make it in near-Italian? In any case,
it is extremely faint, and if it really
does read ' creatio', is it not more
likely to mean ' creature':
(follower/disciple), rather than
author?
More credence may be placed
upon Kliicker's claims for the other
works. `With a probability bordering
on certainty,' he writes of the E-flat
Double Concerto, ' this is the sixth
of the double concertos for two lire
organizzate [Hob VIIh:1-5], believed
lost, which Haydn composed in
1786 for the King of Naples.' Its
appearance in aNaples archive'
supports this, as does the music's,
style, and clarinets make aviable
alternative when one's lire
organizzate are at the menders.
The final work, in B-flat, Klifecker
allots to Haydn's Morzin period,
c.1759. Since it is incomplete,
Kliicker adds an undoubtedly
authentic Adagio to create a threemovt work. Haydn knew clarinets at
the Morzin court, and the style is
not unlike his other early works: a
brief recitative buried in a 4-part (i)
and some characteristic string
writing, though the solo parts are
78

Robert Dear/jog

B:1 0

the soloist. HanNa Chang is clearly
aremarkable young artist, her ability
to enter subtly into the orchestral
texture and her rhythmic security,
even in the high-spirited fury of the
finale of the Concerto in C, are
splendid. Here, the interplay
between soloist and orchestra is
skilful, although the use of keyboard
continuo in this work would have
clarified the inner lines. It would
also have brightened the overture
which however is cleanly and crisply
performed.
Antony Hodgson

HAYDN:
Cello Concertos in C and D J
Overture Lo Speziale
HanNa Chang (v1c)1Dresden
Staatskapelle/Sinopoli
EMI CDC 556 5352

(
57m 32s)

It is a long time since Isaw this
famous orchestra referred to as the
Saxon State Orchestra (shades of
pre-war 78s conducted by Karl
Böhm), but it has a wonderful
sound. The weight and richness of
the strings may not match modern
ideas of ' period style', but the

Han Na
Chang: Haydn
Concertos
with Sinopoli,
on EMI

beauty of the sound and the clarity
and detail of the woodwind are
ample recompense.
The internal balance of the
orchestra is certainly immaculate but
the presentation of the solo
instrument gives cause for concern.
The cello is slightly forward of the
orchestra in the fashion of modern
recording: there is no great harm in
this but, despite the engineers' skill
in providing a superbly rich and full
tone, the closeness of the cello is
disturbing, and one hears every
breath taken by the soloist. This is
especially worrying in the
Rostropovich-composed cadenza in
(i) of the D-major work and is
detectable in other quiet, long-drawn
passages.
Sinopoli gives a slightly oldfashioned reading of the famous Dmajor Concerto: slow, sturdy and
slightly long-winded in (i), giving
space for rich expressiveness from

B:1 0

M HAYDN:
Zaire Suite J Notturno solenne' J
Notturno in F
Deutsche Kammerakademie Neuss/
Goritzki
CPO 999 512-2

(
54m 04s)

Alongside their work in bringing to
our attention neglected orchestral
music by Abel and JC Bach, the
German label CPO is apparently set
upon recording all of Michael
Haydn's symphonies, starting in
1991 with the Slovak CO under
Bohdan Warchal and changing to
the present artists in 1995 for a
seventh volume. After Vol.8 came a
two-year hiatus; so it's nice to see
with this ninth issue that the project
has not been abandoned.
Although called asymphony
(Perger 13/MH255), the Zaire music
to Voltaire's play consists of seven
movts, the last three combined here
like a double sandwich. Turkish
percussion, German drum and a
large orchestra including cor anglais
provide a rich variety of scoring, but
occasionally there is need for more
fire and drama in the playing.
The Notturno in F (P106/MH185)
is a jolly work for horns and strings.
It is typical of Michael's
imagination, for it is unpredictably
tuneful and thoroughly entertaining.
Less enthralling, Ifear, is the socalled Ǹotturno solenne' in E-flat,
missing in both Perger and MH.
Unsurprisingly, this pleasant but
short-winded and predictable work
seems to have nothing to do with
Michael Haydn. It is, firstly, not a
Notturno; it has been attributed to
Joseph Haydn as a symphony and a
string quartet (it's played here by
two horns and strings), but
originated as a symphony by one
Rugietz, otherwise completely
unknown, or by the Viennese
composer Christoph von
Sonnleithner ( 1734-86), and scored
for oboes, horns, bassoons and
strings. Neither is it ' solemn': when
it is not placid it's bubbling with
conventional high spirits.
Good clear, untroubled sound of
the modern instrument — but, I
wonder, will a period group ever
tackle dear old Michael?
Robert Dearling
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JANACEK:
String Quartets 1 & 2 1 Violin
Sonata
Prazák Qt/Renies (v1n)IKayahara
(pno)
Praga PFtD 250108

(60m IIs)

The Prazák Quartet give strongly
characterized and assured
performances here. In the First
Quartet, nothing is forced, yet
there's no want of expressive
pungency or vivid drama; some
might crave more in the way of
nerve-jangling emotion, an even
greater degree of febrile intensity
and raw anguish, but Ifound this an
extremely compelling display all the
same.
The Second is almost as fine.
Without wishing to sound too
curmudgeonly, such is the effortless
mastery of the Prazák's playing that,
in the first two movements at any
rate, Ithought they ran the risk of

MAHLER:
Symphony 5
Royal Concertgebouw OrchIChailly
Decca 458 860-2

(
71m 05s)

RPO/Gatti
photos: Karl GrapalConifer (Gatti); Marco BorggrerelDecca (Chadly)

Conifer Classics 75605 51318 2 (
69m 56s)
Ifirst heard this momumental
symphony in the early 1950s, when
Fritz Stiedry was invited to perform
it with the BBC SO; Iimmediately
went out and purchased the
recordings by Bruno Walter and
Hermann Scherchen. Nowadays it
has become something of avehicle
for all-and-sundry to show their
conducting prowess with orchestras.
Decca's new recording in the
famed Concertgebouw is quite
outstanding, yet Chailly seems intent
on highlighting the virtuosity of
brass (foremost), strings, percussion
and winds while skating smoothly
over Mahler's many score markings
to sustain a full spectrum of colours
in their place. The orchestra respond
in splendid fashion — they have
never done otherwise — but this is
not quite what was realized in
musical terms by his predecessor
Bernard Haitink, and from what
little Ihave been able to compare
(just the Adagietto), Riccardo
Chailly's view of the work must be
aeons away from that of Mahler's
closest interpreter, Willem
Mengelberg. Strangely, Chailly keeps
his strings very much in the
background during the Adagietto to
spotlight the harp accompaniment.
With Danielle Gatti we fully enter
Mahler's world with all the mocking
imagery of its opening funeral
march, the dramatic outbursts in
remote keys, cynicism, despair,
tenderness and joy of the rest. The
very start is indicative of things to
come: Gatti ushers it in at an
unusually slow tempo then leaps
HI.FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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KOECHLIN:
Silhouettes de comedie Op.193
Trois Pieces Op.34 J Bassoon
Sonata Op.71
Eckart Hubner (bsn)IInge-Susann
Romhild (pno)ISudweseunk
SO/Bader

making Janácek's astounding
inspiration sound too easy — there
is more muscular fibre and
elemental grittiness in this music
than they choose to uncover. That
said, the notoriously tricky
largamente passage in the middle of
(iii) is quite gloriously realised (try
from 3m 17s), and the finale is both
thrillingly authoritative (those
fearsome sul ponticello outbursts
towards the end really do sound like
`cutting flesh', as Janácek himself
once described) and marvellously
paced.
Sandwiched between the two
quartets comes an impassioned
account of the Violin Sonata from
Prazák leader Václav Remes and
pianist Sachiko Kayahara. With its
vividly realistic sonics, this Praga
release must receive a very strong
recommendation.
Andrew Achenbach

CPO 999 434-2

Author of perhaps the century's
greatest orchestration treatise (never
translated into English, alas),
Koechlin had aclose and
encyclopaedic knowledge of every
instrument, as his vast output
attests. This diverting disc
demonstrates his capacious skill in
writing for the bassoon, with works
which seldom present the instrument
in its usual character of a humorous
grotesque, but concentrate on its
more lyrical characteristics while
calling for extreme agility and
virtuosity from the player.
The early Trois Pièces (1898-1907)

A- A': 1- P

upwards on the triplet figure to high
D-sharp at bar 8. From then on he
closely adheres to the composer's
markings while poignantly
sharpening Mahler's counterpoint
figurations. As in Scherchen's
Westminster recording, the music
erupts at triple speed at Fig.7 with
demonic force, the RPO surpassing
themselves in maintaining the
momentum asked by the conductor
There are some superb touches,
notably the sforzandi descending
cellos which take the music to the
coda, four bars after the return to
Tempo I.
Mahler's movement headings 'Mir
Grasster Vehemenz' is wonderfully
realized at the start of (ii), the music
snarling and buffeting with ruban in
the phrasing between 17 and 18
adding contrast to the yearning six
before 18 in high violins. Such
variety of treatment clearly indicates
that Gatti has more understanding
of the music's demands than, say,
his compatriot Claudio Abbado, and
he employs the same tactics to
differentiate mood and temperament
clashes for the Scherzo, while
maintaining an overall pulse.
His timing for the Adagietto is the
same as Chailly's, but what a wealth
of difference lies in their approaches.
He moulds his pianissimo string
textures over supporting harp, and
the RPO players soar ardently to
their if high notes with great feeling.
The final descent to the coda
reminds me of Walter's famous
Vienna Philharmonic 78rpm
recording. Gatti's Rondo-Finale is
pure, unadulterated joy from
beginning to end, the secret (again,
as with Walter) lying in a firm
rhythmic pulse coupled with
precision in ensemble. A
performance to remember, well
recorded in Henry Wood Hall.
To obtain alternative insights I

(57m 54s)

Riccardo
Chailly and
(right) Dan iele
Gatti

turned to two other recent
recordings: Boulez and the VP0
[DG]; and Frank Shipway, also with
the RPO [
Tring].Overall rather fine,
the Boulez shows the conductorcomposer's personal, slower-thanusual tempo-changes for second
subjects in movts (i) to (iii); but the
buildup from start to finish is
consistently gripping, and he has
another orchestra steeped in the
Mahler tradition. Shipway's is
scholarly in conception, powerful
and correct, yet ultimately devoid of
excitement. Now Ihope that a
major record company will record
Peter Altrichter with the Royal
Liverpool Philharmonic — their
recent performance of the Fifth at
Philharmonic Hall was out of this
world.
Bill Newman

A':3
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for bassoon and piano are effective
essays in awarmly late-Romantic
style, while the trim 1918 Sonata is
an example of Koechlin's metrically
free neoclassicism, and ought to be a
staple of the instrument's repertoire.
However, the principal work here is
much more remarkable. Silhouettes
de comedic, with which Koechlin
whiled away his time in occupied
France during parts of 1942-43
(and which received its first
performance as recently as 1993), is
a 36m suite of twelve characterpieces for solo bassoon and large
orchestra (very sparingly and subtly
used), principally depicting figures
from the Commedia dell'Arte and
Molière. It spans an extraordinary
gamut from pastoral serenity and
folk-song simplicity to highly
sophisticated polytonal writing.
Admirers of such vintage Koechlin
as Les Bandar-Log will find much to
entertain them (perhaps especially in
the brilliant scherzo-like portrait of
Harlequin). The bravura of the
bassoon writing, using the
instrument's entire register and with
several movements pitched in its
very highest regions, is nothing short
of remarkable.
Eckart Hubner is clearly sufficient
to the work's demands, and the
recording is serviceable if not
outstanding. There is a muddle in
the English translation of the notes,
which say the Sonata's finale is
based on sketches for Silhouettes de
comedic. In fact Koechlin sketched
the Sonata in four movts, but
finished it in three, ending with the
scherzo and discarding the original
finale, which he recomposed many
years later as the ponderous last
movt of Silhouettes, '
Monsieur
Prudhomme au bal des humoristes'.
The German original has the facts
round the right way.

Collins Classics 15192

(62m 38s)

Moritz Moszkowski (born Wroclaw,
Poland 1854; died 1925) had a
certain salon-cum-recital hall
popularity earlier this century when
pianists like Josef Hoffmann and
Vladimir Horowitz performed his
piano works to frenzied American
audiences; and there are recordings
of La jongleuse by Moiseiwitsch,
Levitzki and Rachmaninov currently
available. Somehow, he has been bypassed in a greater interest in the
major composers who went before
him. His ' resurrection' is largely the
responsibility of Seta Tanyel, born

ECM 1654/55

A—R:1

(
72m 04s)

Performances of meticulous polish
and enormous dedication, superbly
recorded. Françoise Pollet brings to
the seductive Poèmes pour Mi (1937)
a ravishing sensuousness (try ` Le
Collier') as well as abig-scale,
theatrical fervour (both ' Epouvante'
and ' Les Deux Guerriers') that are
utterly convincing. Messiaen
specifically requested a'grande
soprano dramatique' for these tenderly
compassionate reflections on the
sacrament of marriage, and Pollet's
surely is precisely the kind of voice
he had in mind. In Le Réveil des
oiseaux, Messiaen's first large-scale
offering inspired by birdsong ( 1953),
pianist Pierre-Laurent Aimard and
Boulez's Clevelanders form a
80
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PART:
Kanon Pokajanen
Estonian Philharmonic Chamber
ChlKaljuste

MESSIAEN:
Poèmes pour Mi J Le Réveil des
oiseaux CI Sept Ham11
Pollet (sop)IAimard (pno)1' Jones
(pno)ICleveland OrchlBoulez
De 453 478-2

Bill Newman

Pierre
Boulez: a
Messiaen
programme
on DG

memorable alliance to give an
interpretation as formidably poised
as it is searingly concentrated.
No less compelling are the stark
rituals of the seven Haikai;
composed in 1962 after the
composer had visited Japan. Joela
Jones is the exemplary pianist here,
while Boulez and his superb band
illuminate Messiaen's outstandingly
imaginative palette with sensitivity
and alertness. First-timers should
sample (iv), ` Gagaku', with its
extraordinary imitation of the court
music of 7th-century Japan.
Andrew Achenbach

A':1 1'

(2CDs, 83m 22s)

Kanon pokajanen is Part's setting of
the 8th-century Slavonic Canon of
Repentance. Traditionally this text is
associated both with the overt theme
of personal transformation and with
the symbolic borders of the church,
in particular that between the human
and the divine. In church, it is
performed by candlelight. When it
has ended, the door to the sanctuary
is flung open, flooding the church
with light which symbolises the
presence of Christ.
Part has set parts of this text
before, most notably in 1994's
Memento, and has spent over two
years preparing this large-scale
composition. The results are highly
impressive and bear comparison
with the best of his extended works.
The essential restraint of Part's
musical language is well suited to
the varied moods of the Canon,
where his expansive treatment
produces a cumulative effect of
great power, and the timeless
quality of his rhetoric means that
the work seems considerably shorter
than its 83m duration. There are
many moments of striking musical
beauty, particularly in the bell-like
AUOUST 1998
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Calum MacDonald

MOSZKOWSKI:
Piano Works 9°1.3
Seta Tanyel (pno)

of Armenian parents and a
champion of the neglected
composer. Like her teacher Louis
Kentner (a firm advocate of the
piano music of Balakirev and
Lyapounov), she delves and
discovers how to play these pieces in
away that Moszkowski's great
admirer Liszt would have praised to
the skies. The Fantasie, ' Hommage à
Schumann', is ayouthful pastiche
revealing that older composer's
influences, while the daring
virtuosity of Scherzo-Valse from 1887
is a tribute to the Russian performer
Annette Esipoff. Listen closely to the
delicate traceries of the Barcarolle,
less complex than Chopin's but
testing the fingers' clarity in coping
with high-speed ornamentations, and
containing poetry as well as passion.
Elsewhere adelightful Étude,
published as a companion piece, and
aseries of delectable miniatures with
pictorial titles, each belonging to the
Six Morçeux and two sets of Trois
Morçeux that follow each other as
Opp.86/87.
Seta Tanyel — vivacious off-stage
and serious on — never fails to
delight us with her playing. As in
her Schwarwenka, her intentions and
the results of her researches are up
to the highest standards. Excellent
recordings.

setting of the refrain ' Have mercy
on me, 0 God' which recurs
throughout the work.
All is achieved by the most
economical of musical means, but
this paring-down serves to heighten
further the direct communication of
Part's writing. There is something
about his music that draws the
listener in, attaining the same
universality of purpose as was
intended by the writer of the text. At
the same time, the outwardly calm
surface of his style belies the subtle
variation of its internal workings in a
way that repays close attention. It is
this quality of concentration that is
at the heart of Part's musical
language, as well as of the religious
experience he seeks to convey.
The performance by the Estonian
Chamber Choir, who have
established acreditable reputation
with their previous Part recordings,
is wholly admirable, achieving a
sonority which is eminently
appropriate to the work. There is
more than ahint of the slightly nasal
sound-quality of Orthodox choirs in
their scrupulously-controlled singing.
They are afforded arecording (from
the Niguliste Church in Tallinn)
which is exceptional in depth and
clarity. A most worthwhile issue of
the highest quality.
John Kersey
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REGER:
Symphonic Prologue to a Tragedy 1:1
Mozart Variations
Norrköping SOISegerstam
1119 CD-771

(
64m 56s)

A previous BIS release from this
same partnership (containing,
amongst other things, the Ballet
Suite and Four Beicklin Tone-Pictures)
already proclaimed Leif Segerstam's
empathy with this repertoire, but
this is even finer. Particularly
valuable is the magnificently paced
account of the Symphonic Prologue to
a Tragedy, aslumbering 32-minute
edifice containing some of Reger's
most moving, sublimely eloquent
inspiration. Even more than Gerd
Albrecht before him, Segerstam
brings aglowing ardour and
concentration to Reger's ambitious
vision. Some form of track-indexing
would have been useful to help
newcomers find their way around
such a complex piece (whose vast
sonata-form structure positively
demands repeated hearings); but the
Norrkoping SO really do cover
themselves in glory. Orchestral
playing of sensitivity and polish also
graces Segerstam's Mozart
Variations, a cogent and affectionate
reading which at the very least
matches — in some respects excels
— Sir Colin Davis's exemplary
Munich account on Philips.
Completely natural sound too.
Andrew Achenbach
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SALIERIs
Falstaff
MyeoungheelChiallilVallilde Filippol
FranceschettolCiuffolBettoschil
Madrigalists of Milan/Guido Cantelli
Orch of MilanlVeronesi
Chandos CHAN 9613(2)

(
2CDs, 142m 07s)

Here is atreat for British admirers
of Salieri: his last successful opera,
based on a familiar English source,
in aperceptive and lively
performance by a largely unfamiliar
cast. The only item from this opera
likely to be known to anyone except
those who own the old Hungaroton
set under Támas Pál [
nia] is the
little duet on which Beethoven
composed his piano variations
Wo0.73 of 1799, '
La stessa, la
stessissima'. Naturally lacking the
distinction of Verdi's Falstaff, even
perhaps of Nicolai's Merry Wives, it
is nevertheless a charming piece, full
of attractive if short-breathed tunes,
and it emerges fresh and sparkling
from this performance.
Romano Franceschetto's baritone
doesn't have the fruitiness we
associate with Sir John, but he sings
well and acts with spirit. Giuliano de
Filippo is an impressive Ford, and
the three ladies are fine, if not
strongly differentiated. There is a
lovely scene in the first Act in which
Filippo Bettoschi's Bardolf reveals
secrets in his sleep, and there are
pretty canons and unaccompanied
passages in Salieri's best vein.
Occasionally one is reminded of
Mozart (dead for seven years by the
time Salieri wrote the opera), but
the musical distinction is quite
marked in the extended finales, and
in some solo and duet numbers —
notably the scene already referred to,
in which Mrs Ford and Mrs Slender
find they have received the same
letter from Falstaff. Another
felicitous scene is the one in which
Mrs Ford (the merrier of the wives)
comes to the fat knight disguised as
a German girl.
The recording is direct and well
balanced, and the booklet contains a
valuable introductory essay which
includes Salieri's own comments on
his music, as well as libretto.
Peter Branscombe

A: 1-2

SCHUMANN:
Dichterliebe, Op.48 J Liederkreis,
Op.24
Matthias Goerne (bar)IVIadimir
Ashkenazy (pno)
Decca 458 265-2

(50m 05s)

A fascinating artistic partnership,
where Ashkenazy's unvarnished,
penetrating pianism proves an ideal
foil for Goeme's poetic flights of
fancy. Goerne articulates his
ravishing legato with abeguiling
range of tonal colours; Ashkenazy
appears far more preoccupied with
the vertical aspect, sounding
relatively unseduced by the music's

Matthias
Goerne:
Schumann
Lieder with
Vladimir
Ashkenazy

'Occasionally
one is
reminded of
Mozart ( dead
for seven
years by the
time Salieri
wrote the
opera), b.it
the musical
distinction is
quite marked
in the
extended
finales, and
in some solo
and duet

sensual
appeal.
Perhaps
most
fascinating is
the way such
emotionally
tempestuous
settings as
Scene Wiege
meiner Leiden
('Lovely
Cradle of my
Sorrows')
from Op.24
are kept,
tantalisingly,
on a
short(ish)
leash to
preserve the
chamberroom
intimacy of Goerne's probing,
introspective musings. By contrast,
the classic FischerDieskau/Eschenbach recordings of
these timeless song cycles [DG] are
more redolent of the concert hall,
with their markedly wider range of
dynamics and expression. Indeed,
Fischer-Dieskau's chameleonesque
ability to slide imperceptibly from
bluff heroics to melting tenuti sound,
unintentionally, almost comic
compared with Goeme's aristocratic
restraint.
Istill find that Dichterliebe (
like
Schubert's Die schiine Mullerin)
works best as ayouthfully
impassioned outpouring in the tenor
register — collectors really need look
no further than Ian Partridge's
masterly CfP recording, although
Pears/Britten [Decca] also have their
admirers. However, Goerne is
mightily persuasive so that even such
a heady outburst as Ìch grolle Nicht'
CI bear no grudge') builds towards a
breathtakingly assertive emotional
release rather than the usual chestbeating, all-purpose outpouring.
These are infinitely subtle
readings which grow considerably in
stature with repeated hearings.
Julian Haylock
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SNOSTAKOVICH:
Chamber Symphony Op.110a
Michaelangelo CO/Levine (vInIdir)
Musical Fidelity MF003

(
23m 19s)

If you read my account of Antony
Michaelson's recording of Mozart's
Clarinet Concerto with the newly
formed Michaelangelo Chamber
Orchestra in HFNIRR April, you
may have wondered what happened
to the string orchestra arrangement
of Shostakovich's Eighth Quartet
missing from the cover-mount CD.
In the end it was decided to issue
this separately. [
But by error the
concerto is listed on the label and back
inlay here - Mus Ed.]
Composed in 1960, the quartet is
among Shostakovich's most
81

concentrated works, atough piece
demanding much from musicians
and listeners. The leader, Adrian
Levine, offers his own arrangement
of the quartet, which he says is
slightly more faithful to the
composer's original than Rudolf
Barshai's more usually played
version. Under his inspired direction
the Michaelangelo strings really tear
into this powerful, at times angry,
work. The performance is stark and
unflinching, yet always musical;
and ensemble is precise, with biting
attack and crisp articulation. Over ,
the years there have been many
good accounts of this piece by some
crack outfits, but this ranks among
the best. It's less beefy and
'orchestral' than Rudolf Barshai's
DG recording with the COE, not to
mention the heartfelt IMusic de
Montreal version under Yuli
Turovsky on Chandos. But the
Michaelangelo's sparer textures are
closer to the quartet original, albeit
with greater power and projection.
Tony Faulkner's recording is
superlative too: sharp, detailed, yet
tonally sweet and natural despite the
ferocity of some of the playing.

H

vorostovslcy has survived the
aftermath of Cardiff 1989 — the
Singer of the World acclaim which
set him up only to knock him down
(at least in the eyes of the press), by
comparing him with alesser
prizewinner of that year, Bryn
Terfel. His handsome Rodrigo in
this new Philips/Haitink Don Carlo
tells us he is right in his reservations
about having recorded stock bel
canto arias so soon after the
competition, and right — `though
probably Ishouldn't talk about it' —
in saying he's found more colours in
his voice: ' Four or five years ago I
didn't use so much piano or
pianissimo. It's still not easy, but at
least I'm more willing now to
approach the problem seriously.'
As for the size of the voice, which
critics found themselves
disappointed in discovering to be
smaller than they had imagined:
'Probably my voice is not a
particular optimum for large stages,
but it's really a question of finding
the right projection. Pavarotti's voice
is not large at all, when you stand
alongside him in asmall room, you
notice that. But he has silvery
colours, alittle metal in the voice,
which make it carry — Isaw him
turn his back on the audience in
Ballo at the Met, and in a large
ensemble he completely dominated
the chorus and all the other voices
on the stage.'
And the Hvorostovslcy top notes
are still of an unparalleled cut and
brilliance; it has something to do
with a teacher of his father's in the
Siberian city of Krasnoyarsk who
wanted all his singers to be tenors,
82

Dynamic range is wide but
unforced, with some excellent stereo
interplay. An impressive debut.
James M Hughes
ZELENKA:
Capricci 2, 3 J Hipocondrie in A
Concerto in G
Das Neu-Eroffnete OrchlSonnentheil
CPO 999 458-2

Readers
requiring this
CD should
»end a cheque
fir
payable to
.-idrian Levine,
at 27 Leicester
Road, London
N2 9DY.

still merely long bent tubes through
which huntsmen had to force air,
selecting a couple of notes by lip
pressure and luck. Even handstopping had yet to be discovered,
and valves were many years in the
future. Yet Zelenka wrote parts for
them that a modern ' fully-equipped'
horn-player might duck: extremely
high and florid writing more suited,
it would seem, to flutes. To find two
players, Teunis van de Zwan and
Raphael Vosseler, fool-hardy enough
to tackle them on natural horns is
truly astonishing. As is their success;
Ilook forward to their even greater
challenge to come in Capriccio 4 in
A.
The playing of the ' NewlyOpened' Orchestra is polished and
in good style, though Ifound some
tempi lacking in drive. A strong
continuo contingent includes a
theorbo and is well balanced.
Few would surpass me in my
admiration for the illumination of
old scores that period bands have
brought, but Ihave to admit that
the 20-year-old performances by the
modern-instrument Camerata Bern
on Archiv [423 703-2], a 3CD set of

'My voice

struggle

VERDI:
Don Carlo
GorchakovalBorodinalMargisonl
HvorostovskylScandiuzzilLloydl
D'ArcangelolNorberg-Schulz1
McNair/Royal Opera Ch & Orchl
Haitink

to keep it

Philips 454 463-2 (
3CDs, 208m 04s)

as pure as

Haitink conducted a Proms
performance of this, the five-act
1886 Modena Don Carlo, not long
after asuccessful run of the moreor-less original Paris version at
Covent Garden. That production by
Luc Bondy, as first seen at Paris's
Chatelet and conducted by Antonio
Pappano, found its way live and
without any evident patching onto
EMI, and there are fascinating
comparisons between the two casts
— much as they were at both

(
61m 06s)

Jan Dismas Zelenka ( 1679-1745:
the box-back quotes Michael
Haydn's dates, but they are correct
in the booklet) was a Bohemian
working in Dresden, but he
composed these works in Vienna
and Prague between 1716 and 1723.
His contribution to instrumental
music was not as large as that for
the Catholic church. It resembles,
sometimes quite startlingly, Bach's
and Handel's suites, and quite often
moves in directions one would never
have foreseen. The Capricci (
there
are five altogether, the other three
presumably due for release later)
stand almost alone for the literally
fabulous brilliance of their horn
parts. At that early date, horns were

something to do with his admiration
for the high-register strengths of
Sherrill Milnes and Tina Ruffo.
Though he has sung at the Met,
he prefers smaller houses, and the
challenges of specific recital
programmes have kept a voice which
was once in danger of spreading,
light and agile: ` my voice is pretty
wide and dark, so Ihave to struggle
to keep it as pure as possible.' He
confesses to an initial
disappointment over Bartoli's
pipping him to the post in putting
arie antiche on the recording agenda,
not just using them as warm-ups to
a recital, `But when Ilistened I
knew Icouldn't do it better: she has
the authentic style to perfection, so I
can't be jealous!'. He brought out
his own recital worthy of classic
status at about the same time — a
selection of Russian traditional songs
with balalaika orchestra which he
had for the most part learnt from his
grandmother as a child [' Dark Eyes',
Philips 434 080-2].
Now he's branching out beyond
his Krasnoyarsk education — to
Mahler, paying tribute to FischerDieslcau's several recordings of the
Lieder emes fahrenden Gesellen, and to
Mozart (the Count in Figaro, whose
aria he found arevelation at
Harnoncourt's breackneck speed for
Salzburg). And though there's
clearly thrusting ambition here,
common sense prevails: he said no
to Gergiev's offer of the baritone
role (Don Carlo) in the Kirov
recording of the original Forza del
destino. If he proceeds with the same
care, he should soon be the Verdi
baritone assoluto.
David Nice
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class"
all Zelenka's
orchestral
works, brings
more
satisfaction.
The sound
may be
studio-ish and
less refined
than on the
CPO disc but
the
instruments
are better
focused, the
tempi more
alive. Oboes,
bassoons and
horns may not
exhibit the
distinctive period tones of
Sonnentheil's band, so not everyone
will agree, but when Isay that the
Archiv first horn is the ` fullyequipped' Barry Tuckwell, my
preference might be found more
understandable. For authenticity
fans, though, this CPO disc is likely
to prove very enjoyable.
Robert Dearling

EMI CDC 556 4732

Alexarder
Zemlinsky
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memorable live events. Don Carlo is
alittle like the Ring, in that you
would be lucky indeed to find ideal
interpreters in all the principal roles
— though Giulini's line-up comes
close — and I'm sure Haitink would
have liked to borrow afew singers
from his Royal Opera cast. The
sticking-point here is Gorchakova's
Elisàbetta. In the Fontainebleu
scene, she sounds like amezzo in
search of acore; as the character
acquires forlorn dimensions, the full
spinto mechanism and the famous
burnished top notes come into play.
`Tu che la vanita' is afrustrating
testimony to the phenomenon:
wildly out of tune at first, but with
the key phrases big and expansive as
few prima donnas know how to
make them. Ultimately Iprefer
Pappano's Karita Manila, alyric
soprano with plenty of tone-colour
who manages to make even scenes
that are slightly too grand for her
come straight from the heart (and
who was, if anything, even more
convincing on stage in London, by
which time the performance had
risen to something like true
greatness).
No Don Carlo, however, stands or
falls by any single member of the
cast, and even when the singing is
less than distinguished, Haitink's
insistence on the dark and brooding
orchestral mantle which eventually
envelops all the characters holds the
thread as Pappano only fitfully did
in the French version (even more
interesting, orchestrally speaking, in
every confrontation save the one
between Philip and Pasa). As it
happens, though., there are several
NM NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

ZEMLINSKY:
Symphonies 1 in d LI Symphony 2
in B-flat
Gurzemch Orch Cologne/Conlon

AMUR 1155

Zemlinsky's best-known work, the
Lyric Symphony on Tagore poems, is
in fact his third and most
idiosyncratic essay in the genre. The
other two, purely orchestral, date
from the 1890s and remained
unpublished in his lifetime. The Bflat ( 1897) has gained alittle
currency in modern times — there's
anotable Decca recording by ChaiIly
— but the D-minor ( 1892),
premiered in Brahms's presence at
the end of Zemlinsky's student
period, has remained virtually
forgotten since the turn of the
century. Most of the finale was
missing until recently — not that
this deterred Marco Polo from
issuing the other three movements
some years back (Bratislava Radio
SO/Rajter), with no hint that this
wasn't the whole work: reviewing
that release in another journal, I
naively referred to the symphony's
unusual form. During preparations

performances as good as any on disc
— chiefly the alluring, focused Eboli
of the resplendent Olga Borodino,
who has the coloratura style for the
Veil Song (as Pappano's Meier so
disastrously did not) and the big
guns for ' 0 don fatale', and
Hvorostovsky's Rodrigo, sounding
like ayoung Bruson in the dark
colour which informs even the
glorious peaks of phrases. Haitink
gives him all the heroic time he
needs for the noblest of deaths,
reminding us why he was the Cardiff
'Singer of the World' the year Terfel
merely took the Lieder Prize. Iliked
the intelligent, aristocratic tenor of
Richard Margison, amore
scrupulous Carlo than Alagna if with
less ease in the upper register; and if
Scandiuzzi's Philip is best in quiet
introspection, that works well with
the more masterful bass of Lloyd's
Inquisitor (and at least they both are
basses: the charismatic Van Dam, on
EMI, was not).
The chorus sounds well drilled,
streets ahead of its recessed Paris
counterparts, and the whole thing is
scrupulously produced. For those
who really care about this
extraordinary epic, Haitink or
Giulini should be complemented by
the Pappano set, for all its
shortcomings; it gives us more of the
original music than Abbado's
unsatisfactory 4CD compromise —
though not the 'Ballet de la Reine'
or the opening chorus cut before the
premiere — and youthfulness is on
its side. 19% was certainly avintage
year for Verdi.
David Nice

(
75m 36s)
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for this EMI recording, however, the
rest of the finale turned up in the
Library of Congress, lacking only a
transitional bar which was
reconstructed by Anthony
Beaumont, allowing James Conlon
to present the first ever complete
recording of Zemlinsky's First
Symphony as the orthodox fourmovement structure it is.
It's no masterpiece, but a
creditable production for a20-yearold. The idiom recalls Schumann,
Brahms, Volkmann and Smetana —
doubtless Zemlinsky's teacher Robert
Fuchs as well, if we knew his music
better. The forms are neatly
handled, some of the climaxes amite
rhetorical. If Zemlinsky has little of
his own to say, he says it gracefully
and professionally. The work
deserves an occasional performance.
The B-flat Symphony deserves,
and has received, rather more.
Though still comfortably couched in
alate-Romantic idiom, it's an
altogether finer achievement, on a
more ambitious scale, and woven
from much more distinctive
materials.
Its chief historical significance is
that it seems to be the first
symphony of any substance to adopt
the innovation of Brahms 4 and
conclude with apassacaglia finale.
Ingo Dorfmuller's booklet notes
suggest, plausibly enough, that
Zemlinsky intended adeliberate
homage to Brahms (it was composed
immediately after his death), though
his finale might equally be
considered aprogenitor of Webem's
Op.I.
Whereas Chailly's lush Berlin
RSO performance smoothes out the
stylistic disparities, stressing the
symphonic unity, Conlon's rather
loose-limbed and discursive
approach, although no less
sympathetic, tends to bring out
Zemlinsky's eclecticism, while
making us aware of his success in
uniting traits that were previously
believed to be directly opposed.
One can plot the exposition of (i)
thus: solemn Brucknerian
introduction — vaunting Straussian
first subject — delicious, serenadelike Brahmsian second — furiant-ish
Dvorakian closing group. But all
convincingly worked together, as are
the Wagnerian echoes of the slow
movt and the Beethoven 9
reminiscences of the scherzo,
particularly powerfully done here.
Though the cyclic reprise of the
Brucknerian opening at the end of
the passacaglia is less than felicitous,
the symphony is full of beautiful
things and just as worthy of
repertoire status as some of the
lesser Dvorak.
At least as well recorded as the
Decca version, this is auseful
addition to Conlon's growing
Zemlinsky series for EMI.
Calum MacDonald
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Larin's is one of the most sheerly
beautiful tenor instruments to have
emerged, not just out of Russia but
from anywhere, in the past few
years, and Lensky's arioso right at
the start of the recital tells you why.
Here is avoice that soars through
the middle range without any extra
throb or pressure: warm, full and
clear of diction. Quite enough, I
should have thought, to make this
excellent selection of Russian arias
worth hearing — though there may
not be the dramatic intensity of the
Kirov's current star
tenor, Armenianborn Gegam
Grigorian, or (as
yet, at least) the
sheer charisma of
Latin's illustrious
predecessors
Lemeshev or
Kozlowsky, there's
more in the way of
centred, reliable
musicianship. Only
the occasional overlong high note at
the end of an aria
— loud in the case
of Levko's first
song, soft at the
end of Vladimir's
cavatina —
suggests the
negative side to a
tradition. The
only major flaw, it
seems, is Latin's
less than warm
and honeyed piano
singing, forcing
him into falsetto
at the very top of
the register, when
he cares to adopt
it — which he
honourably does,
with the exception
of the second May
Night number (too
loud).
It seems unreasonable to ask for
more tonal variety when the voice
itself is so compelling, and in any
case the selection in itself is superbly
varied. The young poet Lensky's
respectively happy and sad thoughts
are separated by avery straight
handling of the usually ridiculous
Triquet's couplets from the same
opera; Tchaikovsky sets both verses
in French, but Latin has it both
ways by singing the first verse (as so
many Bolshoi tenors have) in
Russian. The May Night pieces have
built-in contrasts between the hightestosterone antics of Levko the lad
and the more feminine aspect of his
84

magical scene by the lake. And it's a
real pleasure to hear Rachmaninov's
early shot at Pimen's monologue
from Boris Godunov, one of two
settings of the Pushkin play, paying
homage to Mussorgsky but never
merely imitating him. The other
rarity, the Prince's cavatina from
Dargomyzhsky's Rusalka, offers the
western-based purity of an earlier
age to offset the inevitable vein of
Russian melancholy.
Let's hope Chandos can capitalise
on Latin's keenness by giving us a
complete Tchaikovsky Vakula the
Smith; the title role would be ideal
for him, and Rozhdestvensky, on the
evidence of these broad, atmospheric
accompaniments, would be the right
conductor, too.
David Nice
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INTERNATIONAL
TCHAIKOVSKY COMPETITION
V01.1 - TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano
Concerto 1 J Dumka/ LISZT: Piano
Concerto in E-flat 1 J Mephisto
Waltz 11
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)1 1.7ohn
Ogdon (pno)IUSSR State SOI
IvanovItnabrovskv
BMG Melodiya 74321 33219 2
(71m 14s) recordings from 1962

John Ogdon
and Vladimir
Ashkenazy:
joint winners
of the 1962
Tchaikovsky
Competition
in Moscow

When Vladimir Ashkenazy tried to
get out of the 1962 Tchaikovsky
Competition he learned a sharp
lesson: in Soviet Russia you didn't
disparage its 'greatest composer', nor
refuse a suggestion from the
Ministry of Culture. The irony was
that, when he came to England the
following Spring, Decca immediately
recorded him in Tchaikovsky's First
Concerto (with LSO/Maazel)! The
version here is not from the
competition itself, but a recording
made shortly after the historic tie for
Gold Medal with John Ogdon —
nor do the British pianist's Liszt
items appear to be ' live', yet the
tensions are palpable, and his two
performances are staggering.
Ashkenazy plays awork whose
bravura he may have 'detested' (as
he suggested in his later memoirs) as
if his life depended upon it — and
in terms of amusical career it
probably did at the time — but
Ogdon suggests more. He is
admittedly even frantic at times in
the concerto finale, but his
technique at the age of 24 was
phenomenal, and he seems virtually
consumed by the music.
The rarity here is the Dumka
Op.59, ' Scene from Russian
Country Life', which Harris
Goldsmith suggests in his
informative booklet note was
probably found more congenial by
Ashkenazy. Incidentally, the
Tchaikovsky Concerto gets avery
decent accompaniment under
Konstantin Ivanov, whilst the sound
in this first volume of aprojected
midpriced series is wholly

acceptable. (" l'he fussy will doubtless
find the state of Ogdon's piano in
the Mephisto Waltz another matter
entirely!)
Christopher Breunig
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DAME MYRA HESS
CHOPIN: Fantasie in f, Op.49
Waltz in E- flat, Op.18:1/BRAHMS:
Intermezzo in C, Op.119:3/
SCHUBERT: Piano Sonata in B- flat,
D960 _IGerman
Dances/SCARLATTI: Keyboard
Sonata in G, 1387
Myra Hess (
pno)
APR APR 5520

(
69m 39s) mono rec.1949

In January 1949, Hess played
Schubert's Sonata D960 at a New
York recital. Olin Downes [
Times]
thought her playing ' came very close
to fussiness and affectation'. Jerome
D Boehm [
Herald Tribune] was
equally critical, suggesting that her
conception of the work was
superficial. We'll never know how
Hess played that day, but be assured
that there is nothing fussy, affected
or superficial about this performance
given two months later at Illinois
University. Boehm's attitude towards
this sonata probably reflected, more
or less, the traditional view. He
talked about ` the yearning tenderness
of the opening movement, the
brooding resignation of the Andante,
the Viennese gaiety of the scherzo
and finale'. She begs to differ.
Certainly, there are the moments of
tenderness, resignation and gaiety
but Hess shows that, as in real life,
these emotions are only part of a
wider, deeper picture. And she
paints Schubert as a tough,
uncompromising fighter, his anger
breaking through in (iv) where Hess
unleashes herself in away that she
would not have done in a recording
studio.
She hated its formal atmosphere
as much as she loved her audiences;
and the pleasure of their company
surfaces in the Dances, shot through
with an affectionately moulded ease
that, nevertheless, doesn't disguise a
vein of steel beneath their charm.
Indeed, Hess's lack of inhibition
throughout this recital has an
irresistible charm of its own. She
delivers unfailingly, be it the glowing
intensity of Chopin's Fantasie or the
will-o-the-wisp agility of Scarlatti's
sonata.
The recordings have been
meticulously restored from damaged
discs and the sound is credible.
What matter the odd glitch or spot
of pitch variation?
This is Vol.l. Will the next issues
cover the rest of the Illinois
programme: Bach's Partita 4,
Beethoven's Op.31:2 and Mozart's
concertos K271 & K467 with the
university orchestra? As they say,
watch this space!
Na/en Anthoni
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RUSSIAN ARIAS
Vold - Arias by Tchaikovsky,
Rachmaninov, Rimsky-Korsakov,
Glinka, Borodin & Dargomyzhsky
Sergei Larin (ten)IAmbrosian Opera
ChlPhilharnionialRozhdestvensky

gie,classic
AMADEUS & VIENNA
Music by Cimarosa, Gazzaniga,
Haydn, Martin y Soler, Mozart,
Salieri, & Sarti
Roberto Scaltriti (bar)/Les Talens
LyriquesIRousset
Oiseau-Lyre 458 557-2

(74m 26s)

Here is avery interesting issue, of
greater value than its title might
suggest. The 15 tracks include six by
Mozart (four concert arias, two from
operas), interspersed with pieces by
some of his once-popular
contemporaries. Comparisons are
mainly unflattering to these other
composers; even the Haydn chosen,
the overture and an aria from the
fragmentary Acide, makes only a
rather wan impression. The trouble
is, only two of the supporting works
have any connection with Mozart's
Vienna years, Martin's Una cosa rara
and Sarti's Idue litiganti — from
which Roberto Scaltriti sings with
considerable relish the aria that
Mozart quotes in Don Giovanni's
supper music.
There is plenty to enjoy in the
fresh and clear-textured playing of
Christophe Rousset's 28-strong
period-instrument orchestra, and
Scaltriti is in fine voice, enjoying the
challenge of adopting various vocal
styles — even if one can hardly
avoid the feeling that he is fully at
home only in the Mozart items
(especially in Guglielmo's aria that
was felt to be too big for Cosi, and
in the higher-lying revised version of
the Count's aria from Figaro). The
recording [ Salle Wagram] is
immediate and sympathetic. An
enjoyable issue; Iwould have
welcomed it more strongly still if
care had been taken to build a
programme that at more points
reflected the repertory of Mozart's
Vienna.
Peter Branscombe
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THE LAST DANCE
Music for a Vanishing Era
ISalonisti

photo: Reference Recordings

BMG DHM 05472 77377 2

(
64m 38s)

Riding on the back of the film
Titanic, which featured ISalonisti as
the ship's band, the present CD
offers a selection of high-class salon
music of the sort that might have
entertained First Class passengers
[computer-generated or otherwise! Mus Ed]. The CD booklet even has
a picture of Titanic leaving
Southampton on its fateful maiden
voyage, though none of the music
featured comes from the film. There
are some delectable pieces here:
from Dvorak's Humoreske, Sibelius's
Valse Triste, and Debussy's ' Girl
with the Flaxen Hair' to a rather
ambitious arrangement from Ravel's
opera L'Heure Espagnole lasting
nearly eight minutes.
The playing is very clean and
expressive without being schmalzy.
1114I NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Instrumentation for two violins,
cello, and double-bass, plus piano
and a little added percussion, might
suggest a certain sameness, but so
deft and imaginative is the scoring,
you hardly feel the limits imposed
by restricted forces. The recording is
crisp and immediate, capturing the
instruments in what sounds like a
clear, dryish acoustic. Clarity is
excellent, and the separation
between instruments is outstanding.
James M Hughes
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SIT FAST
Music by Bainbridge, Beamish,
Bryars, Costello, Dun, Ferrabosco,
Guy, Isaac, Ruders, Tye, Ockeghem
& Sculthorpe
Fretwork (viols) /Michael Chance
(c-ten) ¡Paul Agnew (ten)
Virgin Classics VC 545 2172

(
76m I6s)

With this issue, Fretwork push back
the boundaries of the works written
for viol consort by reaching
simultaneously into the past and the
present. Such amove highlights the
surprisingly circumscribed nature of
the ensemble's repertoire. The 16thcentury heyday of the viol consort
lasted little more than a hundred
years before its dominance was
supplanted by the brasher-toned
violin family, and it was left to
Purcell to pen the ensemble's
swansong in the shape of his
glorious Fantazias and In nomines.
The Purcell tercentenary in 1995
provided the inspiration for this
project, in which 13 pieces were
commissioned from contemporary
composers to be performed
alongside the aforementioned Purcell
works. Eight of these new pieces are
included here, and the rest of the
programme is made up of
transcriptions of polyphonic
compositions which pre-date the era
of the viol consort. Thus Purcell is
established as the unseen axis
around which the project revolves;
the earlier pieces show the sources
of his inspiration, whilst the new
ones often borrow thematic or
structural features from the Purcell
originals.
Often perceived as civilized and
conversational in essence, the sound
of the viol consort is in fact capable
of an enormous variety of
expression. Its range of techniques is
further increased by works like Barry
Guy's Buzz, in which a stately
chorale unfolds against a
background of frenzied activity. In
Guy's work we find the most
striking re-evaluation of the sonic
possibilities of the consort, although
Sally Beamish's in dreaming also goes
some way to achieving a virtuosic
parity with the string quartet
medium.
If the other new music on the disc
is less concerned with conscious
experimentation, that is not to
suggest that it is necessarily inferior

in musical content. Each piece bears
the unmistakable imprint of the
composer concerned, from whom
Purcellian inspiration has called
forth some remarkably devious
homages. Simon Bainbridge's
enigmatic Henry's Mobile draws on a
tiny Fantazia fragment to produce
its entire stock of rhythmic and
melodic materials, but only reveals
its source by oblique reference rather
than direct quotation.
The older pieces respond well to
being recast for viols, so much so
that their vocal origins are far from
apparent. Like the rest of the
programme they receive sensitive
and committed playing from
Fretwork, who are accorded a clean,
well-balanced recording.
John Kersey
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PORTS OF CALL
Music by Alfvén, Borodin, Chabrier,
Ibert, Sibelius, Smetana &
Tchaikovsky
Minnesota OrchestralOue
Reference Recordings RR-8000

(
76m)

A well-planned recital that takes the
listener on aworld trip from the
bleak Northern wastes of Sibelius's
Finlandia, and the vast Steppes of
Central Asia (
Borodin), to the
exuberant warmth of Chabrier's
España. The disc takes its title from
Ibert's Escales, includes Smetana's
`Moldau' and Alfvén's Midsummer
Vigil, and ends with Tchaikovsky's
Capriccio Italien. The playing is by
turns atmospheric, colourful and
enthusiastic: it sounds as if orchestra
and conductor were enjoying
themselves. Only Capriccio Italien
disappoints; it needs more fizz and
energy, though the performance is
far from bad. But the Ibert sounds
well, with luxurious, swooping
strings that almost bring a touch of
Hollywood to the proceedings. The
24-bit HDCD recording produces a
lush soundstage of great width and
depth. Perspectives are always
natural, and the dynamic range is
extremely wide so that climaxes fully
expand. The deep bass is impressive
too.
James M Hughes
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REISSUES
sforzandi are surely needlessly
explosive. The sound (no
production credits are
included) is disappointingly
thick.
Christopher Breunig B-C:2 H
HAYDN:
Symphonies 1-12
Ca nulenalShepherd
Chandos CHA 7062(3)
(3CDs, 185m 07s) 01989

On Testament: Elisabeth Schwarzkopf talks
about recording the Missa Solemnis with Karajan

BEETHOVEN:
Missa Solemnis ( includes
foreword and rehearsal
sequences1/910ZART:
Symphony 38 ' Prague'
SchwarzkopflLudwigIGeddal
ZaccarialVienna Singvereinl
PhilharmonialKarajan
Testament SBT 2126
(2CDs, 156m 53s) (M1959/60
«No recording! Take that
away...' snaps Karajan during
an intensive preparation for
part of this Missa Solemnis
recording, done in Vienna in
1958. Unless you bought the
Angel import LPs, the stereo
wasn't to be had until leased
to World Record Club in 1970
(by which time Karajan's first
Berlin version, the 1966 DG,
had pretty well superseded this
Legge production). Testament
have coupled the Mozart
symphony done at the end of
the sessions, adding 38m of
rehearsals — which
demonstrate not only
Karajan's working methods
but that [CD2, track 9] he
wasn't entirely humourless —
and a foreword by Elisabeth
Schwarzkopf, who describes
her fears for recording the
`Benedictus' when adress
rehearsal for the Vienna State
Falstaff was scheduled for the
same day. (Having assured her
beforehand he'd save her voice
for the recording session,
Karajan nevertheless insisted
that she ' sang out' in the
Verdi.)
Richard Osborne suggests in
the booklet that in the Prague
— extremely well played by
the Philharmonia, even if you
might prefer the Klemperer
M mono, also Testament
4
4 Karajan is 'more in touch with
his real self'. Does that just
mean flashier, though?
The Missa Solemnis is
fundamentally awell-balanced

e
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recording, one of the few not
to place the solo singers under
our noses. But above mf the
choral singing carries a halo of
ringing distortion, and the
opening ' Kyrie' is sluggish or
indeterminate. There are many
fine things here but also some
over-emphatic phrasing and
exaggerated tempo
relationships, perhaps
betraying the ' segmental'
working method. The 1966
version is less naturally
presented, but Karajan's
conception is more fully
developed; and nowadays I
find it uncomfortably cosmetic.
Christopher Breunig
C:2

13:2

BEETHOVEN:
String Trios - Op.3 J
Op.9:1-3 J Serenade Op.8
Anne-Sophie Mutter (v10/
Bruno Giuranna (via)!
Mstislav Rostropovich (vk)
DG 453 757-2
(2CDs, 143m 36s) 01989
These early works (before
1794 to 1797) for string trio
were written in part to
entertain, in part to establish
Beethoven's individuality and
push forward the boundaries
of conventional expression.
For the 1970 DG Beethoven
Edition we had an excellent
set by the Trio Italiano
d'Archi — same violist —
which was far more stylish and
unified than by this ' stellar'
group, to my mind unbalanced
by Rostropovich, who tends to
lunge to embrace any
opportunity to advance beyond
a simple accompanying bass
role. Mutter leads this trio in
terms of expression; Giuranna
adroitly matches her phrasing.
Intonation is not all that it
might be, and Mutter's

AMU 1W11

Interesting and stylish
interpretations from Adrian
Shepherd, recorded nearly nine
years ago. In the context of
these particular performances
his decision to omit all slow
movement repeats except both
of those in the brief 9 (ii) and
the first one of 6 (ii) makes
good structural sense. In the
simple fast-slow-fast
symphonies ( 1, 10, 12) his
approach results in all
movements being roughly
equal in timing.
In 6, 7 and 8 (' Morning',
'Noon', ' Evening'), with their
demanding solo parts, the
conductor is unhurried in
minuets, and the double-bass
solos in each of the three trios
flow eloquently out of the
stately grandeur of the minuets
themselves. Eloquence is also
evident in the frequent
excursions into virtuosity by
concertante violin and cello.
Haydn's scores specifically ask
for individual soloists from
first/second violins, cello and
bass, in addition to the other
orchestral players. Shepherd
obeys these requirements
(clearly he will have nothing to
do with the trendy oneinstrument-to-a-part school of
thought) and he also includes
an excellent harpsichord
continuo: imaginative but
never fussy.
In terms of virtuosity the
horns (always well-balanced)
must also be mentioned for
their remarkable skill in the
dauntingly demanding 5,
where they reach stratospheric
heights in (i): one of Haydn's
rare examples of an opening
slow movement.
The recording lacks detail.
This does not matter when
different soloists make their
appearances, but tutti entries
are not very positive. For
example, in 3(i) Ivan Fischer
[Nimbus], despite having no
keyboard, achieves ' bite' at a
similar tempo simply by
stressing beginnings of phrases.
The whole ethos of the
Cantilena sound seems to lie
in relaxed and spacious
phrasing, and firm, largely
unhurried tempi.

That said, perhaps a more
forward Chandos sound would
have lost the sense of elegance
which Cantilena bring. It
might, however, have helped if
there had been more definition
on the harpsichord, which
sometimes announces its
presence only as an added
timbre in the bass rather than
as a positive voice.
Nevertheless, Shepherd's
cultured approach rarely
disappoints. It does little for
the rather dull 2 (more a
divertimento than a symphony)
— the copyist of the
manuscript in the Bavarian
State Library had abright idea
when he wrote ' trumpets'
against the horn parts!
Overall, an attractive set in
faithful but plain sound. At the
risk of horrifying hi-fi purists, I
admit that tweaking up the
treble made the tone much
more interesting.
Antony Hodgson

A- B: 1 - 2

GLUCK:
Ode° ed Euridice ( abridged)
Kathleen Ferrier (con) /Ann
Ayars, Zod' Vlachopoulos
(sops)IGlyndebourne Fest Chi
Southern POIStiechy
Dutton CDEA 5015
(62m 58s) mono rec.1947
Iremember struggling as a
grammar school boy with the
first-violin part in Gluck's
overture 1phigenia in Aulide
and thinking how much I
admired the composer's music,
couched in long, sweeping
phrases, masculine in
conception and design and
boldly harmonic in its
continuing upsurge of melody.
The same can be said of Otfeo
ed Euridice, with its choruses,
recitatives, arias and solo
numbers with chorus.
Ferrier is, of course, the
star. At Glyndebourne on the
first night she had 16 curtain-

•

Kathleen Ferrier: the 1949
Glyndebourne Gluck Orfeo ed
Euridice is reissued on Dutton
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calls; both The Observer and
The Listener noted the nobility
and radiance of her artistry.
She made her last stage
appearance in the same role at
Covent Garden in 1953; and
her separate disc of ` Che faro'
('What is Life?') became a
best-seller. This is as vivid an
interpretation as you will find
anywhere — it originally
appeared on fourteen Decca
78rpm records — now in
considerably enhanced sound.
Fritz Stiedry, aconductor
supremely gifted in both opera
and the orchestral repertoire,
was able to bring out the best
from his forces. Despite rows
between Ferrier and Stiedry
concerning both her acting
when she was studying the
part and her difficulties with
the Italian language (she
threatened to hit him over the
head with her lyre!), Ferrier
must have patched up the
quarrels, and by sheer hard
work perfected her portrayal.
There is real rapport and a
strong sense of stage presence
throughout this performance.
Bill Newman

H:1*

HONEGGER:
Symphonies 1-5 J Pacific
231 J Rugby
Bavarian RSOIDutoit
Teldec 3984 21340 2
(2CDs, 141m 55s) 01982/1985
Another excellent-value
package in Teldec's ` Ultima'
series, the contents of which
originally occupied about twoand-a-half full-price Erato
CDs. (It would even have
been possible to include the
two missing items originally
coupled with Symphony 1:
Pastorale d'été and the
Mouvement Symphonique 3.)
Throughout, Charles Dutoit
draws superior playing from
the Munich orchestra; his
direction is committed and
shapely, and the sound is
always vivid and true. The
delicious Symphony 4 comes
off especially well. If searching
for a complete cycle, I'd still
ultimately plump for Serge
Baudo and the incomparable
Czech PO on amid-priced
2CD Supraphon set; and there
are, it's true, individual
performances which outrank
Dutoit's in intensity (Karajan
in 2 and 3) and idiomatic tang
(Markevitch in 5). No matter;
Igreatly enjoyed re-visiting
these sensitive accounts after a
period of some years, and the
whole package undoubtedly
makes a terrific bargain.
Andrew Achenbach
88

A: 1

HOLST:
The Planets/R STRAUSS: Also
Sprach Zarathustra/
WILLIAMS: Star Wars -.1Close
Encounters of the Third Kind
LAPO/Mehra
Decca 452 910-2
(2CDs, 125m 34s) 01968/71/78
Mehta's 1971 Planets got a
mixed reception from the late
Burnett James in HFNIRR
when originally released on
LP, partly because Decca's
recording wasn't as bright and
luminous as it might have
been, and because the
performance seemed rather
slick to those who took Boult's
1967 New Philharmonia EMI
account as their reference
point. However, Mehta's
exciting interpretation has
worn well and sounds very
good on CD — abit multimiked in places (prominent
tuba in 'Mare), but tactile and
detailed. This is its third
outing on CD, and the new
transfer improves slightly on
the original 'Weekend Classics'
release. His Los Angeles
Zarathustra was agreat hi-fi
demo disc in its day, and
despite being 30 years old it
still sounds pretty impressive.
Climaxes have surprising
power and weight, and despite
some ' cooked' balances (closemiked timps) the whole
performance displays
impressive sweep and urgency.
Even the slightly out-of-tune
organ seems less flat than it
used to!
The suites from Star Wars
and Close Encounters are played
with great panache and
brilliance, and the latter is
especially well recorded.
Mehta really revels in the
Star Wars music, giving a
swaggering, virtuoso
performance that stands
among the best made.
James M Hughes

A:1

MAHLER:
Kindertotenlieder J Lieder
emes fahrenden Geselleni/
WAGNER: Wesendonck Lieder
Marilyn Horne (mez-sop)/
RPOILewisPLAPOIMehta
Bete 461 341-2 (
69m) 161969/79
PolyGram's budget-priced
Belart label contains quite a
few 'collector's items', typically
this forgotten gem from
Marilyn Horne. Both
Kindertotenleider and the
Wesendonck songs [Decca,
1969] find the singer in superb
voice. Her rich, smoky mezzo
is absolutely unmistakable —
few singers of any era are so
instantly recognisable. She is

sensitively accompanied by
husband Henry Lewis, who
adopts daringly slow tempi for
the Kindertotenlieder to ensure
maximum expression. The
RPO were perhaps not in the
best of shape at this period,
yet they do play superbly —
no doubt inspired by their
distinguished soloist. Lewis
made anumber of ' Phase
Four' LPs with the RPO for
Decca at around the same
time, but fortunately there's no
such instrumental spotlighting
with the present recording.
Indeed, if anything the
orchestra sounds rich and
nicely recessed, though the
voice is set forward.
The Wayfarer cycle was
originally coupled ( 1979) with
the five Rückert songs. The
orchestral sound here is
slightly better focused: vintage
late- 1970s analogue Decca.
Again, the singing is rich and
expressive, with every word
sensitively shaped and
coloured. A CD to treasure.
James M Hughes
A- B:1-1
MATTHEWS:
The Great Journey J Night's
Mask J Fuga
David Wilson-Johnson (bar)/
Patrizia Kwella (sop)INash
Ens/Friend
NMC NMC D033

(71m 44s) ®

These performances have
previously appeared on a
Virgin Classics disc, and it is
good to see them restored to
the catalogue. The works
concerned mark an important
stage in Colin Matthews's
artistic development, with The
Great journey his longest and
most ambitious vocal work to
date.
Matthews's style is
characterized by his feeling for
instrumental texture and
colour within a robustly
complex harmonic language.
His music makes for absorbing
listening; rendered accessible
by its strong theatrical instinct,
it nevertheless concedes little
to the prevailing trends of the
day. It demands to be
approached on its own terms,
its rigorous logic and structural
cohesion repaying such
investigation with anewly
exotic world. The influence of
predecessors such as
Schoenberg and Scriabin may
also be clearly heard.
The Great Journey (1988)
sets a text by the 16th-century
Spanish conquistador Cabeza
de Vaca, who landed in
Florida in 1527. Beset by

hostile natives and inhospitable
living conditions, his
companions left him for dead.
After six years on his own he
met up again with three of his
party, and together they
undertook along journey
through the interior, finally
reaching the Spanish
settlements on the west coast
in 1536.
Matthews establishes a
dramatic backcloth for this
eventful narration by skilfully
deploying his small ensemble
for maximum colouristic effect.
He draws on music by the
Mexican composer Fernando
Franco (acontemporary of
Cabeza de Vaca) for ascore
that is atmospheric and which
convincingly suggests Cabeza
de Vaca's growing sympathy
for the native American tribes.
Fuga (1988) is an instrumental
version of Part III of The Great
Journey in which Matthews
recasts the music describing
the flight to the interior.
In the other work on the
disc, Night's Mask (1988),
Matthews adopts a more
intimate canvas for asetting of
the 20th-century Portuguese
poet Fernando Pessoa.
Pessoa's metaphysical sonnet is
impressively treated, and the
largely calm music offers
Matthews an opportunity to
explore some iridescently
ethereal textures.
The performers display an
evident commitment to this
music, and they are wellsupported by aresponsive
recording. This is adisc that
rewards exploration and which
deserves awide audience.
John Kersey

A:1

SCHUBERT:
Die Zwillingsbrüder
DonathlGeddalFischerDieskaulMollIGallusIBavarian
State Opera Ch and Orchl
Sawallisch
CPO 999 556-2

(
47m 17s) ®1975

It's good to welcome back this
delightful little Singspiel in a
splendid old performance. It's
just abit strait-laced to be
perfect: the story, concerning a
young peasant girl whose
engagement to her boyfriend is
threatened by the unexpected
return of a man to whom her
father had rashly promised her
hand 20 years earlier, calls for
a slightly less posh vocal style
than this starry cast can bring
itself to adopt. But Helen
Donath is asweet-voiced
Lieschen, Gedda is good as
young Anton, and FischerDieskau enjoys the dual role
(first given by Schubert's
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clas
friend Vogel) of unwelcome
fiancé and his twin brother —
who, unbeknown to each
other, turn up on the same
day. Kurt Moll and HansJoachim Gallus complete the
superior cast. Sawallisch and
his Bavarian forces enjoy their
fun — as will the listener
(though CPO offers an
inadequate note and summary
rather than the sung/spoken
text). The recording is forward
and wears its years well.
Peter Branscombe

B:1-2

WEBER:
Abu Hassan
MoserlForsterIGedddalMolll
Brand/Renard/Bavarian State
Opera Ch and OrchlSawallisch
CPO 999 551-2

dancing character that
continually holds the listener's
attention, while ' In the Hall of
the Mountain King'
crescendos to a storm of
gargantuan proportions at the
close.
Tchaikovsky's Francesca da
Rimini [
four tracks allocated]
wasn't often given by Beecham
in the concert hall. Here, as
Sir Neville Cardus was to
suggest, ' the ferocity of his left
fist, the dartings and swishing
of his baton, seemed to bring
the hell-fire section of the
work visually before us'.
Bernard Walton, then 22, was

Thomas Beedham and
the 1939 ' Sbkowski Portrait'

(
47m 19s) *1975

This is one of aseries of
welcome reissues of small stage
works of the late- 18th and
early- 19th centuries. Abu
Hassan is acheerful little piece
about a couple who feign
death as away of acquiring
generous funding from the
caliph for their ` funerals'.
There's ascheming
moneychanger to outwit, and
an unseemly wager between
the caliph and his wife. But of
course everything ends happily.
And this sparkling
performance, without eclipsing
memories of the old Leopold
Ludwig version with the
elderly Michel Bohnen and the
young Schwarzkopf, is a
delight from beginning to
predictable end. The recorded
quality is high, the absence of
text regrettable.
Peter Branscombe

A- B: 1

BEECHAM FAVOURITES
BIZET: L'Arlésienne - Suites 1
& 2/GRIEG: Peer Gynt - Suite
lfTCHAIKOVSKY: Francesca
da RiminVGRETRY: Zémire et
Azor - Air de ballet/
CHABRIER: España
LPOIBeecham
Dutton CDEA 5017
(71m I8s) mono rec.1936-40
There is nobody like Beecham
for conjuring up the drama
and poetry of music he loved
dearly. Bizet's L'Arlésienne
finds him at his ebullient best,
cajoling us with his versions of
the two Minuets (the second
comes from The Fair Maid of
Perth), mesmerizing us during
the Adagieno and setting feet
tapping with a furious
Farandole. Charm is the
essence of Peer Gynt, where
Beecham's heightened phrasing
and clipped string pizzicati in
'Anitra's Dance' have a
HI-FI NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW

Studio 2, Camden sessions
(1934, except the Glazunov
which dates back to 1927)
entirely to his liking. The
sound was not remarkable:
inner balance was reasonably
realistic but the quality is drier
than many from Philadelphia.
Certainly the restricted
dynamic range of these
recordings would have
frustrated him, although he
still managed to obtain huge
contrast between the heavy
brass and the distant trumpets
in Scheherazade M. There is
plenty of bass: Stokowski never
failed to exploit the bass drum

the eloquent solo clarinettist in
'Francesca's Narration'.
Grétry's gorgeous 'Air de
Ballet' became his 'good-night'
lollipop at concerts — does
anyone now dare to conduct
it? — and (along with Paul
Paray's) his Chabrier España is
simply the best. Mike Dutton's
transfers are quite superb.
Bill Newman

B:

STOKOWSKI AT
PHILADELPHIA
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV:
Scheherazade/TCHAIKOVSKY:
Nutcracker Suite/IPPOLITOVIVANOV: In the Manger/
GLAZUNOV: Danse Orientale
PhIladclphla Orch/Stokowski
Cala CACD 0521
(69m 42s) mono rec.1927/1934
When making recordings in
the 1970s, Stokowski would
ask for reverberation to be
added to final chords to
simulate that of his hall in
Philadelphia, so he may not
have found these Church

MUST as

— 'hit it hard, four inches
below the centre' he would
say. But frequencies below the
cello range have aboxy
quality.
This Nutcracker is a decent
representation of much the
same reading as that familiar
from Fantasia (
including the
remarkable flying cellos in the
'Russian Dance').
Cala's excellent, unfussy
transfer has agentle surface
noise which continues
unchanged throughout (thus
disguising 78rpm side-joins).
This typifies the care of the
whole presentation, although it
would have been better not to
have ' faded-to-black' between
the Scheherazade movements.
The sound is as good as we
are likely to hear from these
old 78s — though the
Glazunov is very dated — but
recording did move on rapidly
within afew more years. The
wonderful Philadelphia strings
(never ashamed to use
portamento) can still be
appreciated, however, and

Alexander Hilsberg's violin
solos are magical.
Antony Hodgson

H: 1

BUSCH St SERIUN
JS BACH: Sonata in G,
BWV1021 1 3 Sonata in c,
BWV1017 (one movt only) J
Sonata in E, BWV1016 (two
movts only)/Partita 2 in d,
BWV1004 Cone movt only)/
GEMINIANI: Sonata in c ( one
movt only)'/MOZART: Sonata
in F, K377/SCHUBERT:
Fantasie in C, D934/
VIVALDI: Sonata in A, Op.2
i(arr. Busch)/
Adolf Busch (v1n)1Rudolf
Serkin (pan)
Appian Publications APR 5543
(69m 22s) mono rec.1928/37
Remember, this was 1928/37.
Arrangements were common.
Awareness of period styles was
uncommon. And music for
clavier was usually played on
the piano. Accept these
matters as they were, and
listening for what today would
be called anachronisms
becomes irrelevant. Busch and
Serkin didn't know what we
know (or think we know)
about performing practices
that are in keeping with a
quest for ' authenticity'. What
they did know, and conveyed
so graphically, was the
importance of an impassioned,
closely-identified recreation of
a score. But their distinctive
tones and the leading edges of
notes have been softened in
these clean and mellifluous
transfers. Arguably they are
too clean and too mellifluous.
Still, better these transfers
(two of which, BWV1016 &
BWV1004, are issued for the
first time) appearing than none
at all.
As a soloist, Busch was the
equal of any — and very much
his own man. ' He always
searched for the spirit behind
the letter,' said Menuhin, 'but
the letters had to be correctly
aligned, the word properly
spelt and pronounced before
indulging in any other fancies'.
So compulsive a pursuit of
musical truth applied to Serkin
too — which partially explains
their synergetic partnership.
You may not agree with
everything they do here, but
every phrase has avibrancy
and every movement an
expressive shape that are easily
felt but well-nigh impossible to
describe. The excellent booklet
note is by Tully Potter, whose
biography of Busch is soon to
be published.
Nalen Anthoni

H:1 ' - 1
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JOEY DEFRANCESCO &
'PAPA' JOHN DEFRANCESCO
ALL IN THE FAMILY
HIGH NOTE HCE17021

Reviews by B?r«)

TIM BERNE'S BLOODCOUNT
DISCRETION
SCREWGUN SCREW U70003

(
73m 44s)

Illustrious beginnings: Tim Berne
studied alto with Julius Hemphill,
recorded with Bill Frisell, and was
signed to CBS in 1987 on the
recommendation of Captain
Beeffieart's guitarist. His downtown
eclecticism didn't fit the corporatejazz tuxedo, and they sacked him.
Berne now runs his own designer
label. Musically, there are many
'out' moments, but decorum is
maintained. Instead of letting each
player boogie on down to their own
groove, Omettewise, groove is
abolished: aleader's diktat rather
than collective interplay. Amusing
and clever, the music lacks jazz
seriousness — whether fuelled by
funky menace or intellectual
excitement. Bloodless.
A:2 0
DON BYAS
AUTUMN LEAVES
RONNIE SCOTT'S JAZZ HOUSE JHAS613
(74m 08s)
Recorded sound is afunny beast.
Sometimes insistence on ' quality'
seems like a refusal to listen into
history. Autumn Leaves was the
result of running a Reslo ribbon mic
into a Ferrograph at Ronnie's on 9
September 1965. It has been
tweezed with Cedar Noise
Reduction, but still sounds thin. On
the other hand, this is agenuine
breath of the 1960s, so 'historical'
sound is appropriate. Don Byas
provides the missing link between
Dexter Gordon and John Coltrane:
thoughtful, sinuous tenor solos sans
kitsch or flash. Stan Tracy plays his
Monkisms without the later bluster;
Rick Laird plays elegant bass and
Tony Crombie deft drums. MC
Ronnie Scott makes humorous intro
and outro remarks, and you're
successfully transported to a
conscientious era of jazz
musicianship. Preferable to a
thousand Neo-Con dates in
sensurround.
He 0

90

'Free
improvisation
and
harmolodics
inform the

(
5Im)

Melvin Sparks is on guitar, Houston
Person is on tenor, the DeFrancesco
father-son team is on two Hammond
B-3 organs and Rudy Van Gelder is
engineering. Premium ingredients,
but this isn't quite the ultimate twoorgan encounter (that was Jimmy
McGriff and Groove Holmes on the
climactic Come Together, produced
by Sonny Lester for Groove
Merchant in 1974). Instead, this is
mild-grooving, club-room fare. The
DeFrancescos' show-time sensibility
reaches a tear-jerking nadir on ' My
Buddy' CI love you daddy', ' Ilove
you too Joey'; another instalment of
Stateside father-son psychosis after
Homer and Bart). On the
remainder, the tip-top soloists keep
things clean and unsentimental.
A:2 /)

playing:
bubbly,
intelligent,
highly skilled. Such

DORAN/STUDER/TACUMA
RACE THE TIME
MGB C09703

(
54m 06s)

musicianly

Zurich-based guitar/drums team
Christy Doran and Fredy Studer
have been pursuing hi-tech fusion
of Hendrix's
for three decades. Bassist is
legacy are all Jamaaladeen Tacuma, original
too rare'
member of Omette's Prime Time
treatments

The

economics of CD-production
— the astonishing differential
between the unit cost of manufacture
and the shop price — has caused
bewildering inflation at the jazz and
experimental end. Releases become
calling cards: musicians are obliged
to have a CD out, or they won't get
gigs. Given an industry which deems
live performance aprofitless
distraction, such guerrilla use of the
medium is understandable. However,
for the fan, keeping up spells
financial disaster. All the discs below
were intriguing listens, like
parachuting into gigs round the
globe, but whether they're worth the
hefty wack of a full-price CD is
another question. Still, if you've been
thrilled by any of these players in
person, you'll want to keep up with
developments.
Multi-instrumentalist Kali Fasteau
uses illustrious free-jazz veterans on
her Comraderie [
Flying Note
1FNCD9006, 68m 29s]. Half the
tracks were recorded in trio with
Bobby Few (piano) and Mike
Wimberly (drums), half in quintet
with Noah Howard (alto), Joe
McPhee (tenor), Sonelius Smith
(piano) and Warren Smith (drums).
Fasteau's Aylerish, open-ended
world-music is free of calculation,
but too often results in
inconsequential arabesques. A

and jetset profligate blessed with
outrageously funky chops. Tacky
soul-jazz and new-age kitsch are
notably absent. Instead, free
improvisation and harmolodics
inform the playing: bubbly,
intelligent, highly-skilled. Such
musicianly treatments of Hendrix's
legacy are all too rare. However,
there's a dearth of compositional or
improvised peaks, and by the end
the fluent trialogues sound amite
inconsequential. Nice counterrhythms from Tacuma on
'Incognito', though.
A:2 le
TRIO HURRICANE
LIVE AT FIRE IN THE VALLEY
EREMITE MTE10

(
51m I7s)

The only contemporary saxophonist
namechecked by the late, great
Frank Kofsky (see the recent
republication of John Coltrane and
the '60s jazz Revolution), Glenn
Spearman has the poise and
conviction to take ` out' flights
without sounding histrionic. William
Parker supplies majestic bass,
drummer Paul Murphy aglorious
cascade. Grit from the true vein,
delivered with a sensuous,
pugnacious tenacity that heightens
the blood.

boomy acoustic fails to focus the
ear. 8:2 •
The free sax/drums duo of
Randall Colboume and Paul
Flaherty takes on fiery New York
players Daniel Carter (sax/flute/
clarinet/trumpet/piano/voice) and
Sabir Mateen (sax/clarinet/piano/
flute/voice), plus Raphe Malik
(trumpet) from Vermont on
Resonance [
Zaabway 2005, 70m
21s]. There's some of the 'tuning-up
orchestra' spaciousness achieved by
Butch Morris's conductions, but
Flaherty and Carter force it to a
bellicose climax with shouts and
screams. Fun at the time, but
unalluring on record. A:2 •
Bassist LS Ellis has his musicians
— Joe McPhee (sax), Marco Eneidi
(sax), Dana Reason (piano), Peter
Apfelbaum (drums) — cleave to
melancholy blues on Children In Peril
[Music & Arts CD1016, 60m Ois].
This makes for apleasant set, but
these players are too ambitious to
make such restrictions work. A:2 •
The Collective 4tet (Jeff Hoyer —
trombone, Mark Hennen — piano,
William Parker — bass, Heinz
Geisser — drums) sound convincing
on Live At Crescent [
Leo Lab
CD043, 73m 32s]: you can hear
them risk and invent. Very fine
rhythmic repartee allows the music
to evolve with ashimmering logic,
NSW WO
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SWEETHEARTS IN A
DRUGSTORE
NINTH WORLD MUSIC NWM010CD (59m 17s)
Having played bass with Sun Ra,
Albert Ayler and Cecil Taylor, Alan
Silva moved to France and took up
electronic keyboards. He's careful
who he plays with, and this band is
no exception: Johgannes Bauer
(trombone), Pat Thomas (piano,
electronics), Phil Durrant (violin),
Peter Friis (bass) and PO Jorgens
(drums) unroll an inexorable
modernist soundtrack made of
agitated tensions and samples. When
musicians use a sonic palette this
wide, everything depends on pacing.
Unlike the Yoshihide/Cutler axis —
who deconstruct everything into
ironical ejactamenta — this has a
dramatic coherence. As usual,
Bauer's trombone is a mite
Wagnerian, but the barmy army of
English electronica (Thomas and
Durrant) keep up apriceless stream
of aural surprise.

Sly and
Robbie's
interactions
here in 1983
are
awesome.
But is it jazz?
It's certainly
roots music
aspiring to
abstraction

concrete instrumental relations. Sly
and Robbie's interactions here in
1983 — simultaneously unstoppable
and playful — are awesome. But is
it jazz? It's certainly roots music
aspiring to abstraction. In other
words, in a perfect world — where
silhouettes of Miles and saxophones
wreathed in tobacco smoke were
banned — Dub would be the very
definition of 'jazz'! Deadly Headly
Bennet certainly plays some of the
most affecting alto since Bird. These
musicians know the rules so well
they flex them like Am-Ex cards.
Monumental (though there's been
some unfortunate eq-ing here, so
hang on to your precious vinyl).
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A:1* 0
„ HEINZ GEISSER

JAMES SPAULDING
THE SMILE OF THE SNAKE

MARK HENNEN
JEFF HOVER
'WILLIAM PARKER

e

A:1

l'Ir¡

Collective Met

PRINCE JAMPAY
PRESENTS OSBOURNE IN DUB
CHARLY CPCD8307

Live at Crescent

t,

(
32m 46s)

Dub is an anomaly. Instead of
fuzzing the sound as it did with
hippie psychedelia, marijuana
focused rastas on rhythm and

THELONIOUS MONK
MONK IN TOKYO
though maybe gorgeousness is overstressed (great improvisors know
when to negate). A:1 •
Kenny Wheeler's pastiche of
modal/impressionist Miles on All The
More [
Soul Note 12136, 63m 02s]
exemplifies the classically-inflected
'jazz' of mainstream Europe.
However, Wheeler's trumpet and
flugelhorn lack Miles's bluesy croak:
without that salt, the style becomes
vapid, too complacently tonal for
happening jazz. A:2 •
Violinist Mat Maned leads a
bizarre quintet on Acceptance [
Hat
Hut hatOLOGY 512, 53m 15s]:
Gary Valente (trombone), John Dirac
(guitar), Ed Schuller (bass) and
Randy Peterson (drums). Father Joe
Maneri guests on the title track.
Simultaneously crazy and sombre, the
ensemble work is dazzling. A:1 •
Pianist Pendelis Karayorgis joins
Maned for duets on Lift & Poise
[Leo Lab CD041, 55m 09s]. The
music is so sparse, you start thinking
of Anton Webern. However, having
been impressed by their 1994 release
In Time, Ifound this trick amite
predictable. Father Joe again guests,
but on clarinet; you miss the breathy
character of his sax. Altogether, too
much atonal frolicking, too much
divertimento lightness. You miss the
breathtaking grace and earthy soul of
aManeri Senior production. A: 1 •
HI- Fl NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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play off his utterly individual, halting
saxophonism. Mat Maneri translates
his ideas onto violin, while Ed
Shuller plays bass at just the right
thudding moments to make the
music stride. Randy Peterson's
drums become textural percussion,
but that's fine because everyone
else's playing is so rhythmic and
propulsive. Maneri's music has the
decisive, neovisual clarity achieved
by players who know exactly where
every note should be. You can hear
historic eras (New Orleans, Hard
Bop, Free) stand up and spit fire.
The ECM label made great play of
Maneri's classical training, but as he
says, his music is totally — ' one
hundred thousand million percent'
— improvised. Twentieth-century
innovations right inside the fingers.
Brilliant.

SONY/COLUMBIA 489771

(
2CDs, 81m I7s)

There's something rugged about
Monk's music. Recorded on 21 May
1963, Frankie Dunlop (drums) and
Butch Warren (bass) keep up a
muscular, syncopated clip that
makes other jazz seem sentimental
and flaccid. Tenor saxophonist
Charlie Rouse has been roundly
abused for not being Coltrane or
Rollins (his illustrious predecessors
in this band), but his hard, plain
style makes Monk's crazy clockwork
jump and jive. Monk had been
playing ` Hackensack', ' Straight No
Chaser' and ' Bemsha Swing' for
years, but still delivers with gusto.
The Sankei Hall audience is
enthusiastic, their applause
thankfully distant. Sound is fine,
emphasizing the pared-down,
separated instrumentation that
makes Monk's rhythmic involutions
so effective.
A:1*
JOE MANERI QUARTET
COMING DOWN THE MOUNTAIN
HAT HUT HATOLOGY 501

(
54m I
ls)

When you hear the best jazz, doubt
evaporates. Joe Maneri has a robust
and original concept — microtones
— and organises the ensemble to

HIGH NOTE HCD7006

(
58m 45s)

Terrific album by the alto
saxophonist who played memorable
foil to Freddie Hubbard's trumpet
between 1963 and 1969. Since the
1980s, Spaulding has been immured
in academia, but his sour, Jackie
McLeanish attack and incendiary
attitude survive intact. Pianist
Richard Wyands is his impeccable,
bluesy self and Ron McClure (bass)
and Tony Reeedus (drums) clatter
up some spritely, liberty-taking bop.
Spaulding's flute swaps thin-blooded
legitimacy for dollops of sumptuous
romance, whilst his alto punches and
rhapsodises in harmonic interstices
the youngfry don't know exist.
A:1
VARIOUS
THE ESQUIRE SKIFFLE SESSIONS
LAKE LACD90

(
57m 34s)

In a lengthy, lavishly-illustrated
sleevenote that amounts to a
pioneering account of Skiffle's
moment in British musical history
(1957), Paul Pelletier argues that
Skittle was a harmless amateur
enthusiasm, a cuddly harbinger of
the brash, amplified horrors of
rock'n'roll. These tracks by five
Skittle Groups — the 2:19, the
Station, the Delta and the Lea
Valley, plus Johnny Christmas and
the Sunspots — certainly evince
charm and nerve. Anyone seeking to
understand the British Beat Boom
and hence contemporary pop (and
hence The World Today) needs to
hear 'Tom Dooley' sung by a
washboard-toting ' Idle' Bill Smith,
winner of the First (and last!)
National Skittle Contest at Bury St
Edmunds on Whit Monday 1957.
Riveting.
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FUTURE BIBLE HEROES:
MEMORIES OF LOVE
Setanta SETCD 056

(
42m 08s)

If this album never got beyond the opening tradk, it would
still be essential. For ' Lonely Days', the track in question, is
just one honey of a song, garbed in the most telling of soft
centred harmony-vocals since Harper's Bizarre went their
various ways. Happily, there are ample helpings of
Stephen Merritt's polka-dotted perfect pop on display. And
if But You're So Beautiful commences as a pure Brian
Wilson rip-off, so what ? Summer 1998 starts right here.
Fred De/lar

A*:1 •

Having hoped that the bland- out, no- brain, synth- crap of
Air was the worst I'd suffer this year, Iwas not a little
disappointed to find that Future Bible Heroes' Memories Of
Love was cut from similar rags. Sorry, but this ambient swill
is too depressing to dignify with thoughtful review. So let
me feed you an analogy. Take the worst elements of
Spandau Ballet, the Human League, Kraftwerk and Yello.
Then, dumb them down so that they'd be perfect for an
audience consisting oí the mindless, soulless dorks
discovered 800,000 years hence by HG Wells's traveller in
The Time Machine. No kidding: you'd root for the
Morlocks. Future Bible Heroes: music for people without
spirit, drive, imagination, standards, fire, libido, taste...
Ken Kessler

A*:4

APPLES IN STEREO
TONE SOUL EVOLLTION
Spinartnire 4344-31013-2

(39m 40s)

plaintively haunting voice and he's a canny arranger to
boot. In Future Bible Heroes, Merritt's merits have been
harnessed with those of a more mainstream synthesist,
Chris Ewen, and his lyrics are often interpreted by longtime
collaborator Claudia Gonson. Think of Stereolab, Dubstar
or St Etienne on a particularly blue day and you're close to
the gorgeously emotional world of Future Bible Heroes.
Well, maybe one day I'll develop some spirit, drive,
imagination, etc.
Johnny Black

A: P

Creation CRECD 221

for all its
prettiness, some
heavy thinking
has evidently
gone into Tone
Soul Evolution

proving memorable, though
'Autograph', which follows, could
emerge as the song most likely to be
hailed when request time arises. ' I
won't need to show you my heart,
cos all Ineed in my hands is an
electric guitar,' he claims on 'Not
Alone'. Could be, though on this
evidence there's more to Bernard
Butler [
photo below] than that.

PETER CASE
FULL SERVICE NO WAITING

BERNARD BUTLER
PEOPLE MOVE ON

Apples in Stereo:

AUGUST 1991

stick to my guns. Merritt is a superb songwriter with a

that fans of the High Llamas would
immediately understand, rich in
allusions to The Beatles and the
Beach Boys without ever being as
tediously derivative or tuneless as
Oasis. The unalloyed prettiness of
his melodies can make the album
seem lightweight at times, but after
acouple of listens it's obvious that
some heavy thinking has gone into
this lovely piece of work.

Seems there's a significant number
of rock bands in the world again
who think that proper tunes aren't
such abad idea after all. Here's
another. This lot's guiding light is a
chap called Roben Schneider, fast
becoming a prime mover on the
neopsychedelic scene in America.
He's lately produced albums for
such lysergic cosmonauts as The
Olivia Tremor Coltrol and Neutral
Milk Hotel, but left to his own
devices he's rather more traditionally
oriented than either of those,
weaving a fragile gossamer sound

HI-R NEWS Lk RECORD REVIEW

Hi there. Mindless, soulless dork JB here. Lo fi New Yorker
Stephen Merritt's latest incarnation ( he has formerly been
Magnetic Fields, The Wasps and The Sixths) appears to
have driven a wedge twixt Fred, Ken and myself, but I'll

Vanguard/Ace VCD 79504
(
63m 45s)

The guitar-playing you know about.
You caught up with that in days of
Suede and those McAlmont outings.
But here, the other BB string-bender
also produces, arranges, writes, plays
everything except drums and, shockupon-shock, sings. Less surprisingly,
he's moulded his debut album in
Weller fashion, melodic with strong
guitar lines, very 1970s and
elaborately produced, everything
coming well wrapped for safety. If
the voice is thin, it's attractive
enough. And those arrangements
are impressive, the final string
flurry on ' Change Of Heart'

(
49m Sees)

Aah! Sweet relief after the agony of
Future Bible Heroes! The former
Plimsoul's solo output, now
up to Chapter 6, gets
better and better: more
tuneful, more
confident. OK, so it
also puts more
space
between
Case

and his power-poppish former band
(amusing, since the Plimsouls
recently reformed and released Kool
Trash, one of their best-received sets
ever). But who would have thought
that his reincarnation as amainly
acoustic troubadour would result in
arole akin to anew Townes Van
Zandt? Thank goodness the booklet
contains all the lyrics in Fully
Readable mode: no covers here, just
thoughtful originals worthy of a
Demon/Edsel artist. And now I
understand why it's so fitting that
Case has landed on Vanguard.

ARETHA FRANKLIN
A ROSE IS STILL A ROSE
Adsta 07822 18987 2

(
5Im 29s)

Big mistake: buying the single before
hearing the album. The two-part
CD single rewarded the faithful with
the ultimate cop-out: the album's
title track and four remixes of it per
CD. Alas, the album sounds almost
the same. Dearest Aretha, who
combines all the goodness of Billie
and Sarah and Bessie without
evincing any of the negatives, has
reached the point where someone —
the record label? her producer? —
feels that the reputation is enough to
carry the set. But this is, after all,
the Queen of Soul, and maybe the
cynics who fed us those eight
rehashes are right. However lame
the material, however tired the
performance, That Voice rises above
it all. This is no sorry-ass junkie like
Billie in her final days. It's Aretha
Franklin, fer chrissake. And she
should be doing more than subWhitney balladeering, more than
perpetuating the post drummachine, post-disco dreck which
characterise her Arista years. Ahmet,
Jerry: please come home...

DR JOHN
ANUTHA ZONE
Padophone 459 490 2

MONSTER MAGNET
POWERTRIP
(advance tape)

For those who latched onto New
Orleans keyboard session supremo
Malcolm John Rebermack's alter
ego, Dr John, back in the hazy days
of his 1967 debut Gris Gris, this will
be an unalloyed delight. In recent
years the good Doctor has strayed
worrying close to the middle of the
road, but this one places him firmly
back in the untamed landscape of
cajun voodoo zombie gumbo which
Right: Monster
he invented. Despite significant
Magnet; contributions from such unlikely
below: Joe Ely chums as Supergrass, Primal Scream
and Paul Weller, the sound is barely
modernised or watered-down at all,
except when Jason Pierce of
Spiritualized gets his hands on the
mixing desk and things head for the
outer rim of extra-terrestrial
psychedelia. Even so, the Rebennack
stamps of authenticity — a
salaciously foxy growl teamed with
distinctive Crescent City piano —
rise above it all. The Doctor is in.

MCA UMD 80488

(58m 10s)

Things will never be the
same as they were when Ely
and his fellow Lubbock lovers
first burst upon the countryrock scene and delivered a
series of albums that simply
left all who heard striving for
superlatives. But Twistin' In
The Wind is something of a
return to those heady days,
with original guitarists Lloyd
Maines and Jesse Taylor once
more linking with an Ely ever ready
to expound on such subjects as
romance in Mexico, Gulf Coast
blues and dusty highways. So pass
the tequila and smile.

LARRY GARNER
STANDING ROOM ONLY
Ruf 1024

Larry Garner:
Standing Room Only
is more swamp than
New Orleans
94

(
advance tape)

Powertrip finds Monster Magnet
Dave Wyndorf coming down off his
1995 Dopes To Infinity trip and
taking alook around — and boy,
does he not like what he sees!
Inspired by the relentless greed of
the modern-day consumer society,
song titles like ' Bummer', Baby
Gótterdâmmerung' and ' See You In
Hell' pretty much say it all. All fuzzy
guitars,
monstrous riffs,
brutal drums
and vicious, noholds-barred
lyrics, Powenrip
is an album
which should
bury Wyndorf s
stoned hippy
image for good,
and while it's
not for the faint
of heart it
provides further
evidence of the
breadth of his
musical vision.

JOE ELY
TWISTIN' IN THE WIND

Wien

Aretha: Queen of Soul.

UM 6409082

(47m 55s)

Aah! Sweet soulful relief after the
agony of Future Bible Heroes!
Garner, though readily identified as of
the blues persuasion, infuses his
brand of R&B with alarge dose of
Stax-y soul — enough to make you
wonder where to file it. Maybe it's his
Louisiana rather than Chicago or
Texas affiliation, though this CD is
more swamp than New Orleans. Or
maybe it's down to recording this set
in Memphis. Either way, Garner leans
as heavily on gospel as anything else,
so his latest — composed of originals
rather than hoary old chestnuts —
means that Cray is no longer alone.

JANUS STARK
GREAT ADVENTURE CIGAR
Earache MOSH 186

(
42m 205)

The debut from the new band
fronted by Prodigy guitarist and
former English Dog GTZZ Butt, Great
Adventure Cigar was produced by
Terry Thomas [
not THE Teny
Thomas, surely? - Ed], who also
manned the controls for Three
Colours Red, and bearing in mind
that both bands boast catchy
choruses a-plenty, comparisons are
inevitable. Nevertheless, Janus Stark
somehow manage to compress a
lorryload of punk energy into their
sparse arrangements, while never
compromising the strength of their
melodies and while ` Floyd (What
Are You On)' and 'White Man
Speak With Fork Tongue' have the
most immediate impact, in truth
there isn't afiller on the album.

Gizz Butt, former Prodigy guitarist,
fronts the new band Janus Stark
AUGUST 1998
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Iwas beginn ng to look at soundtracks cs if they were
extensions of Now That's What ICall Music. Imean,
just look at Martha. Meet Frank, Daniel, and Laurence!
[Mercury CD 558 3962 •]. It's a hot British comedy
aimed at the young and hip, so its soundtrack features
Morcheeba,

-exas

LAS1,1.1110,1..10.

[
right], Dusty Springfield and the

%MT

.V1 IDOM TO .1.11.VI

.T•0011

audience. Par for the course at A:1 / 2. But Stiff Upper
Lips [
EMI 495 5292 ill] mixes classicd with normal
soundtrack ¡rood music.. while Oscar nominee Ulee's

LAW Of
WOW> O. TM VIRG Of
In MI VP. TIT

Gold [
Ryko RCD 10731 *] uses a fresh score in the
manner of Hermann et al, by Charles Engstrom. Both

fl00/11, Of MT SIM

›soe'

are A:1, as sWag The Dog [
Vertigo 536 864-2 a]
the topical flick exploitimg Clinton's presidential woes,. it

A

DOWN

KULS

makes do wi-h a speciclly-priced mini album scored by
Mark Knopfler. Is this a backlash? Probably not. But if so. then welcome with
open arms tFe remasteeed version of Nino Rota's score for the Zeffirelli version
of Romeo and Juliet [
Si va Screen FILMOD200
A/A*:1 • and a new
compilation called The Songs of Almacicvar [
EMI 49/- 6742 - 23 tracks from
his decidedly odd films including Tie Me Up, Tie Me Down and Women On the

S

Verge Of A Nervous aeakdown. A/B:1 / 2 Films wh.ch, if the truth be known, are
so hip as to be termind.
Ken Kessler

SUSAN TEDESCHI
JUST WON'T BURN
Tone- Cool CD TC 1164

(45m 58s)

Aah! Sweet bluesy relief after the
agony of Future Bible Heroes! Ms
Tedeschi, though just 28, reveals a
deep feeling for and understanding
of the genre which belie her years.
Then again, she attended Boston's
Berklee College of Music, so the
technical side just ain't aproblem.
What some might regard as such,
however, is her uncanny vocal
resemblance to one of her probable
Susan

Weiland's much-documented
addiction problems. Hence it's not
exactly abundle of laughs, but still
possesses a fule line in memorable
tunes and varied music. The slowgrowing Space Oddity-type anthem
`Barbarella' sounds like ahit single;
on ` Cool Kiss' Weiland comes on
like Iggy Pop in savage mood, while
'Lady, Your Roof Brings Me Down'
has a touch of the Kurt Weils about
its decadent iangly bar-room piano
and syncopated rhythms. If STP
have split up, this could be the start
of a more successful, more
mainstream solo career.

Tedeschi: a

FRED WESLEY
FULL CIRCLE
Eagle EAGCD 017

(79m I
6s)

Aah! Sweet funky relief after the
agony of Future Bible Heroes!
Trombonist Wesley is the perfect
guide for a tour through genres
which justify the CD's subtitle of
'From Be Bop To Hip Hop'. Track
3, ` Funk School Intro', pretty much
sums up the expertise and versatility
of Fred and his fellow funkmeisters
— no less than Bootsy Collins, Leon
Ware, Bobby Byrd, Bernie Worrell
and others from various points in his
career join this ' class reunion'.

stupeidous
debut - even
if she does
sound like
Bonnie Raitt

role models, one Bonnie Rain. It's
not just that Tedeschi chose to
cover John Prine's 'Angel From
Montgomery', which Rain pretty
much made her own: if anything,
that merely identifies Tedeschi as a
fan. But the voice is so-o-o close it'll
have you doing double-takes. Still, a
stupendous debut.

SCOTT WEILAND
TWELVE BAR BLUES
Atlantic 7587 83084 2

(
59m 20s)

The solo debut from the front man
of Stone Temple Pilots (who may or
may not still exist), a lot of Trvelv
Bar Blues was inspired by
inn NE» a MORO REVIEW

RANDY TRAVIS
YOU AND YOL ALONE
Dreamworks DRD 50034

12n1)

The man born Randy Traywick
[below] has not been flavour of the
era in Nashville of late. Since he
first began that incredible run of
chart-topping singles spanning
1985-94, things have dipped
chartwise for the one-time hellraiser,
despite on-screen exposure through
aflourishing film career. Now,
signed to anew label, he should
resume his position in the newcountry hierarchy. ' IDid My
Part', a duet with Patrick
Swayze, with its 'build a
family, build a city, build
acountry' hook has
obvious hit potential
though it's hardly the
most substantial song, such
storybound material as
'Horse Called Music' and
'Spirit Of A Boy' proving
more worthy of Travis's
distinctive barroom
baritone.

BRIAN WILSON
IMAGINATION
Giant 43215 4734 2

(39m 12.)

While it would be wrong to hail
Imagination as the full re-flowering
of the genius that created the
timeless Beach Boys sound, this is
an exquisite solo album that will
satisfy any Beach Boys devotee far
more than anything that has
appeared under their name in the
last 20 years. The best tracks are
easily equal to anything from the
Today or Summer Days era in terms
of soaring harmony, counterpoint
and melody. Even the material on
which Wilson, who sings every vocal
part on the album, has been teamed
with industry song-doctors like
Carole Bayer Sager, JD Souther and
Jimmy Buffett, is transformed by his
luminous arrangements. The only
disappointment is that on acouple
of tracks some of the session players
seem incapable of rising to the
heights Wilson's music demands.
Otherwise, buy with confidence.
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Hi Fi Choice "
The ECI-1
is one of the more
important integrated
amplifiers out there in

jMlab

C

tvi PAN IE

hi fi land." Alan Sircom

Hi Fi Choice
"Electrocompaniet's

by FOCAL

cheapest amp is the
one to beat." Alvin Gold

Hi Fi News and Record

The long awaited

Review "
AW100DMB

UTOPIA

combined with the

now available on

I.

demonstration

EC-4 preamplifier is
recommended for
amplifier combinations
over £2000"Alvin Gold

Pnces he.,, £503 ECP IpK000 sMge Omagh
50,2 mlegreted et £995 to the AW 250 OMB
O £3995

Sound Image UK Ltd
52 Milton Road London SW14 8JR
Tel 0181 255 6868 - Fax 0181 255 6869
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Sound Image UK Ltd
52 Milton Road London SW14 8JR
Tel 0181 255 6868 - Fax 0181 255 6869

ERI DIAN

Analogue and Digital Audio Systems

Meridian Digital Theatre
The heart of any system is it's processor.
The unique and highly acclaimed Meridian
565 DSP Surround Sound Controller is the
world's only completely digital,
fully
upgradeable surround sound processor.
* THX Cinema * Ambisonic
* Pro Logic * AC- 3 option
Coupled with a full digital theatre set-up,
it's performance is unrivalled.
A Meridian Digital Home Theatre system from
Salisbury Hi Fi, brings you as close as ever
you can get to the action!

ME=

=

mere=

15 Catherine Street, Salisbury. SPI 2DF ( 01722 322169
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KEITH MOON
TWO SIDES OF THE MOON

in

Repertoire REP 4635-WY
(advance tape)

As the Who reissue
programme ends, here's
the lone 1975 solo from
the band's late, lamented,
madman/ drummer. Eight
ems»
bonus tracks make it even
more desirable, though
guests like Ringo Starr, Flo & Eddie, Joe Walsh, Rick
Nelson and others ensure its status whatever the extras.
Moon, of course, was just goofing around, but the set has
moments which suggest there was more to him than getting
pissed with 011ie. A love for rock and a bunch of oddball
covers — including a sly working of 'The Kids Are Alright'
— make it as much fun as you'd expect. Lightweight, yes,
but an important artefact nonetneless.
A- B: 1 - 2 •

Day' sets the pace, the tone
veering from the wholly devout
to the near-secular. Ends with
the rousing ' Lay Down', with
the group backing Melanie on
her massive hit. A:1 •

THE DETROIT EMERALDS
GREATEST HITS

WestSide WESM 523

Westbound/Ace CDSEWD 119
(77m 06s)

(
59m 23s)

To set alongside myriad other
Carter-Lewis sets, the Ivy
League discs, et al, 26
unreleased versions of gems
like ' Can't You Hear My
Heartbeat'. Sub-titled
'Denmark Street Demos
1963-68', this is a mandatory
purchase for those with any
interest whatsoever in the birth
of BritPop. A- B-C:2 MI

Eleven hits, the best of the Bsides, LP tracks and two
previously unissued delights —
you no longer have an excuse
for not owning a copy of the
immortal ' Feel The Need'.
Perfect timing for the release
of this set, given the
Seventies/Disco
A: 1 - 2 •

THE CREATION
OUR MUSIC IS RED — WITH
PURPLE FLASHES

DUSTY SPRINGFIELD
EVERYTHING'S C3MING UP
DUSTY

Diablo DIAB 857

Philips 536 852-2

(
69m 48s)

Prime example of ' British
freakbeat', agenre embracing
the Who and the Small Faces,
and responsible for amix of
early power pop and
psychedelia. This set contains
two-dozen prime examples of
the Creation's frantic rock
from 1966-8, with rarities
a'plenty. A:1-2
PAUL MAURIAT & HIS
ORCHESTRA
LOVE IS BLUE
Spectrum 554 224-2

(62m 34s)

SOUNDS ORCHESTRAL
SOUNDS CHARTBOUND
Sequel NEMCD 938

(
57m 52s)

These are to loungecore what
blancmange is to meringue: 20
wet instrumental covers for
those who find, say, John
Barry too raw. Mauriat's
immortal title track, ' Bridge
Over Troubled Water', ' Love
Story': soft versions of hits to
make you think you're in a
supermarket. A-10:2-3 A •
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(
55m IIs)

WHERE AM IGOING?
Philips 536 962-2

(
39m 58s)

SONGBOOKS
Philips 552 863-2

(65m 58s)

Further refining of Ms
Springfield's reissued back
catalogue; the first two are her
second and fourth albums with
bonus tracks, the third a
collection solely of Bacharach
& David and Goffin & King
covers. Digitally remastered,
beautifully packaged — fitting
treatment for the UK's finest
songstress.
A- B:1-2 A:1 A:1-2 •
THE EDWIN HAWKINS
SINGERS
THE VERY BEST

or

Camden 74321 558452

(72m 34s)

Eighteen selections from one
of the most successful gospel
groups ever, or — rather —
one which managed to chart
with crossover smashes. The
signature tune ' Oh, Happy
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Mooncrest CRESTSCD 500 (
74m Ois)
(
73m 08s)

From her mid- 1970s stint with
Buddah, 18 soul ballads that
almost deny the earthier
Motown period. But so what?
The sublime ' Midnight Train
to Georgia' makes the
purchase worthwhile. Oh,
those backing harmonies from
the Pips... A-A*:1-1*
NITTY GRITTY DIRT
BAND
WILL THE CIRCLE BE
UNBROKEN, VOL. TWO
BG0 BGOCD 400

JOHN CARTER
AS YOU LIKE IT, VOL 1

VARIOUS
HOMEGROWN

GLADYS KNIGHT
THE GREATEST HITS
Camden 74321 556052

(
72m 02s)

From 1989, the second starfilled country/rock homage to
American music hosted by the
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band.
Features Bernie L,eadon, Chet
Atkins, John Prime, plenty of
the Confederate Tales guests —
way too many to list. But whyoh-why does Volume One
remain out-of-print? A:1 •
BRIAN POOLE & THE
TREMELOES
THE VERY BEST OF
Spectrum 551 321-2

(53m 56s)

Before fathering Alisha's Attic,
Poole-plus-Trems served as a
Britpop version of the Four
Seasons, but with a slightly
greater leaning toward straight
rock'n'roll. Near-Hollies
harmonies, an inescapable
Ready, Steady, Go feel but
never a threat to the Beatles.
A- B:2 •
VARIOUS
CONFEDERATE TALES
UM 540 791-2

(
2CDs, 96m 50s)

White Mansions and Jesse James
in amid-priced 2CD pack,
country/rock supersessions
from 1978-9. The stars?
Johnny Cash, Eric Clapton,
Waylon Jennings, Levon
Helm, Emmylou Harris —
hell, it entwines family tree
branches from Cream to the
Byrds to Buddy Holly. Thank
you, A&M. A:1 •
VARIOUS
GENUINE EXCELLO R&B
Ace CDCHD 678

Lonesome Sundown, Silas
Hogan, Lightnin' Slim, Slim
Harpo and others, material
dating mainly from 1957-1961.
B: 1 - 2 •

(
65m 26s)

Third in the series exhuming
Excello's vaults. This 24-track
collection features jumping
R&B from Lazy Lester,

Delightful 18- track sampler of
the label's wares, mainly
British folk music but also
some prog-rock: Caravan, Ian
Matthews, the Albion Band,
Steeleye Span, Martin Carthy,
Lick the Tins and more.
A: 1 •
VARIOUS
SLOW FIZZ: THE JERRY ROSS
GIRL GROUPS
Sequel NEMCD 950

(52m)

IN MY IMAGINATION
Sequel NEMCD 953

(
59m 57s)

Identified respectively as ' Here
Come the Girls Vol 9' and
`Here Come the Boys Vol 2',
these 1960s packages revel in
obscurity. The former contains
20 from pre-Philly Soul
Philadelphia, the latter more
rarities from the Pye and
Piccadilly vaults. As both ' Girl
Power' and ' Boy Bands'
currently dominate the charts,
here's achance to explore
their 30-years-old-plus roots.
B:1-2-3 B:2
JAMES TAYLOR
THAT'S WHY I'M HERE
CBS 462491 2

(
39m 46s)

NEVER DIE YOUNG
CBS 460434 2

(
40m 14s)

NEW MOON SHINE
CBS 468977 2

(
47m 50s)

Recent gigs are said to have
been amazing, his last album
was terrific, so here's a trio
from 1985, 1988 and 1991 at
mid-price to mark the career
revivification. Gentle, caressing
sounds from the most earfriendly troubadour ever.
A:1 A:1-2 A:1-2
THE YARDBIRDS
ROGER THE ENGINEER
Diablo/Edsel DIAS 852

(
79m I9s)

After at least four attempts by
myriad labels, the ultimate yet
mid-priced edition of their
finest album, with the mono
and stereo versions, five Keith
Relf solo tracks and two
singles sides. From the
founding fathers of HM, progrock, British psychedelia, etc.
A- B: 1 - 1 * •
Ken Kessler
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Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES
Dealers in: Absolute, Audio Note, Deltec, e• lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hul, WBT and others
. .. the RIGHT cables
. . . in YOUR system
... for YOUR ears
. . . in YOUR home

rk..

B&W
Cable Telk
Copland
Cyrus
Harrnan-Kardon
• Widest choice in the area
JBL
• Independent advice
KEF
•Qualified staff
Kenteood
•Comfortable dem rooms
Kra
Superb showrooms
Marante
Martin-Logan
• Main road location
Mendier)
Major car parks nearby
Mrchell
• Insurance estimates
Mission
•Over 30yrs experience.
Monitor Audio
• Service Dept.
Musicel-Fidelity
• Delivery & installation
Pickering
• Part Exchange
Pink Triangle
•Open 1030-530 6days
Pioneer
Oued
REL
Up to 3 yrs.
Rogers
Ruark
Interest Free
SHE
Sonus-Faber
Credit
Spendor
deposit ordy 20% of
Systemdek
E500. for 12 months
Temoy
E1500. for 24 months
TDL
E3CO3. 101 36 rnonths
Thorens
irieirra .tetus
Yemehe
I. lots more.
PS i'you're ',hem specralee
bas/ Io booÀ, mec< des

Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.

ear place fgr...

Audio/at'

The very best
in HiFi and
Home Cinema...

Alan>nLogan

Kra/

(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)
13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)

Morylor-

'

Tel: 0181-348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 0181-341 9368

VA

ud/o

24 Gillygate, York
Tel. 01904 629659
High Fidelity Specialists est.1967

l'HULT,1?1CleTEUîleINCiel
MATERIAL
:

NEW PRODUCTION LINE = REDUCED PRICES
DEFLEX PANELS FROM AS LITTLE AS £ 4 EACH
ASK FOR BROCHURE & NEW " SPECIAL OFFERS"
PRICE LIST

2z7r,ime

END OF RANGE AND EX DEM
STOCK FOR SALE
£Stering inc. VAT
T.D.S.
The Definitive Statement Mono Power Amplifier ey4f.115 3,200
T.S.S.
The Second Statement Stereo Power Amplifier 31.7115
T.S.S.
The Second Statement Pre Amplifier ,118015
T.C.S.
The Complete Statement Integrated Amplifier
2,&415
T.I.S.
The Integrated Statement Integrated Amplifier 1-,5e5
T.T.S.
The Transparent Satatement CD Player
Vile
T.E.S.
The Emotive Statement CD Player ,21'el

W

1,800
400
1,300
800
1,800
1,000

FOR FREE INFORMATION PACK CONTACT AS BELOW

NVA
6Watermill Industrial Estate
Aspenden Road, Buntingford, Herts SG9 9JS

Tel: 01763 272707

Fax: 01763 271594

web www.users.dircon.co.uk/-nva
email nva@dircon.cosuk

9"

THE ONLY PURPOSE DESIGNED
PATENTED ACOUSTIC DAMPING PAD
FOR LINING LOUDSPEAKERS
SPECTRA DYNAMICS, UNIT Al, FFORDD DERWEN IND EST, RHYL 1118 2YR

TEL: 01745 360070 - FAX: 01745 360086
emoil: smason@enterprise.net

RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS
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Answers to that oft-posed question what do the HFNIRR
reviewers use in their own systems and what do they
recommend as their best hi-fi buys?

DAVE BERRIMAN

This regular
HFNIRR series
assembles and
updates current
listening systems
and key recommendations from

CD PLAYER:
TEAC VRDS I
OSE,
Audio Alchemy DDE (version 3.0)
TURNTABLE:
Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
ARM:
Rega RB300

HFNIRR's

reviewing team.
The reviewers'
choice of
components for
personal listening
systems ( on this
page) will be of
great interest to
all who follow
equipment
reviews. Note,
though, that the
writer's inclusion
of a given
product here does
not necessarily
constitute a
general
recommendation.
Turn the page for
the reviewers'
recommendations
proper. For this
feature we have
asked each
reviewer to list
components that
they could
personally
recommend to
consumers on the
basis of all-round
performance and
value. ( In the case
of speakers, where
separately purchased stands may
be needed, the price of these is
not taken into account.)
It must be stressed that the
models listed under each
recommended heading are not
necessarily the only ones worth
buying, but each one here does
carry a personal stamp of
approval from an experienced
audio critic.
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CARTRIDGE:
Dynavector Karat 170
PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Blyston BP5 (with LFD MCI phono stage)
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Bryston 3BNRB
LOUDSPEAKERS:
various, including his own designs

MARTIN COLLOMS
CD PLAYER:
Krell KPS201/L
TURNTABLE:
Linn Lingo LP12
ARM:
Naim Aro
CARTRIDGE:
van den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Audio Research 1_522
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Audio Research V1150 or Krell KAS 2 or
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eight-A
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

PETER J COMEAU
CD PLAYER:
AVI S2000MC
TURNTABLE:
Linn Sondek LP12
ARM:
Linn lttok
CARTRIDGE:
Goldring Excel

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
AVI 2000
POWER AMPLIFIER:
AVI 2000
LOUDSPEAKERS:
ATC SCM2OT

ALVIN GOLD
CD PLAYER:
Theta Data Basic II Transport/Theta DS
Pro Basic III DAC
TURNTABLE:
Roksan Xerxes
ARM:
Roksan Artemiz
CARTRIDGE:
Roksan Shiraz

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Krell KRC-2
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Krell KSA-50S
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Martin Logan SL3

KEN KESSLER
CD PLAYER:
Marantz CDI 2/DA I2, Krell KAV300cd,
Theta Pro Gen Va DAC
TURNTABLE:
Thorens TD124, Garrard 401
ARM:
Decca International, Ortofon 12
CARTRIDGE:
Ortofon SPU-A, Decca Gold

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Graaf WFB Two, Meridian 562V/565,
Krell KRC-3
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Quad II Reissues, Sutherland 2000,
Graafiti 50/50
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Quad ESL 57, Quad ESL63, Rogers
L53/5a, Wilson WAIT 5.1

PAUL MILLER
CD PLAYER:
Sony CDP-715E
TURNTABLE:
Pink Triangle PT TOO
ARM:
SME Series V
CARTRIDGE:
van den Hul MC Two

PRE- AMPLIFIER:
DPA DSP-100S
POWER AMPLIFIER:
DPA DPA-100S
LOUDSPEAKERS
Audio Note AN- E, REL Stentor
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Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with
amaximum of three products in each price bracket of each
category. Note that the order of listing does
not denote an order of merit!

Perer J. Comeau

Ken K,

ler

Pauller

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 JPW Sonata, Mordaunt Short M520, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Sequence 30
£350-£500 ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£1000 Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman,
Totem Model 1,
£1000- 2000 Ruark Crusader II, SDA SD5
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL-63, PosseIt Albatross
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 514
£200-£350 Marantz CD63SE
£350-£500 Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, OreIle CD- 100

£500-£1000 TEAC VRDS-7, OreIle CD-100/OPA Little Bit 3,
Meridian 506, Trichord Genesis
£1000-£2000 XTC CDT-1LE/DAC-1
OVER £ 2000 no recommendations
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity Al,
Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500 Cyrus Ill, Naim Nait, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000 Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000 Densen DM- 10
OVER £ 2000 Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-5/3BNRB

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers LS!
£200-£350 Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS2a/II, Sequence 400
£350-£500 B&W DM603, Epos ES! 1, Tannoy 636,
£500- £ 1000 ATC SCMIO, Castle Harlech, Rogers Studio 7
£1000-£2000 ATC SCM20T, Epos E522
OVER £ 2000 ATC SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Denon DCD-825, Sony CDP-516E,
Technics SL-PS770A
£350-£500 Marantz C063- SE, OreIle CD480

£500-£1000 AVI S2000MC, Nairn CD3, Teac T-1/DT-I
£1000-£2000 Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Nairn CDS
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Denon PMA250 Ill, Technics SUA600
£200-£350 Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700,
Musical Fidelity E10
£350-£500 Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
£500-£1000 Shearne Phase 2, AVI S2000MI, Myryad MI- 120
£1000-£2000 Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 AVI 52000A/MP, Nairn NAC82/NAPI80

MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Tannoy 631, Mordaunt Short MS 10i,
KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
£350-£500 Epos ES 11, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS40i
£500- £ 1000 Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
£1000-£2000 Naim SBL, Tannoy 0700, Mordaunt Short
Performance 860
OVER £ 2000 Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE,
Wilson Grand SLAMM XI, Wilson WITT
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Marantz CD63
£350-£500 Marantz CD635E, OreIle CDIOOSE
£500-£1000 OreIle DAI88

£1000-£2000 Micromega TDrive/Orelle DA180
OVER £ 2000 Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis
DAX II, Wadia 16
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 No recommendations
£200-£350 Rotel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity Ell),
£350-£500 OreIle SA- 100, Nairn Nait Ill
£500-£1000 Exposure XX, Nairn NAC82/NAP 180,
Audiolab 8000S
£1000-£2000 Musical Fidelity A1000, Naim NAP 250,
YBA Integre, Conrad Johnson PVIO-AL,
Audio Research LS7
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAS 2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A,
Conrad Johnson 11A, Audio Research VT150
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ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Mordaunt Short MS 10i Pearl, Celestion 15i
Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Mission 750LE, Rogers L533
£350-£500 Opera Duetto, NHT Super One, Castle Toy
£500-£1000 Castle Avon, Celestion Al, Jamo Concert 8
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Spendor SP7/1
OVER £ 2000 Definitive Technology BP2002, Ruarkn Equinox
Excalibur, Martin Logan CLS11z11
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP- 3080,
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha CD, Kenwood DP- 4090, Sony CDPXE900E
£350-£500 Marantz CD63KI Signature, Pioneer PD- 5505

Precision, Sony CDP-X3000ES
£500-£1000 Cyrus dAD3Q, OreIle CD100e, Roksan Caspian
£1000- £2000 Naim Audio CD2, Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Copland CDA28
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD312, Cambridge Audio A3i,
Denon PMA-2505E
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 7, Arcom Alpha 8, Harmon Kardon
HK620
£350-£500 Marantz PM66 Ki Signature, Pioneer A- 300R
Precision, Musical Fidelity A2
£500-£1000 Audiolab 8000S, Naim Nait 3, Quad 77
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA 14
OVER £ 2000 Conrad-Johnson CA V-50, Krell KAV300i

KEN KESSLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Tandy Genexxa LX5 Pro, Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Ruark Epilogue
£350-£500 Opera Duetto
£500-£1000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Quad 77-10L,
Rogers LS3/5A, ATC7
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Minima Amator, Rogers LS3/5A plus
AB! subwoofer, Kelly KT3
OVER £ 2000 Wilson WAIT System 5.1, Sonus Faber Guarneri,
Quad ESL 63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Musical Fidelity X-ACT
£200-£350 Musical Fidelity X-DAC), Marantz CD67SE,
£350-£500 Kenwood DP7090
£500-£1000 Theta Chroma HDCD (D/A converter) Roksan
Caspian,

£1000-£2000 Copland CDA 277, Marantz CDI6
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAV 300- CD, Theta Pro Gen Va,
Mark Levinson No.31.5/No. 30.5 (transport/DAC
combination
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £- 200 NVA Personal, Musical Fidelity X- Pre
£200-£350 Marantz PM54SE, Rotel RA 960
£350-£500 Musical Fidelity XA-50 Audio Analogue Puccini,
Audio Analogue Bellini
£500- £ 1000 Roksan Caspian, Audio Analogue Donizetti,
Unison Research Simply Two
£1000-£2000 Copland CTA401, Audio Research VT60
Graaf Venticinque
OVER £ 2000 Graaf GM200/WB13.5, Krell KAV300i, Marantz
Project T1, Audio Research Ref One/Ref 600

PAUL MILLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 JPW ML510, Rogers LS!, Tannoy 631SE
£200-£350 B&W DM602, Heybrook Heylios, Rogers LS33
£350-£500 Mordaunt Short MS40i, SD Acoustics 3R,
Tannoy Profile 635
£500-£1000 Audio Note AN-J/D, Castle Harlech,
Mission 753F
£1000-£2000 Audio Note AN-E/D, Rogers C6/28, Sonus
Faber Concerto
OVER £ 2000 Magneplanar MG2.7SE, Martin Logan CLSIlz,
Quad SL63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP3080,
Sony CDP-XE300£200-£350Arcam Alpha 7,
Cambridge Audio CD6, Sony CDP-XE900E
£350-£500 Denon DCD-1015, Kenwood DP7090, Rotel
RDCD970BX

£500-£1000 Arcam Alpha 8, Quad 77, Marantz CD17
£1000- C2000 Denon DCD 3000, Naim Audio CD2,
Teac VRDS 25
OVER £ 2000 PS Audio Lambcla/Ultralink II, Theta DATA Basic II,
Theta DSPro Progeny
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Harman Kardon HK610, Rotel RA920AX
£200-£350 Harman Kardon HK620, Magnum IA170,
Pioneer A400X
£350-£500 Audiolab 8000A, Arcam Alpha 9, Pioneer
A30OR Precision
£500-£1000 AVI S2000, Magnum Class A, Mission Cyrus Illi
£1000-£2000 Aura CA200/PA100, Quad 77 pre-/power,
Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 Rotel Michi RHA-10/RHB-10, Krell KSL-2/KSA-505

pictured: KIF Coda 7speakers„tfarantz CD63 .t1k11
KI Signature (below lefi) and Arcam Alpha 7Amplifier
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EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS
HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: M̀agic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash
£23.00 El
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil
step-up transformer
£70.00 D
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber 0 /steel El mounting
£10.50 D
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: wallet for
14 CDs £9.00
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage
units; satin black MDF. All 465mm wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345mm, h/d)
£65.00
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, h/d)
£44.00 D
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, h/d)
£89.00 0
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720mm x165mm, h/d)
£99.00 C
HFNIRR 017 Wallnut II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£60.00
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing
£13.00
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 £10.00 0
per 100 £ 19.000 per 500 £90.00 D
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x 150 x3mm
£13.00
HFNIRR 024 ToolBox: essential tools for
self-build, in flightcase
£100.00
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£15.00 0

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION
Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
(as used by BBC, EMI, Nat Archive etc)
Kit £199.00 0 Ready built £370.00 0
Ringmat: 3mm XLR `Universal' version,
ultimate LP support
£47.50
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x
12in, per 50 £20.00 El per 100 £38.00 0
per 500 £180.00 0
Polythene LP bags: 12 x12in,
sealable tops, per 50 OM
per 100 £. 00 0 per 500 £40.00 0
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version
£13.00 D
Decca London tonearm: modified and
improved
£ 9.00
Gryphon Black Exorcist: moving-coil
cartridge demagnetizer
£85.00
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi-input phono pre-amp kit £299.00
Musical Fidelity X-LP phono stage:
X-series RIAA unit
£130.00 0

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES
Sovtek and Svetlana valves: 300B triode
£0.00
EL34WXT
5881/KT66 £7.00
6550/KT88 £15.50
ECC81/82/83/88 £6.00 D EL84 £. 50
D EL84M £7.000 EF86 £8.00
GZ34 (
China) £ 2.50
PCC88 £6.00 D
EL509/519 £ 18.50 El
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes £8.00
pre-amp tubes £6.00
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!

CD CARE AND PROTECTION
CD jewel cases:
standard 5in, complete, pack of 10 £6.50
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £6.50
slim double (same width as std) pack of 5
102
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£.50 D 5in, clear protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £6.50
RATA ' Reveer: CD treatment for
improved sound
sachet £10.00 0
BIB CD Cleaner: automatic, batterypowered unit
£15.00 0
Densen DeMagic: de-magnetising CD
£10.00
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD: subjective
test CD
£13.00 0
Statmat: (
from Ringmat Developments),
CD overlay for improved sound £20.00
Harmonix CD damping foils:
pack of 8£18.00 0
Musical Fidelity X-series: X- 10D CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage
£120.00 CI
X-ACT DAC unit, economical high quality
DAC converter £ 129.00 D X-DAC DAC
with HDCD facility £ 00.01)
X-CAN
valve stage, headphone amp
£130.00 0

VARIOUS
Michell Tenderfeet: the original isolation
cone,
small (three) £7.00
large(three) DOM CI
Isopod ceramic isolation cones: for
(three) £ 3.00
larger items
Insert Audio 4mm plugs: good quality,
set of four
£8.00
Michell 4mm plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
DOM
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small (6mm dia) pair £12.00 D
large ( 12mm) pair £14.00
Gryphon 'The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser £69.00
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£180.00 0
Kontak: contact cleaner
£15.00 D
DeoxIT: de-oxidises, cleans and protects
electrical connections, 50oz aerosol spray
can
£14.00
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£14.00 0
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable
£40.00 III

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE
Acoustical Engineering by Harry F
Olsen. The classic title (h-bk)
£40.00 ID
High Performance Audio Amplifiers by
Ben Duncan. New release! (h-bk) £40.00 ID
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk)
£20.00
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £17.00
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by
Vance Dickason. Fifth Edition (s-bk)
£25.00 0
The Complete Guide To High End
Audio by Bob Harley (s-bk) £25.00111
(h-bk), signed £45.00
Home Theatre For Everyone by Bob
Harley. New release (s-bk)
£18.00 D
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £80.00 per setO each £17.00
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt (s-bk)
£10.00 CI
Valve Amplifiers by Morgan Jones (s-bk)
£25.00 0
Power Amp Projects Domestic and InCar Designs. Audio Amateur (s-bk)
£20.00 CI
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £25.00 El

HOTLINE NUMBER:

+44 (0)1234 741152
Audio Power Amp biller Design
Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk)£25.00
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert
JReich (s-bk)
£30.00
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander (s-bk)
£25.00
High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £
25.00 0
(h-bk) £50.00 0
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill (s-bk)
£2.50 D
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM version
£70.00
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £ 8.00
Audio & Hi-Fi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk) £30.00 D
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+) £ 9.00 [11
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk)
£10.00 D
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk)
Mini Disc Jan Macs, Sony (s-bk) £15.00 0
Modern Recording Techniques by
Huber & Runstein (s-bk) £22.50 D
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker
Projects No 119 designs (s-bk)
£7.00
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£ 0.00
The Williamson Amplifier DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk)

CATALOGUES

HiFi News Accessories Club full review
catalogue D Book, technical CD and
software catalogue D Audiophile LP and
CD collection D

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
OF SELF-BUILD ITEMS
Radex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
original 5m single length £20.00
double core 10m length £45.00 0
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48th total
£45.00
Extension kit: two 24th sections £40.00
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
PCB, components and controls £88.00
Batteries and charger unit £70.00 D
Case and chassis
£ 0.00 III
Assembled unit, complete £295.00
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £60.00 12 per two-pair £ 110.00
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
PCB and electronics £250.00 D
Casework and chassis
£80.00
Assembled unit, complete
£399.00
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details
£TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner:
Assembled unit £399.00 0
Shure SFG-2 stylus balance: check your
cartridge down force to within one-tenth of
agramme
£20.00

* * *

THIS MONTH'S
FEATURED ITEM

John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier.
Kit £72.500 Ready built unit £95.00 0
MUST UM

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

READER SERVICES

TILTING AT WINDMILLS?
article — send for
has long
areprint if you
recognised that
missed it. JC's
there's little point
own design
in tilting at
parameters were
windmills when it
that the add-on
comes to the
unit (which could
incorporation of
be placed
tone controls in
between CD
pre- amplifiers
player and preand integrated
amplifier, or preamplifiers: the
amp/power
influential
amp) should not
younger
Frequency responses of treble shelving circuit and the effect of the require mains
generation of
speech-cut option as shown with John Crabbe 'soriginal article
power lie, no ICs
audio designers,
or transistors),
some would say spearheaded by Julian
and should have minimal insertion loss;
Vereker [ Naim] and Ivor — who the f....
only asingle capacitor per channel is
listens to 78s or 45rpm discs? interposed in any given switching position.
Tiefenbrun [Linn] in the mid- 1970s, took a
The circuit provides treble shelves
purist, not to say cost-conscious, stance.
levelling at 2dB, 4dB and 6dB above and
But JC has maintained his position and
below a central flat position. A speech cut
believes alot of programme material
option provides for listening to broadcast
really requires amelioration by ¡ udicious
music with spoken commentary, when
tailoring of the treble and bass responses.
realistic levels may be set for the music
In HFN/RR July [ page 56] he outlined a
and the often overloud/bottom-heavy
simple- to- build DIY passive control circuit,
voice transmission may simply be
appropriate to amplifiers with 100k or
compensated for at the press of abutton.
greater input impedances.
The bass control won't make up for the
Not all readers will want to have to sort
roll-off of avery small loudspeaker, or
out the components and switches necessary
add body to recordings whose bass falls
for this project, so the Accessories Club is
away steeply. But it should help with
offering acomplete kit comprising
minor room problems and will give a
capacitors, resistors, 4- pole seven position
respectable command of perceived
switches, toggle for speech mute, in/out
fullness.
sockets, wire and solder, plus, of course, a
However, the raison d'être of the Tilt is
metal case. The kit costs £72.50 incl.
to cope with undesirable tonal brilliance
postage; alternatively, aready built and
by treble shelving, or to remedy the
tested Tilt Unit is available for £95.00.
sometimes shrill, sometimes muffled
(Regrettably, these costs are necessarily
characteristics of, say, historical CD
higher than the notional figure suggested in
transfers — and you can't find many
the original article.)
modern pre-amplifiers ( the Quad an
The background to the development of
honorable exception) offering such a
the circuit is succinctly set out in the July
musical facility!
JOHN CRABBE
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A CCESSORIES CLUB at CD SERVICE
Name

The CD Service can normally supply
all titles reviewed in the magazine.
The price code for each record will be found at
the foot of the review. List the CDs/LPs you
require, with the format and price as indicated,
then add 50p per disc for post and packing, up
to amaximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs.
Unless listed here at aspecial price, sets are
priced at the appropriate multiple of the single
CD figure. Musicassettes can also be supplied
for titles where this format is available.
Telephone + 44 ( 011234 741152 for details
and prices. The CD Service will supply any
record generally available in the UK.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 12.75 each
• MID PRICE: £8.50

each

A BUDGET PRICE: £4.95 each
• SPECIAL PRICE
(See below for this month's listings)
SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical reissues — Beethoven/Mozart
(Karajan) £ 22.95; Honegger £ 12.75
Jazz — Joey Defrancesco, Trio Hurricane,
Thelonius Monk, James Spaulding £ 12.45;
Esquire Skiffle Sessions £ 9.95; Prince
Jammy £ 7.25
Jazz roundup — Children In Peril,
All The More £ 12.45; Live At Crescent,
Lift & Poise £9.95
Rock/pop — Future Bible Heroes,
Peter Case, Monster Magnet, Janus Stark,
Susan Tredesci £ 12.45
Soundtracks — Mercury, Ryko £ 12.45
Rock reissues — Keith Moon, Nitty Gritty
Dirt Band £9.25; Detroit Emeralds, Geunine
Excello £ 12.45; Confederate Tales £ 14.95

ORDER FORM

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Address

Postcode

Mortice

Catalogue number & title

CD/LP/MC

£ price

Tel

Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to.
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch•
Card Number delete as appropriate
+postage and packing (see text): £
Expiry Date

Issue Number

Signature

To order from the Accessories Club or the Compact Disc Service, post or
fax completed order form (tear-out sheets or photocopy) to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH,
United Kingdom; fax: +44 (
0) 1234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone or e-mail: +44 (
0) 1234 741152;
web site address, www.hi-fi-accessories-club.mcmail.com.

Total price: £
UK Sales: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges ( see CD Service text).
Export Sales. EEC: all prices include VAT. Please add 10% for additional
shipping costs. Asia, Australasia & Pacific Area ( tax free): please add 10%
to UK prices for additional shipping. Rest of World: ( tax free): UK prices
include for shipping costs. Delivery subject to availability. E & 0E.

LISTEN INN of N ORTHAMPTON

Invite you to listen to
THE B RITISH C OLLECTION

Choose British HiFi and you'll enjoy a quality of sound that's the envy of the hi-fi world.
You'll also learn that leading British manufacturers offer you cost effective routes to expanding
your system incrementally; up-grading through truly synergistic and evolutionary 'building
blocks' or by up-dating many ' future ready' components with low cost modifications.
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LISTEN INN

32 GOLD STREET

NORTHAMPTON

"Leave your
cheque book
at home"

TEL: ( 01604) 637871

As part of an independent group of genuine ' enthusiast' hi-fi retailers, Listen Inn of Northampton
focusses attention on the world renowned quality, value and traditions of superior British hi-fi
LI
STEN I
NN .- NORTHAMPTON

KJ W EST ONE - LONDON

THE HI-FI COMPAN Y - PETERBOROUGH

TlilE TRADING STATIO N - PETERBOROUGH

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE: + 44 (
0) 181-686 2599
FAX HOTLINE: + 44 (
0) 181-781 0550
E-MAIL: back-issues@Ihm.co.uk

.113Allissues
Missing a vital back number? Our Back Issues Service can help!
We can also photocopy articles for you

W

ecan supply single copies of most
issues from 1992 to 1996; simply
cut out or photocopy the coupon, or write
to:- Back issues Dept, HiFi News &
Record Review, Link House
Magazines Ltd, PO Box 106, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, England.
Please make sure that your remittance
(sterling cheque or postal
order/international bank draft) is payable
to LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES LTD.
We welcome and ,
:an take credit card
orders by telephone on +44 (0)81-686
2599, ext 211, or fax (24 hours) on +44
(0)181-781 0550.
PNOTOCDPY SERVICE
When back issues are not available, we can
supply photocopies of any HFNIRR
article. The charge is £2.50 per article
(UK) or £ 1.00 per article (airmail). To
avoid delay when requesting photocopies,
please quote issue date, author and title as
accurately as possible.
BINDERS
These sturdy, high-quality gold-embossed
binders will help you look after your copies of
HiFi News & Record Review. Each holds
up to 12 issues. Binders cost just £7.50 inc
UK p&p (overseas, £ 11.00) from the Back
Issues Department.

May ' 9.7 Hawksford
on DM DIY phones
amp, Jane Eaglen,
Shania Twain

June '97 Quad's 77
system, DTS by ICK.
Audiolab 8000CD,
ATC's 'Super Linear'

Sept '97 Sony 'EP9
digital pre, Frankfurt,
SF (pi 2; reports; Dave
Berrintan's DIY speaker

Oct '97 Ben Duncan'.
audiophile op-amp, R4
changes, Celestion I2i,
Freddie Mercury profile

Jan ' 98 1-1000 separates
swear-a; Philips recorder:
Duncan s
' Pure Power;
Bryn Terfel; Yoko on CD

Feb '98 [1200 CD
players; th, 96kHz De„S
DAC; Frederic Chin
interview; all about DIS

IORDER FORM

HUI

IPlease send me the following back issues:
I(The following issues are NOT available:
1992: Apr, May, June, Aug, Sept, Oct.
RBoterntEviEw
1 1993: Jan,. Feb, Mar, May, June, July, Aug, Sept, Dec.
1 1994: Jan, Feb, May, June.
I1995: May, June, Nov.
1 1996: FebF.
I1997: Jan, Mar, April, May, Aug, Oct

1

Issues:

Nov ' 97 HFNIRR

Dec ' 97 HiFi Show

awards, Decca engineer
James Lock interviewed,
Rotel's budget pw-'1ux.:.,

report Pt I, Classic HiFi
supplement No 4, Buick
M OM S'S 't
t'

Mar '
98 ATC, A7; Ae,am
Alpha 8SE player; Infinity
Composition speakers; DIY
turntable supply by Duncan

Apr '
98 free Mozart CD;
Linn Arluv;
Beethoven; Carl Perkins
tribute; Las Vegas shoe,

£4.75
£5.25
£5.25
£8.00

per
per
per
per

copy la
copy
copy Ul
copy Ul

binder(s) @ £7.50 or £ 11.00 (overseas)
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ystems, Ben Duncan 's
RFI-kea:in inductor

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps}
Address

Postcode

Tel:
£

(pounds

sterling) made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
Please charge my Access /Visa /Diners
/Amex*/Switch/Delta
Card No

UNITED KINGDOM
IEUROPE AIRMAIL
IOVERSEAS SURFACE
IOVERSEAS AIRMAIL
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Aug ' 97 San Franciew
Show Part I, .0000

Cheque/postal order enclosed for

Prices, including postage, for Back Issues are as follows.
IPlease tick postal service required.

IPlease send me

July '
97 Rex Baldock on
horns, Wilson Audio
CUB, Densen's .opti,ar
hono am Pans sheze

Signature

Issue No:

Expires

Date:

All orders will be dispatched promptly but some surface mail deliveries may
take longer than 28 days. Phetocopies of this form are acceptable_ Data protection: occasionally
I
we may make names and addresses available to carefully vetted auripanies uho sell goods and .
services by mail that we belies-emay be of interest to our readers. 9f you would prefer not to
receive such mailings please nckbox.
E&OE I

1(15

RudioPrism
....a renaissance of
Craftmanship, style & Performance

I
Pilirvieb:J.5«
Line Level
Preamplifier
Dual Mono Design,

external power supply, dual precision
stepped attenuators, vibration isolated circuit boards with
solid-state regulation of every stage.

9e4rtt
5

Dual Mono
Power Amplifier
Switchable ulterlinear
& triode operation, on
board bias control metre, custom wound
transformers, vibration isolated circuit boards and
transformers, designed to drive any load.

ADVERTISING STANDetVORITATORD USAGE

For further

Music

details contact

Conniseurs

The Company that brings you Hi- End Audio at real world prices

Tel: 0151 343 0007 Fax: 0151 343 0008

Wadia is back...
The new

adia 830 CD player gives most of the

performance of the outstanding 850 at a much lower

Tel: 0181 336 0012 Fax: 0181 338,
*7
nar-KPT

evinson

price and is the entry- ley el player to high-end Wadia.
Throughout the Wadia range built -in volume controls
operate in the digital domain to offer full CD resolution.

you can therefore connect aWadia direct to your power
amp and dispense with the preamp asignificant upgrade
which also saves money! Direct connection is also
possible with Accuphase players and the dCS Elgar and
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade dia converters.
Give us acall then come to listen. Customers say we make
some of the best sounds they ahve ever heard, so you know
we can do the same in your home. Our advice will take
account of your best components and guide you where
change is needed, in stages you can afford. You avoid
expensive mistakes, enjoy music along the way and save
money in the long run. Just listen and you'll know.
CD: Accuphase, Acurus, Audio Synthesis, Balanced Audio

Main Agents for:

•clifijp •

EPOS • JAMO CONCERT

INNS MARK LE
PROCEED• PR

TZ • MUSICAL FIDELITY
PRECISION • RESTEK
•PLUS OTHERS

•RELAXING DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
•FREE PARKING • FINANCE AVAILABLE
•MAIL ORDER WELCOME
71 HIGH STREET, NEW MAIDEN, SURREY KT3 4EIT

Technology, Classé, dCS Elgar, Meracus, Crelle, Wadia, XTC
Vinyl: Basis, Crown Jewel, DNM, Graham, Michell,
Stratosphere, Sumiko Blue Point Special, Transfiguration
Amplifiers: Accuphase, Balanced Audio Technology, CAT,
Classé, DNM, Lumley, Pass, Siemel, SiriuS, Sonneteer, XTC
Loudspeakers: Audio Artistry, Audio Physic, BKS, Ethos,
liarbeth, Lumley, Magneplanar, Mirage, NEAT, Totem
Tuners: Accuphase, Fanfare, Magnum Dynalab
Cables: Chord Co., DNM, SonicLink, Tice etc

The Right Note — Bath
Freephone 0800 328 1425

%
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and choose between 14 issues
for the pr .ce of 12. That's a
saving of £6.00 on the UK
subscription rate OR 20% OFF
when paying by DIRECT DEBIT.
That's a saving of over £ 8.00
on the UK subscription rate

iota

Credit Card Hotline:
01454 620070
Fax Hotline: 01454 620080
EMail: cihotline@aol.com
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Hi Fi NEWS & RECORD REVIEW SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION FORM
Il wont to discover what sounds and looks great
with HiFi News & Record Review...

FIFFI
MUS
mcce.ra

ID Iwould like 20% OFF and have completed the Direct Debit mandate

Your choice of payment: 0 Direct Debit 9 Cheque or 9 Credit/Debit Card
O Instruction to your Bank or

Building Society to pay Direct Debits

IJDIRECT
Debit

Please 1111in the whole form and send it to
Link House Magazines Ltd, Subscnptions.
Bradley Pavilions, Pear Tree Road, Bradley Stoke North, Bristol BS12 CBC/

ID Iwould like 14 issues for the price of 12 and have enclosed my
credit/debit card details/cheque

OeenstrinaanthseteesNreorr

1 Name and lull postal address of your Bank or Building Society branch5

Your details

8

To. The Manager
Address

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms.

3 Branch sort code
rtrom um top nun ,'mend

. oinei ol

Country

4

Bank or

1
0

4

5 Link House Magazines Ltd reference ruin**,
do,office tea onts!

6 Instruction to your tank or Building S«cietv
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Postcode

2 Names) of account holderle

Address:

3

Bank or Building Society
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•
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Society account number

Date

Your subscription
IJ Direct Debit payment

Banks and Building Societies

Li Cheque or credit/debit card payment
14 for 12

UK
IJ Overseas Surface
Li Europe Airmail
[I Overseas Airmail

£36.00
£44.30
£45.70
£61.80
{H1803o)

(HI803b)

Tick here if you are an existing subscriber CI
If you would prefer not to receive direct mail please tick here CI
Return the coupon to: HiFi News Subscriptions Dept, Bradley Pavilions,
Pear Tree Road, Bradley Stoke North, Bristol B532 OPP.
Tel: 01454 620070 Fax: 01454 620080. E-Mail: cihotline@aol.com.

not accept Dire tDebit Instructions fa, some types of ai count

I
enclose acheque/postal order/international
bank draft payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.

20% Discount

£28.00
£34.50
£36.50
£49.00

mai

9

or charge my credit/debit card,
Li Visa

U Access

Diners

J Mastercard

(:11 Debit/Switch Card Issue No:
Credit/Debit' Card No:
Expiry Date:

Signature .

Daytime Tel No. ( inc STD code)
delete ce oppropnote

The Direct Debit Guarantee: The C•uorontree eoffered by all Banks and Budding Societies that take part in the Direct Deba Scheme. The efficiency and security of the Scheme is monitored and protected by your own Bonk or Building Society
the
',mounts to be pod or the payment cbtes change you 41 be told of this in advance by at least 14 dcrys as agreed. . fan error is mode by Link House Magazines Limited or by your Bank or Building Society, you are guaranteed ofull and immediate
•
elund f-orn your branch of the amoLini paid You can cancel oDirect Debit at any time by writing to your Bank or Buikling Society Please also send acopy of your letter to us.Direct Debits can ONLY be paid through oUK bank or budding society
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specialist guide
DEVON & CORNWALL

CHESHIRE

DOUG BRADY HI-FI

SHInds.
(.1)
er

Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North
Warrington, WA I3NU

Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

Tel: ( 01925) 828009
Fax: (
01925) 825773

GREATER LONDON
EIRE

Hearing is Believing

Amen,
10111 W

27 BOND STREET, EALING W5
ix 0181-567 8703

Audlotals
Castle
Peerlelan
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Harantz
Epos

30 years of Excellence

AUDIOLAB, BAO, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CASTLE,
CHORD CO., DENON, EPOS, HARMON KARDON, KEF,
MARANTZ, MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NORDOST,
ONKYO, ORELLE, QUAD, REL, ROGERS, ROKSAN, ROTEL,
SOUNDSTYLE, TEAC, TALK ELECTRONICS, TARGET, THORENS,
VAN DEN HUL, & OTHERS
Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery &
installation. Repairs & service.
Closed Wednesday.

Technics

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (0I ) 2889449/2888477

Sony
Nairn

Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6 pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9 pm

studio
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INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE

diSi O'Brien HiFi em

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD
SONUS FABER YAMAHA

from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.
Juicy fruit

Our fourth phenomenal year

0171-924 2040
61/63 WEA3S ROAD, SW11

AKG, ARCAM, AUDIOQUEST, AUDIO
TECHNICA,
BEYER,
CABLETALK,
CHORD,
COPLAND,
DENON,
DENSEN, IXOS, JECKLIN, KRELL,
MARTIN LOGAN, MAXELL, MICHELL,

SI FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGF Ioivr>oN NW64DY
Il _t III -I624 81455
IV, 1117I 6245115

MOTH, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD,
NAIM, OPERA, ORTOFON, QED,
R A LABS, ROGERS, ROM, RUARK,

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

NAMES IN

1
417Vi
r
COPIANT)

MARTIN I
IX,AN

Demonstration Room - Installation Service Major Credit Cards -Mail Order - Repair facilities
5mins walk from Raynes Park BR - Free car parking
60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW

Tel.(0181)946-1528

Fax ( 0181)946-0331

AUDIO COUNSEL

Shaw Road,
OLDHAM

0161 633 2602

I

Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
A

Fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi -Fi
3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

Krell, Them, Copeland, Pink A, Audio Reseorck, Mendion, Audion, Hi 0,
CR DueLonents, Wilson Audio, Morts Logan, Sonus Poker, Jorno, Epos, Rucek, dpo.
Myryod, Akhemist, Creek, Michell, SWF CO Products, NYA, REL, Rote', Diem,
Celestion, tone, Miaornego, Oral.. much more

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
FirstTime Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS
IN1TREST FREE FINANCE
FREE PARKING
16-18A Eldon Street, Toxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone (01777) 870372 Focsimile (01777) 870437

HI-FI

•Naim Audio • Audiolab •
Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
'ift J1
•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •
',.:. 9 r.1 il ï .g i.1
must ,
. , y,ut vats
TDL • Mission • Copland •
•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc ... etc . etc
12 14

BADA BONDED DEALER

SENNHEISER, SME, SONY, TEAC,
THORENS,
UNISON
RESEARCH

GREATER MANCHESTER
'SIMPLY THE BEST'

MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO

Ila cul- i
I

ORANGES
& LEMONS

THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-PI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA
BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF

AUDIO COUNSEL

14 Stockport Road,
CHEADLE
0161 428 7887

Open Tues.- Sat. 10-5.30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

\ottingham's newest and largest
Inn & home theatre store.
Authorised Dealers for: Acoustic Precision • Audio Alchemy • Audio Analogue
•Audiomeca • Audio Synthesis • Art Audio • Audio Physic • Boulder • Burmester
• (oboe • Conrad-Johnson • (roll • (PO • EA.R. • Electraompaniet • Forsell
•Fullers Audio • Gamma Acoustics • Golden Tube • &gal • Helios • Klipsch
•Cuing Voice • Lowther Voigt • Magnum • Merocus • Musical Fidelity • OUR • Oracle
• Orelle • Ortolan • Popworth • Pass Labs • Purist • Project • Pentachord
•Pink Triangle • CIED• Sequence • Stan • Tear • Triongk • Trichord Research • Totem
•Unison Research • Yamomuro Churchill • YEA and others
terr elelezv,, re,I all, role • I',
le,mn /). tI,lcola for lee of pan totrhangr bargain,
Derraterms bromprel Stnie res
cilhe 41 rrxr ye, .'one «fog cibLeny
5rnins horn 127 of the M6

01257 473175
EVENING CALLS WELCOME

•Three demonstration rooms
•Home trials
•Full installation service
•All the major brands...and more

CASTLE
SOUND
&VISION
AUGUST 1998

Castle Sound & Vision
48 - 50 Maid Marian Way,
Nottingham, NCI 6C;F:
Tel: 0115 958 4404
HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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ENGLISH

audio

NORTH LONDON

studio
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lARPENDEN TD

HI-FI & TV
82 The High Street
Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP
Tel: 01582 764246

Bang & Olufsen Centre

...*CYRUS CENTRE**.*
Arcam, A.T.C., Audiolab, B&W, Castle,
Denon, Exposure, Hermon Kardon, Kef,
Marantz, Micromega, Mission, Nairn.
Pink Triangle, Pioneer. Prou, Quad, Rd,

ARCAM, ATACAMA, ATC, AUDIOLAB, AVI,
BANG & OLUFSEN, BAO, BOSE, CHORD CO., DENON,
HARBETH, KEF, JAMO, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, NAIM, PANASONIC,
QED, QUAD, ROBERTS RADIO, SENNHEISER, SOUND STYLE,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TEAC, TDL, TLD ETC

Rotel, Ruark. John Sheame, Stax, Teac, Yamaha
I.ree

Credit facilities; Servit, Dent

MonSal 9.30 — 5.30

Anafog Audio

\%luiecro., Itu.a1.11,•Icr,1,1 lui 1;2 3551)NI

(HiFi Specialists)

NORTHERN IRELAND
TURNTABLES - Moth. Michell, Nottingham Analogue, Roksan. Rockport,
API. Wilson Benesch.
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES - Rega, SME, Wilson Benesch,
Non Analogue. VPI, Lyra, Grado, Roksan, Clearaudio, Goldring, Koetsu.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel, Marantz, Harman Kardon, Helios, Trichord,
Roksan. Audiomeca, ME, Copeland, Krell. BOW Technology, ABA,
Meracus, DAC.
AMPLIFICATION • Rotel, Marantz, Harman Kardon, Audio Analogue.
Musical Fidelity, LFD, Roksan, Meracus, ABA, Copeland, Krell, BOW,
Siemel. Valve amps from Audion, Unison Research, Graaf,
Audio Research, KR Acoustic.
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Apogee, OLN. Triangle, Jamo,
System Audio, JBL, Ruark, Wilson Benesch, Sonos Faber, Cadence,
Martin Logan. Tannoy, Blueprint, Living Voice, Klipsch.
HOME CINEMA - Rotel, Harman Kardon, Proceed, Krell,
Sunfire ( Bob Carver), JBL, Triangle, Ruark, Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - Insert Audio, Flatline, Kimber, Silver Sounds,
Purest Audio Designs, Yamamura, Frameworks,
Parlington, Base, Understands.
KRONOS HI-FI, 7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE,
DUNGANNON 8770 1AR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
E-mail. Devi d@Kron os Hi
Fi
. demon . co uk
Web Site. http:/hvinv.KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk

849 high Road, [ mulon NI2
[el: 0181 44', 121,7

Credit ( Including Interest Free) Available

SALE NOW ON

MIDDLESEX

LEADING STOCKISTS OF

KENT

ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ

gestooke

I
l
.
g OV -Cfr\l ,1
V.st42.1 Goy\smità.v\rs

kea of full range of speakers and
eler ironic stoc all major rnanufar tuners.
Please phone for detilds.

We at Audio Verme are mot interested in making the cturck,one time
sale.Rather,we want you as a long
term repeat customer5o whether
you are buying, selling, exchanging
or just looking for unbiased advice
on Hi- end Audio, Visual please call.

Componente from
£120.00 -£72.000
mobile 0973 471 426

* Three

SURREY

demonstration rooms

* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Good parking facilities

Stockists of: ARCA AI • DF:NSF:N • EPOS • LINN • LOFA% E
•AlICROMEGA • NAM AUDIO • NEAT • RECA • ROTH.
•ROYD • S11.111INIAN • TF:AC • YAMADA & MORE

n iueiityY

UNILET SOUND & VISION
24-26 UNION STREET, MAIDSTONE ME14 1ED

Tel: 01622 676703

Fax: 01622 676723

SOUTH COAST

indecently good hi-fi

9High Sue«, Hernpion Wick. Kinoton upon
Thun.., Surrey KT1 4DA. Tek 091-943
Open Toes- Fri 10.30arn 7.00pm/Sat barn - 6pm
(

"015\
UNILET
Sound & Vision

LINCOLNSHIRE

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Sound & Vision

Tel / Fax 0181 707 4849
email ; auctiovenue@vobsnet.co.uk

le\

LTNILET

Once is not enough

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Choose from
the finest
•Hi Fi
•Home Cinema
•TV & Video

* Six demonstration rooms
All leading brands

effiles

* Interest Free Credit
ZeroPecrIliack
Audio
Consultants
Lincobisbire
01472 883722
E-Mail 113507.26350Compuserve.Com
Digital Analogue Company
Nottingham Analogue
Audion - Anon - Klipsch - Triangle - Silver Sounds
No TV - \ ida, - No Satellite
lust Pure Music
Talk to Shaun on the above number
Erchtsive
for Exclusive Ears

NORFOLK

* Free Parking
* Open 10-4 every Sunday

UNILET SOUND & VISION
35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, ICT3 4BY

Tel: 0181 942 9567

Fax: 0181 336 0820

BRIGHTON 69 London Rd (01273) 609431 _
EASTBOURNE Green St (01323) 731336 —
PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd. (01705) 663604

Excellent Listening Facilities
SOUTH EAST LONDON

Closed Mondays Free Parking

then contact:

School Road, Bracon Ash

"The Cartridge Man"

Near Norwich, Norfolk

It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg

Tel: ( 01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Nairn, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk.
Opera Loudspeakers. T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others
AUGUST 1998

f

SUFFOLK

Front End Problems?

The Old School

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

ENOS
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to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,
Hadcock. EAR. and others,

Phin"te'”"IMitH
;
4

1$0)*
!MS*

sq

ala

plus cartridge re-tipping service

hl-fi for grown-ups

0181-688 6565

tel / fax ipswich 01473 622866
mobile
0802
1 763 19
109
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YORKSHIRE

SCOTLAND

YORKSHIRE

gee/eat:eye-

Music Mill

Stockists of Audio Synthesis, Mirage, Chord Company, Classe.
Cable Talk, EAD, Exposure, Kora , Harbeth. Myryad,
Orelle, Trichord, Sonic Link, Orelle, Stands Unique,
XTC & many Others.

Over the years we have carefully chosen acomprehensive
range of audio equipment to offer the discerning music lover
omponents of unparalled performance.

Hi-fi advice that's always worth listening to.

PREMIER AUDIO

For friendly advice or to arrange your demonstration of some
of the World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN
BLEAKLEY on LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 (evening calls
velcome). Generous part exchange allowance alwicu
available. Agencies include ATC, Ay!, BRIS TON,
CASTLE, CHORD, HARRETH, MARANTZ, PRIMARE
SYSTEMS, SPENDOR, SUMO, TEAC, and many more.
So

prImare &yawns

Demonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations &Free Installation
By Appointment Tel: Wakefield (01924) 255045. (Anytime).
Serving the YoilLshire Area

WEST SUSSEX

ye CHOR44)

ACOUSI,CR1110...5

/ VI
Systems matched to specific requirement

IllatAiuuLd

CE

epoWeidge

Phone/Fax LEEDS ( 0113) 2528850

Nationwide delivery and installation
Sympathetically designed audio furniture

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP

Friendly professional advice and after-sales support

Cyrus, Roksan. Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Rega,
Arran), Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotai, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.

NAIM AUDIO • PRO AC
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS • MARANTZ • AVI
ALCHEMIST • TEAC • ROKSAN • ROTEL

W

72 Newhaven Road Edinburgh EI-16 5QG

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

•

ould gou like.to heor more.,

0,091.44:24lecr
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TO ADVERTISE
IN THIS
SECTION
PLEASE
CONTACT
DAVE WALSH
TEL:
0181 686 2599
EXT 318

1.4%.

6

5

YORKSHIRE

THE HI-FI

PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION

STUDIOS

OF QUALITY HI-FI ON
THE EAST COAST'

Audiolab. Electrocompauiet, Pro-Ac, Ruark, Castle, TEAC, Unison Research. TU. Impulse
Horns, Mondor Audio, Harbeth, Alchemist, Michell Turntables, Nottingham AnalogLe
Studios, Blueprint, Aud aAnalogue , Exposure, Living Voice, Denses, Celestion tA serifs
only), Opera, Etalon, Audio Physic, Trichord Research. Yamaha and Klipsch Home Cinema,
Pro-Logic demonstrations, Nordost, Stands Unique, Sfax Electrostatics. Orlofon, Rngmat
Developments, Audio Tachnica, Goldring. Listening room, Demonstrations, Home Trial,
Free delivery and
Installation 2 Years Guarantee
AccessNi9

ZEN AUDIO
35 GEORGE STREET HULL

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER DN58SA
Tel/Fax: ( 01302) 781387

TEL: 01482 587397

10-8pm TueFri, 10-6pm Sat, Closed Monday

WEST MIDLANDS
-nos ... krewirk audio...arr.,

lab

hord ... nak

irin...ortofon

projrrt

pal

ro

s•lemd

.1 rgri _ 1111_ iuhr trchtmlogy...v.n

dfn Inal...yaresha

for the midlands

11.

01922 493499
hurt ... meritlian...InIt.n.no.g.,

F.91
LLD=

3Hi - Fi Studios Home Trials Home Cinema Theatre In House Service
Department Mail order available Interest Free Credit available
(On Selected Items. APR 20% written details

trch.. . 1.11.,...at

on

request)

alchemy...chord

ivi LJO SI

rahletalk.. moth

:g

0121 321 2445
krn

MA

I 1E

S

e
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&/-*- F - 1THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS
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Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from

Cée I

I

Audio Research, Theta, Sonus Faber, Meridian, Audiolab, Arcam, B&W,
Cyrus, DPA, Dynaudio, KEF, Musical Fidelity, TEAC, Technics and Yamaha.
A wide range of classical CD's is available at our Birmingham Store.
Open TuesSat. 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thurs. till 7.00

INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

110

363 FrAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

SlOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTTON GOLDFIELD,

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 5TD

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX 0121 354 1933

AUGUST 0998
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FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Accuphase T109 tuner, mint, boxed with
remote balanced and unbalanced outputs,
one of the world's best £ 1,995 tel: 01224
707622 after 6pm (H1176)
Air Tangent arm on VPi HW19 III dark oak
fitted with Koetsu black, £ 1,800 with boxes,
Siltech plus other quality interconnects and
speaker cables, tel: 01923 826830 (H1263)
ARC Classic 30 amp £950; Audio Synthesis
Passion all-Vishay passive preamp £300, the
following in US 120 voltage, but stepdown
transformer available: ARC LS2 preamp
£950; Theta Data CD Transport £800;
Sonic
Frontiers
Ultrajitterbug £ 300;
California Audio Lab Sigma II (tube) DAC
£400, all mint condition, boxes and manuals,
tel:
01865
558075
or
email:
cyri1888@aol.com (H1291)
Armstrong Al 0Mark II mono valve amplifier, two Armstrong MOD16 mono FM
Tuners, original valves, working ok, tel:
01992 582439 (Herts) (H1346)
ATC SCM100 Active speakers, black ash,
recently re-voiled by ATC, quick sale,
£1,750 tel: 0181 969 3739 (H1273)
Audio Analogue Puccini SE: 1month old,
receipt, guarantee, boxed, immaculate condition, special black finish, £490 (was £600)
tel: Cedric, 0181 691 0098 (Greenwich)
(H1343)
Audio Clearout HiFi, accessories, book on
hi-fi and electronics, all at half cost, send
SAE to L Perkins, 30 Barrington Road,
Loughton, Essex IG I0 2AY for a list
(H1327)
Audio Note Silver interconnects 2x1 metre
lengths ANVX rrp £ 575 each - £ 350 each
including carriage, tel: 01932 349314,
mobile 0467 707991 (H1356)
Audio Research Bargains, SP14 pre-amp
£1,200 (£3,400); Pair special D240 MKII
stereo amps £2,400 (£6,800); Will separate,
all mint boxed, 9x metres; Audio Research
Litzlink Interconnect £ 500; Audionote KOON passive pre-amp £400 (£ 1,500) offers
tel: 01604 720122 (H1360)
Audio Research LS3 pre amp, mint, £750
cost £ 1,900, surplus to requirements tel:
0181 743 3303 evenings (H1332)
Audio Research LS7 pre amp, v. good condition with box, serviced jan ' 98, silver face
sell £890; REL Q100E active sub 5months
old, cost £495 sell £290 little use, tel: 01948
666484 (Shropshire) (H1312)
Audio Synthesis DAX dac, Ultra Analogue
version with glass optical input, £650ono;
Concordant Excelsior valve preamp with
phono input and separate power supply,
£450ono tel: 01962 851802 (H1329)
Audio Synthesis DAX2 (NPC/HDCD
Filters) £ 1,390 (£2,200); Yamaha E390AV
amp £ 125 (£250); B&W CC6 speaker £ 140
(£230); Musical Fidelity X1OD £80 (£ 120);
Audioquest Midnight 3.5m pair £ 150
(£260); Audioquest Cobalt 3.5m pair £200
(£360) tel: 01296 747852 (H1328)
Audio Synthesis DAX2 and Passion 8S,
reference grade DAC and remote "silver"
attenuater, £ 1,099 and £650 respectfully,
both in immaculate condition, upgrading to
DAX " Decade" tel: Rober, 01604 415412
(Northampton) (H1167)
H141 NEWS a RECORD REVIEW
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Audio Synthesis Equipment to clear 2 off
150 watt Desire Class A Amplifiers £ 500
each; Passion 8S with Direct coupled silver
blue interconnects £850; 1pair Transparent
Audio Ultra cable 25 foot ( 2x25) new
£2,650 best offer tel: 01189 611918
(H1243)
Audio Synthesis Passion 8M, remote controlled Passive preamp, top multiple input
model, boxed, mint, 7 months old, cost
£1,695 sell £ 1,100 tel: 01322 282512 days,
01622 820716 eves (Kent) (H1254)
Audiolab 8000P power amp, latest spec (2
years old), boxed, including manual, vgc,
£400; Cyrus 2 amp and PSX power supply,
boxed, manuals inc. vgc, £300 tel: 01480
436321 (Huntingdon) (H1184)
Audionote M1 phono Pre, 4 line inputs, 2
outputs, excellent condition, boxed, £385,
Rose RV23S valve pre, external PSU, excellent condition £275; Philips CD104, cast
transport superb condition £ 110 tel: 01273
541462 (H1338)
Audionote MC AN-S2 transformer £250
(£450); 1m pair Audionote ANS Silver Litz
interconnects £70 (£ 140); 1/2m pair
Audionote ANV Silver Litz (Neutrik connectors) £60 (£ 120) tel: 01242 236981
(H1363)
Audioplan Kontrast II loudspeakers, piano
black, lacquer finish, cost £2,300 for quick
sale £895; Sony TA-E1000ESD Digital
Processing control amplifier plus 2Sony TAN55ES Stereo (or bridged mono) power
amps £695 tel: Chris Harris 01494 881171
work, 0411 251756 mobile (H1247)
Beard P100 monoblock valve power amplifiers - pair, new KT88 valve's, internally
upgarded and serviced by Bill Beard,
absolutely magnificent, £ 1,900ovno; Audio
Synthesis Passion, 8 inputs, homemade,
plain looking but stunning sound hence
£375 tel: 0181 578 7714 (H1336)
Bryston 4B-NRB power amp, lifetime warranty, 250+ watts per channel £ 795;
Audiolab 8000Q pre amp, £ 695; both
mint/boxed, tel: 01234 713199 Beds/Bucks
(H1345)
Celestion 300 speakers, mint condition
£375 tel: 01604 766124 (H1255)
Complete all-valve system less than 12
months old, moving overseas due to unexpected transfer, £22,000 retail - selling for
£12,500, description on request, tel: Kurt,
0171 867 5406 (please leave message)
(H1361)
Conrad-Johnson PV10AL £625; Crimson
Elektrik 510 battery preamp (m/c) £90;
Orelle CD- 10T Transport and DA180 DAC
(Colloms recommended) £750 tel: 01332
551402 eves (H1369)
Counterpoint SA20 ' Power' amplifier,
mint, boxed £ 1,150; Well tempered classic
turntable, latest black platter/bearing, classic
arm, Dynavector Karat, all boxes, manuals,
superb, £ 1,375; Roksan Darius loudspeakers, latest, rosewood, mint, boxed, manuals,
£625; Mission Mechanic £495; Ortofon
SPU £295 tel/fax: 01747 853372 (Dorset)
(H1186)
Craftsman built record cabinet in light ash,
solid wood, holds about 600 LPS, photograph available £ 150ono tel: 0802 457073
(H1350)

DNM 3Ai6 power supply with latest network T capacitors with 2band limited gems,
all recently serviced by DNM, sensible offers
only, tel: Peter, 0181 743 8880 (H1253)
DR Thomas Studiol power amp, offers;
Revox B226 CD player £550; Revox B750
MKII amp £300; Lowther Acoustas PM6A
new, surrounds £275; Quad ESL57s £295;
Pioneer F90 tuner £95; Pioneer RT909 reel
to reel tape recorder, offers tel: 01244
541014 (H1333)
Emigration Sale: MF X-Cans headphone
amp £60 with free VdH cables, Quad 606
MK1£100; Sony CDP 557 ESD CD player
£100; Sony STS 361 RDS Tuner £75 tel:
015242 72887 (H1172)
Epos ES14 black with original sound organisation stands, all units replaced in last year
and ahalf, tel: Bruno, 0171 207 0256 eves
(H1348)
Faroudja LD1000 absolute state-of-the-art
laserdisc player with separate CD audio performance to match, unused/boxed/as new
£2,750 (List £ 5,500); Pioneer CLD 2950
with AC-3/digital audio output/tray illumination £350; Audio Alchemy DAC-in-Box
£100 tel: 01945 463077 (H1340)
Garrard 401 Transcription deck civil arm
and plinth - excellent condition £250 tel:
01527 835715 eves only (H1339)
Genesis Digital Lens, new £650 tel: 00 49
611 547334 (Germany) (H1314)
Genexxa Linaeum LX5 pro speakers full
rata upgarde, bi wireable, ICK recommended
£150
tel:
01522
694871 (Lincoln)
(H1316)
John Bolders Activel loudspeakers walnut
£480; Yamaha AVX100 surround amp prologic 5 channel r/c £275 tel: 01296 696251
(Bucks) (H1227)
Kelly KT3 Speakers, mint £800; Sugden
SF100 amplifier £450; Denon 4400A mono
block power amplifiers, £ 550; Musical
Fidelity X-Pre £ 120 all items new or as new
and boxed tel: 01572 723198 (H1256)
Kenwood
KA5050-R
amplifier
and
Kenwood DP-7050 CD player, selection of
first class reviews available, cost £700,
accept £450; B&W DM-620i floor standing
speakers, cost £369, accept £250 all mint,
tel: 0161 437 5372 (H1262)
Koetsu black cartridge recently retipped at
cost of £225 by The Cartridge Man £350;
Mission 752 speakers, black all original
packaging £ 295; Royd Merlin speakers
£160 (£ 300) (walnut) Cabletalk reference
interconnects £85 (£ 150) Teac CD3 £ 150
(£250) tel: 0171 613 0136 (H1238)
Krell ICAV3000i integrated amplifier, mint
condition, boxed, reason for sale - upgrading
£1,850 tel: 01823 444044 (Taunton)
(H1288)
Krell KRC-2 pre amp £2,000; KSA 150S
power amp £3,000; Martin Logan Aerius
£1,300;Yamaha DSPE580 surround processor £300; KEF 100 centre speaker £ 150;
Celestion 'Little Ones' rears £ 50 tel: 0121
628 9247 (H1341)
Krell KRC2 remote control pre-amplifier,
balanced and single ended, immaculate unmarked condition, boxed owners manual
under guarantee £ 1,950 (£4,200) tel: 01797
253073 (East Sussex) (H1277)
III

Latest Audio Synthesis DAX Decade, SE,

Musical Fidelity A100, 50 watts p.c Class

mint, £ 1,950; Mark Levinson 37, mint

A amp, as new £275ono; Yamaha CR800

£2,400; both items as new, 5months old, tel:

receiver 70 watts p.c vgc £ 125ono; Celestion
SL6 speakers, walnut finish, vgc, £ 145ono;
Thorens TD150.II turntable good condition

01189 611615 after 7pm (H1260)
Leak Stereo 20 rebuilt mint condition,
boxed £ 275; Magnaplanar SMGAs, mint,
boxed £345; Cyrus 2x PSX mint, boxed
1989 £ 300; Cyrus PCM11 CD boxed, mint
£150; Cyrus 737 freedoms mint £ 150;
Cambridge A100 power amp, mint boxed
£145 tel: 0141 571 4947 (H1323)
Lexicon DCI processor THX AC3 DTS fitted LDDI RF Demod. inc £ 3,000; REL
STrata

H

Subwoofer £ 300;

Pioneer

CLD925 laserdisc player and 25 discs £495
tel: 0113 2346111 or 0113 2402043 Tom
(H1318)
Linn Active System Karik CD player £795;
Nowmerie DAC £695; Kain pre amp £750;
Keilidh speakers £425; Active cards £ 325;
Two LK100 power amps £375 each, all
boxed, as new, latest finish tel: 01702
545622 (H1311)
Linn Isobariks black, plus LK1 and LK275, all mint, prefer to sell as package £ 1,000,
can

demonstrate

tel:

01252

714081

(H1209)
Linn Keilidh speakers (black) £425; Linn
Majik-I phono £450; Rega Planar 2 plus
super bias cartridge £ 150; Micromega Logic
£150, all boxed, excellent condition, tel:
01543 411489 (eves/weekends)

(
H1326)

Linn LP12 rosewood finish, Valhalla power
supply, Akit0 arm, Dynavector cartridge,
recently purchased from genuine dealer,
brand new, boxed, never used ever £ 1,200
tel: 0958 950070 (London) (H1229)
Mark Levinson No 31 Reference CD transport, mint condition, boxed with tool kit and
user manual. Reference sound quality as you
would expect £ 3,995 (£ 8,750); Apogee
Calliper Signature Loudspeakers, superb
sound quality and imaging, mint, boxed,
£1,295 (£4,000); Metaxas Charisma/Iraklis
pre and power amp, lkW transformer, 50W

with arm, no lid £45ono; Supex 900SE moving coil cartridge low mileage £45ono;
Lentek head amp £ 20; Nagaoka Stilton MC
cartridge new £ 15ono tel: David Ritchie,
0181 466 0655 days, 0181 462 2320
eves/weekends ( H1322)
Musical Fidelity A1000 Class A £925;
Micromega Drive 2 £ 550; both boxed, guaranteed, Proac Studio 100, walnut, british
craftsmanship,

boxed, £440;

Meridian

263DS DAC, perfect £295; VDH Second
interconnect £ 100; Cord Myth 7m £60;
Linn Basik AKITO K9 £210 tel: 0117 924
6297 (H1220)
Musical Fidelity A1000 recently serviced
by MF, superb class A sound £ 750 tel:
01462
896401
eves (North
Hants)
(H1310)
Musical Fidelity F15 £ 1,100; AVI
S2000MP, £450; Marantz 63 £80; All boxed
and in excellent working order and excellent
condition tel: 01705 352987 (Gosport)
(H1241)
NAD 2600 power amp 150 WPC superb
punch QED Vector pre active passive R/C
and B&W 601 speakers great synergy
£400ono tel: Mark, 01375 891143 (Essex)
(H1330)
Naim 82 preamp £ 1,300, pair 135's just serviced by Naim, latest spec £ 1,380; Hi-cap
power supplies £425; NAC A5 speaker cable
16 mus, all boxed and as new, Tandberg
3014 tape deck £850 tel: 01825 762960
(H1249)
Naim Hi-cap (old style) £360; Naim Prefix
£100; Denon tape deck DRM300 £80;
Naim ARO Lead £ 50 all as new, tel: Steve,
0181 658 2975 eves (H1325)
Naim NAC72

new style usual pickup

boards, plus moving coil and CD snake,
boxed £400; Hi-cap old style serviced,
boxed £ 325; both items original buyer and

channel, very transparent 3D sound £995

immaculate tel: 01736 757721 (H1315)

pair (£ 3,-600) tel: 01473 281957 (H1373)

Naim SBL's latest upgrade £900; 72 pre

Mentor Reference Turntable Mentor arm,
18 months old, cream, last one made,

new style £350; Hi Cap £350; NAP250 old
style £800; CDS £2,000; Mana Acoustics

£2,100 any trial; Classic Pye HF12 pair

five tier equipment table £400; Phase Four

restored by GT Audio finest classic sound

£500; Soundstages £ 130 each; SBL-stands
£80 tel: 0031 70 3944245 (Netherlands)
(H1370)

available, £ 1,100, upgrading to better looking stuffl no time wasters, tel: 0181 657 8946
(H1252)
Meridian 601

digital pre Meridian 602

Transport

Chameleon

2x

power

amps

(1200W) ATC SCM20 (walnut) Meridian
CD-R Sony STJ-75 tuner Kudos stands,
Siltech and VDH cabling tel: 01895 810827
(H1352)
Meridian

601

DSP

Transport,

combination,

£950

01483

tel:

preamp/602CD
superb

sound,

569814 (Guildford)

(H1313)
Mirage M3SI Bipolar American loudspeakers, black, in excellent condition, boxed, 2
years old, cost new £ 3,400 will accept
£1,650ono tel: 0181 856 4079 (H1372)
112

Naim SBLs latest model £850; Naim 32.5
preamp, NAP 140, Snaps £ 550; Linn LK1
preamp and LK2 power amp £400; Linn
Speaker cable 2x5m £ 30, can demonstrate
tel: Rob, 01789 415368 (Stratford Upon
Avon) (H1344)
Nakamichi 1000 little used £ 1,000 tel:
01494 865258; Nakamichi 700 £ 700,
AR2ax speakers £300 tel: 01628 629858
(H1362)
Nakamichi Dragon and Nakamichi ZX-7
cassette recorders, offered only as apair, one
owner from new, full service history with
B&W, original packing, manuals, mint condition, full demo £2,000 tel: 0161 437 5372
(H1261)

Oracle Alexandria record deck, fitted with
SME Series V pickup arm, Koetsu Urushi
cartridge, cost over £ 5,000, little used,
demonstration arranged, £ 1,750 tel: 01243
788149 ( H1320)
Original Rock Turntable FR64FX tonearm,
Koetsu
gold
onyx
cartridge,
Audiophile silver T/Former, £949; Two
Haller XL600 500 WPC amps, bridgeable
£699 each; Pioneer D-07 high speed DAT
recorder £750 tel: 01983 854304 (H1181)
Ortofon MC2000 MKII MC cartridge
£300, two Target audio tables £50 or £ 30
each, tel: 0171 586 9676 eves or 01254
665026 weekends (H1319)
Pink Triangle Ventrical speakers, yew, mint
condition, £450ono; Technics SL120 DLD
Turntable unit £ 125; Quad 77 power amplifier £390 tel: 01892 536919 (West Kent)
(H1358)
Pioneer PD9 Ireference compact disc player, excellent condition, boxed £ 300;
Acoustic Energy AE2 loudspeakers, excellent condition, boxed £400; WANTED:
Roksan DAI tel: 01600 772020 daytime (ask
for Rob) (H1331)
Proac Studio two loudspeakers, black ash,
Target stands, fabulous sound, excellent
condition £ 350 tel: 0171 715 8374 weekdays (H1359)
Proac Studio 100 speakers, beautiful walnut
craftsmanship, amazing dynamics, true deep
bass, fantastic tone, as new with box £395;
Seven meters cord myth speaker cable (cost
£110) £ 50; Linn Basic turntable AKITO,
K9 as new £ 195 tel: Tim, 0117 9246297
(H1324)
Proac Studio 150 Natural oak, 12 weeks
old, as new, £900; Miller & Kreisel V75 subwoofer ( new £ 650) accept £ 375; VDH
Snowtrack 12 metres £60 tel: Michael, 0467
333663 (London) (H1210)
Proac Studio 200 speakers in yew, beautiful
looks and sounds, offered for sale at
£1,100ovno, can be heard in system, tel/fax:
01622 735256 (H1342)
Proceed CDD, CD Transport £ 1,250
(£2,400); Proceed DAP, HDCDC DAC
£1,150 (£2,000); Proceed PRE, pre-amp
with learning remote £ 1,150 (£2,000);
Soundlab Quantum electrostatic speakers
£1,200 (£ 2,200) tel: 01284 769985
(H1354)
Quad 22 x2 amps and control unit, superb
condition, Garrard 401 ( 1st series) recond.
and fitted to ash plinth by Loricraft with
SME Series II (Imp) arm, what offers? tel:
0171 352 6144 before 9pm (H1226)
Quad 34 phono and 405 MK2 mint, £350;
Rega Planar 3 no cartridge, mint £95; MF
A100 Class A £ 105; Rotel RC-970 BX MK2
mint £85; Leak Stereo- 20 rebuilt, original
box and point one pre in box £ 325;
Magnaplanar
SMGAs
boxed £ 345;
Cambridge A100 power amp, boxed mint
£145; Quad 67 boxed with remote £550 tel:
0141 571 4947 (H1351)
Quad 66 pre amp with remote control
panel, vgc, £400 also Denon DCD 1520 20
bit CD player £ 150 tel: 01442 874030 or
0976 205797 (Herts) (H1235)
Quad 67 CD Player, mint, boxed £550 tel:
01626 872501 (H1335)
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specialist guide
Quad ELS speakers approximately 1963
used with Quad 22 modified for 30/303 still
work with original leads, £400ono pair tel:
01256 415343 eves ( Basingstoke) (H1282)
Quantum Minstrel line stereo amp, solid
state pre, valve power 5881 sovteks with
pearl coolers, 30 watts ultralinear, solid state
speed, valve sweetness, £600 tel: 01483
798081 office hours (H1321)
Radford STA25 III, Radford SC22,
Radford FMT1, Radford FMT2, private
enthusiast,

mint,

unmodified

condition

please, write to: HiFi News Classifieds, Box
No: 0790, Link House Magazines, Link
House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey,
CR9 2TA (H1195)
Record
Music!
Newmann

around £2,300 tel: 01895 810827 (H1353)
SME 309 Tonearm £445; Marantz 44SEK1
£300; Eikos Interconnect £65; Sony 715E
CD Player 160 Monouth 20/20 speaker
cable £ 180; DNM Reson 4x5m £ 120;
Acoustic Precision CDP £ 1,390; Seismic
*and £790; tel: 01582 724414 (H1286)
Sonus Faber Electa Amator II, boxed as
new, with Atalama stands and Nordost blue
heaven speaker wire (21/4m approx) cash or
bankers order only, offers around £2,800 tel:
01223 457978 daytime (H1368)
Sonus Faber Minima amator speakers,
black, immaculate condition, boxed with
manuals, Audio Enhancement high mass
speaker stands, excellent condition £ 1,100;
Audiolab 8000A MKII with Audioquest
Sortathene feet, excellent condition £ 325
0403

104964

or

01784

244944

(H1347)
Sony DAS 702 DAC flag ship model offering superior build and sound quality, fitted
sonic link silver mains cable box, instructions, mint condition, bargain £795ono tel:
01932 349314 mobile, 0467 707991
(H1357)
Sony TCD/D3 portable DAT recorder, with

Revitalise your vinyl collection. Make an
investment for the future of your record collection with avan den Hul cartridge. Priced
from £250 to £ 3,000 they offer exceptional
performance and will help preserve your
valuable records with the low wear van den
Hul profile line contact stylus. van den Hul
UK, Unit 12 Imex House, 6 Wadsworth
Road, Greenford, Middlesex tel: 0181 997
4280 (H1367)
Wilson Benesch Turntable (red cherry),
Wilson Benesch Act Two Tonearm, Wilson
Benesch Stage One phono amp (line level
fully adjustable), all boxed with instructions,
excellent condition, (new) £4,600 (sell)

FORSALE/TRADE

K1\4140i

Caridiod microphone plus symetrix mic,
pre/a, Meridian CD- R recordable CD, all
flight cased, original cost £7,500 offers

tel:

Transparent Musicwave Super speaker
cable, 12 foot, mint, cost new £ 1,249, £ 600
tel: 01494 613225 day, 01628 621570 eves
(H1334)
Two Audio Synthesis ultra analogue Dacs:
Dax, balanced output, six input, Coax,
Toslink, AT&T, £ 1,549; DSM £ 549; Teak
X- 1000R Audio reverse R/R tapedeck, DBX
£750; SME 3012R tonearm £235 tel: 01983
854302 (H1180)
Unis Technology integrated and power
wired in mono £ 1,500; Pro Ac response 2.5
£1,700; Cyrus tuner and remote £285 tel:
0161 797 7224 (H1309)

£2,300 tel: 0151 348 0256 (Nr Chester)
(H1365)

Audio Research SP15II Rev. A, mint, as
new, (£ 6,000) with spare valves, manual and
shipping cartons £2,750, tel: Audio Visual
Concepts, 01628 440873 (H1272)
AVI S2000 MP pre amplifier, remote controlled, six inputs, switchable mm/mc phono
stage (new) £ 1,150 (sell) £750; AVI S2000
MM 150 w monobloc's (new) £ 1,500 (sell)
£950 will accept £ 1,600 for both pre and
monos, 11 months old, can demonstrate,
boxed with instructions tel: 0151 348 0256
(Nr Chester) (H1364)
Meridian 602 Transport £ 695; Mark
Levinson No. 27 power amplifier £ 1,995;
Audio Synthesis DAC £ 595; Magneplanar
MG0.6 panels £ 1,095; Manley 300BSE
monoblocs £ 1,995; Teac P30 £ 1,995; Krell
KPS20i/1 CD £7,995; VTL 30/30 valve amp
£495; Horsham HiFi 01403 272931, 0831
418619 (H1355)
Revitalise your cartridge.
Why waste
money buying anew cartridge whenyou can
have yours rebuilt to a higher standard by
A.J. van den Hul using the proven, patented
van den Hul profile line contact stylus which
offers exceptional information retrieval and
low record wear. Retips from £210; van den
Hul UK, Unit 12 Imex House, 6Wadsworth
Road, Greenford, Middlesex tel: 0181 997
4280 (H1366)

WANTED
Old Hi-Fi's and Classical LPs wanted!
Valve amplifiers: Quad, Leak, Radford,
Rogers,

Pye,

Lowther.

Loudspeakers:

Tannoy, Westrex, Vitavox, Goodmans, JBL,
Altec, Turntables: EMT 927, Garrard 301,
Thorens TD- 124, SME 3012, Oriofon 309
tel/fax: 0171 625 8966 (H1280)
Records: Classical record collection wanted
by private enthusiast, music lover not collector, London SW14 tel: Peter Fisher, day,
0181 785 6633 eves, 0181 876 8747

fax:

0181 785 6926 (H1196)
Rogers folded Corner Horns Rogers folded
corner horns, Rogers folded corner horns,
Rogers folded corner horns, Rogers folded
corner horns, Rogers folded corner horns, in
any condition tel: 01483 268804 (H1289)
STAX SRM-T2 headphones Energiser tel:
Alan, 01273 423604 (daytime) or 01273
857032 (eves) or write to: Box No. 0789, HiFi News & Record Review Classifieds, Link
House Magazines, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue,

Croydon,

Surrey

CR9

2TA

(H1162)

remote control, case and microphone, all as
new and boxed £200ono tel: 0802 457073
(H1349)

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER

SoundLab A35 recommended electrostatic
loudspeakers latest panel version 6/97, 3
years

warranty £ 6,500

FORM

Rates: £8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30-word insertion for one issue.
For two months £14.00; three months £17.00. Additional words
50p each ( per section). Box numbers £3.00 extra.

accepted (cost

I

,
I

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

£12,000) delivery included tel: 00 33 235 46

Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( ea

Pi011

,

100

two words).

I

35 57 after 7pm (France, Normandy, Le
Havre) (H1207)
Soundlab

A3

Electrostatic,

full

range

American loudspeaker in medium oak with
white grille cloth, fitted with "Ultimate"
power supplies, immaculate condition, cost
new £ 13,500, best offer over £6,000 accepted tel: 0181 291 1744 (H1371)
Spendor SP2 speakers, walnut, boxed with
foundation stands, £ 225ono tel: 01522
694704 eves or weekends (Lincoln)
(H1317)
Tara Labs Master 1m balanced £ 195; Tara

eet_hertim
—.);._
Please publish the above advertisement for

nFOR SA1.E

insertions under the

D WANTED

Boo number mewed

yet

Addl.

O no.

Chegueponal order endosed foe

(pounds sterling) made povablo

loni House Magasiner plc

OR Please charge tm. Access Vita Diners /Ames'Card Number

Labs Master Gen2 4x10ft £450; Wadia 20
CD transport, 25 DAC/digital preamp, 1.5
years, £4,950 (£9,500) Wilson Watt 5/Puppy
2 £7,950 tel: 0860 850786 ( H1337)
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Dayante telehone

Export (dam)
'Please iodic.. wluch

Stgnature
reunbursements wall be due for eencell•uun of subsequent trueruons

ce out your advertisement ( or photocopy) and
send to. Classified Advertising, HiFi Emus Co
Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 ITA.
1
113

TOPte
j.111;!1111-?1
Classic or Modern - all
types urgently required

WE'LL SELL ON
COMMISSION

MAIL ORDER
SPECIALISTS

You get the Best Price
without all the hassle!

All items Fully Insured
and Guaranteed

THE FNEST S ECTION
HI-F IN THE OUNTR1
TURNTABLES / ARMS / PHONO ffl
AR Legend witth Linn LVX
£295
Audiolab PPA Phono stage £900
£628
Basis Gold Vacuum
+ Air Tangent 2B
£ 12,990
£7998
Grado tonearm
£498
JVC QL-70 Direct Drive/Rega RB300
£150
Koetsu Urushi
£ 1990
£998
Linn LP12 Valhalla Zeta
Koetsu Black
£2500
£998
Linn LP12 ( Afr) Zeta
£795
Linn LP12 LV2 lttok 0C9
£ 1990
£798
Linn LP12 ( Blk) Ekos/Lingo
(no cartridge) £3500
£1798
Linn Akito ( Boxed - as new) £350
£195
Linn K18 Cartridge ( New)
£150
Linn LP12 BasiVLVX/A&R £ 1400
£595
Linn LP12 Basik Plus
£ 1400
£595
Linn Arkiv 1Cartridge £900
£408
Lyra Parnasus
£ P0A
Mana Reference T/T support system
£188
Manticore Mantra / Magician
+ MBP6 pwr sup / Ort MC3000
£998
Mantra + Magician, AT 005 & PSU
£748
Michell Gyro + SME 309 Denon 304
£1298
and Gyropower supply £ 1995
Michell ISO phono stage + PSU £420
£298
Oracle Delphi + Dynavector DVXX1
+ Koetsu
£1498
Revolver / Helius Scorpion / P77
£249
Roksan Xerxes/RB250/Rega Cart £ 1000
£495
Technics SL150 + SME Series II
£195
Technics SL1210/Stanton AL500
£265
Thorens TD160 Super/SME 3009
£175
Thorens TD124 + SME Series II
£245

AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE

Albarry AP3 ( Pre)
Alchemist Maxim Intgtd
£319
Arcam Delta 110/120 ( Pre/Pow)
Arcam Alpha 5
£260
Audiolab 8000A
£500
Audiolab 80000
£1100
Audio Research D200
200 wpc ( Ex Dem)
£3250
Aura Evolution
Aura SE- X ( Integrated) £250
AVI S2000 MP Pre
£799
Bryston 2B Power amp
£630
Chameleon 900S 2 x300w pwr £ 1000
Chord SPM1000B
Balanced Power ( Ex Dem) £2785
Chord SPM1000B ( S/H) £2785
Counterpoint Solid 1Pwr £ 1495
Cyrus 2 + PSX
Cyrus 3
£ 500
Cyrus Power amp
£500
Cyrus PSX PSU
£328
Deva 250 Pre + PA Pwr
DPA 50S Power
£ 1500
OPA DSP200 Line Pre ( Ex Dem) £499
DNM Pre Series 2
£ 900

£100
£195
£550
£175
£365
£625
£1997
£195
£178
£498
£358
£495
£1797
£1295
£845
£415
£365
£295
£195
£495
£695
£397
£528

PART- EXCHANGE
YOUR VERY BEST TRADE-IN
PRICE IS GUARANTEED WHEN
YOU CHOOSE ANY NEW HI-FI
FROM THE HI-FI COMPANY

DNM PA1 Power
£ 1800
Dynaco ST120 ( Classic circa 76)
ElectroCompaniet Anniversary Pwr£N9
09
0
Exposure 15 ( Intgrtd)
Finestra EC ( Inc mains filter)
Heybrook C3+P3 Pre/Pwr £ 1425
Heybrook Integra ( Integrated!) £555
Jeff Rowland Consumate Pre £5500
Harmon Kardon HK1400 Line amp
Harmon Kardon AVP1a
Sound Processor £2000
Kenwood THX-ICMX1000 Amp £375
Krel KAV300i ( Intgrtd) Mint £2550
Krel KSA100S ( Ex Dem)£ 5843
Krel KSA200B
£ 5500
Krel KSA100 Mk2
£4000
Krel KSA250
£5500
Krel Ref KRSBP(6 comp balanced pre)
Krel KPE Phono stage
Lecson AC1/AP1 (Circa 1975)
LFD LSB + PA2 ( Pre/Pwr) £3800
LFD LS2/PA1 ( Pre/Pwr) £2600
Mark Levinson No.28 Pre
+ PLS 228 PSU + No.29 Pwr
£6500
Meridian 603 Pre/DAC
£1750

£1168
£328
£1198
£535
£795
£795
£250
£1498
£175
£695
£228
£1998
£3497
£2758
£2498
£3298
£3995
£698
£295
£1798
£1198
£4098
£794

FOCUS ON MUSICAL FIDELITY
Hugely and deservedly popular, especially
for their exceptional value, these items of
Musical Fidelity hi-fi equipment are now a
'sonic steal' - be quick!
Musica
Musica
Musica
Musica
Musica
Musica
Musica
Musica
Musica
Musica

Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity
Fidelity

P270/1 Power £ 1395
P270/2 Power £ 1500
P173/P270
£2200
MA50Monoblocks £875
3a Pre
£379
2a Pre
£299
Synthesis ( Int)
X-Cans £ 130
Digilog DAC
MC2 Speakers

Meridian 555 Power amp
Michell Argo + Hera ( P
Naim NAC42
Naim NAP250 (Old sty
Naim NAP250 ( Late)
Nalm NAP135s ( Old style
Nakamichi 600 Pwr
Obelisk 2 Integrated
OCM 500 Power amp
Orelle SA100 ( Intgrtd)

£750
£900
1655
£1655
£3420
£2750
£550

£648
£878
£1098
£498
£248
£178
£198
£85
£140
£150
£498
£595
£195
£795
£1148
£1698
£290
£95
£1098
£375

QUAD
Quad 33/303 Pre/Power
Phone
Quad 66 Pre-amp
£ 498
Quad 44 Pre-amps. A choice from
£ 265
Quad 405 Power- amps. A choice from
£ 195
Quad items constantly changing and always
sought for cash - please call.

Pioneer A30OR
£400
PS Audio TwoC power amps
QED Systemline Kit + Mods ( Ex D)£3000
Regs Elicit
£740
Roksan L1 Pre + PSU
£ 1100
Sonographe SC1 Pre
£ 1250
Sugden A48 ( Integrated)
Sugden Optima 140 (2X70w) pwr £ 770
Threshold S300
£4500
Thorens TTP2000 MK1 Pre ( Ex Dem) £499
Thorens TTA2000 Pwr ( Ex Dem) £599
'(BA 2Pre- amp
£ 1700

£278
£325
£1897
£498
£758
£450
£135
£448
£1500
£397
£477
£878

VALVE AMPLIFIERS
Art Audio Quintet ( Monos)
Audio Alchemy
Vac- In-The- Box Phono/Pre

£2000

£878

£249

£197

AUDIO INNOVATIONS SALE
Destined for the realms of classic British
collectables these beautiful sounding
products now offer exceptional value
Series 1000 Mk1 Monoblocks
Series 1000 Mk11 Monoblocks
Plus Border Patrol PSU
£2600
Series 500 Integrated 25w
Series 300 Integrated Amp
Series 200 Power Amp
L1 Pre- amp
£369
Audion Silver Knight
Anniversary Monoblocks
Audion Silver Knight
Integrated 300B
Audio Note P3 ( 300B Power)
Audio Research BLI Cnvtr
(Ex Dem)
Audio Research V70 Pwr
(Ex Dem)
Audio Research LS5/1 Line Pre
(Ex Dem)
Audio Research LS7 Pre
Audio Research SP10
Audion Sterling Integrated
Avantic SPA II Vintage valves
Beard P100/P505 Pre/Pwr
Concordant Exquisite ( Pre)
Counterpoint SA20 Pwr
Croft Series 5 ( Power)
Golden Tube Audio 5150
Gordon Welford (
Pre-amp)
Hand made, Hard Wired
Graaf 5050 Power ( Ex Dem)
Graaf WFB 2 Pre ( Ex Dem)
Grant G100 MC / Pre / Pwr

£598
£ 1498
£495
£278
£250
£269

£3400

£2697

£1125

£897
£1298

£888

£587

£4480

£2487

£5295
£1600
£2500
£595

£2997
£1198
£1098
£428
£188
£2200
£838
£2000
£995
£3000
£998
POA
£1000 £695
£448
£2150
£1657
£1195 £897
£2200
£998

ARCANI • AUDION • AUDIOLAB • AUDIO RESEARCH
B & W • CASTLE • CHORD • COPLAND • CYRUS
DENON • EPOS • GRAAF • HARBETH • KEF • KRELL
LEXICON • MAGNAPAN • MARANTZ
MARTIN LOGAN • MERIDIAN • MICHELL • MISSION
MONITOR AUDIO • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAIM
PINK TRIANGLE • PIONEER • QUAD • SME
SONUS FABER • TEAC • TECHNICS • UNISON
WILSON • WILSON BENESCH • YAMAHA

IT'S YOURS
TOMORROW!
Next Day Delivery for all
Credit Card Purchases

BUY BACK
FP121'
PRO MI SE
FULLALLOWANCE

FULL
WARRANTY

on '60 Day' up-grades!

Immediate Refund if Faulty

With all purchases

FPREVIOUSLY OWNED
THAT'SGUARANTEED!
TAPE DECKS /TUNERS

VALVE AMPLIFIERS (
Contd)
Papworth Audio M100 Monos £3600
PM Components MPL1 Pre plus
2 xrrip211 Power amps ( Ex Dom) £ 5000
Tube Technology Prophet
& Genesis ( Pre/Pwr) £4800
Tube Technology Unisis £ 1550
Unison Mystery One
Unison 845 Monoblocks

CD PLAYERS /DACS

Arcam Alpha 5 CD Player £420
Audio Alchemy Drive System 3
£ 1950
4 Box CD Player
Audio Alchemy Drive 3
£695
Audio Alchemy DACMAN(Ex Dem)£149
Audio Alchemy DAC-IN—BOX(Ex D) £229
Audio Alchemy ACD2 PlynEx D) £490
Audio Alchemy V1 DAC
Audiolab 8000CDM Tms (Ex Dem)£1399
AucSolab 8000DAC £ 1000
AVI 2000MC Reference CD £ 1300
Cambridge Audio DAC Magic
Kinshaw Overture DAC
Krell SBP64X DAC
£9900
Marantz CD17 KI Signature
£1300
£570
Marantz CD63SE Trichord

£2600
£2507
£2898
£985
£P0A
£P0A
£240
£898
£498
£117
£177
£397
£168
£1097
£528
£898
£P0A
£195
£1798
£778
£368

MERIDIAN
Meridian
Mendian
Meridian
Meridian
Mendian
Meridian
Meridian
Meridian

602/606Trans/DAC £3350
602
£ 1750
207 CD/Pre £ 1400
500 Transport £ 1245
566 DAC
£765
506 16 bit CD
200 Transport £818
203 DAC
£560

£1498
£618
£548
£878
£468
£548
£445
£295

We've been Meridian dealers since they
began in business. We also stock their full
range of hi-fi and audio-visual components.
Micromega Duo (2 box ) £2299
Micromega Stage 4 CD
Dem) £600
Micromega Stage 5 CD (Ex Dem) £750
Micromega Stage 6 CD ( Ex Dem) £950
Monarchy DIP Jitterbuster(Ex Dem)£245
Musical Fidelity Digilog DAC
Parasound DAC-1000 £795
Pioneer PDM900 ( Multi) £600
Pioneer PD77 CD Player £ 1100
Pioneer PD91 CD
Pioneer PDS-505 Precision CD £450
QED Digit Reference £450
Revox 6266 CD Player £ 1300
Rega Planet CD Player £423
Rotel RCD970BX
£300
Theta TLC Jitter Buster (Ex Dem) £229
Trichord Pulsar 1 ( Ex Dem) £ 1195
Wadia 2000 (Trans/DAC) £ 15,000

£998
£397
£597
£747
£197
£140
£528
£228
£495
£398
£298
£284
£678
£318
£198
£177
£847
£5598

Avantic BM611 Valve Tuner
Circa 1960 ( no decoaer)
DPA Little Bit 2 ( DAC)
Marantz SD55 3 hd / 2 mtr
Marantz SD1010
Nakamichi 1000ZXL
Nakamichi BX-1
Nakamichi BX300E 3 Head
Nakamichi BX-2
Nakamichi RX202 ('flip' reverse)
Nakamichi 630 Tuner/Pre-amp
Rega Tuner

£148
£148
£195
£165
£1698
£350
£158
£700
£328
£400 £ 198
£395
£500
£295
£230
£160

£250
£400
£250

SERIOUS TAPE RECORDERS
krnateur use tape machines of the highest
quality are always required for discerning
semi-pro and professional customers
Revox B77 MK2
£2200 £ 798
Revox B77 MK2 ( Mint) £2500 £ 998
Revox A77 1/
2 track
£P0A
RENOX 6226 ' BBC' CD Player £ 1300 £ 650
Sequerra Reference £ 5973
Sony TCK 611S
£330
Theta Lynx Tuner
£500

II

£3498
£218
£324

LOUDSPEAKERS

Acoustic Energy AE2 + Stands £ 1800
£898
Alon 5 Mk2
£5000
£2898
Apogee Caliper Signature £4000
£748
Apogee Diva Grigia?Perla £ 12,980
£6998
ATC SCM10 Black (Mint) £ 1000
£698
Castle Harlech ( Ex-dem/Yew) £995
£879
B&W THX System (Ex Dom) £4975
£2977
B&W DM601 (As new)
£200 £ 138
Castle Howard Mk2 ( Ex Dem) £ 1200
£947
rill Time Windows
£ 395
Well reviewed, floor standers like this are
hard to find at the price. Big, dynamic sound
quality ... and very elegant too!
Epos ES14 Black
£900
Equation Zero ( Blk)
Harbeth HL3 Teak
£ 1000
Harbeth HL4 + Stands £ 1000
Harbeth HL Compact 7 ( Ex Dom) £ 1499
Harbeth HL K6 ( Ex Demi
£ 1049
Harbeth HL5 Teak
Heybrook HB3 Oak
Horning Agathon Sig Bronze £3500
KEF Ref Model 161k ( Ex Dem) £ 1199
Klipsch Heresy 11 ( Black)
lipsch SW15 Mk2 Sub (2 avail) £ 1800

£575
£298
£298
£398
£1197
£847
£798
£168
£1795
£997
£754
£1148

BUSINESS HOURS: TUES - SAT 9.30am - 5.30pm CLOSED MONDAYS VISITORS A

Linaeum LFX
£ 649
Linn Isobarik Passive (Teak)
Linn Kaber ( Marked) £2000
Linn Sara + Stands
Linn Nexus
£450
Magna Planar SMGA ( Blk 8( Chrome)
Martin Logan Aerius ( Oak) £2400
Mission 754F ( Ex Dom) £ 1498
Monitor Audio R352 (Teak) £395
Musical Fidelity MC2
Musical Technology
£500
Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Ex Dem) £2750
Note Perfect Concert ( Ex Dem) £2450
Opera Duetto ( Mint)
£ 399
Pink Triangle Ventrical ( Ex Dom) £896
ProAc Response 3.5 ( Ex dem) £4250
Quad ESL63
£3500
Rega Kites
£200
Rega XL
£ 1040
Rega EC ( Rosewood) £450
Rogers Studio 3
£600
Royd Minstrel (Teak)
£240
Shahnian Obelisk £3000
Sonus Faber
Electa Amator Mk1 ( Ex Dem) £3293
Spendor BC1
Spendor BCIII (Teak)
Spendor SP2/3
£ 1195
Tangent RS2 + Stands £400
Tannoy Devon ( 12" drivers) £795
Tannoy Oxford (
10" drivers)
TDL Studio 1 (Teak or Black)
£800

£445
£750
£898
£295
£265
£450
£1498
£997
£248
£150
£325
£1497
£1297
£329
£597
£3494
£1595
£128
£758
£198
£388
£168
£1898
£2497
£238
£395
£775
£225
£298
£195
£395

SADLY THE ISOBARIK IS NO MORE
-LONG LIVE THE WILSON WITT
Wilson Witt Mk1 ( Ex dem) £8888
Wilson Witt Mk1 ( Sept ' 97 Mint) £8888

£6887
£5998

Several fans of the Isobarik' sound have
upgraded to these effortless transducers.
So nice - we play them for ourselves!
This is our Ex-Dem pair, well run in and, at
nearly £4,000 less than a new pair of Mark 2's,
we think the law of diminishing returns works
in your favour for a pleasant change.
And remember, INTEREST FREE CREDIT
and PART EXCHANGE makes it so easy!

MISCELLANEOUS
Pirate speaker stands ( Black gloss)

£118

Stax SRD75B Headphones

£268

Siltech 560 Balanced cables 1mtr pr £ 1600

£898

Van den Hull The Second Balanced
1mtr cables ( pair)
£240

£155

XL10 Power chord

£128

£ 190

DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

35 COWGATE
PETERBOROUGH

PEI

1LZ

(01733) 555514
FAX ( 01733) 358141
ESTABLISHED 1974

Choice hi-fi the original
and the
This Month

Choice
Price
POWER AMPLIFIERS
Naim Nap 250
£1295
Chord SPM 1200 B
£1895
Musical Fidelity XA50
£350
Musical Fidelity A1000
£895
EAR 549 balanced/SE
£3500
Audiolab 8000 P/C
£895
Exposure XV
£495
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Naim Nac 72
£ 550
Audio Research LS7
£ 995
Audio Research SP11 mk 11 £ 1695
Audio Research LS2 mk 11
£ 1595
Balanced Audio Technology VK3i £ 1495
Krell KRC 2
£2250
Chord 3200 pre
£2250
SPEAKERS
Quad ESL 63
£ 1595
Acoustic Energy AE2 + Stands £ 1095
Muse 18 sub woofer
£ 1995
Gale 401
£ 250
Apogee Duetta Sig
£ 1495
Magneplanar 2.5
£ 995
Monitor Audio Studio 50
£ 2950
C.D PLAYERS & DACS
EAD DSP 1000
£ 695
Kenwood 9010
£ 250
Audio Synthesis Dax ( AT&T/AES,EBU)
Ultra Analogue/re-clocked £ 1095
Theta Data Basic 2
£ 1695
Theta Pro Gen Ill Balanced £ 1995
Theta Pro Basic 3A
£ 1995
DPA DX512
£ 5995
Pink Triangle Da Capo 1307 HDCD £ 995
Audiomeca elixer
£ 495
TURNTABLES/ANALOGUE/VARIOUS
VPI TNT/ETII
£ 2000
Linn LP12/Avondale/Akito £ 895
Linn LP12Nalhala/Basic + £ 400
Oxford Crystal Ref + Stand £ 1295
Oxford Crystal Ref + Stand/SME
IV Dynavector 17D2
£1995
Michel ISO
£250
Alphason Sonata
£395

Onglnal
Retail Pte
£1700
£3840
£500
£1600
£7000
£1600
£795
£750
£1599
£3500
£3400
£3000
£3690
£3800
£3200
£ 1700
£4000
£ £3500
£2000
£5500
£1495
£500
£2500
£2500
£4500
£3000
£8000
£ 1600
£800
£5000
£2000
£1000
£2500
£3500
£350
£800

Amplifiers
Audio Research Reference 1mk 11 £ 6500 £9000
Musical Fidelity F25
£ 1095 £ 1500
Musical Fidelity X- Tone + X-psu £ 225 £320
Conrad Johnson PV12 ( mm/mc) £ 1995 £2590
Krell KRC
£3795 £6700
AVI 2000 pre/ remote
£ 575 £900
CAT SL1 mk11 Black/ Silver £4500 £6500
Audio Research SP14
£ 1395 £3000
Tesserac Tala
£ 795 £ 1495
Conrad Johnson Prem 78
£ 5995 £ 11000
McCormack Micro Line Drive £ 395 £595
Jadis JP 80 mm
£ 4995 £8000
Audio Research LS3
£ 1195 £ 1900
Audio Research SP15 Rev A
£ 2495 £6000
Audio Research LS5 mk 11
£ 3000 £5700
Magnum P200
£ 995 £ 1895

Amplifiers
Jadis JA500
EAR 509 mk 11
Audio Research Classic 60
Musical Fidelity F16

Ç(hOPiri
dnel
gifijer -FIR

£7995 £21000
£1395 £2500
£1495 £3600
£2095 £2500

best!
10 Best prices paid for top quality
equipment
10 Generous part exchange
1E) Show room/dem room
1E) Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading

392

Theta Data basic 2
£ 1695 £2397
Linn Karik 3 ( Brilliant) £ 1250 £ 1895
Linn Numieric ( Brilliant) £995 £ 1500
C.A.L Tercet mk III
£ 895 £ 1700
Teac D10 dac
£ 495 £800
DPA Renaissance + the power £ 795 £ 1100
Teac P10 transport £ 850 £ 1600
Audio Alchemy DDE V1.0 + psu 1 £ 195 £300
P.S. Audio Ultralink £795 £2390
EAD 9000 Series Ill HDCD £ 3250 £6000
Wadia 16
£ 4750 £7395
Krell SBP 64X
£ 3500 £9900
M C Cormack DAC-1
£ 695 £995
Wadia 22/26
P.O.A.
Acuphase DP70
£2250 £4500
Acuphase DP90/91 £ 9950 £20000
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
Forsell Air Ref dac
£ 8995 £ 13800
Audio Alchemy Transport DDS 2 £ 495 £900
Mark Levinson 30.5/31 £ 11500 £24000
Teac Ti
£ 395 £600
Meracus Transport £ 1995 £3995

*D Export service
*D Finance arranged subject to status
10 Widest range available
10 In-depth experience on high end
used equipment
10 Unbiased advice
110 Unique 'HiFi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales
and wants - will put you in touch
«11•11•••

Boulder 102 AE
£ 2650 £3400
Linn Kairn pro ( Brilliant psu) £ 900 £ 1400
Pioneer A400
£ 195 £300
Krell KSA 150
£ 2295 £4000
Conrad Johnson MF 2300 £ 1895 £2990
Audio Research M300 monoblocks £ 4995 £ 1
0000
Boulder 500 AE
£3795 £ 5000
LFD PA1/LS1
£895 £ 1998
Musical Fidelity P180 & CRPS x2 £795 £ 1600
Meridian 505 Monoblocks £ 1195 £ 1590
Unison Research Smart 845 £ 2300 £ 3000
Audio Note P1 SE
£ 595 £950
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks £ 4995 £ 10000
Meridian 551 Integrated £ 650 £900
Audion Golden Knights £ 2495 £4000
LFD PA2/LS1/MC1 £ 1495 £3000
Audion Silver Knights ( Gold) £ 1495 £2250
Musical Fidelity P140
£225 £ 550
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
£3750 £ 4790

Turntables

& Analo
Stax Lambda Sig + SRMT
Piere Lurne J1/SL5
Basis Ovation
Piere Lurne JI/Sowther mk Ill
VPI TNT Wheaton Ill
Forsell Air Force One
Kinshaw Overture Phono
Kiseki Purpleheart Sapphire
Systemdek 11 XE 900/RB 250
Sequera Tuner ( Original)
LP12/ Ittok
Quad FM3 Tuner

Speakers
£1895
£1595
£595
£365

£2800
£2299
£ 795
£500

1994

Bargains

Hi • Fi

392
•

Quad ll's 2x2 monoblocks ( special) £495 £ Audio Research D240 mk Il
£1495 £3500
Beard P35
£495 £ 1395
Chameleon Ruby Power Amp (200W) £495 £ 1200
Alchemist Kraken x2Stereo
& Pre- amp
£695 £ 1400
NVA A80 Monoblocks & P50 Pre- amp £895 £ 1760
Audio Innovations S500 Integrated £450 £999
Exposure IX professional
power supply
£495 £ 1595
Exposure VActive xover
£295 £995
EAD 7000 Transport
£995 £2495

1959 & 0181

e-mail choice_hifi@msn.com

Ill

••

•

•

ue

£895 £ 1400
£1750 £4500
£3495 £4950
£1800 £4500
£1995 £5000
£11995 £25000
£250 £395
£495 £ 1200
£395 £650
£4500 £ £695 £ 1500
£225 £ -

Clearance

make it easy for you to
fulfil your sonic dreams. Quality hi-fi is not
just about expensive brandnames, it's
about aspiring to the very best sound,
about choosing your ideal system from
the widest selction in the country, in a
unique no- pressure environment.
It's
about taking advantage of our unrivalled
knowledge and being given the freedom
to choose
and
upgrade the audio
equipment you want, when you want.
Others may sell you hi-fi, Choice Hi Fi will
sell you solutions.
Chi

£1495 £ 3200

& DACS

10 Mail order

B & W 802 mk Ill ( Black/ Walnut)
Martin Logan Aerius 1
Acoustic Energy AE1
Acoustic Energy AE120

£260 £350
£995 £2000
£1695 £2400
£795 £ 1150
£2000 £ 3500
£450 £600
£7995 £ 12500
£495 £950
£2500 £5000
£10995 £ 17000
£5995 £ 15000
£3000 £ £4250 £7000
£250 £500
£395 £ 700
£3995 £ 5500

Players

trE) All credit cards inc. Amex

tel 0181
fax 0181

Acoustic Energy AE109
Ensemble PA1
Klipsch La Scala
ATC SCM 10 Black
Alon IV mk Il
Monitor Audio 700 PMC
Proac Response 4
Royd Priors
Alon V mk II Blk
Wilson System 5.1
Wilson 3/2
Alon Lotus SE
Sonus Faber Extrema + Stands
Linn Kan
Linn Keilihds
ATC SCM 50 A Rosewood
Sonus Faber Sub woofer + X- over
+power amp

392

1963

open from loam to 8pm by appointment
▪

•

•

-

•

Agents for: Acoustic Energy, Alon, ATC, Boulder. Bryston. C.A.T. Chord, Elemental Audio, Forsell, Gamma. Graham, Helios, Impulse, Lumley,
Rockport. SME, Soundstyle, Straight Wire. Target, Totem, Trichord, Trilogy, van den Hal, VP!, XLO and many more.

for sale trade

epi ay
analogue

panton road

o physic

hoole

TANNOY

ches ter

avi

ch2

3hx

dnm
heybrook
lfd
fidelity
neat
opera
origin

live

ortofon
papworth

CASTLE

triangle
project
onneteer
trichord
trilogy

tel

ukd

01244

401290

Visa, Switch, Delta and Mastercard welcome. A complete product guide
is available on request. For more details, write, phone or e-mail
replayedial.pipex.com
°Copyright 1998 S. R. Martin
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THE EMPORIUM
28 ST NICHOLAS ST. HISS. NORFOLK 11'22 3111
TEL/FAX 01379 650744
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TEL: 0181 654 1231/2040
FAX: 0181 655 3922
E.mail: Spaldings@Compuserve.Com

SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAKERSTAND
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in performance and design. custom made to suit any loudspeaker. Solid slate, supremely
rigid and totally neutral* (* One specific Slate was chosen after extensive testing on all other Stones)
SPEAKER PLATFORMS
4 4

ISOLATION PLATFORMS

TURNTABLE PLATFORMS

SHELVING SYSTEMS

"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used Ken Kessler, Hi Fi
News R/R. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and hologr,:i - ic. with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports " David Prakel , Hi Fi Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Martin Colloms, Hi Fi News R/R.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger,
Choice. "
The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking." Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers; highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY: UMW WM Malcolm Steward Hi Fi Choice.

SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The hest & most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® brings the Garrards into the 21st Century. All wooden
plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration and feedback. No other plinth system can claim to
improve the performance of these superb players.
THE REVIEWERS "•-, e
,Slate deck defines what real instrument solidity should be, it's in aclass of it's own!"
Alan Sircom, Hi Fi Choice. "
The build and performance of the Slate Audio 401 are the audio equivalent of the
Etype Jaguar Audiophile. "
Ihave never used aturntable system like this one, it gets everything right.
Peter Soper insists Garrards are the best mounted on marble or stone, and from my experience with this
plinth Iwouldn't disagree." Noel Keywood, HI-FI World. "
The Garrards main problems are dealt with most
effectively by three cures. correct set up. heavy plinth and appropriate mat. Peter Soper has mastered them
all, the results are close to miraculous." K.K. HIFi News RIB. 1have been using the fantastic Slate plinthed
Garrard, the sound was nothing short of breathtaking. The basic Garrard without the Slate plinth is well
engineered and pleasant sounding, but they only give exceptional results with the right kind of treatment."
Dominic Baker,
World.

>>

OUR CLIENTS "
I
have tested your 301. the sound quality as you know is excellent!" G. Pyne. "
The results I
get are
really unbelievable and I
have tried some of the best turntables around (Linn LP12, Roksan Xerxes). Thanks again for
amarvellous piece of art." Mr Tellinger. "
Iam delighted with my Slate Audio Garrard 301, it sounds fantastic.
Well worth all the detailed work that went into the design." R. Newham. "
When Ifirst put up the Slate Audio 301 I
must admit to having quite ashock Forever converted." K. Van Green, Electric Eel Studios. "
I'm over the
moon, the plinth looks and sounds superb, stunningly beautiful!! Iwould very highly recommend any of
your customers to seriously consider this great combination." J. Marsh.

itaiii..ge 44,4 &fee a

diawtoad

THE GLASSMAT
The finest platter mat in the world.

«11.

The Glassmat 0 was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as a universal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.

THE POWERHOUSE of R QUARTZ REFERENCED GARRARD 301/401 TI)124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY. "
KILLER" K.K.
SAQQARA

r ) 11

hvo.VE!) STEWART PERRY TO RE-BUILD 711E CLASSICBEAM ECHO DL 7-35 MONOBLOC'S (1956). WE ARE STUNNED!

QUAD ESL 57s NOT WORKING? ALLOW OUR ELECTROSTATIC SPECIALIST TO BRING YOUR QUADS BACK TO LIFE
STORMFORCE .
11} .LLMIATE SlATEMEAT ON THECLASSIC TANNOY DUAL CONCENTR1CS. HOUSED IN SOLID MARBLE, THEY ARE DEVASTATING!
HUMDINGER ELEVATE YOUR EARLY SME 3009S2 TO 1997 STATUS. BREATHS NEW LIFE INTO A GREAT CLASSIC
BACKLASH SUPERB SME 3009 & 3012 GOLD PHONO SOCKET CONVERSION INCLUDING OFC LEADS; BRILLIANT? YES.
BRAZEN UPGRADE YOUR V1 5111 WI71 IOUR ALLOY RE-BODY AND MICRO RIDGE STYLUS; INSANE? NO.
SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS @ ALSO EOR EMT AND THORENS M124.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 ANO 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS "
SLATE AUDIO 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" AND " SLATE AUDIO 10124 CELEBRATION" 309 • 312 • IV • V.
THE TONEARM & THE TONEARM SUPER OUR SPECIAL VERSIONS OF THE FAMOUS REGA RB 300 & RB 900. WE HAVE NOTHING BUT RESPECT FOR THE DESIGNERS OF THIS DYNAMIC DUO.
SME 3009S2 11998 VERSION) APERFECT MATCH FOR OUR V1511I BRAZEN AND THE NEW SHURE V15VXMR. "
STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS".
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT.
"THERE

ARE

NO

PROBLEMS,

ONLY

SOLUTIONS"

SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
STROBE DISC • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRARDS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION
ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.

VISA

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
ell TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0956-471601
E

for sale trade
MARRIED TO A WORLD CUP WIDOW ?
.....Then why riot let her build you apair of high quality
loudspeakers while you enjoy watching the football
Why buy ordinary mass produced speakers from
your local high street hi-fi dealer, when she could
build you apair of loudspeakers for 1/4 of the price
without any loss of sound quality.
You will also have the satisfaction of knowing
that these speakers were uniquely hand built by
your wife.
All our kits utilise the highest quality components
and have factory machined flat pack cabinets. This
means that anyone can build an excellent sounding
pair of loudspeakers to be proud of.
Ex Demo Preamp for sale
Meridian 502 Preamplifier

However, if in the unlikely event you can't get any

e/w MM Phono input

of your family to make them for you, why not either
buy them fully finished or even try making them yourself.

Phone today for your free catalogue
giving details of our full range of
Dr/ kits and accessories.

£1450 New - reduced to

£995

Wilmslow

We will soon be opening additional Demonstration facilities
in Wigan, Lancs. Phone to book your appointment.

Audio \../

50 Main Street Broughton Astley Leicester LE9 6RD Tel: +44 01455 286603 Fax +44 01455 286605
Email: wilmslow.audioedial.pipex.com

HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
SUMMER SALE
15°:O FSELECTED PRE-OWNEDEIMPMENT

NOT INCLUDED IN SALE OFFER:

RER ONE MONTH ONLY PLUS Os. FHANCE

AUDIO NOTE Ongaltu
AUDIONOTE 10 Urruted Cartndge & PSU

AMILABLE 1SUBJECT TO F,TallS1
OF IMNAL PIC
BEARD

3'
CD

MotoOlocks

SALE PRICE

tee.

BOULDER 150.A5 Power Ampleter

£845

MOLE) . £ 1695

AUDIONOT1- PSE Power Amp

lei

AUDIO AE8181010400 Amplter

£ 760

OS

£2545

AUDIO REBEAIICII SP9 MM' Proamplifier....£22133

£ 1100

KOE1SU 8cKMC Carl : tweed& N-Spec ky Swan* ....1.93
$
KNOLL

F1)'erence s. boa Pre .

0845

MM

£2762

LUMLEY Rom:made SPI Loudspeakers
06.5. SCO Co UPosdron PSU

£210

1Z

£ 110

KEF 107 kW ISpeakers Rosewood),

PIE

£2125

STUDIO An07-Pro Tape Recorder MINT

MD

ARCMA Delta ulack Boa 11 DAC

.

£3195

_ 113

KEF 164 Loueneake 18

£ 160

3:450 . £390

£34 995
£3395

B&W 801 Seres 175

£1850

NEYBROOX ° autels Ustands EX DOM

£595

HELIUS Star m'ad tonearm

£995
£295

GRADIENT OUATIX-oyer
LUXMAN At03600 KT 88 Stereo Power Amp

£1295

LUXMAN 5110 Tuner .

0450

1.11XMAN 02000 Amplitter.

£495
£495

LUXMAN 5150
LIRA Parnassus DCT Cartndge Br Dem

£1200

MARK LEVINSON 38S Pre-Amp EX DEM

£4850

MARK LEVINSON 35 DAC EX IBM

£5795

MARK LEVINSON 332 Power Amp EX OEM

£4995

MARK LEVINSON 380S Pre-Arnpkter EX DER

£5495

MARK LEVINSON 33S Pre amp EX DOM

£4850

.

MARK LEVINSON 3637 CD Player EX IBM

£5400

MARK LEVINSON ML1 Pee-Mop yntA Mono

£895

SPICA SERVIESJbwooter...

MILLER 8KREISEL MX100 Subwooter

£795

MARANTI 85 CD Player.

£495

SOLSTICE DUD Speakers vat!, Stands

£495

MICROMEBA Page 6CD Player
TARAMA skoto CD Pgyer
MERIDIAN 6C ,DAC
LUXMAN 1C

Pre-Arnp áIMZIOD Power

ORACLE Forer lAk Ill -umlabN 8PSU
REVOX P899 Kodo Tape Deck

£250

£219
£5715 £505

.£ l45

£ 165

VOTO Standard Turntable

£1495

.1605

£590

191£1. 15Speakers EX IBM ...

£1995

AUDIONOTE M2 terre Pre- amp

£599

E1495 £ 1270
£1995

£ 1495

11995 £ 1695

THETA on Peu CD Transpon
NAKAMICITI 0,3200 Cassette Deck
REVOX B215 Cassette Deck

£895

£ 760

..£595. £505
Z995 .£845

V0111 TuntateME VáClearaudo Delta Cart ...... 32495 £2129
LUIRIAN 71Ileer (
Lab Standard)

1E50

1495

REY0X111 ,Tuner

1495 ..£425

11111E 2Z-SptakerslIkeado)

1995

DENON 1
31.2n£260L Tuner

G85

DENON 095 0'0 Cassette Deck

VISA

f ' 25

£1695

CD PLAYERS

£2750

AUDIO NOTE ANE S-6 Loudspeakers 1ROsewOOd) FVeneer

MISSION 3
3
32 _oudspeakers Wb stands ....02137 £220

MERIDIAM -26k DAC

.Ligistening

O. FINANCE • TELEPHONE FOR OETAILS
(Subjectlo status)

MAIN UK DEALERS FOR THIEl SPEAKERS
ED- OEM EXPOSURE EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR LIST

£73

PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
http://www.hiti-stereo.com

AVI MAIN DEALERS
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK AND BUY IN FOR CASH
202 FINDON ROAD, WORTHING, WEST SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL, 01903 872288 AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001. FAX: 01903 872234
e,mallNeatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

D
D
D
S/H
D
D
D
D
D
S/H

0,1395.00
8'1695.00

D
S/H

£449.00
£395.00
£695.00
£295.00
£ 79.00
C1099.00
£4295.0
£699.00
C1999.00

D
S/H
S/H
S/H
D
D
D
D
D

C1499.00
E595.00
£95.00 £599.00
£1003.00
£1399.00 £339.00
£1999.06: £1199.00
£2099.00 £1499.00

S/H
S/H
D
D
D
D
D

1\111 II II 1:s
£1995.00
£2495.00
£695.00

E.899.00
£1698.041
£699.00
£1095.00
£3495.00
IDL 1P-rP1 \ hl In

Quad ESL 63/Stands, Brown, VGC
Acoustic Energy AE2 / Dedacated Stands
BSEW 805 Speakers, Black
Linn Kabers Black
KEF Reference 1Rosetta
KEF Reference 2Rosetta
KEF Reference 3Rosewood, VGC

FOR AN-UP-TO-THE-MINUTE LIST

£110

SALE
£359.00
£449.99
£449.00
£399.00
£499.00
£3895.00
£559.00
£389.00
£399.00
£299.00

£895.00
£6500.00
£99.00
£49.00
£799.90

Audio Research VT60
Audio Research VT60 SE
(Few months old, serviced)
Meridian 501 Pre Amp
Naim NAC42/NAP140 Amp
Classe DR 10 Power Amp, VGC
Linn LK1/LK2 Pre/Power
Audiolab PPA Phono Stage
Audiolab 8000M X2 Power Amp
Micromega Tempo 1Amp
Meridian 541 Processor/Pre
Angstrom Processor/Pre

AUDIONOTE PA Monoblocks

NOW WE OFFER

RRP
£549.90
£699.99
£699.99

Micromega Stage I
Micromega Stage 2
Micromega DAC 1
Meridian 200/263 Serviced, VGC
Meridian 563 DAC
Theta Gen 5A DAC
Trichord Revelation
Trichord Genisis
Arcam Delta 270 CD, VGC
Revox 225 CD

I1 \ I

C V-0,1 HI

Rotel RT870L Tuner
Revox B215 Cassette Deck
D=EX DEMONSTRATION

Dl

I\ I-,
£119.00
£195.00

S/H
S/H

S/H=SECOND HAND

161 Old Brompton Road London SW5 OU. Tel: 0171-244 7750/59 Fax ‘1171-370 0192
Monday-Saturday 10am-6pm. Nearest tube: South Kensington or Qoucester Road

classified
Want to hear a £ 150 interconnect
working in your system for 10 days
and keep it for only £45?
Jack Lawson. who founded the Music Room and the Audio Note
Salon, has offered unequalled expertise on Hi Fi products since
1979. Now specialising in mail order interconnects Ican offer you
171,1SiC quality cables at cheap- and- cheerful-cable prices. Simply,
Ihave no fancy packages, no marketing costs.
Istill haven't found any remarkable but cheap speaker cables, but my
big success is the Petros Blue range of interconnects. No one has
returned acable during two years of the approval scheme, except last
month when Isent out an early experimental lead in error to agentleman
in Cirencester. Sorry!
"Simply the best..." "A big improvement upon..."
"It has rhythm, clarity, immense soundstage..."
It beat..." ... from the mail bag!
The Petros Blue really does approach my reference cables
(Audio Note. Audio Research, Gryphon and Mandrake) and audibly
beats all competition up to £ 159 - and now it's even better. Why?
Iuse a better solder and new way of forming aquick weld to avoid heat
distress. The price has risen slightly to £45 per metre interconnect plus
£16 per additional metre stereo pair (ahalf-metre interconnect costs £40).
It is triple shielded for maximum rejection of magnetic and RF fields.
Although the packaging is plain, the Petros Blue cables are in ahandsome metallic blue finish, plugs and cables. The RCA plugs are
machined from solid, not formed metal (
bending causes metal distress).
The cable itself is very compliant (
soft to the feel) 91 x0.08mm OFC rubber insulation with teflon outer - and is a design still evolving from subjective testing.

Petros Blue Plus now outsells the above. It is asemi- balanced configuration, two mono cables using the braiding only as an earth
drain and connected to source only. The red and white inners carry signal/return i.e. +/-. One metre PB+ interconnect costs £58 and
£22 per further metre per stereo pair; half-metre PB+ costs £52.
This month we introduce Petros Blue Plus Silver
because we have found arelatively low temperature
silver solder enabling our philosophy of reducing
metal heat distress while making agood interface, avoiding semi-dry joints!
The cost is £65 for a metre stereo pair
(again add £22 per additional metre length)
or £58 for half-metre.
All cables will be dispatched post-free this
month to cushion the price increase; after
31 July, plus £2for UK post and pack.
Our plugs are now cleaned using KONTAK,
distributed by PATH Premier. This formula
cleans, protects against further deposits
and corrosion without asticky deposit, and
enhances conductivity by molecular pit infill.
We strongly recommend you buy one for
£14.95 - it is the cheapest and most amazing
upgrade! Petros Blue cables are the next
cheapest; after that it gets costly!

Phone Jack Lawson for further details on 0141 357 5700

SELECT AUDIO
L0 M0 Orl)
ACCUPHASE

NEW PRODUCTS - DG28 DIGITAL VOICING EQUALIZER,
DP9OB CD TRANSPORT, DP 65V CD PLAYER

JEFF ROWLAND

MODEL 8Ti WITH BATTERY SUPPLY, COHERENCE AND SYNERGY
PRE AMPLIFIERS, CONCENTR INTEGRATED PRE- POWER WITH
OPTIONAL PHONO BOARD.

GENESIS

SYSTEM 5 LOUDSPEAKERS WITH SEPERATE 800 WATT SERVO
POWER AMP WITH REMOTE CONTROL, DIGITAL LENS.

DCS

ELGAR 24 BIT DA CONVERTER WITH REMOTE VOLUME CONTROL
(FUTURE PROOF).

MUSICAL FIDELITY

FULL RANGE - AXI, XA200 AND KELLY 3AND 2.

MARK LEVINSON

No 380S, 39 CD PLAYER WITH VOLUME CONTROL.

ALSO

SOUNDS FABER, HELIOS CD's, BKS SPEAKERS, VPI TURNTABLES,
SHAKI STONES, LYRA AND CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES, TICE
CABLES, BASIS TURNTABLES, TARGET, ETC.

h

4'412:

e

'et

4

HAVE WE GOT NEWS FOR YOU?
new! Audio Note CD- 3. At last, scorching malicious rumours of this company's decline a product that makes a huge
step forward. Based on AN's massive experience and capital investment, a £ 1,599 machine that musically out performs competition at £5,000... . it's alive... . and it's a new retooled product, not an upgraded CD- 2 (£995). You really
must hear this! Ihave heard the future, and it's good!
new! Pink Triangle Tarantello Mark II. Superior motor and belt makes this model a stunning proposition for vinyl
addicts and newcomers. With a Rega RB-300 and an Audio Note IQ- 2 ( MM cartridge) our package price is £ 1,000.
Skeletal design takes vinyl into the 21st century and leaps over pricier competition
new! Pass Laboratories, famed for their single-ended solid-state amplifiers which rewrite the book, now introduce X-2
and Aleph P. minimalist pre-amps with impressive build at only £ 2,550 and £3,595 to complement their X and Aleph
ranges... . or yours!
new! ProAc Response 3.8. For less than £4,000 this model's elegant looks defies conventional moving coil expectations. Unconventional use of ProAc's amazing carbon- fibre drivers and many innovations make this the one you've
been waiting for.
new!

The Mark Levinson Reference Pre-Amp. The company has never before applied its Reference accolade to a

pre-amp despite its leadership in the field. Therefore, this is a significant reappraisal of the role of low-level
amplification in music reproduction. Price on application!!
new! There is no Hi Fi product with higher wow-factor and 100% customer delight factor than MIT speaker interfaces.
Now we have MITerminator-2, affordable, eight foot pairs for £240 or £398 for biwired speakers, plus £ 15 per set of
interchangeable iConn spades/pins/bananas so you can retain cables with future upgrades.

USED AND EX- DEMONSTRATION

A selection of turntables:

AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 1000 Silver Edition
monoblocks, 50 wpc

£ 1,750

AUDIO NOTE 102 MC cartridge s/n 2090 (unopened box;

AUDIO NOTE TT- ONE, Includes Rega RB300 and AN-IQ1 (was
£725, now £595); VOYD REference (now Audio Note TT-THREE
£9,990) piano black £4,995; QUASAR-SE turntable with Triplanar

£795

list £ 1,895) - the ultimate

Tonearm - phone for details

AUDIO NOTE AN-E/SPx, black ash, ex-dem; was £ 2,250 £ 1,499

LFD Line Pre-amp LS- 2(£ 1,649), PA- 2Power Amp (£ 1,649) on

AUDIO NOTE CD- 2, 2/h, 2months old,

sale for £849 each; LFD/Mistral Integrated Amp (£499) and CD

Customer buying CD- 3

£750

Player (£999) for £999; finished in silver/gold livery. The LFD/Mistral
equipment was supplied new in February 1998 and is fully

AUDIO NOTE AN-V, One metre interconnect, ex-dem, two

guaranteed as new product. We have amicably agreed

only priced at £ 110, (
list £219) and one only AN-Vx silver

with the manufactrer to relinquish the agency. THe disposal

(£575) for £399: Icannot adequately stress the superiority

is a one-off commercial opportunity and no reflection on the

of these in the right systems, but I'll send them on appro.

product's value or excellence. Reviews and brochures available.

Match with AN- D bi-wire loudspeaker cable for consistency,
for example a pair of four metres bi-wire set, factory

Millionaire's Music System: Accuphase CD TRansport and

terminated banana plugs costs only

£160

DAC, Audio Research and Levinson amplifiers, Apogee DIVA
speakers in taupe (
beige), all mint, cost £40k; installed

AUDIO NOTE ONGAKU, very recent sample,
phone for details

£19,995

anywhere in UK for

£13,000

Mark Levinson 29 Power amp 2x50/100 watts

AUDIO NOTE KEGON-C, 1992 progenitor, hand- built
and unique

£39,995

mint, beautiful, literature available, was £2,700

PSB Stratos loudspeakers, outclasses the Italians!

mint, gem, classic pre-emp; was £2,800

We have an ex-dem pair in stunning piano black finish,
unmarked, was £ 1,199

£850

All products fully guaranteed for six months, UK demonstration, delivery and installation by arrangement

Export and Credit Card soles welcome

We represent: Audio Note. Amplifiers by Kondo-san. Bow Technologies. Mark Levinson.
Living Voice. Pass Laboratories. Pink Triangle. ProAc. psb. Audio Note & MIT Cables. Kontakt enhancer; etc.

•
The Audio Note Salon, 5 Crown Terrace, Glasgow G12 9HA, Scotland
TEL

(
0)141 357 5700

£1,500

Mark Levinson 10A slimline Pre-amp with MM/MC,

FAX:

(
0)141 339 9762

MOBILE

041 051 9555

£1,500

Ri.
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OMEGA Electronic Equipment ( Europe) Ltd, New Road Business Estate,
Ditton, Maidstone, Kent, ME20 6AF

Tel: 01732 848268 (7 Lines)

Fax: 01732 848289

SUMMER SALE!!

QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMEMT AT GIVE AWAY PRICES
PRODUCT

PRICE NOW!!

Audio Analogue Puccini SE amp

£429.00!!

£595.00

Audio Analogue Bellini Pre- Amp

£339.00!!

£475.00

Audio Analogue Donizetti Power Amp

£429.00!!

£575.00

Audio Gem Opal speakers

£99.99!!

£240.00

Audio Gem Emerald speakers

£299.99!!

£595.00

Audio Gem Sapphire speakers

£599.99 !!

£1250.00

Graaf Venticinque int amp

£1199.99!!

£1995.00

JBL Simply Cinema ESC 300 Home Cinema system

£399.99!!

£599.99

Kelly KT2 Loudspeakers

£469.99 !!

£699.99

Kelly KT3 Loudspeakers

£779.99!!

£1199.99

Monrio ASTY int amp

£279.99!!

£440.00

Musical Fidelity E61 CD player

£199.99 !!

£299.99

MUSICAL FIDELITY X- SERIES ** SPECIAL**
PRECIOUS METALS CABLES ** SPECIAL**

CALL FOR SALE PRICES!!
CALL FOR SALE PRICES!!

Opera Duetto speakers

£279.99!!

£399.99

Opera Platea speakers

£529.99 !!

£795.00

Opera Terza speakers

£679.99!!

£999.00

Sequence 400 panel speakers, inc stands

£189.99 !!

£329.90

Sequence 300 panel speakers

£124.99 !!

£249.90

Sequence 200 panel speakers

£99.99!!

£199.90

Sequence 200C centre speaker

£64.99!!

£129.90

Sequence SW12 sub- woofer

£124.99 !!

£249.90

Sonneteer Campion int amp

£439.99!!

£599.99

Sonneteer Alabaster int amp

£649.99!!

£899.99

SONICLINK CABLES ** SPECIAL**

CALL FOR SALE PRICES!!

Unison Research Simply 2 amp

£599.99!!

es- 01732

ORIGINAL PRICE

- 848268 Tr

£995.00

KEB MO Keb Mo f20
JOHN LEE HOOKER Real Folk Blues £20
JOHN McLAUGHLIN et al Friday Night in San Francisco
JOE JACKSON Night and Day f20
THELONIOUS MONK The Riverside Tenor Sessions f150
Analogue Productions 7LP Limited Edition Box Set

The HW16.5 has been
the benchmark record cleaner
since its introduction.
Stereophile's Analogue accessory
of the year for more years than
ican remember, the 16.5 is
much more than a luxury - it is
essential to protect your
valuable investment in vinyl.

Nobody with a serious interest
in vinyl record replay can afford
to be without one.
We stock a full compliment
of spares and accessories, as well
as the professional grade HW 17F,
intended for archival and
serious audiophile use.
Audiophile labels stocked include Absolute Analogue, Alto High Fidelity, Analogue Productions, Chesky,
Classic Records, DCC, EMI Testament, King Super Analogue, Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs,
Reference Recordings, Speakers Corner, Steeplechase, Telefunken, Water Lily Acoustics.
VINYL DEMAND PO Box 1532 Fordingbridge SP6 15B

Tel 01579-363603 Fax 01579-363604

for sale trade
Lintone Audio
Make
Acoustal Model II...e/stabc.
Acoustat Model TIR efstatcíç.rl rdem
Anthem Arnp 1Mote per amp. saem
Anthem Integrated I...Volve Into. x-dem
Mon Electro. .Into (mm). ex-dem
AudioMeca KreaTurcrtnxii. Trans & DAC. idem
Chart Her 7 . 2-way spin new bock
Char* Her 3...3-way spin x-dem
Clkorio Mob:my 1 . 2-way spit new
Chas Acodomy
spin x-clem
Chart Acodorny 2...2-way spin new
Chano Accicklny 2..2-way spin x-dem
Chato Acodam_y
F/Sspkr x-show
Counterpoint HC131)8...Dolby ore. mho.
Counterpoint PAIR/11 Trcnspert/DAC. ex-clem
20 bit DAC
8345J045. Moue Pre/Power
Genesis 5200. 2-way spin x-dern
Kinshow Overture .. hto idem
McIntosh MC7103...IM per amp. new
Mcintosh 080 Full function pre orna x-910w
McIntosh MC500 VW per amp. r
seew
Muscal Fidelity 1- I. -Collectors rtem"New. bared!
N.E.A.R 10M...2-way metal cone spin x-C1Nn

DEr

al, .1t£ 00
120:1031
960 OD
1303.00
1CO3.03
180000
803.0)
265000
150000
75000 « CO

mop <caw

1349.03
1309 00
1699.00
1699.00
8.50300
1990 00
a0303
5C0.00
20)
100303
5500)
Mg
MOO
920
300.00
603 00

1003.00
BOO 03
1003.00
1103.0)
50:003
1030.00
200000
22003
100003
431:10C
25020
1500.00
300000
500000
30303
20320

SELECTED USED EOUIP(ILNI AND SPECIAL OFFERS

N.E.A17 20M. 2-way, 3driver se x-show
120303
500.03
NEAR Sound Me. 3way pia. x-rev
IMO 00
600.00
iw000
N.E W P-3/ o-20 I Pre/Pwr r'dern
MOO
1500 00
Neoktn Neal Conan spin. (-show
AO CO
25CO.00
Nebtts Neo2 wnh stands. Conan split rinow
5000 OD
2530.00
Neolith Neo3 Conan split i
show
5003 00
122020
Sane Frontiers SIS40 have be ama idea
2030 00
280303
Sonic fronners SFCD-1 Valve CDalayer. x-rev
31100 OE
3033.00
S
CNC Frontiers SFM- 1
te Valve m..s. x
dom
603000
Thule PR200/R Preamp. x-diem
700 00
303.00
Thule CD1W CD ever idem
BOO 00
000
Trilogy Pre/948 the/per °Mt/ rem
172020
1000.00
Unison SiMply I Valve eta. x-clem
1000.00
80703
Nokomichi POO Couette Deck Collectors ,tem
OFFERS
McIntosh MC Kr ,-.: .--.., 25 ',
ear ola n
.
-*
OFFERS
Tonaberg Rece.• '
Tondberg Cassv-,
1andbee ref- ' • : .'• -7. t
OrrE95
AND 3C'2fi. -. -.
Ii IiI
We are the datnbutors tor Sonic Frontiers, Anttiern. Precious Metals Coble,
AudioCorpet, McIntosh and ALR/JORLION loudspeakers.
We also purchase ail fine Audio peoducts.

Alchemist Maxim Amplif ier
Amant Alpha 5CD Player.
Arcam Alpha 6CD Player.
Arcam Alpha 5Amplifie

The best audio electrolytic capacitors
invented and made in the UK

T Network

CARTRIDGES . Trade in your old moving

AlF117
3‘
0VVER
Advanced 4terminal design in a10,000µF 63 volt
version available from stock for £ 22 + VAT retail

ICAN ALSO SUPPLY: TURNTABLES, TONEARMS. CASSETTE DECKS.
CD PLAYERS, DAT, MINIDISC, CDR. LOUDSPEAKERS, HIFI
FURNITURE, AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, ACCESSORIES. BLANK TAPES 8
DISCS. TEST CD'S, TEST RECORDS, TEST CASSETTES. CABLES.
AERIALS, TRACKING FORCE GUAGES. ALIGNMENT PROTRACTORS

coil and save up to 45°c off a new one!!

Slit Foil

All goods are brand new and boxed with full U.K. guarantees.
No ex-dem or ex-display equipment. No grey imports. Delivery is free.
Sorry, no general catalogue Please phone or write for specific details

IAN HARRISON HI Fl ( MAIL ORDER ONLY)
From: 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6GQ.

2.200µF to 15,000gF, voltages from 40 to 100

TEL: 01283 702875

send for price list

9am-9pm including Sundays

REFERENCE CABLE

ATV SERVICES
LEATHERHEAD
01372 456921

Bored by the sound of your
current Loudspeakers?
The Russ Andrews Solution
Don't change it - upgrade it!

The Ecosse Maf. Co. Ltd.,

By improving the quality of crucial components and
wiring in your loudspeaker you can achieve results that
will astound you and for afraction of the cost of buying
anew model
Our Component Price Ust contains the definitivc.

Absolute Tune-ups
modify or realign . my high- end equipment 1% e sill
undertake rehuilds ss
wleited audiophile grade
component, .und can .11,0 offer a valse
matching service. Fspect only tile bo4

.
1249.95
.
1299.95
.£ 159.95
.£ 199.95
. 1299.95
. 1699.00
.£ 249.95

•Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
radios
• HiFi VCR's
. Valves tested

MADISOUND PROVIDES
SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.

For further details contact John SCarrick.

Absolute Sound. qualitied engineer. can nou repair,

(
new)
( new)
( new)
I
rs Gem)
Mew)

Arcam Alpha 6Amplifier
Amam Delta 110 Pre Amplifier
Amant Xeta 5Channel Dolby Pro Amp
Amain Delta 280 Tuner
Audio Alchemy DAC in the box
(
used) .
112000
Audio Alchemy DDE.V1 DAC
( ex dem) .£ 269.95
Audio Alchemy DTI V/2 P.S.4 DAC
( ex den) . 1399.95
Audio Innovations 700 Amplifier
ex dem) . 1599.00
Cynic 2Arne.
«
used) .£ 150.00
Cyrus 31 Amplifier
lasexll .£400.00
Infinity Modulas Speakers/Stands ( white) ( used) . 1450.00
Linn Kaber Loudspeakers
( used) ...mono
Lumley PP70 Passive Pre Amplifier
( ex dem) .£ 200.00
Ma'am, CD63SE Signature CD Player ( used) .£400.00
Maransz CD75SE./2 CD Player
lesedl . 1140.00
Meridian 563 Delia Sigma DAC
les dem) . 1595.00
Meridian 207 Pre- Amp CD Player
lusedl . 1400.00
Meridian 205 Mono Power Amplifiers
used) . 1450.00
Mission DAD 5/DAC5 CD Player
( used) . 1300.(X)
Michelle SyncrorRegaiOn MC 10 Cart
( used) . 1350.00
Micromega Stage One CD player
( ex dem) . 1200.00
Micromega Stage Three CD player
( used) . 145000
Mus Nd A100 Amplifier
t
iicedl . 12.50181
MON Fid 8Pre- Amplifier
IxisedI . 12003X)
Naim Nais 2Amplifier
used) . 129100
Naim NAC 32.5 Pre- Amplifier
( used) . 1295.00
Nairn NAC 62 Pre- Amplifier
( used) . 1220.00
Naim NAC 42 Pre- Amplifier
( used) .£ 195.00
Naim NAC 92 Pre- Amplifier
( used)
1320.00
Naim NAC 72 Pre Amplifier
lusedl £495.00
Nairn SOL Loudspeakers
lisriedl £ 1200.00
Naim NAP 140 Amplifier
( used) ....£ 500.00
Naim NAP 140 Amplifier
( used) ....£450.00
Quantum Minstel Amplifier
( ex deml ....£ 599.00
Quad 44/FM4/405 Amplifier/Tuner ( used) £495.00
Quad ESL 63 Loudspeakers ( used) £ 1400.00
Rotel RC850/RB850 Amps x'
lusedl £ 300.00
Rotel RCD965BX CD Player
used)
1160.00
Technics SLP2000 CD Player
used) £ 550.00
Trichord Pulsar One DAC Convenor ( ex dem)....£899.00
VPI TNT Viable C/W exact arm Grado Sig
( used) £ 1950.00

atv

Tel/Fax + 44 1563 524320.

Inew)

Visit our web site at http://wwwIintoneco.uk
e-mail on, Lintone.audio@virgin.net
7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead, Tyne & Wear NE8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

DNM Design, 18 Dartmoor Drive
Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 8XT
tel/fax 01480 457989
denis.m@dnm.co.uk

EXCLUSIVE INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
wanted for the UK's latest, best and most innovative,
patented range of dedicated Monocrystal ( Cm)
grain free copper and silver, audio, video and digital
interconnects together with UL/CSA flame retarding
cables for commercial installations and domestic
stranded and solid core speaker cables.

les dem) .£ 199.00
mew) . 1199.95

Arisen Alpha ICL) Player

selection of the World's best Hi Fi components.

Our Loudspeaker Upgrade Handbook provides
instructions on how to carry out avast range of f
rpgrades

AgireAu. seas
e*
pnamoo

-

Solen Inductors

ECLIPSE

Chateaurouxpoly

ee •":r•
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Skaaning
Loudspeakers

th AUDIO r
mtsn.,oser maintien

Give them anew lease of life!
To receive our latest information - just mail, phone or fax
haf following address

DIEIFILEM
ACOUSTIC PANELS

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd., Edge Bank House, Kendal,

Absolute Sounds

Cumbria, LA8 9M England

Tel 0181/947 5047 Fax 0181-879 7%2

Tel: 01539 823247

SLEDGEHAMMER

Fax: 01539 823317

morer

LEFIP

RIVERSIDE HIFI
Ex Demonstration

LIST

SALE

LIST

SALE

895

695

AUDIO RESEARCH LS7

1750 . .
1199

MICHELL ISO HR

AUDIOLAB 8000 CDM

1399 .... 1149

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 50SF/R/W..4400 .... 3699

14950 .. 10999

SONUS FABER MINIMA AMATORS .... 1566 .... 1149

DWIN HD500 CRT PROJ
KOETSU RED T

1550 .. 1079

SONUS FABER EXTREME/STANDS

TEL ( 0181) 892 7613
I24

422 RICHMOND ROAD EAST TWICKENHAM
MIDDLESEX, TW1 2EB

SEND $5 FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND
PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
ORDER WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS

7400 . 4999

LOW COST FINANCE CAN BE ARRANGED (SUBJECT TO STATUS). MAIL ORDER FACILITIES

-14 T
t- ittrims

16,1

8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 537444283 U.S.A.
TEL:

608431 3433 FAX: 608-831 3771
madisoundigitis.com

FAX ( 0181) 892 7749
Web Page:
AUGUST 1998

http:/ww.itie.com/madisound
HI- F1 NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW

classified

Ardimislidam»

•FREE

G T AUDIO

SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax ( 215) 297-8661
Visit our website at:
http://www.fotwyre.com
totwyre@fotwyre.tom

THE
CABILE

comfflny

P.O. Box 579, Point Pleasant,

PA 18950

USA

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
HI-FI NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW

AUGUST 1998

.
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Hi 1'i ads ice that's always worth listening to.

0131 - 555 3963
[INN KARIK III

f900

STRAIGHT WIRE CABLES

£ PHONE

WANTED- MERIDIAN 604 TUNER

£ PHONE

TANNOY 609 INC STANDS + CABLE

£ 140

SONY RI TRANSPORT/DAC

£ 900

AUDIOLAB Q&P

V T£
3025

e £h1
698

s £biI4
200

00s £/h7

s £ib
9514

s i£b
5501

s £lli
900

520
M £h

50s £/h7

50W £ho 4

£ 975

95s £ti14

M4800h£

s £ib
2350

s1095
/h£

0s0 £ib1.

M850b£

s £lim
8995

00s £lim44

sir77£

500 1
£
e

s £lli
3900

66s /h£51

s £/h1
660

0..11,11

Music Mill

•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

I
COMPONENTS
I ACCESSORIES
glIT
UBE
S

VISA

Tel/fax: 01895 833099
cri tnixie

600
s£ir

C I£1
200

SERVICE!! REPAIR!!
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

3850
s£ib

s £/h1
0000

Cadence Spankers, D.PA..AAonorchy, Orlolon, Pink Triangle,
Praise T-T, Sonic Frontiers,Trangle Speakers, InSogy Nee Amps, Men der Hal

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

s8000
£lh

s £ib
3298

s £ib4
920

s £ib4
250

Orr Perm- Alchemist. Ardhern Audiomeca, Moon Valve Amps,

si b
f£8595

5e000n
£

0e00 n1
£

A NEW RANGE OF AUDION AMPS ON DEM THE BLACK
SHADOWS 84$ TO THE GOLDEN DREAMS - WITH CADENCE
ES MK II'S - USEN à BE PERSUADED

a £l
5500

=}

00M £h44

Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Herts WD6 I
WE
Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

M265h£4

Callers welcome by appointment

ee £l
8888

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS

3504
M£h

AUTHORISED VIM= SPECIALIST

n

S i,£
6600

3004
eh£

THE

f50s /h44

Lockwood Audio

s £bi2
350

s £/h
995
sn £i
3000

sf3800lh

£2228 . . PO.A.
Alchemst Forseti pre + power
.PO.A.
Alchemist Kraken Anniversaiy (Mk II) ..
£1245 ..£1336
Anthem int. 1valve (cold)
Anthem CD 1player (5star What HiFi)
£1595 . PO.A.
£170c £1095
Aud aPhysics spark spks
Aud a Research 13250 MKII servo
£2250
Audio Research D115 MKII
£1050
Audio Research SP14 pre
£3298
£ 135C
£50C
Audiolao C'.+P
Audion Black Shadows 845 valve (new) £403)
Audion Silvernight 300B moiioblocks
£2250 . PO.A
Cho 'piper 4's (cold)
/203C
£4280 £2250
Clements RT7 piano lacque block ..
£9912 .£4450
Jadi JABO's moncblocks
JA30's monoblocks KTB8 ...
£5980 £2750
Krell Kas 300 int/ amp
£2503 .PO.A
PO A
Macintosh 712 pre (ex/d) (r/c)
PO A
Mat ntosh MC7100 power (ex/d)
Misson 753's
£4013
£399
Musical fidelity MVT pre
£450
Naki imichi 682 ZT< coos
PMC LB-1spks + stands
£500
£5;5
Restek &rant pwr amp

s £/h
6200

5,6,11
£550

60s £hl10

50s £ib001
s £hr
9047

LIS
M2800£h

A.E.1's piano black + stanch.

s £/h4
550

s £ki 1
255

sLET
in

s3495
£ni

0181 255 0572 / 0973 436135
s £/h4
000

Telephone:- 01644 420710

s998l£li1

£390 1

AUDIO M ATTERS
New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment '.'OR SALE

5350
S£ir

£3500
£650 1
90 £10

£380
£85
£130

Microseki Air Beanng Vacuum Planer Bronze FVG1500
Capable ol runnegg 4arms venous armboards £2995
Graham Model 1arm 2. spare wand, mint
£995
Koetsu Gold Signature Cartndge. mint
£995
TEAC PI DI Transport & DAC balanced. mint £2295
Tascam CD 701 Pro TEAC CD PLayer balanced. mint £795
Reyes 13261 Tuner, mint ,
£750
Reyes HI Cassette 3Head Machine. mint
£695
Nakamicts Dragon Cassette Deck. mint
( 1495
Nakarnicht CR7E Cassette Deck, mint
£ 1195
Mark Levinson No26 Phone MC balanced. mint £2795
Vecteur Bloc Source Preamp d2Class AAmpli 835
Power Amps mint or spin superb
£ 3995
Equation 2Speakers Black. mint
£ 1295
JBL 150 Speakers Limed Oak. mini
Proceed CD Player Balanced Outten. mint
£995
Oracle Alexandna Turntable 6Prelude Am,
£495
Audio Synthesis Modded Sony CDX 303ES with AT&T etc
with DSM 20 ultra Analogue 20 Bit 5APS-02 Supply this is
f1150
anee combo or spin, mint
£895
Tno Lo IT Tuner AClassic Superb. mint
Spectral Preamp DMCIO vgc
£995
Rowland Coherence 1Senes 2Preemie. mint
£1795
£3995
Rowland Model 7Sertes 3Mono Amps. mint
Jade Dirty 7Mk 3Valve Power Arnp. mint
£2995
£1195
Krell ( SA 50 Power Amp. mint
£495
Robertson 4010 Power Amp 2available
£995
Magnaplanar MG3A Speakers and Stands. Oak
£2503
C
nheB
rrywood
Auird
m
ae
gePhys
F
Zl ics
Speakers Mk aker,sano
iack
£2495
2p
£550
Reyes 116 RDS Tuner, mint
Krell KSA 250 power amp choice of 2
Mint £2995
£1895
Krell Studio DAC balanced AT&T etc
£1395
Audio Research SP14 pre amp silver
£1995
Threshold FET 10E pre amp phone/lee
£1695
Threshold FET 10 pre amp • E' supplies
£1495
Oracle Delphi Mk3 turntable Surniko the arm
f2995
Ensemble Prima Donna speakers
£1495
Aloe 4speakers black ash
£1395
Apogee Stage speakers . stands
£395
Tannoy 638 Prohle speakers Mack
Wilson Aude We speaker piano black
£4995
£595
SME 345 Tonearm black/gold rare
Krell PAM 1dual mono preamp ( superb phone)
£998
£1995
Burneeter 850 mono power amps ( eel
f1495
Burmeister 838/846 phonolne gold plated
f1295
Burmeister 838/846 phonoeine chrome
£4500
Some Faber Guannan speakers limed edition
£895
Nakame 700 2XE 3head cassene deck
£1996
Manin Logan CLS 22 speakers • stands
from
£2995
Apogee Mini Grand speakers • subs piano black
Audio Research V70 power amp balanced
£1995
£1495
Audio Research 0360 power amp
Audio Research LS3B preamp remote black
£1795
Aude Research LS7 preamp
Latest
£1295
Gryphon Limed Eckhon preamp
£3500
£2295
Gryphon XT preamp
Levinson 12A preamp . p/supply mm/mc
£995
Arcam 170 3CD transpon
£350
£250
Arcam black box SDAC
Arcam Delta 1100 preampDAC black box 50 chipset
£395
£250
Arcan Delta 120 power amp
£395
PS Audio 46 preamp mrn/mc
£1995
Goldmund Melees 3power amp
£895
Cary 283 Mode stereo power amp chrome
£595
Cary CAD 5500 CD preamp
£795
Menden 200/203 CD DAC Inchord
Menden 208 CD/preamp phono hoard MRS
£795
value £ 1295
CAL tempest 2CD player valve
£500
Cambndge CD1 CD player
Cranfield Rock The Original
Rare £500
Stunning £ 1595
Sole Cosmos turntable vacuum hold
£3296
Snell Type A3 loudspeakers
£350
Spender SP2 2loudspeakers • stands
Whandale Option 1active loudspeakers
Rare £ 1500
Accoustat II Electrostatic speakers black
£495
Stunning £ 1495
Saverado speaker & stand
Counterpoint SA9 phono stage
The best £ 1895
f795
Beard B8100 Mk2 integrated amp valve
Proac Studio 200 speakers mahogany
from £995
Linn Karnck Nemenc 2CD transport/DAC
from £ 1295
Rowland Model 2power amp
Latest £2995
Krell ( SA 20013 power amp
Last version £ 25r5
Krell KST 100 Mkt' power amp balanced14
Krell (AV Audio Visual preamp prosessor AC3 etc
899
Aude Research relerence one preamp
£49955
f
Krell (PS 30i CD Player 3months old, mint
£2995
CourverpoInt DA 10E & DAI1E CD Tranxport & DAC Ultra
Analogue 20 Bd. Silver. mint
£ 1995
9
Krell (AV 300i Integrated Amp RC 3months old. mint £ 195
195
Musical
Mark
Levinson
Fidelity ML3
81001
Power
Integrated
Amp. VGC
Amp• RC. mint
9
3in500
£

£5011

TeliTax. (+4‘b 01724 870432
£5350

£45
£80
£105

SALE
UST
£4500
sin £ 10600
£1895
sin £3000
£3995
sdr £7395
£5995
sin £ 10166
£6995
Sri £2900
£1995 £5160
f895
slim £2150
£2995 £4700
£1195
sir £3000

0s 0£ee1.

North Lincolnshire. DIN116 1EL

£0000 1

Headphones etc
Grado SR40
£30
Grado SR60
£50
Sennheiser 110535
£ 75
Other Sennheisers from £9.99 - please ask
Nordost Blue Heaven 25m BiWire solo cable £280
Custom Design 7n- stands. Ferran Red
£60
Musical Feebly 0- LP rnm/mc Phono stage £ 100

7Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe
£2350

£600
£200
£2700
£500
£645

£995 1

Loudspeakers
ProAc Tablette 50 ( Light Oak, mint)
£499
Rega Kyte: ( Black)
£ 149
ProAc Response 2.5's (Cherry, mint cond.) £2.100
Kef 055
£399
Roksan Rok 1 ( Light Elder)
£499

OUT NOW - £2.06
£800 4

£1.080
£1,090
£750
£700
£100
£400

EXCHANGED

Goldmund Studio Turnia,,, voth T3F arm, nynt
Ainangent 28 Linear Tracung arm. mint
Wade 16 CD Player with Deal Volume, mini
Jadis JP 80 MC Preamp. mint
Jadis JA500 4Chassis Mono Valve amps. mint
Jadis JA30 Valve Mono amps, mint
YBA 2Power Amp, mint
Proac 35 rosewood special speakers mint
Magnaplanar MG3A Speakers Oak. latest style mint

COMPONENTS CATALOGUE

£3,800

£850
£850
£550
£595
£79
£349

BOUGHT/SOLD

NEW IN THIS MONTH

SPECIALIST

£900 1

Amplifiers
Nairn 102 remote preamp
Naim 180 PoweremP
Alchemist Nemesis incl. Phono stage
Roksan Caspian incl. remote
Rotel 921 New Model
Maranta PP,A66 KI Signature

L2.000
£180
£500
£2,300

£5114

Compact Disc
Nan CD2
. 1SOU
Rotel RCD930 AX CO Player
£ 140
Maranta CD63Mk3 KI Signature
£349
s/h Theta Data Basic Mk2 CD Transpon
£ 1,500
sin Wadia 15 DAC / digital preamp; bal / unbal;
remote control. digital volume etc - connect
DAC directly to power amp - the ultimate £ 1,500

HIGH END AUDIO

/1-iarrocl

AUDIO =DU NKS
1998

HE TAIL

£000 7

SA1E

£2900

[0- OEM EOUIPMENT SALE

£2800

Zee/et Hi- Fi

Quad ESL 63 speakers stands black, latest mint
£2
£
1
9
695
95
Magneplanar 15OR Speakers, mint
£995
Meromega 21 CD Transpon. mrnt
£ 1495
Michel Argo Hera line Preamp Osupply, mint
£495
Cary CAD805 Single ended 211 valve mono amp
£4995
Menden Argent 3speakers Rosewood. mint
£795
Cabasse Colonne 135 speakers VDH wired walnut wrth
Cabasse Active Equaliser silver wired. mini
£ 1995
New DAC OIT valve DAC balanced superb. mint £2995
Krell KRC HR Preamp RC balanced etc, mint
£4500
Audio Research SPII MK2 Preamp Silver, miel
£ 1995
Mendian 508 24 Mt CD Player latest. mint
£ 1695
Octave ORI Class APower Amp superb vgc
£ 1295
Michel 150 Phonostage. mini
£
295
Lumley 120 Reference Valve Mono Amps
£ 1495
Ensemble PA1 Reference speakers biwee & stands
Penno black superb mint
f1995
Cadence ES Electrostatic Hybrid speakers mahogany
unusual Indian design 90DB superb ygc

DPA BLACK SIXTEEN 4.5M PR

£250

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS

DPA BLACK SIXTEEN 5.0M PR

£275

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

SONLIS I
ABER MINUETTO

£425

MAR -IN LOGAN QUEST

£2400

10am.6pm • MONSAT • 72 NEWHAVEN ROAD EDINBURGH EH6 SCG

RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00ern - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE. ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS!
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AudioCom ( UK)

au—FI

& HOME CINEMA
28 ClUEENSWAY, HORSHAM. WEST SUSSEX. TEL 01403 272931 FAX
"vomv•PaVnter•

1.,

Suppliers of the World's Finest Components

251587.

Catalogue Preview Of Selected Components

•MICHELL PRODUCTS
•UNISON RESEARCH • OPERA SPEAKERS
•MAGNEPAN RIBBON SPEAKERS
•TEAC VMS PRODUCTS
•VAN DEN HUL
•NAGRA PL-P PREAMPLIFIER
•SELECO VIDEO PROJECTORS
& HEYBROOK

•SIRIUS AMPLIFIERS
•B.K.S. HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS
•dCS ELGAR 24BIT/96KHZ DAC
•BASIS/AIR TANGENT
•SONY/RCF VIDEO PROJECTORS
• ACCUPHASE
• AUDIO ANALOGUE
•TICE CABLES & MAINS PRODUCTS
VIL 30/30 STEREO VALVE AMP (995) £495
MARK LEVINSON 27 POWER AMP (4995) SR £1995
FEFFENJX E220 20:tiN PONER AA/P(1495) AD £895
MERIDIAN 602 TRANSPORT ( 18031 SR £695
MANLEY 3038 SE/PP MONOBLOCS (4180) XD...£1995
MANLEY PURIST PRE-AMP ( 16401 XI) £995
VTL SUPER DELUXE PRE-AMP 12995) X0 £ 1495
AVE 80/80 SUE° VALVE POWER ANP12793) )0) £ 1795
AUDIOLAB 80)301PRE-AMP1125131XD £795
MAGNEPLANAR MG 06 OR SE 115751 XD £ 1095
VIMAK TRANSPORT & DAC (61X131 SR £2495
HELIUS CHAMELEON SPEAKERS ( 995) SR £275
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 PRE-AMP ( 13(1)) XD £695

COROBAR® Iron Dust Core Inductors
Superior grade Iron dust core inductors. Automatically wound with high
conductivity 99.99% Oxygen-Free Copper, which offer considerable sonic
improvements over ferrite 8 air cores.
Available from 0.1mH 12.0mH.

BEARD P35 POWER AMP 095) SR
£495
KRELL KPS 20/L CO PLAYER ( 12.( £7995
CELES110N 5003 RIBBON SPEAKERS SR £395
TDL REFERENCE MONITORS SR
£995
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DSM DAC 02001 £595
VAC 20 1VALVE PREAMP XD 11995) £995
PERRF_AUX SM 5PREAMP XD (25031 £995
PERREAUX 24133 200W POWER (2995) £1595
TEAC P30 CD TRANSPORT (NEW)
£ 1995
LANGEVIN 20 BIT DAC ( 1503) XD
£995
SYRINX DAC (500) XD
£250
NAKAMICHI 004 (SH)
£200

Prices range from £7.24 - £ 19.84

Audyn-Cap KP sn Polypropylene film & tin foil layer capacitor
Solid Tin foil layer capacitor with greatly increased mass, prevents
the oscillation of the foil and microphonoic effects are prevented.
This combined with a loss angle of only 0.00008 at 1KHZ, and
2% tolerance, results in an extremely quick and lively capacitor.

Available at 100V, 250V, & 630V from 0.1 -4.7pF
99.99% Pure Silver Wire. Quarter-annealed uninsulated solid Silver conductors.
Our Silver wire is specially drawn for us, to a minimum of 99.99%. This means that
typical final analyse on inspection achieves awire closer to 99.9999% (6N).
The quarter annealing process produces awire with a mirror surface finish. This is
achieved by drawing a 10% bigger wire than the final size. The wire is then drawn down
and in the process highly polished.

RECORD STORAGE
Shoonne's front elevation is here compared with
one of IAN EDWARDS' larger units, the
40" 5-tier LP unit which is drawn to the same
scale & which holds 1250 LPs.

Available from

0.25mm -2.0mm. Prices per metre range from £3.30 to £40.50

T-Network TNC is specially designed for audio by DNM Design.
Incorporating current slit-foil technology, the INC is unique in
that its connections from the terminals to the winding separate the
input and output paths. This reduces unwanted resistance and
inductance, producing a signal closer to pure capacitance. The
results of a product test speak for itself. "Significant gains were
heard in tonal purity, neutrality, depth and transparency, with a
still more precise and more delicate treble quality".

This is our way of letting readers know that
IAN STILL MAKES LP RECORD HOUSING in
ALL SORTS of wood finishes from pine to
rosewood, as well of course as racks & drawerchests for CDs, video tapes or cassettes, Hi-fi
units S. bookshelves, etc, etc, etc S. Specials.

Other available products Include: ALPS, BHC AEROVOX, Burr Brown, CADDOCK,
Elma, Elsa. Nichicon MUSE, REL-CAP®, Sanyo OS-CON, Sfemice, VISHAY, plus
many other lines at very competitive prices.

the BEES KNEES in this type of furniture, in
Modem or Georgian styles, ask for the Brochure
For

For a Free copy of our 1998 illustrated Audiophile Parts Catalogue, contact us at:AudloCom ( UK)
Unit 6, Tindle Enterprise Centre, Warren Street, Tenby, Pembrokeshire, SA70 7JY
Tel. (01834) 842803 Tel/Fax. (01834) 842804
e-mail address: audiocomOconnect-wales.co.uk
(Business Hours: 9.30 to 5.30 from Mon- Fri)

From
IAN EDVVARDS
The Old Chapel, 282 Skipton Road, Harrogate,
North Yorkshire, HG1 3HB.
Telephone: 01423 500442

Calling all Vinyl E
General Knowled • e Quiz:
tch turntable offers all the following features?
Exceptional performance and full upgrade potential. Acrylic Platter,
external power supply, ( single or two speed). Solid hardwood
plinth, either cherry walnut or mahogany as standard. Full suspension system, including motor isolation, plus optional high mass,
diamond polished granite base board. Arm with high quality oxygen free internal cable plus detachable plug-in external cable
offering further upgrades.
Available brand new and fully built or in self- build kit form.
O ...

What would it cost to purchase this turntable and get the best from
your vinyl collection?
A lot less than you might think with . . . The Q.T. !!
In fact you may already own the turntable of your dreams. Call us today and find out how to achieve the transformation of your existing machine to the above specification.
Additional Upgrades available to: Rega 2 & 3 Moth Alamo, etc., Rega Arm rewire service, plus due to popular
demand Systemdeck, and many other's. Upgrades from £ 115.00. External turntable power supplies fully built
and tested from £ 225.00. Phono stage MM & MC inc. external PSU from £ 350.00. Plus much more!
16-18A Eldon Street
Tuxford, Near Newark
Notts. NG22 OLH

"No ordinary
Hi-Fi dealer"

Contact Chantry Audio

Phone Today!

01 777-8703 72

SELECT AUDIO
**** ( LonDon) ****
GIANT SUMMER SALE

PROCEED TOP 3AND DPI 3
£2,000 £4,500
LUMLEY ST70
£850 £2,000
PROAC STUDIO 200
£950
£1,850
MUSICAL FIDELITY P270
£550 £ 1,250
KRELL MDA 300, MONO AMPS
£3,500 .£ 10,500
CLASSE DR6 INC PHONO
£1,000
£3,000
WADIA 2000 DAC
£ 1,900
£6,000
THRESHOLD FET1OE PHONO STAGE
£950
£2,550
COUNTERPOINT SA20 (SA220 SPEC) £ 1,000 £2,700

Overseds i'xport enquiries welcome.

Fax 01777-870437
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LEGENDARY PERFORMANCE
EXQUISITE CRAFTSMANSHIP

GM1

massively and beautifully const ructed using the finest quality parts, and engineering techniques. Both models now in mk2
r 'Ilia improved performance from theiE predecessors, featuring aimproved power supply and anew 3phase, high- torque motor
system eliminating cogging. The listening experience from those 12" slabs of vinyl and 78s is nothing short of breathtaking, with aextraordinary
three dimensional soundstage, and stable stereo imaging, together with precise pitch stability. This is all achieved by a unique four point
suspension system featuring purpose moulded ' 0-iings and fluid damping, ensuring SME turntables are free of extraneous vibration effects.
SME Turntables feature long term dependability, and freedom from critical adjustments and setting up procedures.
WE HAVE BOTH MODELS ON PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION

DEFY 7 STERE
POWER AMPLIFIER
JADIS AMPLIFIERS are recognised worldwide
for their functional elegance and unmatched
standards of nusicality with the use of innovative circuit design and the highest quality parts,
Jadis has become something of a legend.
The

latest members to the family are

the

Orchestra Integrated Amplifier and CD Player a

1

£1099 each. They represent True Audio value.
We now also have the Tri Planner one of the finest tone arms available.
For Digital lovers we have the new DAX DECADE by Audio Synthesis to

celebrate their 10th Anniversary.

WE CURRENTLY HAVE A LARGE SELECTION OF PRE- OWNED AND EX- DEMO EQUIPMENT. PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS.
For all aspects of audio information - do not hesitate to call us.

;
icies includ(
Absolute Sounds, Audio Physic, Audio Synthesis, Ensemble, Jadis, Graham Engineering, LFD,
Magnum Dyna Lab, Mitchell, Pink Triangle, QLN, Sonus Faber, SME, Tri planar, Wilson Audio, XLO,
Yammamura plus many more. Many brands of cartridges stocked.

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Golden Dragon
KT66 R
Golden Dragon _ leading valve technology into the 21st Century
Specifications: KT 66-R
ultralinear, 40% taps, Class AB1, cathode
bias

(
typical operating conditions)

Heater voltage

6.3V

Heater current
Anode voltage (DC)

1.3A
450V

Screen Voltage (DC)
425V
Negative dc grid voltage - 15 to -40V
DC cathode current
Anode dissipation

65mA
22W

Screen dissipation

3.5W

*Anode+ screen dissipation

26W(max)

*Triode or ultralinear operation
The specifications conform exactly to the
original GEC/M-0 valve and can be reproduced on any new Golden Dragon KT66-R.
Newly available this month, Golden Dragon launches the classic KT66-Rs from the ' Retro'
range of tubes. This valve combines the same shape and style of the original GEC and MO valve designs with modern materials and manufacturing techniques. These are audio
tubes of unsurpassed quality and reliability, not to mention their musical abilities.
Manufactured using the finest materials, these tubes not only look the part in vintage and
modern amplifiers, this valve will perform at least as well ( if not better) than the original
designs from GEC, or M-0 in all important areas, and can be expected to last at least as
long as the originals.
The tube's measured electrical performance matches the original GEC and M-0 data
exactly, and they have been specially branded in the style of the originals.
The KT66 was widely regarded as the best valve of its type. Famous designers to have
used it include Peter Walker (of Quad fame) in the revered Quad II, Williamson and HJ
Leak. Since GEC ceased production of the KT66 prices for original examples have rocketed. Golden Dragon now brings the original performance back at an affordable price.

Join the élite today, and fit tubes from the Golden Dragon '-R' series.
For full specifications, performance curves and prices contact:
P M Components Ltd, Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA1 18HD
Sales Desk: 01474 560521 Fax: 01474 333762; e-mail 101650.2424@compuserve.com

A French designer and manufacturer of Hi Fi
products, distributed in 22 countries.
Soon presented in the United Kingdom at the
Hi Fi Show 98 from September 17th to 20th
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CAIRN, Rue des Moines, 02000 Villeneuve St Germain, France
Tel: Int +3 33 23 75 10 50 Fax: Int + 3 33 23 75 10 51
e:mai I: cairn@wanadoo.fr.
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your FREE ticket for The Hi Fi Show ' 98
WITH the September issue, you'll receive a free ticket to The Hi-Fi Show, saving
you the £4.00 admission charge. The Hi -Fi Show is Britain's major international
audio event, held al the Heathrow Excelsior and Renaissance Hotels. Doors
will be open to the public from 10am-6pm on 19 and 20 September.
Equipment reviews for the September issue kick off with Krell's ultimate statement,
the monster FPB650 power amplifier, but we'll also be reviewing Tim de Paravicini's
astounding EAR V20 valve amplifier, which uses no less than 10 output triodes per
channel, as well as the innovative GRAAF GM20 from Italy, an outputtransformerless/output capacitorless design! We'll also test British solid-state amplifiers
from Crimson, Exposure and Musical Fidelity, and agroup of affordable British
floorstanding speakers including Castle, Mission, Monitor Audio and others. For
vinyl record lovers we'll have the ultimate in decoupling from The Real Sound
Company, the rubber-suspended Superplatter, which is claimed to transform
the sound of aRega or other basic turntable. Does it really work? For CDbased enthusiasts, we'll be reviewing the new Theta Jade Transport and
Pro-Basic DAC too. With apacked music section, the
September issue offers more for your money than ever
— especially with our free Show ticket offer. But
we're also planning another great free
entry competition, with £2000 of
prizes up for grabs. So don't
miss HiFi News & Record
Review, September issue, on
sale Friday, 7August.
The Superplauer
Hie NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

AUGUST iSIS

from The Real Sound Company
Right: Rod Stewart, jameel Moondoc

he GM20
from Graaf
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As the world
moves
inexorably
towards
multi- channel
sound for
music as well
as movies,
one
dissenting
voice gives a
word of
warning: we
must learn
from history,
not repeat
old mistakes

frequencies, with wavelengths
smaller than the human head,
phase
differences
become
meaningless. So the ears detect
differences in intensity or loudness.
Only headphones can reproduce
phase and intensity differences
accurately. If the listener is free to
move, and thus both ears hear both
loudspeakers, phase information is
lost.
Working for EMI in the early
1930s, Alan Blumlein came up with
abrilliant trick which fools the ears
into hearing stereo from two
speakers. He used circuits called
`shufflers' to convert phase
differences
into
intensity
differences. A crossed- pair of
directional microphones works
naturally in the same way.
Reproduction through a pair of
angled speakers creates a magical

a cinema. Because the audience is
so widely seated, phantom imaging
does not work. So Dolby surround
locks dialogue firmly at the centre
of the screen, by piping it through a
front centre loudspeaker. Sound

channel music, it really has to work properly this time!

individual sound sources.
Their view was that the
correct way to use the extra
channels is to add height to the
image, with speakers up and down

deliver an even 'harder' centre front
for dialogue, and discrete left and
right sound to the rear speakers.
Watch a movie like The Fugitive
in Dolby Digital, and the train
crash sequence explodes from all
corners of the room while the
ome cinema, DVD and
actors' voices still hang solid from
digital multi-channel sound
the screen.
could represent a giant step
So far, so good. But now we have
backwards for music hi-fi. That's
these same systems being used for
why the debate over DVD-Audio is
music-only reproduction. The first
so important. So if you hear a
DVD audio discs use fivedemonstration of five-channel
channel stereo. Playing an
music that you think sounds
ordinary stereo CD through a
awful, don't be afraid to say so.
home cinema system is likely to
The original idea behind
pipe the vocalist's voice
surround
sound
and
through the centre- front
quadraphonics made sense. In
loudspeaker.
To
anyone
a concert hall we hear
familiar with natural twoambience from all around, as
speaker stereo, and a smooth
well as direct sound from the
phantom image- spread, the
front. The ambient sound is
effect
can
be
horribly
bouncing off the walls, ceiling
unnatural. I have heard it
and floor. The delay is too
several times at hi-fi show
short to create a nasty Alpine
demonstrations. I hear it
echo, but long enough to add
praised at press briefings.
acoustic warmth. When music
As the Ambisonics team
is reproduced in the livingwould often remind us, the
room, from loudspeakers, the
optimum number of discrete
bounce is too weak and short to
speaker channels for horizontal
add ambience.
surround is three. When a
In the 1970s, engineers used
fourth or fifth is used the ears
extra microphones in the hall to Stokowski featured in Bell's early `curtain of sound'
stop being fooled and start to
capture the natural ambience experiments, which came and went ageneration before the
and reproduce it through extra quadraphonic mishaps of the 1970s. If we are to have multi- pinpoint the speakers as

H

loudspeakers at the rear of the
room. It became accepted
practice to use four speakers, one at

Editor's note:
proponents of multichannel audio may
well disagree with the
views expressed here
by Barry Fox! But
in future issues we
plan to cover multichannel sound in all
its manifestations.
And aforthcoming
article by Malcolm
Hawksford will
examine the potential
of current and future
multi-channel
proposals.
130

from the rear is a mono mush.
Dolby Pro Logic does the same for
home cinema.
The new digital surround
systems, like Dolby Digital (AC- 3),

each corner.
At least half a dozen proposals
were made for capturing the extra
two speaker channels in a stereo
recording system. Four of them
reached the market: SQ, QS, CD-4
and UD-4. None worked very well,
and record producers latched onto
the idea of using four channels to
create dramatic effects, with the
listener stuck in the middle of an
orchestra or band.
The naive idea was that four
corner speakers would spread the
stereo image through 360°. It
doesn't.
We use our two ears to locate the
direction of sound in two different
ways. When the frequency is low,
and the wavelength is larger than
the size of the human head, the ears
sense a difference in phase; sound
from the left takes longer to reach
the right-hand ear. At higher

effect. A phantom image hangs in
space, with singers at centre front
half-way between the speaker pair.
But the magic only works if you are
facing the speakers. Turn side on
and
the
effect
completely
disappears, as you hear two
loudspeakers in one ear. That's why
four-speaker quadraphonics could
never create asurround spread.
British inventors Peter Fellgett
and Michael Gerzon cracked the
technical problem with Ambisonics.
Four or more speakers work
together to create a soundfield
which provides both phase and
intensity clues. But Ambisonics was
never a commercial success. It
came too late and was hopelessly
mishandled by Britain's NRDC and
BTG technology quangos.
Surround was reborn when
Dolby Labs developed a system
(based on the old SQ and QS)
which spreads sound effects around

the walls.
The real irony is that the audio
industry has been through all this
before. In the 1930s Bell Labs in
America worked with Leopold
Stokowski on a series of tests.
Stokowski's orchestra played in
Philadelphia and the sound was
piped by landline to Washington.
The system was dubbed a ' curtain
of sound' because a wall of
microphones in front of the
orchestra connected to a matching
wall of speakers. Bell abandoned
the idea and opted for two-speaker
stereo.
The music industry is now at a
crossroads. Either we go on hearing
an image spread in the living room
or we start hearing speakers. As
cash customers the choice is yours.
Barry Fox
AUNT LIS
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Real wood
veneers:Horn sustait ladle
european forests
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Spring loaded
tweeter:Ensuring clarity
through isolation.
Mission Group. Huntingdon. PE18 SED England

ego «ill

Sculptured 35mm
Medite baffle:Maximum rigidity
without reflective
surfaces
Aerogel:Ligliti less with •
carbon fibre rigidity.

Tel: +44 ( 0)1480 451777 Fax: +44 ( 0)1480 432777 emaihinfo@mission.co.uk http://www.mission.co.uk

